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PKEFACE AND INTRODUCTORY

An author has been known to palliate his boldness in making a

book by saying he has written it " to supply a want." The same

plea is ventured on behalf of the present work. It may, at first

sight, seem difficult to make good such a justification for a

contribution to the Homeric Question. The literature of that

problem is already of a fullness to defy the bibliographer. And
it grows incessantly. Those who try to keep abreast of it in its

many branches long for a pause which does not come. There

was a brief but welcome lull some years ago. Controversy almost

ceased for a time, while disputants fell back and sought to reckon

up gain and loss. But the Lachmann drum was beaten afresh

;

and the Cretan discoveries, the novelties of the Saga-searchers,

the restless strivings of the Culturists, the speculations of Professor

Murray and the arguments of Mr. Andrew Lang, have all helped

to stimulate discussion. rfkOe S' 'A/ia^cov. Miss Stawell has

dealt a heavy blow where it was least expected. The contest is

active once more. In Homeric phrase "they battle on relent-

lessly." An enumeration of only the treatises and essays which

have appeared during the four years that the present book has

occupied, would require a bulky Appendix.

And yet, abundant as the contributions to the controversy

continue to be, and although the Lay of Dolon has certainly its

fair share of attention, it may be claimed that the old excuse is a

good reason in the case of the present effort. Destructive

criticism has scored many supposed successes by determined and

exhaustive polemics against particular books or episodes of the

poems. Except in rare instances, such attacks have not been
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viii THE LAY OF DOLON

met by replies as careful and detailed. But one thing seems

certain, that these demonstrations that there are late parts in the

epics are the basis of the whole scheme of disruption. They

demand careful examination. We venture to say a word on

behalf of a book of the Iliad which is believed to be bad and

late. The Doloneia cries aloud for defence. There is hardly a

textbook of Greek literature or handbook to Homer but regards

it with disfavour, tempered only occasionally by a word of tolerant

pity or of faint praise. Nearly every work on the Homeric

(Question, nearly every writer on Homeric matters, contrives

somehow to cast discredit on it. Its presence in the Iliad beside

lays of varying but generally respectable antiquity is to some

almost intolerable. Dr. Leaf seems to regard it as dead to

criticism and " not worth " expending trouble on. Finsler, in

his full review of Homeric literature, hardly deigns to mention it.

Miss Stawell, in her delightful work, while she defends success-

fully two of the other books of the Iliad which have been classed

as " Odyssean," dismisses its case in a few lines as " simple

enough " to dispose of It is the general attitude ; vox omnihua

2ma. And further, the Doloneia has been, more than any other

part of the Iliad, the subject of a number of treatises, devoted to

it alone, and all seeking to prove that it is generally bad and

altogether ungenuine and late. The newest analysis, in W. Witte's

Stmlien zu Homer, is as merciless as any. The Doloneia now lies

buried below a cairn heaped up to keep its unclean spirit out of

the Homeric world, and every passer by adds a boulder or a

pebble. They have even made for him who gave it being this

cruel epitaph, nihil quod tetigit non inquinaviL

This is a sad state of things to one who has always doubted

whether the Doloneia is as bad as it is generally painted, and

who is now to argue that it is in every way worthy of a place

in the Iliad, and as ancient as any other part of that poem.

Protests against the condemnation of the lay have been few.

Colonel Mure and Mr. Gladstone believed in it, Mr. Andrew Lang

has recently spoken out for it, and Mr. Allen certifies that it is
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no interloper. But in the half century between Mure's great

chapters and Homer and his Age, it was but rarely that a voice

was raised against the bastardy of the lay. It was forsaken

even by Dr. Monro. In legal phrase, decree went by default,

and the issue is, or will soon be held to be, res judicata. We
wish to shew cause for the process known as " a review of judg-

ment." The position taken is generally negative and defensive.

We seek to prove that the case against this castaway from the

Iliad is, for all its bulk, too weak to carry conviction. Truly

" there's a big field to ear." But the attempt is well worth

making. If the disdain of the Higher Criticism for the Lay of Dolon

could be shewn to be unreasonable, we might well say of other

parts which have become the butts of critical depreciation, en

eXTTtSo? alcra.

The Doloneia is the main theme of this book. But the

examination of the literature has taken me further afield, and has

led me to consider two beliefs which have gained currency and

are almost deemed to be settled beyond dispute. These are the

theories that the language of the Odyssey is essentially different

from that of the Iliad, and that there are books of the Iliad,

especially I, K, "^ and H, which are shewn by their language to

be late and Odyssean. Here I have been anticipated in part by

Miss Stawell, whose protest against the accepted views will yet,

I venture to think, mark a point to be remembered in latter-day

criticism of Homer. And lastly, there are the many canons,

elaborated in Germany and in much favour in Great Britain and

Holland, which are used for its own purposes by the Higher

Criticism. Their vitality is phenomenal. They were exposed

by Colonel Mure many years ago. They have been denounced

by many a writer since. Dr. Carl Eothe shews, with untiring

persistence, in his periodical reviews of Homeric literature, how

wanting in reason they are. To any one accustomed to the

appreciation of evidence they are most questionable principles.

But they live and are popular. At every turn their validity as

applied to the Doloneia has had to be impugned. Careful enquiry

h



X THE LAY OF DOLON

into its case seems to shew that the lay has been hastily and

unfairly judged. And it is with satisfaction that one notes

distinct signs that a reaction has at length set in against such

methods of arriving at the truth, in their application to the

Homeric problem as a whole.

The Wolfian attack on the poems was one phase of the mania

of the day for proving, in Professor Saintsbury's phrase, " that

everybody's work was written by somebody else." It has had,

in its various developments, a successful career for over a century.

But there is more place now in the controversy for those who

plead for " broader views," and summaries of Homeric literature

shew that opposition to the disintegrators is making itself heard

even in Germany, and with considerable effect. In that country

a well-known writer on the epic can commence a Homeric paper

by saying, " to-day criticism once more speaks more clearly of

Homer as a real individual." Another tells us that the Unitarian

view, which not so many years ago was believed to have been

laughed out of existence, except in the minds of a few obstinate

enthusiasts careless of the results of a century of criticism, is

"far from defunct." The reaction against purely destructive

analysis cannot be ignored. The number of scholars who refuse

to bow the knee to disruption and who have almost been per-

suaded to a belief in unity, is increasing. In truth some of the

newest theories come startlingly near it. But the disruptionists

are still active. They cannot forget Wolf. It may be, as M. van

Gennep suggests, that their loyalty to the tradition is, to some

extent, the effect of " collective suggestion." ^^709 avykvi Kevrai.

The case would not be unique in the annals of scientific enquiry.

Chief among the causes which have contributed to this

improvement in the prospects of the epics, is the failure of the

Higher Criticism to produce any considerable positive results that

are generally acceptable. The disagreement among the supporters

of the case for disruption is a very remarkable phenomenon.
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Essays and treatises which are marvels of acute research, are

published only to be severely handled or even refuted out of

hand by critics who, on tlie main question of one or many

Homers, are of the same mind as the authors. Mulder speaks of

" a centrifugal tendency confusing rather than enlightening. . . .

As many beliefs as heads. . . . Every one pipes his own lay

about Homer." The enemies of unity have in their time played

many parts, and the student of the Question is bewildered by the

number and diversity of Entstehwagshypothesen. irdaa^ B' ovk

av eyoD fiv6r](T0fiai. Nor is it necessary to add one more to the

enumerations of theories and varieties which are given in Homeric

handbooks. One believed some years ago that Lachmann had

been disowned for ever. M. M. Croiset declared that his doctrine

was dead. But it is true, as has been said, that Lachmannism

still prevails under various guises. Eobert has even spoken of

the " immortal pages " of the great Dissector. But Lachmannism

has failed to solve the problem. The Expansionists have equally

failed to advance its solution. They have now been seeking after

the original nucleus of each poem for many years, and have

suggested many reconstructions. But surely the friends of unity

liave reason when they ask why there has not been a definitive

delimitation of this Kern. If it ever existed as a separate entity,

its enucleation could not have baffled the learned labours of more

than half a century. And now the old order is changing yet

again, and it is denied, for the Iliad at least, that there ever was

a Kern. The Lay of the Wrath is found to have been overrated. It

is only deUassierter Heldensang, and came, it is said, not first, but

last. The Wrath was the 7notif used to make an Iliad out of

the Trojan lays. And the great hero of the Troica must go under

with the Wrath. He is not the only victim. The heroes

generally have been exalted or degraded, and provided with new

fatherlands and new attributes. We have now a Thessalian

Agamemnon, a Thessalian Paris, a Laconian Paris, an Arcadian

Aeneas, a Boeotian Hector. Aias, who replaces Achilles in the

premier place in Trojan legend, and who is the real sacker of
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Troy, is not the Aias of the solid flesh whom we know in the

Iliad, TreXcopLo^, €pKO<; ^Kyaioiv, but a shadowy figure, " son of

Shieldstrap," or, as others will have it, g6nie clu pilier. He was

a homeless Outis till Pisistratus gave him to Salamis. All this

is the work of a new school, devoted to the study of certain

accidents or developments of the saga called saga-displacements

{Sagenverschiehungen). Their theories have secured some adherents,

though Otto Crusius and others have greatly discredited the

method of investigation. It is characterised by a weakness for

appreciating indications in history and legend, even in Mdrcheny

at more than their true evidential value, and by the all-weakening

assumption that certain parts of the poems have been condemned

beyond hope of appeal as late. It seems to mark retrogression

towards a very old and almost forgotten stage of Homeric enquiry.

It will not be a long step from shieldstrap and doorpost to sun-

myth and allegory. Achilles will be the mountain torrent once

more, Helen the light of day, and Troy and the Troica the water,

water everywhere of Forchhammer's famous hydrographical

manual.

It is not surprising that there is increasing aversion to the

methods of Dissection and the infinite variety of the results it

offers for acceptance. And this attitude of dissatisfaction has

been stiffened by the positive progress which has been made in

several spheres of Homeric and prehistoric research. The props

of the Wolfian position have all been shorn away. The part

assigned to Pisistratus in many forms of destructive theory is now

accepted by only a very small minority of scholars. The revela-

tions in Crete have annihilated other fundamentals. The

archaeologist has come to the assistance of the Homerist, and

" the science of the spade " has, in Dussaud's words, " upset all

received ideas." ^ Wolf's refpente ex tenehris is now seen to have

been a splendid misdescription. Thirty years ago it seemed

to Professor Mahaffy and others, that epics " artistically perfect
'*

^ Schliemann inaugurated a period of Ergehnisse unschdtzbar sitid (Wilamo-
discoveries deren Ende unahsehhar, deren witz, tjber die ionische TVanderung, 2).
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could never have " come out of the dark age of a people without

written records," and that a " Committee Homer " was " nothing

in comparison with the single unlettered bard of popular fancy."

It was, as Dr. Monro cautiously described it, an argiimenHLm

ad ignorantiam. Now, it is clear that the germs of the heroic

poetry which afterwards matured in the Homeric epics, may

well have produced their first bloom in the conditions which

Aegean explorers have brought to light. Great poetry is one of

the natural dvadtj/xara of such a civilisation. There is a parallel

in our own history. The conditions which are said to have

generated and fostered the literature of the Elizabethan era, are

known to have existed in Minoan Crete. The island was peopled

by a race whose artistic genius some influence stimulated to an

activity which is a marvel to scholars. In a few years the old-

time discussions as to the arjfiara \vjpd, the existence of a

reading public and the possibility of memorial composition and

transmission, have become obsolete. Mere academic discussion

on such points has been superseded. " An inch of potsherd," or

a representation of a shield or lyre, may cancel the results of

learned speculation. In the last decade the " triumph of the

spade over the pen" has been celebrated in many a learned essay.

Tradition has been rehabilitated. In regard to Greek origins,

Mr. Hogarth declares that it has been " signally vindicated."

Other authorities tell us that " sober fact corroborates fables.''

The stories of the Early Age of Greece are no longer scorned

as only folk-tales, or the record of " a past that never was

present." The legends that made the old island kingdom the

incuiuibula of Hellas, and that told of her former supremacy in

Aegean waters, are accepted as historical truth. Pere Lagrange

says confidently that " Minos re-enters history " ; Professor

Ridgeway has fixed his floruit ; Mr. Lang has vindicated his

Homeric character against interested post-Achaean scandal of a

very low order. And the civilisation which has been named

from the old king who walked with Zeus, flourished in the

regions where the Homeric poems know it or a civilisation
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closely akin to and derived from it. Crete was in intimate

relations with Egypt, as the Odyssey suggests, and with Sicily,

in very ancient times. The suspicions formerly cast on passages

in the poems that mention these countries seem very futile now.^

Every year furnishes more ground for saying of the archaeologist,

as was said long ago, though with much less truth, of a textual

critic, that he is giving us back our Homer.

M. Berard has rescued the Homeric Geography from the

Wonderland to which les g^ographes de cabinet had banished it,

and has resolved some crucial difficulties,— the drive from

Pylos to Sparta, the position of Pharos, the puzzles of the

Pointed Isles and Nestor's lardanos. Mr. Allen's study of the

Catalogue and the Great Appellatives, and Mr. Myres' of the

Homeric references to the Pelasgians, shew that the conditions

recorded are real and ancient. When the epics are approached

without prejudice, and not with the conviction that they are

conglomerates of many ages, consistency and evidence of unity

are generally to be found. Dr. Dorpfeld's exploration of Ithaca

and her avriTrepaca may yet help to establish the ancient date

of Homer. The same expert's monumental Troja und Hion may

not have said the last word as to the city of Troy ; but as to

the great War itself, we have the conviction of the authorities

that it has a basis of fact, whether in the struggles of settlers

or in an expedition to destroy a rival dominating a great trade-

route. That colonial enterprises should attract so much saga

is perhaps less likely. But Mycenae may well have been the

seat of such a suzerainty as the Hiad implies, and one of

Bruckner's contributions to Dorpfeld's great work makes it

probable that the destroyers of the " Sixth Burg " were the

Achaeans of Homer. Light comes in, though in feeble rays,

from many points. There is ground for hoping that the causes

of the attack on Troy will yet be ascertained more fully, and

that it will not pass the wit of scholars to separate, in Professor

1 But they die hard. They have latest Homeric essay. Die Entstehnng
heen put to a new and similar use since der Odyssee, 186 f., restates the Sicilian

the above was written, Fick, in his references for the benefit of Cynaethus.
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Inama's words, " the little kernel of historical truth from the

thick envelope of legend." Nothing in the current literature of

the subject is more striking than the respect accorded to the

Homeric record by the best of the archaeologists, unless it be

the freedom with which the believers in four centuries of poets

talk of and quote a " Homer," unified ad hoc, in support of their

own theories.

There is agreement as to the reality of the " Homeric Age,"

meaning by that expression the life and times which are

mirrored in the poems. As to its unity there are still differences.

But attempts to define " culture-layers " have not been successful

;

Cauer thinks they cannot succeed. Robert's effort, unsurpassed

among Homeric treatises for acuteness of interpretation and

boldness of method, was received with coolness. Mr. Andrew

Lang's demonstration of " one moment of culture," in a period

of transition and perhaps of disturbance, was so strong that but

little has been urged in reply. A doubtful line in the Odysseij
^

has been used against it, and also the cremation difficulty by

those who do not accept Dorpfeld's solution. The general

silence in face of such a body of proof seems ominous for the

divided cause of multiple authorship. A relevant question is

whether the supposed contributors to the poems were unique

among primitive composers all the world over in this, that they

were keen but clumsy patrons of the art of archaising. This has

become an idee fixe. But enquiries based on it demand, more

than any, the continual acquiescence of the reader in the view-

that passages in the poems are the products of a late, degenerate,

imitative age. When that is granted, various culture-elements

can be detected, though they are admitted to be " intertwined

and blended " to a degree which makes one wonder that experts

should ever essay to separate them, or hope to do so with any

degree of success. Reference may be made to the statement,

in the introductory chapter of Mulder's work on the Sources of

the Bind, of the manifold forms which archaising may have

^ I have ventured to propose an emendation of this line in App. M
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assumed. Critics have no small freedom of choice, and a wide

range in time from Mycenae to historic Asia Minor. That

Ionia had a free hand to manipulate the epics and to introduce

her own heroes and her own civilisation, is an assumption second

only, for purposes of Dissection, to the postulated Pisistratean

Ordiier, and one that is not likely to stand long.

The age which produced the Homeric poetry was not an

unlettered age, not the early period in the life of a people in

which the Volksgeist expresses itself only in ballads made and

sung by every hearth, or by wandering bards " for good cheer."

No one now denies that the poems are far removed from

primitive effort. They are not even " popular epic," except in

the sense in which all epics may be so designated ;
the folk

probably never wanted a connected poetical saga. The dichtende

Volksseele seldom rises above the lay. The Uiad and the Odyssey

are " artistic epic "
; they are " the creations of a mature art."

It has been said that " every poet has his pedigree." We may say

the same of the two great epics.-^ There is general agreement

that they appeared at the end and as the fruit of a long period

of development. That does not prove that they were each or

both together the work of one individual ; it does make such

an explanation of their origin easier of acceptance. And surely

the disappearance of all vestiges of the poetry that preceded

them must tend to compel the same belief. It is difficult to

understand what influence it was, if not reverence for supreme

genius, that decreed that all other early efforts should be for-

gotten, ignota longa node, and that the two great epics should

alone survive, with a definite ascription as the work of one man.

All the ideas current, till a few decades since, of the state of

Greece before what was then deemed the dawn of its history,

have been changed. Its civilised existence has been extended

by centuries. The Homeric poems may have made for themselves

their unique place in Greek life long before the days of Solon.

Nothing forbids us to believe that the name of Homer had, in

^ In Penelope's words, t 163, ov yap dirb Spv6s eiai TraXaicpdrov ov8' dirb Tr^rpris.
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those early days, the reality, the individuality and the reverence

which attach to it when we first hear it, and which in the

ancient world it never lost. Had the original sceptics of the

eighteenth century possessed the knowledge of the Early Age

of Greece which the learned of the present day have acquired,

there would perhaps have been no Homeric Question. Must

they not have continued to accept the existence of Homerus as

readily as the personality of Arctinus or Stasinus ?

The position of the Cyclics in Greek literature is now well

ascertained, and the better it has been appreciated the more it

has told in favour of the antiquity and the unique position of

the Eiad and the Odyssey. Careful examination of their remains

has proved that they knew and respected the two great epics,

the themes of which were, in Hennings' words, "consecrated

ground which the Muses no longer permitted man to tread."

These later epic poets might imitate Homer, but they sedulously

refrained from trespassing on his domain. It is as if the Iliad

and Odyssey had already secured canonical position. Cyclic

work is, in universal estimation, of a lower grade, and reflects

an inferior order of things, a poorer life, one might almost say,

in a later age of degraded ideals. Yet even late, discredited

parts of the epics (which are supposed to have been at that

period in an inchoate state, greedily receptive of new matter and

tenacious of it when acquired) are free from the debased

practices and beliefs which are found in the compositions of

the Cyclic writers. It seems to be a difficulty in the way of

accepting an evolution of the Iliad and Odyssey in the course of

several centuries down to the sixth, that they should have

remained through the Cyclic age in a condition which invited

unlimited patchiug, expansion and manipulation, and this in

spite of the fact that they were objects of national care and

reverence ; wliile another set of epic productions, of a lower

type and never regarded with great respect, came down to

posterity intact as the undisputed productions of definite

individuals.
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The study of the epics of other countries and of national poems,

not generally genuine epics, has made great way since Lachmann,

inspired by the Woltian model, failed first with the Nibelungenlied

and then with the Iliad. In the works of Heusler, Ker, Drenip

and many others, we see a better way from Lied to Eiios. Signor

Comparetti's essay on the Kalewala is a classic on the origin of

national poems, and remains irrefragable. There are such poems,

and there are traditional books, which have been made by one

form or another of " material synthesis," but no instances of

finished epics, incomparable in plan, dramatic treatment, nobility

and grace, that have .had such an origin. Saga may collect in

cycles, or be attracted and massed oaUout d'wi noyau 2^?'im^^5^/,

but it never, left to itself and the bards, acquired artistic form.

" Wherever there is poetry there is a poet." For an Iliad, or an

Odyssey the genius of the poet is needed, to select, to blend, to

transform and re-create. That, with the evidence which the

poems themselves present of transcendent creative power, is the

great argument for the existence of Homer. The unvouched,

unreal agencies with which Dissectors have traffic,—a Flick-Poet,

a Compiler, a Redactor, a Commission, the Dichterseele of the folk,

or even the Spirit of Greece working in mysterious fashion

through ages, could not create great unities like the epics of Troy.

They have produced, in Comparetti's phrase, only " unruly

agglomerations " like the Mahabhdrata, or a compilation like the

KalevMla, which shews us " the natural condition of poetry before

it becomes individual and artistic,"—before in fact the TroLTjTrjf;

appears, when the day of the do(,B6<; begins to wane. How can

we seriously regard the popular theories, when we find eminent

students of early poetry, as Professor Ker, taking as models of

epic excellence two growths which are said to have been the

sport of time, and to have taken final shape from a haphazard

and persistent process of patchwork ? Or when we hear the

Professor of Poetry at Oxford declare, in words which many of

the enemies of unity themselves accept, that " the consent of all

competent judges from the earliest recorded time to our own has
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placed them at the very head of all poetry " ? It is difficult,

with Professor Murray, to regard it as " much the most likely

thing," or even a likely thing, that the Iliad, one of these

" artistically perfect " poems that stand at the very head of all

poetry, is a traditional book which " grew as its people grew,"

and the work of generations of poets all endowed with the

matchless " intensity of imagination that makes the Iliad alive."

Tliat an Iliad or an Odyssey should have been formed in such a

way is to many not merely improbable, but even unthinkable.

To Mure it seemed repugnant to reason, as to experience. Pro-

fessor Burrows protests that the inability of other nations to

produce great epics, is not to be put down to their " sinful

tendency to work by evolution,"—which seems to be an inversion

of the argument to make it stand the less steadily and fall the

more easily. " Unity can no more bring forward an analogy

than evolution can." But every great epic, as the work of a

great poet, is an analogy. That evolution did not end in a

Homer elsewhere was the misfortune of the nations, not their fault.

Saga is universal, but poets of the very highest stamp are few

and far between.

The manipulation of the poems by the Higher Criticism has

been characterised by excesses which have at length brought the

inevitable reaction in favour of more sober procedure. The

practice of mutilating them by the excision of whatever proved

inconvenient to the views of the individual operator has produced

vigorous protests, and not from the Unitarian side alone. Kai

K6pafjb6v<; Kepafiel Koreei. It is strange that it has been tolerated

so long, when one observes how easily the results of the best

professional excisers are rendered of no effect by later workers.

The text is now better protected against arbitrary changes.

Modernisation during centuries of transmission is as acceptable

an explanation of irregularities as the late interpolator or Bcarlciter.

Discredited parts of the poems claim the same treatment as those

which have found favour in the eyes of Dissectors. The abuse

of the Homeric Repetitions was declared a few years ago, by one
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of the ablest of the analysers of the Iliad, to be among the

worst weaknesses of the Higher Criticism. Only those familiar

with the Homeric literature of Germany are in a position to

appreciate that rebuke to the full. The Unebenheiten disclosed

by a hostile, microscopic criticism such as poetry has perhaps

never in the world's history been subjected to, are beginning to be

rated at their true value. Those who are satisfied with Dr. Monro

and others that the Great Discrepancies do not exist, can afford

to be indifferent to the smaller irregularities on which Dissecting

Criticism has waxed so bold. In all these departments of learned

Homeric investigation, sounder methods are being opposed to the

old uncritical and almost vindictive ways. Cauer's Grundfmgen

and Mulder's Qiiellen are notable protests against many small

popular devices.

On the philological side "the decline of the destructive

fashion" has attracted notice, and is no less instructive. Many

are the tests ; none has proved illuminant. The Digamma,

which " o'ertops them all," has given no results that Dissectors

can contemplate with satisfaction. Meillet has recently declared

that the poems belong to a stage of Ionic in which F was not yet

defunct. Such a pronouncement by such an authority may

comfort the upholders of the antiquity of the two epics. The

market for other "linguistic peculiarities" is also depressed.

The aira^ elpv/jLeva, the Article, the Prepositions, the Optatives,

the Genitives and the Datives have all grown as sulky and

irresponsive as the Digamma. The precise nature of the language

of the poems, and whether these are to be regarded as Achaean

or Ionian, are questions still with the experts, though they seem

to be on the way to solution. And whether the belief which is

gaining ground, that that language was Achaean speech, what

Dr. Monro termed the vulgare illustre of the poets of the day, and

not an artificial " medley " created by generations of singers, be

correct or not, there are many high authorities who are satisfied

that the language of the poems is essentially one throughout.

Tick's Aeolic theory has not prevailed against them, av and 69
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and the Iteratives have proved to be but blank cartridges. Miss

Stawell has sounded the knell of the theory of Odysseanism in the

Iliad, and has cut away the main ground for the belief that the epics

were composed in different ages. The ISTeo-Homerists who are

transferring the Menis from the earliest to near the latest place

in the Eiad, are undoing at one stroke, to the great satisfaction of

Unitarians, much of the philological case which has been elaborated

by generations of critics against other parts of that poem.

At every step forward the way seems clearer. There is fresh

confirmation of unity and reality, and increasing dissatisfaction

with the methods which have been popular. Their insufficiency

has been exposed, and they are no longer backed by Pisistratus,

schools of singers careless of their great heritage, barbarism in

early Greece, unreality of the narrative, geography and culture of

the poems, and other beliefs of the kind. While successive

theories fail and are superseded, the difficulties in the way of the

Unitarian belief are disappearing. It is long since a great

and judicious authority expressed the opinion that a solution of the

problem could never be more than hypothetical. In regard to

solutions based on Dissection, that dictum is perhaps incon-

trovertible. But much water has in the meantime flowed under

the Homeric bridges. If, when another half century has passed,

it be still possible to frame hypotheses that are new,

another Friedlander may be able to say that there is no room for

them. The prima facie case which governs the burden of proof

may be too strong. The plea of the adversary has been that it

does not lie on him to disprove what was the unanimous belief

of learned antiquity, because there never was such a belief. He
urged, and continues to urge, that other poems were ascribed to

the author of the Hiad and the Odyssey which are now known

not to be his. This is one of many positions which Dissecting

discussion has always assumed to be inexpugnable. Yet only a

careful examination of the passages in Greek literature which

were supposed to support it, was necessary for its disproof.

Volkmann and Hiller and Rothe have proved that there never
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was any general attribution of the lesser " Homeric " compositions

to " Homer." The evidence crumbled at their touch, and "Homer"

as a " collective name " v^as shewn to be a " fantasy." Mr. Allen

has supplemented their proof by an examination of the references

to the Homeridae, ending with an " inference from the Sons to

the Father." The onus remains on the disintegrators. The case

for the old traditional belief in unity meantime gathers strength

with every year.

The basis of the case against it is, as we have said, the

assumption that certain parts of the poems have been proved to

be late. It is an assumption that detracts from the value of

Dissecting treatises, not merely in the eyes of Unitarians,—that

is a small matter,—but also to such other critics of their own

way of thinking as cannot accept the particular delimitation of

late and early. It spoils the argument in every other section of

any such treatise. Incipient conviction vanishes as passages in

the poems which bar conclusions are waved aside as of late

origin. When others, though allowed to be early, are neverthe-

less known to have been late in securing a place in the epos,

such a faculty for divination staggers us. Passages in the Ilmd

which obstruct a theory may be rejected en hloc because they

have been suspected, while passages in the Odyssey that favour

it are allowed to stand, although it is easy to find authorities

who condemn them also. The decisions, the ohiter dicta, or even

the bare suspicions of critics in the ancient or the modern world

are always available. Or something is detected which can be

characterised as unusual, peculiar or difficult, or which occurs

elsewhere in the poems, or which does not occur elsewhere, and

the enquirer thereupon chalks up " late " and passes on, often

without any attempt to justify the inference. Hostile suggestion

is assimilated without hesitation. That other ancient and even

modern masterpieces can be broken up by the same drastic

treatment, is a consideration which is not heeded. No hope

seems to lie that way. So far it has proved but a fruitless

vexing of the poet's mind. It was Blass, one of the foremost
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scholars of his day, who exclaimed to the Homeric critics of his

country, " you Germans are strange people," and who asked, if

the Odyssey were a Flickpoem, what term of reproach was to be

reserved for Faust. He could believe as readily in the Lernaean

Hydra as in a "many-headed Homer."

The conformity of the contents of the poems to the individual

critic's views as to late and early is often established with much

learning, skill and patience, and with great effect on the reader.

But it has to be borne in mind that any such enquirer has in

the poems an unparalleled wealth of material of the greatest

variety, which can be utilised for application or deduction in

many ways. Mulder closes the discussion on archaising in the

first chapter of his new work on the Iliad with the pregnant

sentence, " it is beyond doubt that, in the way the Iliad is

treated, everything without exception can be perverted to its

opposite." And there are also at the critic's disposal the copious

results achieved by a long line of predecessors, to draw on in any

case in which reasoning requires to be fortified or speculation to

be rendered plausible. It is not difficult, with such means at

command, to bring the Realien into agreement with preconceived

notions as to the different dates of strata and books and passages.

Yet how easily any such laboriously demonstrated harmony can

be disturbed, is well known to those who peruse the reviews of

treatises of this kind. Their schemes have a foundation of

shifting sand.

The position is a strange one. On the one side, Unitarians

have piled up arguments so strong for homogeneity that they are

all but ignored by the opposition. When Dissectors condescend

to notice their work, it is generally either to express surprise at

the continued existence of their creed,—to Wilamowitz, for in-

stance, it is a Wahn or delusion,—or to observe that they " are

not to argue with." Mure has never been answered. His book

has not, in the words of Professor Mahaffy, an authority who can

see something in his opponents' case, " received a tithe of the

attention it deserves." It is not, I think, even mentioned in the
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Haivdhook of Homeric Study rwiitten a few years ago by Father

Browne. It is easy to say that it is out of date ; but the

reasoning in it is of the kind that is not staled by age. Similarly

the recognition accorded to the labours of Dr. Eothe, one of the

greatest of living Homerists, is anything but adequate. Finsler's

Homer, a work notable among recent comprehensive reviews of

Homeric literature, does mention two of his separate treatises,

but passes over in silence the careful periodical reports on the

Homeric Question which he has made during the past thirty

years, though they teem with argument and are specially dis-

tinguished by the clearness with which the issues are stated and

discussed. Cauer's work {Grundfragen'^) is one of the few known

to me that shew intimate acquaintance with them. There is the

same disinclination to meet the proofs adduced by other Uni-

tarians. On the other side, a great multitude that no man can

number of analysers and Dissectors, with something more than

the cor Zenodoti, stick faithfully to the old way, greatly encouraged

by the failure of their opponents to meet them on their own

ground. They have provided themselves with a stock-in-trade

which, for wealth of expedient at least, should be a model to

destructive criticism for all time to come. We shall venture

to give an estimate of it in detail when we have completed

our examination of the case against the Doloneia, which will

afford us many a glimpse into the Werkstatt of the Dissecting

operator.

It is disheartening to think that discussion must continue on

such lines. One could wish that some scholar of weight and

leading would plead for a meeting of experts, after the manner of

other learned Conferences. Such a Eound Table meeting might

at least settle the little that is common to the opposing forces,

expunge for ever from the record a number of settled but

baseless beliefs, arrive at a concordat on some points in dispute

and define the many on which debate must proceed. It might

also have the effect of inducing scholars to inform themselves

better as to the Homeric literature of other countries. It is
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disappointing to find Dr. Monro's work, especially his splendid

resume of the Question in his edition of the second half of the

Odyssey, so seldom referred to in German treatises. But the

neglect is more than repaid by the ignorance of, or indifference

to, Rothe's contributions to the controversy that prevails in this

country. Veniat felicior aetas !

It was originally intended to confine this work to an

examination of the philological attack on the Doloneia. But it

was often difficult to weigh objections to the diction without

reference to collateral matters of the Unebenheit kind which are

rocks of offence to the critics. The whole of the opposition

thus came under survey, and chapters have been devoted to the

position of the lay in the Hiad, its affinities with other books

of that poem, its alleged Odyssean complexion, and a large

bunch of special ditficulties which have brought no small gain

to its adversaries. A Bibliography has been added. It is

roughly compiled, but it may serve as a basis for a better and

more complete survey of the literature, and be of assistance to

any one who takes up the subject hereafter.

The contents of the book are mostly spade-work of a humble

description. There is not much in it that pretends to be new
;

even its mistakes are not original, unless I have failed to follow

authority as closely as I have tried to do. Nearly every page

is concerned with points on which the great ones of the world

of Homeric enquiry are at daggers drawn. It was not for me
to express opinions on such matters of contention. In the rare

cases in which I have done so, it has been done with the

greatest diffidence, in matters philological especially. I have

searched Homeric treatises for enlightenment on every point.

And the greatest of these are the Iliad and the Odyssey. They

are, as has often been said, their own best interpreters. For the

rest, I make one comprehensive confession of my indebtedness.

But I must, in great gratitude to their authors, make an
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exception in regard to a number of indispensable works which,

with the standard editions of the text, have always been at my

side,— the Homeric Grammar, the Enchiridium, brightest of

handbooks, the Concordances, Ebeling's and Seller's Lexicons,

Gehring's Index, Schmidt's Parallel - Lexikon and Mendes da

Costa's Index Etymologicus. There is perhaps more to be won

with the help of the mechanical aids than many think. I must

also specially name those great store-houses of the criticism of

the poems, the Ameis-Hentze editions. And finally, greatest

help of all. Dr. Kothe's reports already referred to. As a record

of the progress of the Homeric Question, and of the opinions on

every point in it of a scholar whose knowledge of the problem

is unsurpassed, and whose fairness and freedom from esprit de

coterie are conspicuous, these papers are indispensable and

invaluable. Unfortunately the magazine in which they appear

is little known in this country. That they are so seldom

referred to is greatly to be deplored. I venture to express the

hope that they may all be yet collected and republished by their

learned author with a summary of the discussions of the past

thirty years.

^

I use the term " Dissectors " for convenience' sake, to

indicate those writers who represent the disintegrating side of

Homeric criticism, that is, all who argue multiple authorship

and who seek to assign different parts or strata of the poems

to different ages. " Homer " is used as the equivalent of the

Iliad and the Odyssey ;
" Homeric " describes what is found or can

be paralleled in either or both poems. I have followed no system

in the transliteration of proper names, as no plan that has ever

appeared seems to be free from objection.

And so I leave the book, but with no apology for its heresy,

which must justify itself as it can, to the judgment of the modern

Homeridae. It may be that the gulfs of the Higher Criticism

will wash it down, and that it will never touch the Happy

^ Since the above was written, Dr. peared,—too late, I very mucli regret,

Rothe's Die Bias als Dichiwiuj has ap- for me to make use of it for this book.
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Isles of critical approval. So be it, if it fails to furnish good

cause for its author's belief that the learned are sadly astray in

their estimate of the Doloneia. But if it shall only be the means

of inducing some one more competent to enter the lists, and

especially if some little part of what is contained in it shall prove

to be of use in a renewed and better effort, its writer will have

good cause to feel satisfied.

A. SHEWAN.

St. Andrews,
November, 1910.
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CHAPTEE I

THE STORY OF THE DOLONEIA

In the end of the ninth book, I, the failure of the mission to

Achilles is reported by Odysseus, and is a sore blow to the

Achaean chiefs. Diomede, who is impatient of all this discussion,

alone speaks out, and with perfect unconcern. The secession of

Achilles and the disasters of the day have had no effect on him.

He had told Agamemnon bluntly, earlier in the evening, that he

was a coward to think of flight ; he is now just as disrespectful

to Nestor's plan of conciliating Achilles. They had done wrong
to approach the sulking Myrmidon. Diomede has a mind of his

own ; no parley with the enemy within or without the gates.

For the present, rest, and a bold front to the Trojans in the

morning, and then, a fight to a finish. His advice is accepted

with acclamation, as it always is, and the chiefs disperse to their

quarters. It is not stated that Agamemnon himself is encouraged

or comforted by the speech of his youthful subaltern. His dejec-

tion, ^ve can assume, is too deep. He must refrain, for the

moment, from renewing his suggestion that the host should

abandon the enterprise and return to Greece. But he fears, we
shall see, now that all hope of Achilles' assistance is gone, that

even escape with their lives may be denied them.

The tenth book, K, may be divided, as by some editors, into

a NuKTeyepcTLa, or Nijht Alarm, 1-298, and a Doloneia proper,

299-579.

We give, to begin with, only a brief summary of the contents

of the lay. We shall know them intimately before we are done
with them, for they have been well sifted by the critics. But
much trouble would have been saved had they been studied more

1 B
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carefully,^ and, we must add, with less prejudice. More than

that, the critics have too little regard to what is told us in the

rest of the Iliad, from which there emerge several points that

must not be overlooked.^ Agamemnon is in the lowest depths

of despair. He believes Zeus has deserted him and is favouring

Hector ; he knows he has alienated his following by his foolish

quarrel with Achilles ; and the blow Hector had dealt him during

the day makes him fear that the worst may still be to come.

Alone at his hut, he is seized by a new dread (Grimm, 24).

The Trojans, as they have not returned to the city, may be

thinking to rush the camp, and a night attack will be a horror's

crown of horror. If we bear all this in mind, we cease to v/onder

that he cannot sleep, that he seeks Nestor, whom he can trust,

and that they visit the guards. As there is no sign, so far, of a

movement on the enemy's part, they sit down and confer with

other chiefs who have been summoned. The result is that some

one must venture across the plain and make certain, if he can,

whether there is to be an attack or not. Diomede volunteers,

and selects Odysseus as his companion. They arm themselves,

of course with gear suitable for night work, commend themselves

to the protection of Athene, and set out. With that the first

part of the lay ends, the poet hinting, in the words of Odysseus

to the goddess, that there is something more to be recounted than

a bit of simple eavesdropping.

The scene changes to the Trojan side. Hector would like

to know if the Greeks are meditating flight. Dolon offers to

ascertain, and having obtained from his chief a promise on oath

of the car and horses of Achilles as his reward, starts on his way

to the camp. Odysseus and Diomede, seeing him coming, let

him pass, give chase and capture him. Questioned by Odysseus

he at once lays the blame on Hector, gives all necessary infor-

mation, and tells, to save his life, of a new contingent of Thracians

under Rhesus, lord of a splendid equipage and golden mail. He

is then slain, and the two heroes proceed to the Thracian bivouac,

1 For example. Bernhardy objected why Nestor hopes, K 536 f., that

(vol. i. 164) that the lay knows only Odysseus and Diomede may have had

one son of Nestor. The old man him- the luck to carry off horses. What
self says, K 170, that he has so?is. Dr. more natural, when he had heard the

Verrall {Quart. Rev. 1908, 75 f.) observes sound of a pair making for the camp?
that the author of K does not know the And so on.

Wall. But he does ; he mentions the "^ The references are given, pp. 151 f.

(or a) gate. And see p. 181 infra. infra.

Jahr, in his monograph, p. 4, wonders
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where they slaughter the king and twelve of his nobles, and

secure the famous steeds and (apparently) the car also. They

ride or drive back to the scene of their encounter with Dolon,

recover his accoutrements, which they had bestowed against their

return, and then continue their way to the Achaean lines, where

they are welcomed and warmly congratulated. After a bath, they

sit down to a meal. With libation in gratitude to Athene the

Book closes.

To the ordinary reader it seems a simple, straightforward, and

interesting story, with a natural sequence of events, and well

adapted to its environment in the Iliad. To the " critical

actuary," for whom it certainly was not written, it wears a very

different aspect. He imposes strange limitations on the poet, and

subjects his work, both in itself and in its relations to other lays

of the Eiad, to a strictly logical interpretation. When he

examines the Doloneia sentence by sentence,-^ he finds many
faults ; there are few vices known to Homeric criticism that have

not been imputed to its author. We can hardly be surprised.

Objectors who are not free from bias, and who, in Professor

Saintsbury's phrase, " potter overmuch about details," can have

no difficulty in detecting blemishes in an old epic story, which

tells of a night of confusion and terror, and of an exploit to which

there is no parallel in the poems. It is true of the Doloneia, as

of other parts of the Iliad, but in a special degree of the Doloneia,

that it has been discredited by what Mr. Gladstone termed the

precipitate application of the canons of modern prose—we might

almost go further and say the principles of judicial procedure or

historical enquiry—to the oldest poetry.

In particular, its critics shew a continual weakness for what

Mr. Andrew Lang has called " the fallacy of disregarding the

Homeric poet's audience." ^ The actors in the Doloneia must

behave and speak, the story must run with a smoothness and pre-

cision, to please modern tastes. It may be urged that the lay be

judged by its probable effect on the public for whom it w^as com-

posed. Judge it, if you please, as a work of art, by canons which

you say are for all time. Even so, you may not disregard

Goethe's dictum that any such work is not to be " praised and

^ If this sounds exaggerated, reference of controversy, be a preferable term,
maybe made to some of the monographs, The poet's object is, in Miilder's words
as those of Kuhlbars, Jahr, and Sickel. {Qudlcn, 342), krdftigste Wirkiing auf

^ "Public" would perhaps, in view das Publikum.
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blamed only in detail." iSTor may you disregard contemporary

conditions. There may be artistic defects according to our

highly elaborated modern notions. The point is, that the early

hearer or reader would not mark them, and would regard them as

trifles, if he did (Cauer, Grdfrgn. 384). He would test the lay

by its effect on him as a whole, and beyond that only by certain

prominent points in the story. Naber {Q.H, 166), criticising

LachmanD, compares an ancient audience to children, qui sola

aurmm volui^tate omnia metiuntur.

Let us look at the canto then from such a point of view. The

early part bores the critics. It is to them unduly long. Their

impatience seems unreasonable. An introduction to a stirring

adventure is surely not unusual. Eather it strikes us as some-

what like Shakespeare's plan, described on Professor Bradley's

authority by Miss Stawell {H. and It. 49), of beginning with

" a short scene either full of life or stir, or in some other way

arresting." That is precisely what we have in K. We cannot

give up, with some critics, the arresting lines on Agamemnon's

distress. How could the situation be recalled more effectively for

any audience than by an opening scene shewing the Achaean

leader, the author of all the mischief, aghast at the glare and blare

from the lines of the exulting Trojans, and beside himself with

dread of what may yet befall ? He is for the moment the central

figure, and none the less prominent later in the action that he is,

for reasons easy to state, displaced to a great extent by Xestor.

And the rest of the Introduction would be similarly arresting.

It is largely a picture of the camp by night. The Trojan arrange-

ments had been sketched in © ; those of the Achaeans come

naturally in K. The Navcrra^//,©?, we know, interested the

ancients. An early audience would surely like to hear of the

positions of the contingents ; of the size of the camp with the

" thousand ships," as indicated by the many roads through it and

the ease with which men and animals could get lost in the dark

;

of the way the warriors passed the night, some under cover, some

in the open, all wdth arms at hand ; and of the weapons they

caught up when roused by an alarm, and the garments they

donned,—garments that cause such a shock to some critics that

they adopt the high tone of the Tailor and Cutter, and pass serious

censure on the poet for his want of taste in dress. Such an

audience would appreciate the description of Diomede's bivouac.
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and they could hardly fail to enjoy the scene between Nestor and

that eager young chief, who had been protesting against the fuss

with Achilles, and who utters a half growl when roused from

sleep. No fears were keeping him awake. A fool could see, he

had said, that Troy was doomed. They would like the descrip-

tion of the lonely steading in the jungle and the prowling beast

that keeps the dogs awake ; any one would who has had experi-

ence of life in forest country. We can believe unhesitatingly

that they would regard the account of the arming of the heroes

for this unique exploit as most natural and interesting. Above

all they would know that what was promised them would be

worth listening to, when it is Diomede vrho adventures, when he

selects Odysseus as his companion, and when the two disappear

into the night, across the bloody field, " like a pair of lions."

They would have sympathy with the prayers of the departing

heroes, which (as some one once said) close the scene like the

**God send the good craft safe to haven" in an old ship's mani-

fest. In the do id des of Diomede's petition was comprised much

of the ancient appreciation of God's way to man. Many a worthy

Thane and many a ruffian who listened to the lay had doubtless

himself made the same bargain with Heaven. There is no lack

of interest in the introductory part.

Then the adventure. The Achaeans are not looking for great

results from their enterprise. With the Trojans hopes are high.

The idea that the enemy have had enough and are taking to their

ships is Hector's own, and just what we expect from his sanguine

spirit after a first success in the field. The camp is already his

and all that it contains. During the day he had set his heart on

Nestor's shield and Diomede's corslet, and had driven their

owners with ignominy to the shelter of the wall. He little

thinks, as he selects his man, what a surprise for himself and his

bravest and best those two chiefs are at that moment planning.

He readily yields to the presumptuous demand for the team that

Achilles drives, and Dolon starts in the best of fettle. ySr} p av

ohov fjbe^aco^. You can almost hear him whistle. The author of

Scouting for Boys (seep. 35) should be charmed with the descrip-

tion. No doubts disturb Dolon. He has assured his leader that

he will not be a "vain spy," and that he will penetrate to

Agamemnon's ship and learn all secrets. But it is probably

the splendid addition to his household wealth that is uppermost
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in the thoughts of this master of " much gold and much bronze."

Hector no doubt knew his man when he made oath,

By none but Dolon shall this prize be borne,

And him alone the immortal steeds adorn.

But footsteps behind cause a sudden check to the spy's

exultation. He is to be balked after all ; Hector must have

ordered messengers to recall him.^ He stands to meet them, and

is soon undeceived. Two friends sent after him would hardly

carry sword and spear and shield. The boar's tushes on the

casque of one of them have a grisly look. They are messengers

of death, and he turns and " stirs his limbs," no longer for the

great prize that had tempted him, but for dear life, as Hector that

sent him forth is himself to run, before two suns have set, in the

supreme scene of the Iliad? The chase is a piece of spirited

description ; there is nothing more vigorous of' its kind in either

poem. Critics who have felt the keen joy of riding after hounds

will appreciate the hunting simile. The scene lives before us in

every detail, and could not have failed to hold those for whom
it was written.

Dolon is caught, and, when the two Achaeans are done with

him, is put out of the way. The poor scout was not cast in the

heroic mould, and the little we know of him does not do him

credit. Yergil alone has a word for him, we hope a true one,

when he describes his son Eumedes as nomine avum referens,

animo manihusque parentem. His part in the epic is brief and

inglorious. In the rest of the Iliad, as the critics note with

triumph, he is not so much as mentioned. Like Ehesus, he

appears only to die. But they themselves have striven to build

for him an everlasting name. As long, we will not say as Ida

stands, but as the Higher Criticism harries the Iliad, Dolon, son

of Eumedes, will not be forgotten.

Then the denouement—the slaughter of the sleeping Thracians

and the rush back to the ships. How would the deed appeal to

the ancients ? Would they abhor it as butchery, or glory in it as

a fine piece of derring do ? In our day some think it low and

unheroic work ; others that in Achaean times an enemy was an

^ Cauer {Grdfrgn. 407) and some com- tor was after all recalling him. /jLe/maivs,

mentators take 'iXireTo, 355, = " hoped." 339, seems distinctly against this inter-

They think the poet means to point pretation.

Dolon's cowardice. llQhojjed that Hec- " dXXd irepl ypi'xv^, X 161.
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enemy and fair prey wherever found, and that what the scholiasts

term to klvSvvcoS€(; affords some justification for the poet. We
leave the point for the present and turn to others which we think

the men of old would not be likely to overlook, if their interest

in the bard and his song is correctly described in the Homeric

epic.

The obvious one is that Hector has been outwitted. And
the outwitting of an enemy is a favourite theme. 80X09 is always

good ; a triumph of SoXo^; over 80X09 is better. " For 'tis the

sport to have the enginer Hoist with his own petar." Instances

of trickery in the poems are collected by Bischoff, Horn. Foesie, 136.

In the days of the Iliad " we are many centuries yet before the

age of chivalry. The Greek instinct preferred craft to force as

frankly as does an American Indian" (Lawton, 23). Craft is of

the essence of some of the best episodes in the poems. The gods

themselves are adepts ; Athene is proud of her proficiency, z/ 299.

The critics sometimes bowdlerise, affecting a dainty horror of

TO a7rp67re9. Castum esse decct pmm poetam ! Fortunately there

is nothing to shock them in the Doloneia. The 80X09 in it is

clean, and legitimate ; all is fair in war. Stier thinks the Iliad

must have a lay in which " men of craft " take a part. And the

honours of the game are all with Odysseus and Diomede. Hector's

hopes have had a miserable issue. The failure of Dolon was

nothing serious ; the loss of the leader of a fresh contingent and
his henchmen was something to make the Trojan commander
think hard. This was not what he had looked for from a beaten

and broken foe. And the perpetrators of the insult are away
with the famous team, merry over the success of their escapade,^

while the pair the gods gave to Peleus are still in their stalls by
the sea. As for the scout who was to bring back the glorious

news that Troyland was at last to be free from " the dogs brought

thither by fate "

—

ilium Tydides alio pro talibus aicsis Affecit

pretior He is lying on the plain naked and headless, " dear to

the dogs and vultures," and his fellows are howling in panic about

the corpses of the Thracians, while Odysseus and Diomede are

enjoying the welcome of their friends.

At every point the Achaeans have scored a success. The
lay is thoroughly Achaean ; the scholiasts saw that. C. Schmid
{Eo7n. Stud. ii. 19) describes the incident as Bevanchejwlitik " It

^ TToXV eyyeXuivres, Eurip. Hhesus, 815. ^ Aen. xii. 351.
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affords an agreeable relief to the national distress " (Mure, i. 266).

The Trojans had had the best of it during the day, and Zeus

had no doubt retired to rest, after the stormy scene with his

consort in 0, well satisfied that he had at last roused himself

to fulfil his promise to Thetis and made a good beginning. The

Achaeans, battered in the field and repulsed by Achilles, are

sounding the depths. A small diversion, out of deference to an

Achaean audience, was surely not an unnatural proceeding on the

part of the poet. He cannot reverse the triumph of Hector ; but

he can

—

crvva')(6o[jbevo<^ rot? 'A^j^atot?, as a scholiast on another

book puts it—take the sting out of it for the moment. He does

so by letting his countrymen, though penned behind their wall,

avenge their defeat in a way that does not spoil his own plan

or interfere with the scheme of the Providence that rules from

Olympus. The expedition had this result, that the gloom in the

camp was dispelled. Joy came with the light of the morning.

And the critics find the lay that tells this " impossible " in its

place in the Iliad ! It raises its brazen front, they say, zivecklos da !

Eanke notes the " Tragic Irony " in the story. You find in

it, if you please, what was afterwards styled a Peripeteia} The

terms had not been invented in the days of the epic, but the men

of the time could appreciate a turning of the tables as they had

it in the Lay in 6, when at a certain point the curtain falls, or in

the opening of
;)^,

when the avenging Odysseus reveals himself

from his beggar's rags (Jebb, 11). iroKk! avao-rpecj^ei 6e6<;, Hector's

dreams are rudely interrupted. His disappointment is not dwelt

on, not even mentioned, but an ancient audience might picture to

themselves his face when he was told what had happened, and

might contrast his feelings then with his arrogant confidence at

the gathering that sent Dolon to his death. It is quite in the

way of Homer's simple narrative art to leave a little to the

imagination. We are left to image to ourselves something that

is not, in the poet's own phrase, apL^7]\co<; elprjfiivov. And so it is

here. The poet could well afford to leave it to hearers of the lay

to measure the chagrin of the Trojan commander. In the same

way, it should be noted, he has not thought it necessary to remind

them that the divine steeds, so generously made over to Dolon,

1 To which, in the Iliad, though K ursprungl. u. echte Sdduss cL Odyssee,

is not used as an illustration, a new chaps, i. and ii. Homer, as has often

importance is attached by Adam, Der been said, was the first tragic poet.
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are soon to drag the donor himself across the plain by the heels.

His audience would not, perhaps, forget it. Their familiarity with

the saga is frequently assumed in the poems.

Many modern critics seem not to be attracted by the story

of the Doloneia. To some, as Dr. Leaf (Compan. 192), the points

we have noted are the outcome of " an evident straining after

violent contrast which is quite unlike the reserve of the finest

epic style, or indeed of good Greek work at any period." We
think the straining, far from evident, is carefully suppressed, and

we have not seen it stated that the best Greek criticism, ever at

any period, marked and condemned this blot on the Doloneia.

Nor do modern critics approve of the story as a well-rounded

whole. They are cheated of the /ATjrt? afivfiwv of 19, and the

Pov\7) KepBaXer] of 43 f., announced at the outset, " with a flourish

of trumpets," as they describe it, to excite our expectations. They

are too much cumbered about small things. Events do not always

fall out as foreshadowed by Homer. Sufficient for the moment

are the needs of the moment. Eriiulein Jordan has well observed

{Erzcthlgsst. 62) that the weakest motive is legitimate "if it

helps the action for the time being." (Of. Eomer, Horn. Gest. u.

Gestaltgn. 1 9 f ) It is the " situation of the moment " that leads

the poet (Harder, Romer, 247), and the critics, failing to observe

this, detect discrepancies. When the action in the present case

had culminated in a " great deed "—one, as Odysseus had prayed,

that stirred the Trojans mightily—would old-time hearers com-

plain of the way in which the bard had led up to it ? Two brave

men had saved the camp, or at least put it out of its suspense,

and for the time being restored Achaean prestige ;
and the listener

of a simple age, not given to carping at the merely trivial, would

be well content with what was offered him.

We shall see in the next chapter what an astonishing variety

of opinion the narrative of the Doloneia has evoked. We think

we see good ground for ranging ourselves with those who commend

it. It may be admitted that modern critics could have improved

it from their own points of view, had they been present to advise

at its creation. But to the men of old, with their love for the

saga and its heroes, and no doubt quick to seize the points of a

joyous tale from it, made for their entertainment only, the

Doloneia as it stands must, we think, have appealed irresistibly.

" Intense enjoyment of life may be regarded as the major key
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which dominates the IlictcV (Campbell, Relig. in Ch^eek Lit. 77),

and the Doloneia is, in its active part especially, " rammed with

life." It has the " bright speed " which Professor Mackail admires

in the epic. Contrast its healthy freshness with the excessive

sentimentality that mars the beauty of Vergil's imitation. The

Rhesus of the Attic stage is not to be named with it. If it be,

as many think, the work of a mere cento-maker or of an inferior

rhapsode, we would that Heaven had sent us more such. We are

satisfied with the product of what is deemed a despicable decad-

ence. We believe the Thanes who listened to the Lay of Dolon

in sub-Mycenaean holds or at Ionian courts, could hardly have

been better pleased with it, had they known it was from the hand

of the author of the Menis itself. It may be they knew it was.

The critics think they know it was not. We may not be able

to prove that it was. But we think we can give many good

reasons for our belief that they have failed to prove their negative.



CHAPTER II

SOME OriNIONS ON THE DOLONEIA

We have stated in the preface that it is the fashion to decry the

Doloneia as, almost by general consent, inferior and late. It is

"persistently written down" (Mr. Allen in C.R. xx. 194). We
now pause to consider whether the audit of the lay stands as

badly as those who write about it would have us believe. It

does not, by any means. Many of its detractors would have

used more guarded language had they know^n Doloneian literature

better. To assist a judgment in this matter, we propose to set

out a number of opinions on two points—the equality of the

Doloneia as epic poetry, and its age.

On the first we learn the worst from a recent utterance.

Professor Henry {C.R. xix. 192) describes K as "by common

consent one of the most worthless books of the Iliad from a

poetical point of view." " Inevitable blundering " is its author's

characteristic. This is the most sweeping condemnation of all.

There is hardly " a kindly dump in it." Eobert's censure is also

severe {Stud. 501 f., 574). The poet's ideas are mean and his

poetry impleasing. But others temper their disapproval with

some words of commendation. Dr. Leaf can admit, in his Intro-

duction, that the lay " contains a series of vivid and attractive

pictures," and {Compan. 193) that " the story is vigorous enough."

Holm {Ad Car. Lachrn. 10) allows it to be " an epijllion composed

with consummate art," and G. Curtius {Andeutgn. 43, 47), though

he detects some failure of poetic power, concurs in the appropri-

ateness of the praise. Xitzsch {Bcitr. 378) finds it "a lively

narrative," and Bergk (vol. i. 599) "a valuable piece of old

poetry." Eauke quotes Gruppe {AriadiK^, 278 ff.), as commending
its " dramatic liveliness and genuine poetry." He himself {Die

Dol. 47 ff), though he denies to the lay the essential qualities

11
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of a genuine work of art^ pronounces it a work of rich imagination

(p. 82). Jacob {Entstg. 239), while he thinks much of it

unworthy of Homer, can say of it that it is in great measure a

"beautiful Nocturne!' Professor Mahaffy {H.G.L. 67) says the

author was a competent poet. Hoffmann {Q.H. ii. 219) thinks

he was no worse than the author of ^, and for "^ we have the

eulogy of Schiller. Nitsche specifies some admirable qualities in

the narrative, though he thinks a certain poetical crudeness some-

what spoils them. Miss Gierke (Studs. 100) speaks of the

"animated story." Breal {Journ. des Savs. 1903, 146), though

he is ready to sacrifice the lay, considers it full of dramatic

interest. To Orszulik the much criticised opening is "specially

fine," and the whole in language and expression hardly inferior

to the good and original parts of the Iliad,—from which, however,

his work absolutely dissociates K. Jahr, after some pages of

unmixed fault-finding, ends off thus,

—

res ipsa, quae narratur,

semper 'plausu omnium, qui Romero operam dant, digna est. See

also Erhardt, Entstg. 160 and ff., Giseke, Horn. Forschgn. 251,

Cauer, Grdfrgn. 440 f, 501 £, and Am.-H., Anli. to K, Einleitung.

And all this praise, some of it by no means faint praise, is from

critics who hold that the Doloneia is late and generally inferior.

It is a common accusation that the author is a " clumsy

imitator," who is guilty of " glaring " plagiarism from other parts

of the epics, but it is one of the weakest of the charges that have

been levelled at him. See Chap. XIV. infra. Diffuseness in

description, superficiality, want of clearness, and confusion of

motive are also imputed, as we shall see, but almost wholly with

reference to the introductory part of the lay. Others again find

a less dignified style than in the rest of the poems. Father

Browne thinks {Handhook, 111) that K is " barely Homeric"; Jebb,

that " the characteristic nobleness of the Iliad here sinks to a

lower style and tone." -^ Croiset {H.G.L. i. 139) misses "the

grand manner of the Quarrel and the Aristeia of Diomede," and

so Ed. Meyer (Gesch. d. Altert. ii. 405). E. H. Meyer {Hom. u. d.

II. 136) blames the poet for letting the heroes sink to shameless

cruelty and robbery with cowardly brutality. Dr. Monro, in his

Introduction to K, calls it a " farcical interlude." As such it is

" out of harmony with the tragic elevation of the Iliad!' But

^ Homer, 123. See also 156, Avhere part of the Iliad tiiat differs from the

his selection of the Catalogue as another rest in style is somewhat surprising.
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the Iliad, though always elevated, is not always tragic. " Tragical,

comical, historical, pastoral, are terms not sufficiently various to

denote the variety of the Iliad and the Odyssey'' (Ker, 16). Mr.

Lang {H. and E. 148) contests Monro's view. Terret also

{Homcrc, 229 f.) finds "nothing incompatible with the habitual

severity of the Iliad!' We believe tliat to be a perfectly accurate

appreciation. Grote, on the other hand (ii. loO), thinks K "is

conceived in a lower vein," but he adds the reservation, " so far

as we can trust our modern ethical sentiment." This caution

does not seem to appeal to the many critics of K. But surely it

is the sentiment of the men of old to v/hich we should have

regard. Their tastes and standards, if they had any standards,

were not those of our modern critics. Had they been, and had

their singers suited them, we should have had, as Kammer says

{Einhcit, 39), "a cold production that the understanding would

not object to, but not a Homeric lay." Am.-H., I.e., think the

Doloneia could not have fiiiled in its effect on those who heard it

sung.

There are, after all, few critics who have not something to say

in praise of the poetry. Among those who are wholly apprecia-

tive are Gladstone (Studs, iii. 389 ff.), Mure (i. 264 ff.), and
Lang (ff. and A. chap. xiii.). Mure especially commends the

Homeric purity of the style ; there are few parts of the epics

more worthy of the genuine Homer. The verdict of Professor

Murray (R.G.E. 165 n.), who is not altogether friendly to the

lay, is that it is " a brilliantly written book." His opinion is

as far removed from Professor Henry's as the east is from the

west. Mr. Blakeney, in his Translation of the Iliad, uses the

same words, and adds, " without it the Iliad would undoubtedly

be poorer." Probably no other book in either poem has evoked
such utterly contradictory opinions. Bougot {Etude, p. 198) and
Terret (HoiiUre, 229 ff) are loud in their praises, and so Kam-
mer {pp. cit. 36 ff., and Jisth. Konim. z. II. 215 ff.). The
Doloneia " abounds in fine traits." One has no right to speak of
•' absurdity, poverty, carelessness and excess." Grimm, in the

course of an exhaustive analysis admires without stint the

Homeric spirit, the delineation of character and other features.

Homer loves, like his successors throughout the centuries, to

describe " the dim and quiet night." The adventure is a piece of

fine poetry. Harder {ffomer, 234) finds it entrancing. To Lehrs
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{Kl. Schrift. 12 ?i.) the description of the anxiety and fears of the

Achaeans cooped up in the dark is wonderful. Jager {Horn. Aph.

228 ; cf. Rom. u. Hor. 82) declares that the Doloneia is equal

to the best. Schneider {UrsprvMg, 26 f.) has high praise for it.

He speaks with feeling, and with peculiar authority. To appre-

ciate its scenes, one should be able to live through them in

imagination, or better still, as one gathers Schneider himself has

done, should have passed a night in camp with the enemy at

hand, or have been despatched in the dark on a reconnaissance of

his position. Non cuivis contingit.

Next as to the period in which K took its origin. All the

critics, a few Unitarians excepted, are satisfied that it is late.

But they do not all mean the same thing. " Late " is a vague

word, very useful to the Dissector. For K, some three centuries

separate extreme views. But nearly all are sure that the lay is

later than the Menis, and many, as Ludwich,^ that it is the latest

of all. So sure are they that they do not trouble to give reasons,

unless perhaps that its language is peculiar, or that it is " stuffed

with oddities." They rely on common consent. Some, as Bergk

(597 ff.), Erhardt, I.e., H. D. Miiller {Hist.-mytliol Untersuchgn.

71), Schultz (Das Lied vom Zorn Acliills, 29 f.), and others, who

believe that it was a separate lay before a place was found for

it in the IlioA, are disposed to allow that K is ancient au fond.

Mulder {Altion. 20) even includes it in certain groups of lays

which were bound together later by the Wrath. But generally

lateness is assumed. A critic using K to illustrate any point

simply says, as Bethe says (Rom. u. d. Rcldensage, p. 4), das der

Ilias spat eingefilgte K.

There are scholars who assign it to a particular century or

period. Dr. Leaf's views have developed since his first edition

and the Companion were published. He now thinks the poet

" had the Odyssey rather than the Iliad in his mind "
; and the

language, and the lion-skin theory propounded by Erhardt, lead

him to assign K to the second half of the seventh century B.C.

Father Browne {Randhook, 110 ff.) follows him. Jebb {Romer,

163) gives " perhaps circ. 750-600 B.C." Brandt {N. J. f. Philol

1888, 81 ff.) thinks K came into the Iliad with a second

1 tJh. d. Verhdlt. d. 2nsis. Redaction K was added at the last to the other 23

7. On p. 8 of his Die Rhapsodien der books to make up the two dozen.

Ilias A-S appears the suggestion, that
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" enlargement or working-over " about 700 B.C. Pick {Iliad^ 383,

388 f.) proceeds on a ground of his own. Hipponax, about 550

B.C., alludes to the Doloneia.^ The verses do not agree with K,

which does not know Ehesus as from Ainos. But Fick assumes

an alteration of the text of K after Hipponax' days. K is one of

the episodes added to the Iliad after the insertion of Tick's OZro?

'IXtou in liis " enlarged Iliad!' As the OZro? appears to be of

the same period as the Cypina, say 776 B.C., his termini for K
are that year and 550. E. H. Meyer (Achilleis, 373, 385 ; cf.

his Ho?n. u. d. II. 124) would bring the origin of the lay down to

between 700 and 600, in the age of the Hymns. Wilamowitz

(liber das der Ilias) seeks to prove that K and I, then Einzcl-

lieder, were brought into the Iliad, by means of 0, in the seventh

century. Kobert (Stud. 574) puts K after his "fourth Iliad"

and before 600 B.C. Other high authorities, however, go further

back. Naber {Q.II, 3, 216 ff.) assigns it to his "fourth age,"

which " nearly touches the eighth century." Dr. Monro, as I gather

from pp. 291, 328, 367 n., 371, and 455 of his Odyssey, thought

K older than «, the Cyclics and 776 B.C. His view seems to be

much the same as Christ's (Zur Chronol. 60), who believes K was
added to the Iliad in the end of the ninth or the besinninof of

the eighth century, and Erhardt's {Entstg. 505). G. Curtius

(Andeidyn. 47) classes the author with "the late JS^achdichters"

but not so late as the authors of the Catalogues, who were the

latest of all. But many think that the Catalogues are very

ancient work.

Some authorities date the Doloneia with reference to the

Odyssey. The method is not satisfying, as opinions about the

origin and age of the Odyssey, and of the poems supposed to have
been welded together to make it, are somewhat diverse. These
attempts are based on parallel passages, a bad criterion, the

application of which to K will be discussed in Chap. XIV. infra.

Here I mention some results. Gemoll {Hermes, xv. 557 ff.)

proves tliat K is later than the Odyssey as we now have it;

Duntzer {H.A. 472), hy the same method, that it is older than the

oldest part of that epic. Sittl {Wiederhlgn. 68) holds that it was
composed after the two principal parts of the Odyssey, but before

the Telemachy, and Busolt {Hist. Gr. 132, 137 n.) accepts his

oergK, Fragm. 42 :

—

\evKCov Iwv kot iyyvs 'IXtof irvpyiou
ix' apixdroiv re Kai QprjiKluv ttwXwj/ aTrrjvapiaBr) "Pijaos kiviwv TraXfivs.
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conclusion. That K is younger than the Odyssey is clear to

Wecklein (Studien, 34 n.) on a comparison of K 243 and a

65. On that greatly debated parallel see p. 117 infra. Van

Herwerden's opinion to the same effect (Q.U. 16 f.) is apparently

approved by van Leeuwen {Encli. xxxi.), and he, it should be

noted, thinks {ibid, xxxvi.) that both epics were complete, in

about their present shape, in the eighth century. Orszulik is in

general agreement with them. K is at least not older than the

Odyssey. Professor Mahaffy {H.G.L. 56) thinks it may be "as

late as the lays of the Odyssey!'

Gladstone, Mure, Lang, Allen, Bougot, Terret and other

Unitarians believe that K is and has always been an integral

part of the Iliad, and that it was composed by the one poet

to whom we owe the other 23 books and the Odyssey.

It is clear from this review that there is a body of highly

respectable opinion in favour of, or not severely hostile to, the

Doloneia. There are some even among its enemies who, although

they regard it as late compared with their Ur-Ilias, are neverthe-

less ready to admit that it is ancient, and many of them admire,

some of them highly, the work which its author has bequeathed

to us. With this encouragement, then, we proceed to our own

examination of the case against it.



CHAPTER III

INTERPOLATION

Our first step will be to examine the traditional text of K. The

Higher Criticism has dealt somewhat roughly with it. How far

are the alterations to be accepted ? We have to consider what

interpolations have been proved, and whether verbal corruptions

have been estabhshed, and cured by remedies that can be admitted.

We shall find, as a result of this examination, that many of the

difficulties and objections of some critics have disappeared on the

shewing of other authorities.

And first, the interpolations. We take Tick's list, as the

passages he would expunge, printed in small type in his Iliad,

pp. 468 ff., include nearly all that have ever been condemned.

Tick is no doubt a giant among the philologists, but as a critic he

seems easily prejudiced and inclined to wild surmise. Professor

Mahaffy's description of his procedure {H.G.L. 73) might be

extended to many other Dissectors. " Lines superfluous to his

scheme are rejected ... for any reason that comes to hand,"

even " because they can he spared ! " I may refer also to Ptothe in

Jb. 1887, 279 ; Gemoll in Jh. Bursian, 1888, 31 ;
Hennings in

Wocht. L P. 1910, 490, and Mr. Agar's Homerica. It is not

difficult to break up a Homeric canto in this way. A recent

treatise seems to rely on the same method. See Piothe in Jh.

1909, 227, on W. Witte's Stud. z. Horn. Almost any line in K
that contains anything that can be deemed remarkable may be

rejected.

The golden rule is Calebow's (//. lih. oct. 66). "Before a

line is removed from its place, it must be shewn that it cannot

be tolerated there." The burden is on the ejector. It is not

enough to shew that matter " does not square with our notions

of what is consistent," or right, or pleasing, or to irpeirov. That

17 C
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is " convenient, but unscientific " (Mahafify, Macm. Mag. xxxviii.

413). The contents of a passage are to be tested by other

similar passages in the poems—ef avrfj^; rrjf; TrotT^creo)? eke'y^^eiv—
and, with due limitations, by the practice of other authors/ And

a Dissector must be kept to the point, producing, as Blass re-

quires, TeK/jLT]pta as well as ayfjuela. Mere gibes at " leaden

versifiers " and the " absurd race of interpolators " and their

" utter sillinesses " {prorsus aBiavorjra) are irrelevant. And
special objection must be taken to the common assumption that

" every verse in Homer has its one appropriate place " (Lange in

Jh. 1880, 138). Eepetition is all over the poems. It must also

be shewn that corruption of the text is not a possibility. And
lastly, there is Kirchhoff's demand {Odyssmf 590 f.), " which ought

to become a canon in criticism" (Mahaffy, 61). The objector

must state the motive for the interpolation, if deliberate, or, it

may be added, furnish a reasonable explanation, if it be due to

mistake. No one dare flout so reasonable a rule in the abstract.

In practice, when there are inconvenient lines to be got rid of,

it is more honoured by silent breach. Then, " almost anything

is suspicious which is not indispensable " (Jebb, Trachiniae, lii.).

All such salutary restrictions have been greatly disregarded

in Homeric criticism. The exacting enquirer has sought to

purge the poems of everything that he personally considers

objectionable, and to leave them in the " icily regular " condition

in which he thinks they should have been composed, and as, in

fact, he would himself have written them, sil avait eu le honheur

d'etre Homtre. Where is the poet whose work would survive

such treatment ? Irregularities and difi&culties are found in the

works of other great poets (Erhardt, Entstg. xcvii. ff., and Jevons,

40), as Yergil, Shakespeare, and Goethe. Headers of Faust should

have patience with Homer (van Gennep, Quest. 22). Pope and

others cut out of Shakespeare's works, as interpolations by

"inferior hands" (the Stilmjyers of German criticism), everything

that was not according to their several tastes. " There is an

attractive simplicity about the method" (Ealeigh, 108). That

is the secret. Eesults are tangible, plentiful,—and easily got. So

the craving to find interpolations grows with indulgence, and the

^ Vahlen quoted by Rothe, Jb. 1889, Davidson's Theology of the Old Testa-

372,—For neglect of similar principles ment, p. 5.

in Biblical Criticism, see Dr. A, B.
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epics are reduced to shreds. There is another serious consequence.

Most passages in the poems have been suspected by one authority

or another, ancient or modern, good or bad. For instance, out

of 761 lines in P only 63 had, to the knowledge of Buchholz

(Vindic. 143), never been questioned. Scotland left intact 80

out of 394 in i^; Wetzel one -third of the lines in 11. According

to Hennings there are just 58 out of 586 in 6 that have not

been objected to. Schultze commenced his Hias-Kritik by cutting

some 5000 lines out of the Iliacl as additions by rhapsodes

(Jl. 1895, 367, and 1902, 139, 157). What a power this

gives the critics ! If a line has to be removed, or if a Unitarian

j has used it as authority, it is found that an Alexandrian or some

modern critic has suspected it, and that is often sufficient for its

condemnation.

The interpolations alleged in K are examined in Appendix A,

reference being made to the opinions of selected editors of both

the disintegrating and the conservative schools. We submit that

not one intrusion can be held to be conclusively established. In

one or two cases all is not absolutely certain, but neither can

interpolation be asserted positively. Some of the cases would

never, we think, have attracted the attention of editors, had there

not been a highly developed theory of Homeric interpolation to

utilise on very small provocation.

To the majority of the critics, as they regard both epics as

full of interpolations, this must be an unusual, an almost

unheard of result. Yet it is not an altogether new view of K.

Ranke (p. 79) finds no trace of "working over." Kluge, who
cuts up the Eiad ruthlessly, declares K is " a unity " {Entstg.

153). So it will be for other parts of the poems, if fairly treated.

Blass {Interpol.) gave short shrift to scores of atheteses. He
might have gone further. Mr. Allen's (7(f)6Spa Tevrcov was fully

justified. Jebb adjudged just one line in the Trachiniae spurious

out of 120 that had been suspected or condemned by "scholars

of mark." He blames the application to the textual criticism of

poetry of a " habit of mind such as might be fostered by the

habitual composition of telegrams." There are signs that the

craft of the interpolation-hunter " is in danger to be set at nought."

But it will be long ere the Iliad and the Odyssey recover from
his malfeasance.

Dr. Leaf finds few interpolations in K. But he onlv sees in
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this exceptional solidarity corroboration of his conclusion that

the lay is very late. He propounds a theory of " weathering

"

in his Introductions to A, K, A, H. A modern lay will not

have been tampered with. The more ancient the lay, the more

it will have been interpolated. But time has smoothed over

the joints of the insertions. H has been " harmonised into a

beautiful unity." He formerly thought (Compan. 202) that A
was " a perfect piece of ancient and uncontaminated poetry," with

the exception of its prologue and Nestor's story,—see Miss Stawell,

H. and II. 45. Now {Introduction to A) he perceives it has

received accretions and undergone internal modifications which

are " beyond our power to detect." If the new matter has become

so welded into the corpus as to be not separately discernible, we

may say, in the words of a legal maxim, de non a/pixirentibus et

non existentihus eadem est rcdio.

But the great body of Dissectors can have nothing to say to

this theory. Age has not weathered any part of the poems so as

to secure it against desecration. In late and early tracts alike

interpolations are found in numbers. And surely if, as Dr. Leaf

himself holds, on B 36, and as seems incontestable, verbal cor-

ruption always tended to the more modern and familiar, then, the

more the interpolations, the more the indications of recent origin.

Again he finds—see, e.g., his notes on P 76 and X 207—that

there are interpolations from K in other parts of the Iliad.

But if K was so late that matter could not be foisted into it, we

cannot admit that lines could be transferred from it into other

parts, for these were, ex hyijofjicsi, as safe against interpolation as

K itself. AVe doubt still more when he tells us in his Intro-

duction to ^, itself a Late Expansion, that there were interpolators

of great originality and skill and high inspiration, almost till the

decline of the Epos.

Tliis seems hardly satisfying. The Higher Criticism does not

really seem to understand these interpolating phantoms of the

past. They are all but imaginary. But they have become very

real beings to the critics. As we read Dissecting treatises, it is

as if there had always been but one copy of the poems, which any

inferior poet in Greece had access to and full liberty to spoil.

Eor the intruder is generally a " duffer " or " wretched simpleton,"

and his work "bungling." See Volkmann, Nachtrdge, ii. 16, for

the technical expressions used of interpolators in German treatises.
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But there is little direct evidence of the existence of these spoilers.

Who were they ? Bcarbeiters ? We know of the Pisistratean

Ordncr only, and he, after a very precarious career, is dead to the

great majority of scholars. See pp. 135 f infra. Homerids ? Dr.

Monro refuses to beHeve they ever existed {Odyssey, o^^ ff.).

And cf. Jebb, 170 ; Leaf, vol. I. xviii. f. ; Yolkmaun, Gescli. u. Krit.

358, and Jh. 1895, 15. But Mr. Allen, in a very exhaustive

paper in C.Q. i. 135 ff., has come to the conclusion that they were

a real guild in Chios. I do not, however, find in the essay any

reason for believing that they were given to interpolating the

work of their ancestor in the way Dissectors assume. But the

rhapsodes ? They are very popular. We may put that to the

account of Wolf and the votaries of oral transmission. But oral

transmission is not required now. Ehapsodes, we know, recited,

and possibly altered and added to their text. But that these

additions became permanent is an assumption. Ehapsodes

existed in the sixth century B.C., and no doubt practised their art

long before. But Solon regulated recitation in that century, and

that {H. and A. 318, quoting Monro) means that there was an

official text. The veneration for the poems w^hich Solon's action

implies—and his action is better vouched than that of Pisistratus

—no doubt also existed long before, perhaps as far back as the

time when the rhapsode succeeded the bard. It was of the

strongest, and the poems were jealously guarded (Suter, Unfehl-

harkt. Homers, 3, 7 ff. ; cf Priedlander, Horn. Krit. 21). This

"deep reverential respect" (Agar, 239) may have been as old as

the rhapsodes, and is against a class of reciters being able to

manipulate the text. The bards were dear to the gods and

esteemed by men. By historical times the rhapsodes were held

in some contempt.^ The contrary is not asserted of their pre-

decessors. The status of wandering jongleurs would not be high.

There are critics who think the rhapsodes were composers them-

selves. Christ, whose views are summarised by Jebb, believes

that " Homerid rhapsodes " (a combination apparently intended

fidein faccre) could compose such splendid pieces as the Roplopoeia,

the story of Meleager, and the Doloneia. Then they were equal

to the best, and it is difficult to believe that, in an age when

1 For a parallel, see Jiriczek, 6. " Tlie poetry Avas abandoned to utterly de-

Merovingian office of Minstrel to the spised itinerant minstrels and jugglers."

Royal court became extinct ; heroic
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proprietary right in literary work was beginning to be recognised,

they would compose for the benefit of some other poet or poem.
" Tasteless rhapsodes " could also thrust their work in (Jebb, 128).

That is still harder to believe. And why did not the Ordner

purge the standard text of such inferior additions (Jb. 1890,

130 f.) ? It is strange that there is no testimony in the scholia

or elsewhere to this successful literary activity (Jevons, 5 3 ; Lehrs,

Ar. 39 n.). We are referred to Cynaethus. But his burden is

becoming greater than he can bear. He is kick's transliterator.

Living in a Dorian capital, he changed Aeolian songs into Ionic

(Jb. 1887, 334). He is to Adam the Hersteller of the Odyssey,

and the supporter of the Neleids who introduced Nestor. He is

the " man of Chios " in the Hym. Ap., though Thucydides and

Aristophanes did not know it {Ench. xxxv.). He is the author

of the spurious " Continuation " of the Odyssey. He is a rhapsodic

Proteus of great potentiality. And for authority we have

Eustathius and the scholia on Pindar, for which see Christ {Zur

Chron. 50 £f.) and Wilamowitz (ff.U. 259 and ?i.). The latter

seems to regard Cynaethus as an inferior Bqjpelgdnger of Pisis-

tratus, and speaks of the scholia with anything but respect. This

authority is also discussed by Dr. Monro (Odyssey, 400). He
takes the popular view of the meaning of iroXXa rwv iirSiv

iroirjaavre'^ ifi^dketv eh rrjv 'OfjL7]pov ttoltjo-lv. But it seems

incredible that the poems could be spoiled as late as near

500 B.C.—which would be after Pisistiatus had settled the Iliad

for all time (see Hennings in Wocht k. P. 1910, 491). Volk-

mann (Naclitrdge, ii. 10) contests the interpretation. Gemoll

(Jb. Bursian, 1888, 42) marvels that the words "could be so

long misunderstood." Ludwich (Hoinervulg. 159 ff.) approves.

He holds that, even admitting the popular interpretation, the

scholia are not sufficient ground for the conclusion drawn.

But the rhapsode has an honoured place in Homeric criticism.

K has suffered. Lentz (Herat. 19) finds traces of a careless

rhapsode in 396 ff., 409 ff., and 387. We think it is shewn
in App. A that all are in place. Lentz gives no special reasons.

avTo<i yap i(f)i\fC6TaL dvSpa payjrwSo^;. Almost anything may
be ascribed to him. He is easily marked down.

But, it is said, there must be interpolations in the poems,

for the Alexandrians marked spurious verses. If they had

ever hinted who the trespassers were, the argument would have
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more force. And they marked only about a thousand out

of the 27,802 lines. What would they think of the depreda-

tions of their successors ? tj Ke fie'y olfico^eiav. And the

Alexandrians' judgments can be and are frequently revised. Their

atheteses are very often rejected. They went wrong about

o/jllXo^, <f)6l3o^, and ovpavo^ and aWrjp. We cannot wonder, for

they had not Concordances or a Gehring's Index among the

vTTo/nvyjfMara. Who now accepts their judgments on to aTrpeTre? ?

In emendation van Herwerden says {Herm. xvi. 364) they were
" leaden and not happy " ; as to interpolation, only that they

"often judged rightly." For Mr. Allen's view see C.B. xvii.

262, XX. 194, and xxi. 17. They were as apt as modern critics

to solve difficulties by reference to the standards of their own

day. As to ovhe e^pac^e and ovk icpepero, these are entitled to

respect, but they do not contain the last word about a line.

For these reasons we hesitate to believe that there ever was

much freedom to interpolate. It seems better to cherish a rigid

scepticism on the point, and especially to refrain from deciding

between Ordner, Bearheiter, Ehapsode and common Stumper, till

more accurate information about them is forthcoming. Every

alleged intrusion must be judged on its merits and on principles

consonant with common sense, and must be held to be genuine

donee prohetur in eontrarmm. As regards K, we believe it is

accurate to say that none is proved. We may regard the lay as

an " uncontaminated unit."



CHAPTER IV

EMENDATION

The next question is how far tlie text represents the wording of

the author of the lay. There seems to be but one passage which

is hopelessly corrupt. For that see App. B, where I have

ventured to supplement Dr. Leafs amendment. But on what

principles are we to proceed in restoring forms which have been

altered or words which have been replaced by others ? That is

a thorny subject. Conservatives such as Ludwich protest against

the excesses of Nauck and the Leyden editors and other Radicals.

In Britain Dr. Leaf and Mr. Piatt are at variance, and Mr.

Agar's craving for uniformity does not please Mr. Allen.-^ It will

take an age tantas componere lites. Our task, however, is a very

limited one. Some of the critics' many objections to the language

of K can be laid by small changes in the vulgate. It is there-

fore necessary for us to define once for all how far we are

prepared to go in this direction.

That the text has suffered everybody knows. The translitera-

tion into the new alphabet is generally accepted as one cause of

degeneration, though some doubt, as Wilamowitz and Ludwich
(Cauer, Grdfrgn. 115 ff.) and Jebb. Alterations due to the

repeated copying of the MSS. are admitted by all. The " sleepy

scribe " has no doubt much to answer for. Modern philology,

helped by the hexameter, exposes his mistakes, for which see

Molhuysen's De trihus Horn. Od. codd. Some would be due to

inadvertence, ypa(l>L/ca afiaprrjixara. In all cases " the tendency

of corruption would be towards the more familiar " (Leaf on B
36). And see E.G. 19 n., Mr. Agar's Homerica, and Dr

^ Preface to Piatt's Odyssey, d^nd. C.Q. Wecklein's Textkrit., passim, and con-
ii. 227. On the whole question see eluding words.

24
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Monro's Odyssey, 476. There would be general " modernisation." ^

Older forms and words would give place to others current later.

The Doloneia lias suffered the common lot. But it has not

had fair treatment. Its linguistic " peculiarities " are mostly held

to be solecisms and to indicate a bad, late poet. Mr. Agar

(Homerica, 125 f) would not charge such lapses to the poet at

all, but to copyists or modernisers. The critics, to reverse a

remark of Baumeister's, poetam castiyant vM lihrarii sunt castigandi.

Where a trilling change removes the objection, we need not

hesitate to amend. The Leyden editors say, in the preface to

their Iliad, that the most cautious editors do not refrain from

conjecture. It is also true, as Pierron says, that les corrections

n'ohligent personne ; they must be judged on their merits. We
shall confine ourselves to changes small and philologically reason-

able, such as we think even the most conservative editors will

endorse. Arbitrary amendments, the products of divination, and

too often resorted to as a way out of a difficulty, are banned. In

such cases, especially where there is much inversion of the order

of the words, we Jiesitate. For example, A 88 f See Leaf on

its "three sins," and the way to rewrite the passage. The
wording must be made to conform to certain notions. Mr. Agar

{op. cit. 283 f.) condones one sin and apparently would not object

to another. Or take a case nearer home. Diintzer proposed,

in K 105 ff, to leave out 107 and in 106 to read -qe irep r]fia^

for et' Kev 'Ap^tXXeu?. The remedy is worse than the suspected

disease. The passage is intelligible as it stands. See ,p. 157 infra.

Such a proposal not only binds no one ; it commands no respect.

Some examples will shew how limited the licence we claim

is. Prepositions were frequently confused,—Cobet, M.C. 398 £,

and the commentaries 2^cissi?n. The same may be said of particles.

dv was often wrongly inserted, ydp replaced 8e. Sccepc lihrarii

copulas inferserunt. Similarity of letters caused mistakes. See

Leaf on N 644, as to f and f. Epithets were interchanged,,

aairera and a'yXad, dpiaroL and dyrjroi, etc., and other words of

the same meaning and metrical value, as /coto? and ;^o\o9, oTrafet,

eireiyei, and iKavec, irapecov and irep icov, and so on. Phrases also

^ Hennings (reviewing Fick's Entstg. isation." He thinks reverence for the
d. Od. in Wocht. k. P. 1910, 483) expresses text protected it. It did so, no doubt,
a ditferent view. "The epic language against changes of the substance of the
(in spite of Bentley, Monro, Agar, and poems.
Fick) mocks all etforts to prove modern-
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dislodged each other. Words recur in the same position in the

verse, and a careless copyist familiar with them there, often in-

serted them wrongly. The desire to cure hiatus was a frequent

cause of change,^ and ignorance of the Digamma another. Particles

were put in and forms or even whole words altered to cure

apparent defects. See H.G-. 362, on "corruption arising from

the tendency to repair defects of metre." In such cases critics

of all shades of opinion correct freely. And they can claim that

their diagnosis has been confirmed at times by the discovery of

new MSS. Instances are given by the Leyden editors in the

preface to their Iliad. Barnes' ovTihavolcFiv, a 383, is a familiar

case. Another is Euhnken's ^e/Spv^vIa, Hes. Smit 160. So

also, on K 493, vulg. veKpol^ a/jL^aLvovT6<;, Orszulik notes that this

verb has the dat. only there, adding the not very relevant remark

that elsewhere a-reipeiv veicva^; is used. ifi^aivovTe^ was con-

jectured by Cobet, and now has MS. support. Dr. Leaf, a.l,

compares Z 65 and k 164. So with Cobet's rap for yap, K 61.

See Leaf, a.l, and on A 8. But yap is as good, both there and

in 424, TTco? yap vvv

;

For K, the cases in which acceptable emendation removes

difficulties are summarised in App. C.

^ It was often, according to the Hym. Ai-). 341 ; Ench. 77 ; Cauer, Pref.

general view, licit. See Leaf on M 101, to Od. xxii., and reviewing Nauck in

quoting Ahrens, and on IT 57 as to the Jh. 1884, 326. But see Agar, 2y(issim,

well-known case of evreixeov. Cf. notes for a new view. He certainly has an
on E 898, A 242 on such "fictions" as enormous amount of authority against
Tjadas and e\e7xees. Also Bechtel in him.
iffermes, xxxix. 155 f. ; S. and A. on
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THE LINGUISTIC ATTACK

The linguistic evidence of the spiiriousness of K is extremely

plentiful. There are few lines in the lay that have not yielded

something verbally amiss. The case is formidable, if bulk

alone be considered. But we take comfort from the old adage,

testimonia ponderanda, non numeraiula. If the items or most of

them are individually negligible, we need not fear the effect of

the sum total. But it is unfortunate that the very number of the

counts in the indictment has satisfied so many of the enemies of

K, and deterred its friends from clearing its character. It got a

bad name in early days. Some " ancients," as we shall see,

affixed a stigma to the lay ; and when a book or a passage comes

under suspicion, it is easy to find solecisms in its language to

complete the case against it. For these abound e\erywhere in

the poems, even in the Menis itself. For the Doloneia, these

aberrations are held to be overwhelming and fatal, and to prove

its lateness " unmistakably." Professor Henry's dictum {C.B.

XX. 97) that the verdict of the philologists is "unequivocal" is

hardly to be controverted.

The first statement of the linguistic sins in K was made by

Adolf Holm in 1853, in his essay Ad Car. Lachmanni exemplum

de aliquot U. carm. compositione. More than half of it is devoted

to oTrXa in the sense of " arms." The other occurrences of the

word in this sense are in " late " passages. Tlierefore K, which

uses it in this sense, is late. A few other w^ords and expressions

are specified. G. Curtius {Andeutgn. 43) found Holm's enumera-

tion " excellent." The essay might not of itself have had much
effect. A blow from Curtius was a more serious matter.

Bernhardy followed with a statement {H.G.L. 163 f.) not

much more full than Holm's, whose attack was developed by

27
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Dlintzer iii Philologus, xii. 41 ff., now pp. 303 ff. of his Horn.

Ahh. Dlintzer ridiculed his predecessor's effort as relying on " a

few aira^ elpTjfjieva" 'Not did he share Curtius' admiration for

the argument from oifKa. His own list is considerable. Yet it

is hardly more serious than could be drawn up in an hour or two
for almost any other book in either poem. It included evidence

of the affinity of K w^ith the Odyssey. But the proof is meagre.

And of course there is affinity with the Odyssey. Every book of

the Iliad exhibits it. It is, as we shall see, writ large on A, which

to most critics is of hoary age. If Duntzer had shewn that words

and expressions which recur only in the Odyssey abound in K,

there might have been weight in his proof. But he enumerates

only a poor dozen, none of them except (firjixi^ of any importance,

with two verbs used in the mid. in K and the Odyssey. The
demonstration, however, was commended by Christ. The
praise was somewhat easily earned. As a matter of fact, " few

books in the Iliad have so small a number of Odyssean words as

the Doloneia, and this is the more remarkable from the fact that

Odysseus is one of its leading characters." For the proof see

C.P. V. 41 ff.

But Dlintzer's statement is insignificant compared with the

long catalogue compiled by K. Orszulik in 1883. This, as the

fullest statement that has yet appeared, and that probably ever

will appear, is the one I take as my text, so it is necessary to say

a few words descriptive of its scheme.^ The peculiarities are

classed as (1) (iira^ elpij/neva
; (2) strange meanings

; (3) singular

forms
; (4) remarkable combinations of words, and (5) unusual

constructions; to which are added (6) borrowed verses and parts

of verses, and (7) remarks on the versification and style. For the

last two categories see Chaps. XIY. and XIII., infra. As regards

the first five, the words and expressions in every one of them are

further subdivided according as they are found (a) only in K, (b)

only in K and the Odyssey, (c) in K and oftener in the Odyssey

than in the Iliad, or (d) only in K and in the '' later " parts of the

Iliad or in the Odyssey, or in both. It is a great onslaught, and

^ I have endeavoured to notice all characteristics of certain books"; van
linguistic objections from every source, Ilerwerden, Q.H. 130 f.; Chriat, Hora.
except those which are quite trifling or od. Homdn. 61, 62 and n., and 99 If.;

which have been answered by the Bechtel, Voealcontr. 3f. ; Jebb, 123 n.,

objectors themselves. There are lists etc. For the solecisms detected by Fick,
in Monro's and Leaf's editions of the and called by him Vcrstosse gcgen die

Iliad. See also H.G., Index, '' Iliad, ejnsche Aeolis, see his Iliad, 479 1.
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almost unique in Homeric criticism. But one should sow with

the hand, not with the sack. Surely no Homerid's work could

ever have exhibited so many deviations from the traditional epic

lano-uaf^e. And how does Orszulik's statement consist with the

charge that the author of K was a late imitative poet ?

On one point, however, we must take objection. For the

purpose of his classification, it was of course necessary for

Orszulik to set out his distribution of the books of the Iliad

according to assumed date of origin, and this is done on pp. 1 9 ff.

of his work. It is enough to say of it that it is almost impossible

that it can commend itself in its entirety to any other Homerist.

See Eothe's remarks on it in Jh. Biirsian, 1885, 211. Quot

critici—nearly so many are the views as to the limits of the

early, somewhat late, late, and very late strata ; and until the

critics agree on a delimitation, it is futile to consider any such

comparison as Orszulik makes of K with the Ur-Ilias and other

parts of the Iliad. In effect he asks us to look on words or

phrases which do not occur in that ancient and select piece of

Homeric poetry as more or less tainted. But that is unreason-

able. The Ur-Ilias is not a thesaurus of the epic language.

The Lay of the Wrath is, even in its dimensions as assigned by

the most liberal of the upholders of the kernel theory, of but

small compass. If the Ur-Ilias be made long enough, we shall

have no difficulty in vindicating the Doloneia.

And we observe that the critics generally appeal with

perfect impartiality to any part of the poems in which they can

find support, and are far from feeling bound to quote precedent

or find analogy within the limits, the ever fluctuating and much

debated limits, of the Ur-Ilias. Their very latest parts of the

poems are pressed into service on such occasions. If a writer

wants to reconstruct the ^avaTa6fio<; or to make a map of the

Schauplatz of the Iliad, he refers to K. Were there then maps and

plans extant down to the latest generation of interpolators ? On

H 12 Dr. Leaf can refer to line 30 of K, a book which is to him

the work of a poet of 650 B.C., as authority about the arecfidvrj}

On A 277 he quotes K 437 against Hentze's objection that a

certain phrase is " un-Homeric." Dr. Monro on (o 426 relies on

K 52 as proving that the double accus. with firjaaro is " Homeric."

^ Though Robert (p. 50) thinks the not iniderstand what he was talking

author of K was a SpatUmj who did about.
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This word " Homeric " makes much mischief. It is a

sort of standard to many Dissectors. " Homer " used as an

equivalent for " the Iliad and the Odyssey'^ as Jebb in his hand-

book professes to use it, is unobjectionable. It is a convenient

abbreviation. And if " Homeric " could be used in the same way
to mean anything that is found or can be paralleled in the poems,

it would be equally harmless. But it is often used in a very

different way. Individual critics may have a definite idea

themselves of what they mean by the " Homeric spirit," the

" Homeric tone of mind," " Homeric Greece," " the Homeric Age,"

and the like ; but when they are authorities to whom " Homer "

spreads himself through centuries, readers have difficulty in

following them. And negatively, this use of the word has become

a simple way of affixing the stigma of ungenuineness to anything

in the poems which it is desired to proscribe. It is said that the

thing is ''not Homeric." One cannot read a- few pages of a

commentary without noticing this looseness of expression. We
can understand Dr. Leafs note on B 409, that aSeX^eo? is " the

only Homeric form." It is the only one that occurs in the two

poems. But we do not understand Dr. Monro's note on r 34,

that " the synizesis of '^vaeov is not Homeric." See Z 220, etc.

Synizesis is everywhere, in Iliad and Odyssey alike. We have

a(j>peov in the Ur-Ilias itself, A 282. Again, Dr. Leaf says of

the similes in B 455-83 that they are "vivid and Homeric."

The meaning appears to be that to his taste they are good,

worthy of the poet of the kernel, or perhaps of the undefined

period known as " the bloom of the epic." This is really a

popular use of the term. For some, no doubt, as Jebb says, it

has " a clear meaning." But as that meaning depends on the

appreciation of the individual, the word is unsuitable for use in a

critical treatise. What is or is not worthy of the best of the

contributory poets is matter of taste, and tastes on such points

differ to a most remarkable extent. What, for instance, could be

more widely different than Professor Murray's and Professor

Henry's opinions of the Doloneia as epic poetry ? To some—see

Christ, Horn. od. Homdn. 28 f.—there is "a marked decline of

poetical power " in the last six books of the Iliad. The judgment

astounds others. Christ himself ranks X among the best books

of that poem, and quotes 0. Mliller's high appreciation of the

scene between Achilles and Priam in H, and Schiller's well-known
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eulogy of ^V. Shelley wrote of the "perpetually increasing

magnificence of the last seven books " of the Iliad. " The Odyssey

is sweet, but there is nothing like this." ^ Compare again the

opinions of Dr. Leaf {Introduction to ^) and Professor Murray

{H.G.E. 242) on the Theomachy. They partly agree, but

whereas one thinks the piece is " poverty-stricken in expression,"

the other finds it " admirably written." The taste of individuals

is evidently not to be trusted. " What one critic thinks

splendid, another equally competent thinks poor and tame "

(Mahaffy in Macm. Mag. xxxviii. 408). "Nothing is rarer than

a sure aesthetic judgment " (Erhardt, Entstg. xix). We recall

the story of the " tedious poem on the Fall of Man " by " the old

blind schoolmaster, John Milton." Yet Dissectors rely freely on

their own personal predilections to ascribe work that does not

please them to a Stumper. They, as Eothe expresses it {Jb. 1890,

133), "conceive for themselves an Idealhomer^ and expunge

mercilessly everything that does not correspond to this ideal."

The " Homeric " standard is practically useless. Holm {Hist. Gr.,

Eng. transl., i. 165) thinks that some day "we shall be able to

agree as to what is really Homeric in spirit." That may be

doubted. For the present it is certain that the " Homeric " is an

ideal that every one must interpret in his own way, and not of

the nature of a well-defined norm to which adherence can be

secured.

But to return to linguistic phenomena. How are we to

estimate these ? The only feasible plan, till the late and the

early parts of the poems have been fixed beyond dispute—and

that will take some time yet—is to follow the old rule, "Ofiripov

ovK dXXoOiv TToOev, dXX! i^ avTr]<; rfj^ Troirjaew'^ iXey^etv. Unum
sohunque Homerum attendanius (Lehrs, Ar. 50). Homerum
ex Romero, ^;az^ca necesse est ex plerisqiie judicemus (Baumlein,

Commentat. 27). Cf. E7ich. Ixxi. This is the procedure that Mr.

Agar insists on in his Homerica. " Make appeal to Homer him-

self" " Let Homer vouch for his own usage." He frequently

quotes K as authority for epic usage, though he says, yielding for

a moment to the prevailing feeling, that it " is not always a very

safe authority for diction" (p. 113). If K, which is so late in

general opinion, can be appealed to, so may it in turn appeal to

other parts of the poems. We must utilise all, and see how

^ Quoted by Butler, Authoress of the Odyssey, 106.
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much conformity to or variation from to eOifxov rov ttoltjtov, as

the men of old said, r?)? TrocTJaeox;, as we must say, is displayed

by K, and come to conclusions as best we may, after examining

the grounds which objectors adduce. In estimating the peculiari-

ties in the mass, we shall compare them with those to be found

in A, which is admittedly old and genuine poetry.

The concluding words of the last sentence might have been

written a few years ago without any qualification. IN'ow a word

must be added. Until comparatively recently there has been, to

the great body of Dissectors, a Mmis or Ur-Ilias, to which we
may say that books A, A, X and some other parts of the Iliad

belonged. There has been, of course, great diversity of opinion as

to the precise limits of this " primary Iliad," and much agreement

that it has been altered and interpolated. But it was regarded as

the nucleus, and consequently the most ancient part of the great

poem. And A has always been accorded special reverence.

(refivov eirecTTi n. Eeferences are surely superfluous, but I may
quote Bergk, 540, 553; Diintzer, H.A. 180 ff.; Sittl, H.G.L.

86 f.; Jebb, 157; Browne, 104; Christ, Horn. od. Homdii.

28 n.; Kammer, Asth. Komm. 129; and Friedlander, Horn.

Krit. 29 and AnJi. i. Opinion has been practically, as Bechtel

puts it ( Vocalcontr. ix.), unanimous that A is of the very oldest

and best.

But it is now a good many years since this pre-eminence was

challenged by Wilamowitz (see Jh. 1909, 224, and Cauer,

Grdfrgn. 304 n.), who expressed the opinion that the critics erred

in taking A as the point of departure for analysis of the Iliad.

But he failed to attract attention. Now a new generation of

analysers is following the line thus indicated, and a novel turn

has been given to dissection.* Finsler (597 ff.) affirms that there

never was an Ur-Ilias. Wecklein (Stud, iii), imbued with the

belief that the final solution of the problem of the Uiad must be

sought in a compromise between extreme views, has propounded

the theory that Achilles belongs, to the Aeolian saga indeed, but

to Ionian poetry (ihid. 51). First there was an Iliad. Then

came the Master with the Wrath and converted that Iliad into

an Achilleid (p. 56). The Achilleid is and has always been in

Ionic; Fick's Aeolismus is not required. So MMldi&c {Altion. 18),

—the original Iliad consisted of B-0 and K-M. The whirligig

of criticism brings its revenges. @ and K, the poor cento
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and the despised interloper that Pisistratus befriended, are after

all made earlier than protozoic A. The methods of Wecklein

and Mulder have been severely dealt with in Jh. 1907, 294 ff.

;

cf. 1905, 179 f. But the new idea is approved by Professor

Murray {H.G.E. 168 f.). The Wrath was "an old traditional

motive," and was employed by the poet who made the Ilias or

" poetry about Troy," to join together and make fairly consistent

a mass of " diverse traditions of heroic fighting." We are told

(p. 210) that the subject of the Wrath, which was used in this

way, and which has been the theme of unrestrained eulogy, is

second-rate, and that Achilles is not an altogether satisfactory

hero—opinions on which see Mr. Lang in Blackwood's Mag.

1908, 87. Bethe also takes the premiership from the object

of our old hero-worship. It is Aias, fighting from Phoeteum, who

was the original hero of the Trojan lays. Professor Murray

(p. 169) points out that tmv dWcov Aavacbv /ler afiv/xova

UrjXetcova, P 280, X 470, 551, and co 18, is an "inorganic

line," with which one may do what one pleases. But many

will think that these passages read better ivith the inorganic

line, and will not entertain the idea that, because it can be cut

out, therefore it must have been inserted. That is one of the

extreme assumptions of the Dissecting school, a bad specimen

of a class that Ludwich's Moglichkeit ist nicht Notwendigkeit

is always a sufficient reply to. The line, or rather its way

of putting the point, is not confined to Achilles. Have Q

117, n 195, and P 351 also been inserted? Girard (Rev. d.

Etudes Gh^ecqiies, 1902, 245, 249, 286) takes a similar view.

There were many Quarrels. It was " a theme the bards loved."

They used no fewer than eleven Quarrels of one kind and

another. There were other Iliads before our Iliad, and Achilles

may have figured in them.

All this is directly subversive of ideas on the origin of the

Iliad that have been almost universally popular, and the Ex-

pansionists will ask for more proof before they strike their

colours. At present there seems to be but little. And even if

there were something in the new theories to invite attention,

there would be nothing in them that need disturb us here. If

the parts of the Iliad outside the Menis are ancient, so much

the better. As to the Menis itself, we have still a great

preponderance of expert opinion in favour of its age, and even

D
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the Neo-Homerists who are advocating the new view would not
all style it modern. Eothe is not troubled by these novelties

{Jh. 1909, 223 f.). He has always held that the poet who
made the Iliad had a mass of old materials to work up. The
Iliad is none the less his own original composition. But we
are concerned here only with the question of a standard of

reference on philological points, and it is clear that we are, more
than ever, justified in referring freely for analogy or precedent

to any part of the Eiad.



CHAPTEE VI

THE ILIAB AND THE ODYSSEY ALLEGED DIFFERENCE OF

LANGUAGE

We have seen in Chap. V. that certain linguistic idiosyncrasies

are said to dissociate K from the Iliad and to attach it to the

Odyssey. As, then, the Odyssey is beheved to be later than the

bulk of the Iliad, and it is argued that K must be the same, it

is worth our while to examine, in the first instance, the linguistic

proof as between the Iliad and the Odyssey as wholes, to see if

a difference is traceable which justifies the proposition that the

two poems belong to different ages. As we think the finding

must be in the negative, we shall venture to take the language

as essentially one. We shall examine the lists of Diintzer and

Orszulik all the same, but our enquiry will be narrowed to an

endeavour to prove that the language of K does not differ

essentially from that of the other forty-seven books, without

accepting these as differentiated into an earlier and a later

group.

The view that the two poems are not by the same author

or of the same age is not universal, as Croiset {Rev. d. d. Mondes,

1907, 615) would have us believe, but it may be said to be

held at present by the majority of scholars. But here again

there is great diversity. Some think the two ages were far

apart. Others take a much more moderate view.-^ If they are

some of them inclined to the Chorizontic belief, they are not

all satisfied wdth the conclusiveness of the evidence. They

^ Among these may be quoted xxxviii. 408 ; Gemoll, Horn. BIdt. ii.

Nitzsch, Sagenp. 293 f. ; Grote, ii. 3 ; Sitzler, Asth. Komm. z. Odr 257
;

131 ff. ; Friedlander, Die horn. Krit. Piatt, J. Phil, xviii. 127 ; Drerup,
70 ; Christ, Horn. od. Homdn. 8 ff., 65, Homer, 109, 132 ; Strickland, La Quest.

Inter-pol. 186, Zur Chronolog. 60, and Omerica, 96 ; and Miilder, Quellen, 354.
H.G.L.'^ 43; Mahatfy, Macm. Mag.

35
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recognise the great force of the extraordinary likeness between

the two poems in language, style, verse, and other respects. Mr.

Piatt {I.e.) holds that " in most points the language of the older

Iliad and the Odyssey is almost identical." Some accept

different authorship, but not different ages. Others consider

that the interval between the poems was short, and can even

reduce it to a generation. So Professor Mackail {Procgs. Class,

Assocn. 1908, 9), though he admits the possibility that both

poems were written by one man. A difference of only a

generation must be hard to perceive. It could scarcely be

reflected in the language.

The Chorizontic theory is one which seems to have won a

hearing by its very attractiveness for some minds, for most of

the attempted proofs have been short and sketchy. A few

words occurring in only one of the poems are given, some stock

instances of variation in mythology, geography and the like are

quoted, and difference in date or authorship is affirmed. But

this cannot be said of the latest demonstration. Dr. Monro
(Odyssey, App. II., Relation of the Odyssey to the Iliad, 3 and 4)

has collected the linguistic evidence in a systematic and com-

prehensive manner. We propose to consider this presentation

of it in detail. The evidence from Realien is beyond our scope,

and it does not seem necessary to go into it. Its essentially

trivial character has been sufficiently exposed by Colonel Mure,

M. Terret, Professor Jevons and Mr. Lang, and more recently

by Miss Stawell.

Dr. Monro deals with Grammar and Vocahidaivj. 1 had

examined all the items which he mentions under each head

before Homer and the Iliad appeared. Miss Stawell has there

discussed the vocabulary in a general way on pp. 105-8, which

contain some valuable points admirably put, but as particulars

are not given, I summarise my own results in detail in App. E.

It may be useful, in considering Dr. Monro's lists, to see actual

numbers of occurrences, and, in many cases, the connection in

which a word appears. It is remarkable in how many cases an

explanation of the occurrence of a word in only the one poem

or the other is forthcoming ; there are not many about which

nothing can be said. Miss Stawell's refutation of the grammatical

case may, I think, be accepted almost without demur, so far as

it concerns the Iliad and the Odyssey as wholes. 1 therefore
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content myself with supplementing her statement on certain

points, and this is done in App. D. Here I add some remarks

on the results of the discussions in both Appendices.

The first is that Dr. Monro, for the purpose of his com-

parison, takes the Eiad and Odyssey to be two homogeneous

units. But he holds that certain parts of the Iliad, especially

I, K, '^, and fl, are, on the evidence of points in the language

which are collected in the E.G., of a distinctly Odyssean

character. They make up, one might say, about a quarter of the

poem. It has accordingly been suggested {C.Q. iv. 76) that the

comparison should have been between the remaining three-

quarters of the Iliad, and the Odyssey plus the Odyssean quarter

of the Iliad. The method which Dr. Monro has adopted seems

to be inconsistent with his own position, that a considerable area

of the Eiad is connected by language with the Odyssey. We
shall have occasion to point out that many of the words, etc.,

which he claims as foreign to the Iliad and peculiar to the

Odyssey, are not found in the Odyssean tracts of the Iliad. They

form no inconsiderable aggregate, and they tell strongly, if there

is anything in his method, against the special character which he

and others seek to assign to these Odyssean books.

He naturally commences his examination of the vocabulary

with the admission, that the general difference between tlie two

poems in subject accounts in great measure for the occurrence of

words in one poem and not in the other. The Iliad " was sure

to be rich in terms for fighting and its incidents,-^ the Odyssey in

words for sea, ships, islands, etc., and for objects of ease and

luxury." For an excellent statement of the differences in scene,

action, and actors, see Mure, ii. 131, and cf. 163. See also

Gladstone, Primer of Homer, 28 f. ; Blass, Interpol. 291 f. ; and

Muff, Zauher der horn. Poesie, 7 f. The Hiad " is all action, the

Odyssey is more quiet and meditative" (Eouse, Introd. to M.

Arnold's On translg. Horn. 16). We may add Aristotle's dictum

{Poetics, 1459 b) that the subject of the Hiad is airXovv fcal

iraOriTiKov, that of the Odyssey ireirXeyiievov koI tjOlkov, with

Professor Bywater's note on the last word, " a characteristic noted

by Longinus, as shewing the Odyssey to have been the work of

^ If one wishes to see to what epithets of fxaxn and TrdXe/LLos, only six

extent compared with the Odyssey, occur, and those very rarely, in the

reference may be made to Hoch's Odyssey.

Lcxikal. Bcmerkqn. E.g., out of 32
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Homer's later years,"

—

yrjpa^; 8' ojjlo)^ 'OfjLrjpov. "We must be

prepared to find a very great difference between the classes of

words employed in the two epics.

Individual cases in Apps. D and E illustrate this over and

over again. It will be seen that some of the Odyssean usages

can be explained by reference to the position of Odysseus, the

anxiety of his friends, and their speculations as to the prospects

of his return, and others by the presence in the Odyssey of the

riotous crew of Wooers. The formulae, stereotyped expressions

used in or to describe certain situations, must differ widely in

two poems of such diverse kinds, w? eliroov corpvve fjuevo^ kol

6vfiov eKaarov is found II. 10, Od. 1. The explanation is

obvious. The occurrences in the Iliad are all in battle-scenes

;

a god or a chief encourages the warriors. Principal Geddes

{Prohlem, p. v.) lays stress on hiairpvcTLov, which occurs only in

the Iliad. Of its seven occurrences, six are in the line rivaev he

hiairpvcTiov, ^avaolai yeycovoo^. Would anyone expect to find

that formula in the Odyssey ? So as to ef7)9, seven times in the

Odyssey, and not in the Hiad. It occurs six times in the formula

ef?}? 8' i^o/juevoL itoXlt^v oka tvittov eperfiol^;, for the use of

which in the Iliad the opportunities are all but— in view of A
433, 479, I might, I think, say absolutely—non-existent. So as

to the epithets. Dr. Monro includes in his List of words confined

to the Iliad, some designations of gods and heroes who appear only

or almost exclusively in that poem. They prove nothing. Or

take a case in which the Iliad is supposed to favour one form of

an epithet and the Odyssey another, ipuySovTro^; and ipihoviro^.

A glance at the occurrences of the two words in the Concordances

is sufficient to explain their distribution ; there is more of Zeus

in the Iliad, more of the irpoOvpov in the Odyssey. Payne

Knight argued an advance in music from KoWo-yjr. On his

reasoning see Mure, ii. 161 n. tto/^tt^ is one of the abstracta that

the Odyssey is supposed to favour. It occurs there twenty-five

times (in the books e-v, and we can see the reason). Fortunately

the Iliad shews its knowledge of it by using it once. The word

Td(ppo<; is frequent in the Hiad, of the fosse ; in the Odyssey it

occurs but once, in the great Trial of the Bow. Had the

denouement of the Odyssey been differently contrived, or had the

poet of the Iliad represented the Achaeans as taking some other

precautions when Achilles retired, we should have had another
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Chorizontic argument from vocabulary. On such an unstable

basis is the reasoning founded.

As regards the grammatical section of the indictment there

is one remark to be made. A usage is said to be peculiar to one

of the poems. It would make the case very much stronger, if an

alternative usage could be indicated in the other. But this is

seldom done. The non-occurrence of, say, a preposition with a

certain case, or of a certain conjunctional use, may be due to

many causes besides the one suggested, that the poet did not

know or was not familiar with it.

And there are other considerations of a more general nature.

The similes in the poems are often taken from the everyday

occupations and pleasures of the people, and so afford us glimpses

of a life which but rarely comes within the scope of the general

narratives of the epics. It is not strange then that they often

present us with words which occur nowhere else. Friedlander

{Zw. h. TF". 749) recognises that the similes are " the richest source
"

of the a. XX. in the poems. Now similes are much more frequent

in the Iliad than in the Odyssey. Friedlander (786 ff.) enumerates

217 in the former and only 58 in the latter. The reasons for

this are well ascertained (Jebb, 29 ; Mure, i. 260 ; Jager, Rom.
Aph. 210. See also Cauer, Grdfrgn. 420). But the point is

that the disparity in numbers should be reflected by the a. W.,
and this is just what we find. There are three a. XX. in the Iliad

for every one in the Odyssey. Here is an explanation of the

peculiar distribution of words which are sometimes cited.

Again, there is much more direct speech in the Odyssey

than in the Iliad. The lines in the latter which are spoken

by the gods and heroes introduced, number, according to my
counting,^ about 7000; in the Odyssey they are about 8240.

Allowing for the smaller compass of the Odyssey, it will be

found there are about three lines in the Odyssey put into the

mouths of the dramatis j^ersonae for every two in the Iliad.

This must have its effect on both vocabulary and grammar.

The inflections of verbs, for instance, are different. That will

affect the hexameters in which they are used, and the choice of

words and phrases for them. It will tend to cause recourse to

new formulae and alternative epithets. As an illustration,—the

^ Which differs somewhat from the figures given by Elderkin in Aspects of
Speech in the later Greek ^p^c, 2.
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Odyssey is said to have a larger number of certain optatives

in the first person. These can appear only in speeches. To

compare the occurrences properly with those in the Iliad, we
must bear in mind that more are to be expected in the Odyssey.

Miss Stawell has noted this difference, and has shewn in several

other instances how it tells.

And the effect of the repetition which is so marked a

characteristic of the epic style, must be to enhance such

difference as other circumstances produce. If, owing to difference

of subject, certain words and phrases are more appropriate in

the one poem or the other, the repetition of these, more Homerico,

over and over again, must cause the difference in vocabulary and

diction generally to appear greater than it really is. How much
effect this repetition has may be seen from many of the individual

cases in the lists.

Dr. Monro seems to go too far in his disregard of what

seems to be the general view, that much weight is not to be

attached to differences of vocabulary. See, e.g.; Jevons, 2 7 ; M.

and E. on 6 267; and the considerations urged in Chap. VII.

infra. And some of his inferences may be neutralised. Thus

he thinks that archaic epithets are more characteristic of the

(to him) older poem. It is, however, worth noting that there

are a number of these " old poetical " words preserved in " fixed

or traditional combinations," which are known to the Odyssey

only,

—

haa7r\rjTL<;, aypovo^oi, rep-^ifilBpoTo^;, (j)a€aifjL^poTO<; (once

in O), y^pvaoppaTTL^, '^pvaoTreScXof;, dyvj], ayddTovo^, ivaKoiro^

(twice in D). And all these except dydarovo^ are applied to

divinities who are frequently named in the Iliad. And besides

the divine epithets we have others confined to the Odyssey,

ivTrXoKafjblSe^, et'SeteXo?, KdfjbfMOpo^, raXanreipLO^, rrjvairjv (oSov),

Btepof;, d\(f)7](TTr)<^, and a large number appropriate to the sea-

faring life of the Odyssey, which might be set against Dr. Monro's

collection of archaic epithets of a martial character in the

Iliad. We might add the adverb rjkiOa (once also in the

" Odyssean " story in the end of A), the verbs Tre/jLird^ofiat and

deaa, and the noun vTrap, to balance the few words other than

epithets which he specifies. It does not appear that anything

as to age and authorship is to be argued on his archaic words.

That some were not used in the Odyssey is not because it was

composed so long after the Hiad that the words had died out.
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Many persisted and were used in the Hymns, Hesiod, Pindar

and the Tragedians. A perusal of the lists of epithets will

satisfy any one that this is the case. And so for other words,

eWap, rvvr], hia'TrpvcTi.ov, etc. Mure (ii. 163) goes so far as to

affirm that " the result of an impartial scrutiny leaves a decided

balance of such phraseology on the side of the Odyssey"

Dr. Monro, following other writers, finds in the Ochjssey an

increase in "words expressing moral and intellectual qualities."

Jebb (p. 55) marks in it "more traces of reflection on questions

of right and wrong. There are some additions to the stock of

words for expressing the religious or moral feelings." A very

scanty list is given. The subject of the Odyssey, a triumph of

righteousness (Geddes, ProUem, 328 ff.), might by itself entitle

us to contemplate even a far greater development without any

surprise. Similarly Bernhardy {H.G.L. 179 f.) notes the "rich

gnomology " in the Odyssey, and takes this as indicating an

" age of reflection." His quotation of the splendid instance in

o- 131 f. is unfortunate. There are critics who regard P 446 f.

as the text from which those lines are borrowed. But, how-

ever that may be, the sentiment is in the Hiad. And there are

many others there, but just shewing the difference in kind and

amount which the subject would lead us to expect. Warriors do

not moralise on the battle-field to the same extent, or with the

same intent, or in the same terms as a sage or a seer in the halls

of a chief or among a crowd of reckless revellers.

This development of the ethical vocabulary is supposed to

correspond to a more advanced religion and a more elevated

moral tone. But these are not discernible. The " fluid state of

myths and legends " in early days has to be reckoned with

(Jevons, 26, and H. and A. 233 f.). Mure (ii. 147 ff.) has

shewn that there is not a higher conception of the gods in the

Odyssey, and Terret and others find the same morality in both

poems. Morals may have improved in the supposed interval

between them, but there is certainly nothing so bad in the Eiad

as the fiendish treatment of Melanthios in ;^ 475 ff. If

" expurgation " was an active, ever-working influence, this horror

is inexplicable. Professor Lewis Campbell {Relig. in Gk, Lit.

80, 99) finds the vocabulary of right and wrong only " somewhat

enlarged " in the Odyssey. The obvious explanation is " the

nature of the poem." He observes that the ethical vocabulary
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of the epic is imperfect all over. Unequal distribution of the

terms that constitute it was to be expected. We might compile

a list peculiar to the Iliad, as dijavXo^iy alaco^, aav(^ri\o<^,

irapaiaiO'^, evcj^rj/Jieco and i7rev(j)r)/jL6co, jia^oavvq, (j)tXo<j)poo-vv7j,

oXlttj/jlcov, aaKOTTo^, aKoa/jLOf;, (l)t\oyjr€vSri<;, and the like. We
might add that ^d6€o<; occurs //. 7, Od. 0, and the words

dp7]Trjp, lepev^, lepeia, II. 12, Od. 1, the one occurrence in the

Odyssey being in what high authorities have deemed a late

addition. But all such lists are a weak basis for argument.

Their fallaciousness is illustrated by another branch of Dr.

Monro's statement. He finds advance of civilisation in the

Odyssey. If we depend on vocabulary alone, it is not difficult

to adduce as much ground for inferring retrogression. It might

be contended that there is more specialisation of trades, more

division of labour in the Iliad, as shewn by the terms dpfjuaro-

TTT^Yo? {dvrjp), Kepafxev^y Kepao^oo^ reKTcov, 6^eT7]^o<;, SpVTOfMO<;,

(TKVTOT6/jbo<; (in f 23 Eumaeus is his own shoemaker). It is only

from the Iliad that we know the process of tanning. Add to

the list such words as '^epvrjTL^^ fjueTavdarrj^;, oarcop, ieSvcorai,

B7j/jLoyepovT€<;, PovKevTq^ (l3ov\7](f)6po<;, II. 15, Od. 2), and Kaaai-

Tepo<;, 11. 10, Od. 0. Many others might be cited from the earlier

poem tending to the same conclusion, as dhvrov, TiOrjvri, <^epTpov,

d/jLa^Lr6<;, \ao(j)6po<; 6B6(;, o\/jlo^, arp6/jLl3o<;, crdXTrty^, ^vpov,

TTLo-aa, 7rZ\o9, de6\o(j)6po^ ltttto^, dfjuei^ovre^; {tigna culminis),

laroBoKT], dcpXaarov, eKaro^vyo^ (vr]v<;), eTrTairohr]^ 6prjvv<;, etc.

I feel certain that if we were to take the trouble to extract from

the similes and other passages of the Iliad all the terms relating

to cultivation, we might find reason for asserting that agriculture

was in a more advanced condition than it was in Odyssean times.-^

That is, if we are to argue from words alone. But words, like

figures, are apt to be deceptive. It would be rash to assert the

superiority of the hairdressing in the Iliad because aKpoKofjLo^^y

dvaSeo-fiT], and dfiirv^ occur only in it, or greater attention on the

part of the Iliadic ladies to the details of their costumes because

l3a6vKo\7ro<;, iv^covo^;, eX/ceo-^TreTrXo?, and 6p6va are not found in

the Odyssey.

Still arguing on words alone,

—

eirecov Be TroXt/? vofMb<; ev9a

^ I find the point is touched on by fanarcMtektur, and that limited, in the

Mure, ii. 161 f.— For architecture see Odyssey.

Bader, Baukunst in d. Od. Only Pro-
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Kol hOa— , we could say that, compared with their more advanced

brethren of the Iliad, the men of the Odyssey were in so rude a

state that they knew but little of the building of their own bodies

or of the anatomy of animals. Friedlander's list {Ziv. h. W. 751)

of eighteen words for parts of the human body which are peculiar

to the Iliad, is far from complete. The Iliad can claim about

forty such expressions. The same might be said of words for

bodily ailments and affections (Friedliinder, I.e.). The reason for

the difference between the two poems is quite clear to any one

who thinks about it. But reasoning on the language alone, we

are entitled to say the Iliadic age must have been the more

advanced. The medical knowledge of the Iliad is indeed a

striking fact. Daremberg, quoted by Eyssenhardt {Die horn.

Dichtung, 32), could find in " the uniformity of surgical principles"

a proof of the unity of the Iliad. Some scholars have argued

that the poet must have been a sort of regimental surgeon.^ We
have all the elements of the controversy that is carried on regard-

ing Shakespeare's knowledge of law and its explanation.

Again, it will probably surprise those who have not drawn

out the particulars, to learn that there are some twenty words

in the Iliad which do not recur in the Odyssey, all describing

various degrees of blood relationship and general kinship. Here

again an advance might be claimed for Iliadic civilisation, if we

depended on these terms alone.

" The Iliad has a less developed language than the Odyssey."

This statement is E. H. Meyer's {AchilUis, 238), and it is one

that is often made in various forms, but to much the same general

effect. As regards grammar, in which development ought to be

apparent, reference may be made to the Appendix to Miss Stawell's

work. We think that it proves, by a most painstaking ex-

amination of Dr. Monro's instances, that grammatical differences

are practically non-existent. Take the strongest case of all, the

three optatives said to be special to the one poem or the other.

These are discussed by Miss Stawell, and in App. D infra.

And see C.Q. iv. 78. I think it must be held that no significant

difference between the two poems has been made out. And even

1 Seymour, Life, 616 ff., especially might almost be used to support the

620. See also, on the medical know- wild assertion that Homer came from

ledge of the Iliad, Korner, JVesen u. Egypt, where tTjrp^s UacTos ^Tnardfieuos

Wertlx dtr horn. Eeilkutide, and Frolich, irepl -rravTuv dvOpuiruv.

Die Militdr-Medicin Homers. The fact
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as regards vocabulary, it may be suggested that a careful scrutiny

of the structure of words in the poems leaves the same impression.

One could make out a list from the Ilictd of somewhat elaborate

compounds, some of them designed to express delicate shades of

meaning, which it might be hard to match from the Odyssey.

Examples are dvaKv/jLl3aXcd^(o, ofjuocm'^dei (?), ciKpoKekaiVLowv,

ev- and fjueTaTpoTraXi^oixai, fieTOKXa^o), arpe^ehivew, dvrjKovareo),

vTToXevKaivco, KaraSTj/jLo^opeco, r)\iT6/jLr)vo<;, alvaperr), and Sva-

apiaroTOKeLa. There are a number of very expressive adverbs,

mostly of compound formation, which are peculiar to the Tliad,

as i7n(T-)(ep(D, hiaKpihov, irporpoTrdhrjv, fieraSpoixdSi^v, i7rtypdp87)v,

iTnXiySrjv, o/jLapr^Srjv, Trapa^r^hrjv, djijSXrjhrjv, and dfifioXdSijv.

It has been said {C.P. v. 88) that there is "a want of adverbs

in the Hiad" One would be glad to see the evidence of this.

Those we have given surely tell against the theory that its

language is at an earlier stage of development than that of the

Odyssey. It is not a symptom of the greater linguistic primitive-

ness of the Uiad that it alone uses the words dfiapro-, d(l)afjLapTO-,

aTTTO-, rjSv-, and dpTL-€irrj<^.

To sum up the effect of the observations scattered through

Apps. D and E and Miss Stawell's App. C, and those made
in this chapter. When we eliminate from consideration the

differences which are based on one or two occurrences, the

grammatical uses which can be explained without difficulty, the

cases in which no real difference has been proved, others in which

there is room for difference of opinion, words which are found

mostly or exclusively in combinations obviously appropriate only

to the one poem, epithets which are the property of personages

that do not appear in both, and words and expressions which,

if they are not found in the Odyssey, must have been known to

its author, if he flourished after the age of the Iliad, as they

persisted into later Greek ; when we allow for the effect of the

great difference in the subjects of the two poems, as seen, for

example, in formulae and phraseology that owe their existence to

the position and adventures of Odysseus and the doings of the

Wooers in the Odyssey ; and when, above all, we reflect with

Masson {Milton, iii. 6) on the composition of causes on which

the frequency or infrequency of a word in any writer depends,

—

the matter that seems to support the Chorizontic belief is small

in bulk and comparatively unimportant.
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It may be admitted that there are some usages or expressions,

regarding the absence of which from the one poem or the other

it is difficult to give a definite, convincing explanation. But

they are so few that Friedliinder—who is an acknowledged

authority, and by no means, as his well-known work on Grote's

theory shews, a partisan of unitarian leanings—absolutely declines

{op. cit. 813 f.) to admit that they are sufficient to justify a

conclusion as to difference of authorship. They cannot be held

to negative the hypothesis of one author for the two epics.

Even if the Iliad and the Odyssey had been on similar themes

throughout, some differences in their language must have been

apparent. As it is, the wonder is that these are not much more

pronounced. Kothe and others often insist, and it cannot be

denied, that, if one man composed both poems, they must have

taken many years of his life to complete, that there may have

been a considerable interval of time between them, and that

there would have been great scope for variation in vocabulary

and style.

Such possibilities cannot be excluded. Tennyson, during a

long life, wrote hardly more poetry, if my rough computation

is approximately correct, than is contained in the Iliad and

Odyssey. He admits (Eversley Edn., Idylls, p. 453) what we
could have believed without being told, that he made his language

in some of the Idylls " purposely more archaic," and also varied

the metre to suit the subject. It would also be easy to detect

differences of style and diction between the products of his earlier

years and those of his maturer genius. Professor Mackail

{Procgs. Class. Assocn. 1908, 9) has recently put the case most

forcibly for Milton's two epics. " The vocabulary and syntax

show marked changes," and many other differences are specified.

" Had the two poems reached us as the sole relics of a submerged

world, subjected to all the subtle effects of changing dialect, of

long transmission through imperfect MSS., of dispersion and

re-collection, it would not be beyond the power of scholars to

make out a plausible case both for a primary Paradise Lost and

for the attribution of Paradise Regained to a different author

belonging to a different generation." IMasson tells us the same

thing {op. cit. ii. 505). "The difference in kind between the

two poems is signalised in certain differences in the language and

the versification." The difference in vocabulary between the
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two epics can be seen at a glance by marking the Concordance.

Paradise Regained is much shorter by comparison with Paradise

Lost than the Odyssey is compared with the Iliad. Yet it is easy

to compile a list of over 200 ordinary words, excluding of course

proper names, which occur in it and not in the earlier poem.

Miss Stawell {op. cit. 107) notes "the difference of vocabu-

lary manifest between Milton's early period and the time of

Paradise Lost." The influences that operated to produce a change

in the style of Shakespeare's later work compared with that of

his younger efforts, and the specific effects that are observable,

are described by Ealeigh (24, 209 f., 220 and 222). For

Shakespeare's verse, changing from play to play, see Jusserand in

Modern Philology, iii. 308, referring to Furnivall and Monro,

and for the difference between Chaucer's early and later work,

Pollard, Chaucer Primer, 55.

Such particulars should surely prescribe caution in drawing

inferences of the kind we are seeking to refute. And it must

always be remembered that we know nothing of the Homeric

language except from the Iliad and the Odyssey. If the words

used by Milton in his poems are only some 8000, while those

used by Shakespeare are 15,000 (Masson, op. cit. iii. 4), it

is certain that there were a vast number of words in the English

language of Milton's day which are not found in his poetry. It

must have been the same with one author, if there was but one

author, of the Iliad and the Odyssey. Many words he would

have no occasion to use ; many others the hexameter prevented

him from employing. Our knowledge of the language would

have been even more limited than it is, but for the accident that

there is a second poem, in which, to use Masson's words, the

things and notions among which the author's imagination had

occasion to move were of kinds very different from those which

the first epic embraced. It surely cannot be said that the

difference in language between the two. poems is more than this

one fact may account for.

If we give due weight to such considerations, it seems

rash, on what is after all but a slight difference in language, and

one that is far from obvious on the surface, to argue separate age

or authorship, especially when there is such perfect accord in the

mass of the linguistic phenomena. And it is submitted that we
may, as the result of our examination of the particulars in Dr.
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Monro's comprehensive statement, refuse to accept his conclusion

and continue to treat the language of the two epics as one and

the same.

Note.—Since this chapter was written, another part of the

proof has been very effectively refuted. It has been a popular

belief that the Odyssey shews a marked advance in the number of

abstract nouns. Professor Scott, in C.R. xxiv. 8 ff., has shewn

by careful enumeration of those in -irj, -avvr), and -ru?, that

this is incorrect. He finds " the numbers are essentially the

same." But, " considering the repeated description of fighting-

scenes in the Iliad,—scenes not inviting the use of the abstract,"

a preponderance in the Odyssey would not have been open to

remark.



CHAPTEE VII

ON LINGUISTIC PECULIARITIES

The more prominent among the alleged faults of language in K
will be considered in Chap. VIII., and the rest in App. G.

Here we suggest some general considerations which tend to

reduce the inferences drawn by the critics, illustrating from

blemishes which have been marked in K.

In the first place, we observe that many high authorities

will not hear of differences of language and verse in the poems.

They proclaim, with Wolf himself, iinus color and idem habitus

sententiarum, orationis, numeroruyn, as stoutly as Mr. Andrew Lang

maintains it for the life, society, and manners described. See, e.g.,

Ilg, Horn. Krit 19 ff.; Naber, 80; Sittl, Wiederhlgn. 67 f.;

Friedlander, Horn. Krit 59 f. ; Cm:i\Vi^, Andeutgn. 33 ;
Breal, 47

;

Ludwich, ^r. ii. 229, etc. Eothe always insists on the "uni-

formity in versification as in linguistic usage."

And the criterion seems to fail its own patrons. Dr. Leaf,

who uses it freely, would appear to have felt its weakness. At

times he sets little store by linguistic considerations. Anon
they are of prime importance. • See Homer and his Age, 253 f.

Later we apply the test to A, which is old and blameless. The

list of eccentricities rivals Orszulik's for K. See App. J. Take

again the " Continuation " of the Odyssey. Its vices are neither

many nor serious. See Dr. Monro's Commentary and his App.

p. 322. f is not mentioned; there is one "later use of the

Article." Or the Theomachy, <I> 385-513. Dr. Leaf and others

condemn it root and branch. Yet " it is remarkably free from

linguistic offences," and it is explained that its author must

have had " an accurate sense of the old epic language." What
are we to do ? Modernisms are the badge of all the tribe of

late meddlers. But when one of these avoids them, it is said

48
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that he was an exceptionally good linguist. The fertility of

Dissectors in such expedients is remarkable. They can even

believe that the Pisistratean Commission could reproduce the

language and style of the old bards to a marvel. Friedlander,

whose authority no one will contest, will have none of it {Horn.

Krit. 16).

And we find that the method of estimating these " peculi-

arities " is often somewhat arbitrary. We have, in Chap. lY.,

deprecated undue interference with the vulgate, but we have

also accepted the propriety of restoring where the original is seen

to have been affected by mere wear and tear. But the possi-

bility of emendation to any, even the smallest, extent is at times

neglected altogether by Dissectors of the poems. For instance,

in a multitude of cases of late passages discussed in his Studien,

Eobert considers a mere list of so-called " lonisms " sufficient.

The possibility that they, or some of them, are due to surface

changes that have taken place during centuries of transmission,

is not regarded. Epithets that render armour " Ionian " may be

held to have been inserted, and they may be replaced by those

which Piobert believes were originally used of what was
" Mycenaean " equipment ; but blemishes which would yield to

a gentle treatment that no scholar objects to, are nevertheless

allowed to stand as solecisms. The text must be taken as /est

{op. cit 576 f.). When, however, we come to what is deemed

Ur-Ilias, all is changed. When A is examined, this rigorous

mood towards emendation is softened, and {ibid. 213 f.) that

part of the Kernel is treated most generously. But, if the same

use be made of the results achieved by the acumen of Zenodotus,

Bentley, Nauck, Pick and others, could not the hundreds of

passages in the Iliad which contain similar lonisms be similarly

purged ? The procedure seems to be inconsistent. That which

in the Ur-Ilias is but " a choleric word," to be readily condoned,

appears to be " flat blasphemy " and unforgivable outside it.

Dissecting treatises, and especially the literature of the Doloneia

and other books of an inferior order, provide many illustrations

of this difference of attitude on the part of critics towards such

books and old genuine lays respectively.

Objectors, brooding over peculiarities, seem too prone to draw

the conclusion that abnormality proves a passage late. Mr.

Agar, on the contrary, lays it down (p. 235) that "hardly any

£
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amount of later forms would of itself be sufficient to justify the

rejection of a passage." As regards K, Dr. Leaf and Dr. Monro

in their Introductions find approximation in its language to

later Greek. Their lists seem hardly to justify the terms used,

but at least the argument touches the essential point. But

even approximation is not enough, for after all the great bulk

of the Homeric vocabulary and syntax persisted into later Greek.

What is wanted, but never supplied, is proof that the word or

form was unknown in, say, the 10th century B.C. One ex-

pression for which such a disability could be established, would

be 7roXKo)v avrd^iov aXXcov, and sufficient to raise suspicion.

But unfortunately we cannot " fix the date of novelties " (Allen

in C.B. xxi. 17; cf. Strickland, Za Quest. Oiiurica, 100). Mere

rareness is nothing ; exceptional and unique phenomena are " in

thousands " (Friedlander, Zw. h. W. 789, andLudwich, ^r. ii.

325). If singularities prove lateness, the Iliacl and the Odyssey

are late throughout.

Again, if such abnormalities prove lateness, it is strange

that so many appear in the formulae, which are admittedly an

archaic constituent of the epic language. To take a few instances.

A common formula, when used (9 times) of a woman or a

goddess, becomes Kal fJLiv (^wvrjaaa eirea, k.t.X. Write it thus,

and there is neglect of F. Write cjicDvycraaa Fenrea, and there

is synizesis, which the critics say is alien to the epic. They also

have a special aversion to contraction, but we have TrpocrrjvSa,

^oKei and opcofiao in formulae. They bar iterative verbs. See

App. F. But aySe Se (w? apa) n^ eXireaKe is common, and

ecr/ce in the type in P 575. In SovTrrjaev Se ireacov dpd/Srjo-e

Be reu^e' eV avTM we have just the use of avT6<^ that is objected

to in K 25. And so on. These "peculiarities" are /est in the

text, as the Germans say. That they are not removable

modernisms is some reason for saying they are part of the epic

language.

Of many of the blemishes detected in K it may be said with

certainty that they are no evidence of lateness. All Orszulik's

exceptional combinations of words may be dismissed at once.

Again, some of his individual words, as iypyyoprl and d^pord^co

and the form dXaXvKrrjfjbai,, are said not to recur in Greek at all.

Christ finds SeeXo? a sign of lateness because StJXo? occurs in

V 333. Dr. Leaf has banished it. See App. B. Bpalvco is
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a pilloried word. It also appears never to recur, and it is in

favour of the poet that he follows the almost uniform practice of

the poems in avoiding the later forms in -aeuw. And in

respect of a number of the peculiarities there is one striking

fact to be reckoned with. Of two alternative forms one is

said to be late and the other early. The late form is evidence

against a passage. But the strange thing is that other late

tracts use the early and eschew the late form. For examples,

see on oirXa and rdcov, tmv, pp. 65 and 224 infra. Or take the

well-known instance of the -r cases of %/3c69, found, as against

the -009 forms (94 times), only in K 575 {xpcoro^) and o- 172,

179 (')(p(OTa), though the disproportion can be paralleled,

—

Sovply

150 times, hovpan, 2, %6t/3/, 85, ;)^e/5t, 3. Those in -009, etc.,

are common, naturally, as the dactyl is preferred and used about

three times as often as the spondee (Seymour, L. and V. 82).

What proof is there that the -r forms are late ? To say {E.G.

92) that they are post-Homeric does not help. It seems to be

a misuse of the word " Homeric." On the other hand, with

<^ft^5—<^ct)T09, ayv(ore<;, ireirrTjoyre^;, ffe^acora, etc., not to mention

nouns and adjs. in -779, -77x09, it seems dangerous to deny '^pcoro^;

to the Ur-Ilias. But our point is this. If, by the date of the

Latest Expansions, the -t forms had superseded or were super-

seding the -009 forms, how comes it that "^ and « each have

the old forms five times and the new ones not once ? Or take

the dual forms mentioned on pp. 235 f infra. There are three

occurrences, in K, N, and % There is not one in any other

" late " part of the Eiacl, or in the Odyssey. See Christ, Horn. od.

Eomdn. 15. These are only instances of a phenomenon which

will puzzle us frequently. We are left with the impression that

the label " late " is affixed in a very random way.

How far approximation to later Greek has been made out

must be judged on our examination of the lists of words, etc.,

specified by objectors. But we can also apply special tests.

Thus Jebb and Leaf and others hold that K is as late as the 7th

century. But by that time certain linguistic usages had estab-

lished themselves which are not found in Homer. The fact that

the poet of K does not favour them, though he had opportunities

for using them, surely tells against the extreme view. Thus we
do not find i/juavrop, etc., in the poems. The earliest instance is

in Hes. Theog. 126 {KG. 93). In K 242 and 389, our poet
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eschews the new and conforms to the uniform epic usage, ear

av is found first in Hes. Theog. 754. Why not K 325,—per-

haps also in 62, 89? The ^Odvw of I 506, ^ 262, became

<l>ddvco in later Greek. If the explanation given p. 91 infra,

of the monstrous form TrapacpOairjcn be correct, it would seem

that K follows the ancient practice. Its author has KaXo^; in 34

and 472, and it is always so in the poems, not Kd\6<;, as some-

times in Hesiod and later. There is also no trace in K of -d?

in the ace. plur. of the 1st decl. There are cases in Hesiod, and

a6p6d<;, Hym. Merc. 106, is "not to be disturbed."^ For elision

of final i, see van Leeuwen in Mnemos. xiii. 188 ff. In K 277

we have opviO'. Of Xitt ekaico, K 577, he says cerium exemplum

duxerim dat. elisi. And see Mr. Agar's work, jpassim.

Again, Nauck and others deny to the epic the dats. in -779,

-at9, and -ot?. See Ench. 197 f., and H.G. 86, where Dr. Monro

is cautious. Mr. Agar (op. cit 352) also hesitates. But it is a

view generally accepted. K should, as being so late, favour the

short form. But it does not. It has only 2 instances against 5

in A. On a rough count, I find in Hesiod and the Hymns
together about 100 short forms in 3600 lines, or 1 : 3 6 ; in the

Iliad and Odyssey there are 114 in 27,802, or 1 : 240. And K
agrees with these and not with Hesiod and the Hymns.

Or take the gens, in -010, perhaps -00, and -ov. K should have

'ov more frequently than the others. But it has not. The cases

in which -ov is certain, it being impossible to read -oC, -00, or -o\

are 10 in number, just the number in A. In Hesiod and the

Hymns there are 202, or 1 :19 lines. In K and A the propor-

tion is about 1:60. Again K does not seem to be modern.

Similarly, we shall see in Chap. XII. that K emerges un-

scathed from the ordeal by F, and in App. F that trial by e?,

dv and the Iteratives leaves it with no stain on its character.

These are four tests dear to the lonistic School. By means of

them Eobert, in his Studien, works havoc unspeakable with the

Iliad. Outside the 2146 lines that can still be identified as

Ur-Ilias, 'la? is detected everywhere, and assists the condemna-

tion of books, passages, and even single lines. It is enough for

us that K's withers are unwrung. But in regard to F, e? and

^ S. and A. a.l. As to 378 and p wich read irXevpai. See also Paley on
232, see Ench. 199 ; Agar, 85 ; and Cobet, Hes. Op2). 675, and Mure, ii. 344 n. and
31. C. 400. In p 232, Monro and Lud- 377 m.
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the Iteratives, we believe that the contents of Chap. XII. and

App. F do support the conclusion that these three tests are

useless generally, and for av we can refer to the authorities cited,

p. 221 infra. The failure of these specific criteria, the best that

scholarship can apply, only tends to confirm the view that the

language of the poems is one, in Iliad and Odyssey alike.

Again, the critics seem to forget the copiousness of the

Homeric language,—" the superabundant TroXvcovvfjuia and ttoXv-

fiop(f)ia of the Homeric Dialect " (G. Curtius in Hartel, Horn. Stud.

i.^ 27). Yet they cannot help admiring at times its "youthful

elasticity " and its " astonishing wealth of forms." Breal describes

it {Pour mieiix, 91) as "the richest verbal treasure that has ever

been at the service of poetry." The grammar is " of extraordinary

variety " ; the vocabulary " incomparable in its abundance."

,

Add to this the licence, libertas ilia dictionis epicae (Unch. 313)^

to which the hexameter impelled the bard. Synonyms abound,

and the same word is used in a number of shades of meaning.

See, c.^., on drTj (prj/jLc^ and crx^rXto^, pp. 66, 264 and 265 infra.

Such great variety and flexibility must tend to produce single or

rare occurrences. Variations inspire Friedlander (Zvj. h. TV. 753 f.,

763) with caution. He argues our ignorance of the extent of

the stock of words at the disposal of the bard.

cr7ravLco<; "Ofirjpo^ KaKOfierpov; irouel. To avoid them he

varied his language. To fit the hexameter, governed by many
nice laws, a less common word or form or combination had often

to be used. This effect of the metre is generally admitted,

though some think it is a hobby that is ridden too hard." But
it has certainly been responsible for many of the " peculiarities

"

in the poems. Where the line is short and metrical laws are

less strict, the diction of a poet is not so much affected. The
English heroic line is easy to work compared with the hexameter.

The language of Milton or of Tennyson's Idylls was probably but

slightly influenced. The same, I think, could be said of Vergil

compared with Homer. Of the hexameter van Leeuwen says

{Ench. 5Q4:), prohe scio quam midta in lingua Homcrica nonnisi

ex legihus hexametri aut explicari possint aut excusari.

^ A parallel is to be found in the Thouvenin in PAz7o%?/5, Ixiv, 321 ff.

—

'amazing -wealth of vocabular}" and On the other hand a «i?'sto/jf/4 regard for

idiom " in Shakespeare (Raleigh, 27, the metre led modernisers into strange
and of. 217 flF.). errors. See, e.g., for evreix^ov, Leaf on

- SeeDiintzer, 517fr.; Ellendt, Z).^.^. 11 57, and for ravrfKey-qi, Bechtel in
28 ff. ; Ludwich, Ar. ii. 124 ff. ; and Hermes, xxxix. 155 f.
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Mere variation of quantity is too common to be dwelt on,

though Dissectors do sometimes object to late contributors quos

"^Ape^ "A/3e9 decet sooiare, and who do not exhibit the (supposed)

consistency of the old votaries of Musae severiores. dcpap occurs

with the last syllable not lengthened, only thrice, against a(l)dpy

31 times. One of the former is K 537, which would be a blot

on K, but that another is A 349. But we are concerned here

with variations of the wording. Alternative forms had to be

used, KopvOcLL^, <j)€cS(oXri, 7rvprj^6po<;, etc. Epithets had to be

varied. Liberties were taken with grammar. The mid. and act.

were often used indiscriminately. Eestrictions of gender and

number were disregarded. Less common arrangements of words,

as TJjjLara koI vvKTa<;, ev vrjMV a<yvpei, Bvvra 8' e? yeXiov, were

used instead of regular pieces of commonplace. Prothystera

were caused in the same way. Or asyndeton; cf., e.g., 327

with 365 in A. The Article could be inserted or omitted; cf.

K 234 and A 608. And so forth.

In K, vy{r66' iovTL (AtQ, 16, is noted as not recurring. Zeu?

rifievo^ vyIrL, T 155, is near it. And cf. tt 264. The common

expression is vyfri^vyo^, always, nom. only, in the second half

of the verse. Here the poet, commencing a line, found vyln^vyo)

Ad difficult. fjL€fjbr]KQ)<;, 362, is noted as peculiar. But Curtius

{Verb, 290) takes ifjLefjurjKovy t 439, as a plupft. And we have

fjL€/jLaKvta, A 435. So XeXrjKcof; and XeXaKvla, TedrjXdi^ and

redaXvla {Ench. 403). The hexameter did not like fi€fir)Kv2a, etc.

So vetKetv dvTTjv, only K 158 and 6 158. dvTijv was more

convenient than ivavriov, T 252, or iadvra IScov, p 239. And

so for the frivolous complaint about %peta) roaov iKeo, K 142, /3

28, 6 189, against %/3eta) Udvet, -erai elsewhere. The verb is

varied to suit the metre. In K 421 we have eirLTpaireovo-i (on

which see Encli. 484), obviously because of the forbidding form

of eTTLTpeirovcTL. The metre probably regulated the choice

between oirXa, evrea, Teu%ea, and between ^K-^aioi, ^ApyeloL,

AavaoL Delia Seta {Renclic. B. Accad. Lincei, 1907, 133 f.) is of

a different opinion. But his study of these appellatives proves

at least that K is early, vitvolo, K 162, is a solitary occurrence,

against 15 of virvov elsewhere. But one cannot draw an un-

favourable inference from the use of the old resolved form.

Time was when the dira^ Xeyo/xeva in the poems were a

real boon to Dissectors. But the fashion has declined. It is
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seen to be unreasonable to require the poet to use only " the

regular hackneyed words" (Sittl, H.G.L. 79). Jager, in a

pamphlet on Z 168 ff., observes that we have only to apply the

procedure to modern poets to prove its absurdity, which is

certain, a. XK. abound in Milton, Shakespeare and Tennyson.

See the Concordances. Eriedliinder's work on those in Homer
should have been final. It tells us (p. 747) that one word in

four in the Homeric vocabulary is d. X. It is always referred

to with respect, but a critic, when bent on discrediting a line,

can seldom resist the temptation to remark on a rare word. See

also Diintzer himself in H.A. 202.

d. XX. are of course plentiful in passages the subject matter

of which is of a special or exceptional kind, as in descriptions of

a great shield 'Hc^aicrroreu/CTO?, of a goddess at her toilet, or of

the Schdferei of the Cyclops. Now the subject of K is unusual,

even unique. The critics force this on us. The " atmosphere

is new." We agree. The author had for once to narrate the

events of a night of anxiety, with much watching and waking,

ending in a scouting expedition. One result was that he had

to describe dress and accoutrements appropriate to the situation.

A Kvverj is d(f)a\o<; and dWo(f)o<;, and " is called KaralTv^."

All these words are d. XX. The poet's own account shews that

it was no ordinary casque, but it was evidently the headpiece for

Diomede to don (p. 190 infra). Nor must we complain that

the poet uses TrtXo?, when he wants to tell us another casque

was lined with felt, which was known from the earliest times

(Schrader, Beallex., s.v. Filz, and Hehn, Kulturpfl} 15). XvKer]

is surely in no way remarkable. An author's diction must,

when there is a new departure in his narrative, shew corres-

ponding variations in vocabulary. Words may be rare to us

;

we cannot say they were really rare. The diction of the poems
is not to be criticised as if it were the product of a literary

age of which everything is known, nor should their author or

authors be bound by regulations of the nature of Caesar's ut

tamqiiam scopulum, sic fugias inauditum atque insolens verhcm.

It is not for us to brand a word in Homer as insolens. The
language of the poems and the language of (say) 1000 B.C. are

not convertible terms. The one must have been but a fraction

of the other. To fasten on something rare is an easy way of

discrediting a passage. Just so, in Biblical criticism, I have
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seen it stated that " the cry of unhehrdisch is becoming too

customary." Not long ago critics styled the language of the New
Testament, with 1 per cent of its words a. W., judengriechisch.

It is now known to be the kolvt], and Deissmann estimates the

a. X\. at only 1 per cent. Papyri have wrought the change. If

a miracle were to recover for us some Greek documents of 3000

years ago, many philological rarities might acquire a different

character. At present we are dependent on the metre (Curtius,

quoted in Unch. 313 n.).

Diintzer (E.A. p. 323) and Orszulik admit that many of

the a. W. are unimportant. But their lists of unimportant words

do not agree, and Dr. Monro mentions some which they dis-

card. Such differences tend to emphasise the low value of in-

ferences from a. W. A word is remarkable only if used once

instead of a common word, and there is no obvious reason, such

as metrical convenience, for its use in the one place.

A number of the d. XX. on which special stress has been

laid are discussed in Chap. VIII., and the rest in App. G. The

total in K is not unduly high. Friedlander (op. cit. 746 f.)

finds that there is 1 to every 14J lines in the Biacl, 1 to 14

in the Odyssey, 1 to 14^ in the two poems together, and 1 to

14-J-
in K. So our author was not specially addicted to the

use of rare words. The same may be said of other suspected

books, as fl. Peppmiiller admits it {Comment, xliv). But he

has an explanation. Suspected books have few d. XX., because,

being late, they borrow freely from other parts of the poems.

We need not criticise tliis reasoning.

In regard to many of the single occurrences, the in-

ferences against the poet are discounted by the fact that he

knows and uses the familiar word or phrase. The fact that

he sometimes eschews it may be due to many reasons. But,

whatever the cause, it certainly tells against the charge that he

is " a late imitative poet," revelling, as Cauer puts it {Grdfrgn.

441), in the manipulation of the traditional commonplace. It

is hardly fair to denounce his imitativeness and his independence

in the same breath.

An example is ttoo-^? ''Hp?;? TjvKOfioLo, of Zeus, in that much

traduced simile in 5 ff. Elsewhere Zeus is eplySovTro'; iroat^;

"UpT)^, which the author could have used here by writing

aaTpdiTTrja-L instead of darpdirTrj. What is the inference ?
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That he was so late that he did not know the familiar de-

scription ? But he uses it in 329. That he was modern and

Odyssean, and avoided or was ignorant of archaic epithets ? The

one he uses is thoroughly Iliadic in form. But some freedom

must be allowed. A stock epithet is at times replaced by

another. Athene is jxeydOvfio^ only ^520 and z/ 121, although

the common yXavKcoTrcS' could have been used. Another case is

iirLTpeTTco, said to be used = " trust " in K 59, and = " yield to"

in 79. But in 116 and 421 it has its common sense, committo.

In 59 and 79 there is but little divergence (Lawson, a.L, and

Ebel. and Seller, s.v.). Another case is Ipov. Diintzer and

others point out that the plural lepd is more common. But

K has it in 46. And surely Ipov is better in 571 than the more

general lepd, sacra, even if we do not with some critics take

Dolon's evapa to be the Ipov. See the Commentaries, a.L

Many of the rare words in K are from the same roots as

others which are common, or are derivatives from them or

compounded with them. In most of these only an extremist

would find cause for remark. The point is dealt with by

Friedlander (714 ff. and 755 ff.). He cannot (p. 768) point to

a single word that betrays itself by its derivation as post-

Homeric. A number of his illustrations are from K. poL^ew,

502, is supported by pol^o<;, 11 361 and t 315. Orszulik would

distinguish the sounds in the three cases and make poc^ico =
" whistle." But Odysseus may have signalled by some sound

short of that. Another is BcopeofxaL, 557. hcoprjTo^ occurs I

526. Tastes of course differ, but it may be suggested that

Bcoprjo-aLTo is better than Solt] would be. Odysseus, in reply to

Nestor's speculations, is putting a general case of a god making a

special presentation to a favourite. But after all, the explanation

of the longer word may be simply metrical convenience, as it is

perhaps of Sot?;? Bcotlvtjv, c 268. For dyXat^ofiat, 331, cf.

eTrayXat^o/iat, S 133. As to darjpLavTO^, 485, cf. arfiidvTOpo^

ov TrapeovTo^, O 325. ay^fxaivw and crrj/jLdvrcop are found in

both poems, dpafio^ (oSovtcov), 375, is a. X. But dpa/Sico is

frequent. That irdrayo^ is used in the only other passage, N
283, where the "chattering" of teeth from fright is mentioned,

is nothing serious. Other words of the kind objected to in K
are given by Friedlander, pp. 760 ff.

In the case of K every possible ground of objection is taken.
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Orszulik's remark that there are five words which, occurring only

in K, occur in it frequently, may be judged from the following

particulars, icfii^dvco, 26, 91 £, 578. In 91 it is more probably

plain i^dvco, wdiich occurs '^ 258, to 209, and in other compound

forms X 25, e 3. Zenodotus read icpl^avov, Til; the moderns

prefer ivi^avov. KTiSerj, 335, 458, of Dolon's cap,—practically

one occurrence. So for veTjXvSe^, 434, 558, and efcirvvOdvofiaiy

308, 320, 395,—almost the same line thrice repeated. Ebeling,

Seller, and M. da Costa do not recognise the compound. For

the fifth word, c^vft?, see p. 63 infra. This seems to be trivial

argument.

Again, Dtintzer observes that the author of K is specially

addicted to the use of Tn^avaKco and (j)6eyyo/jiai,. He uses the

former twice; 202 and 478. Why should he not ? And the

latter is found four times,—67, 85, 139, and 457. The first

three occurrences are all in the same connection, and very

pertinent to the action. We do not object to the author of A
for using ^oXoco, 4, x^^^fi, 5, and aTroiva and eKarofju^r), 7 times

each, or to the occurrence of the expression klvvvto (j)d\ayy€<;

three times in A. Both TrK^avafcco and (j>6e<yyo/jLaL are common

in the poems.

And lastly, there are three classes of cases which do not

seem worthy of detailed notice.

—

Compound verbs occurring only

in K, or elsewhere only rarely. In a number of cases I find

other authorities do not recognise the compounds, but prefer to

take the verb m tniesi, as it is called. See Friedlander (pp. cit.

755 f.), Kruger (Dial. ii. 179), and Cauer (Pref. to Odyssey,

xxxii.), etc. In other cases the simple verb is found in other

books.— Vei'hs in the mid. voice. The interchange of the two

voices in the poems is admodum notahilis lihertas {Ench. 276;

cf. Duntzer, 528, and Grosse, Syntax d. Med. u. Pass. 14). The

metre was often the cause (Ellendt, D.H.A. 21 ff.). Compare,

e.g., /Sid^erai olov iovra, t 410, and /Std^ere /jlovvov iovra, fx

297. Also, mid. forms, as ^dKofievo^, eXofxevo^, were often

inconvenient in the hexameter.

—

Comparatives and superlatives.

eKaardrco, 113,—the compar. only -t; 321. nrpocfiepearepo^, 352,

e 221,
(f>

134,—the superl. only 6 128 and (with v.l ttoXv

(^ipTaTo<^) 129. There is nothing in this. Similar cases could

be quoted from other books. Milton uses "nigh" frequently,

but " nigher " never, and " nighest " only once. The form of
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^pd(7(T0)v is objected to. Orszulik refers to Trdaacov, f 230, etc.,

and fjbdacrwv, 6 203. "One sees at once that these are more

recent forms" ! But Bdcrawvy N 819, O 570, and Oaaaov (adv.),

frequent, should have been referred to.

And three final remarks before we proceed to detailed

examination. First, it is not claimed that the result will be

to purge the Doloneia of peculiarities. That would put it in a

category by itself. There is unus color in the language of the

poems, of course. We have seen that the best authorities are

agreed as to that. But there are exceptional uses everywhere,

even in the Menis. All w^e claim is that these are not more

noticeably frequent in K than elsewhere. If we exclude the

cases in K which can be shewn by Homeric analogy not to be

peculiar, those which disappear by the smallest possible emenda-

tion, those regarding which learned opinion is as strong one

way as the other, and those from which neither lateness nor

approximation to later Greek can be inferred, the balance to the

debit of K seems quite negligible. And secondly, we call

special attention to the Forms and Constructions which are

said to be abnormal, and which are discussed in Chap. VIII.

and App. G. It will be seen how few and unimportant they

are. It may almost be said that not one exceptional construction

has been established, and the few forms that are special to the

Book can be explained without difficulty. Surely this is enough

to dispose of the theory that it is very late. If it was separated

by centuries from the epic bloom, is it conceivable that differences

on such points could be so few and so small ?

And lastly, it may be admitted that the verbal peculiari-

ties on the surface of K are perhaps more numerous than in

some other parts of the Iliad. But an explanation may be

suggested. I think it cannot be doubted that the Doloneia

must have been specially popular for recitation in the ancient

world. The incident described is one that would appeal to

audiences. It is of surpassing interest in itself, and the heroes

of it are Odysseus and Diomede. The lay is, as we are often

reminded, easily detachable from the rest of the Hiad, and so

suitable for separate recitation. See Cauer, Grdfrgn. 502. If,

then, it was often recited, the copies required would be speci-

ally numerous. That would involve more copying, and more
copyists' errors. And that is just what we find. The proportion
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of irregularities which can be cured by trifling, unobjectionable

changes in the vulgate is large. If we allow for these, and set

aside also the cases which can be explained, such as (f>v^L<^,

Ar)iTL<;, ToloSea-cn, etc., the balance, we affirm, is no greater

than for other parts of the poems which are generally regarded

as ancient. It is this residuum that has to be weighed. If, as

we feel assured, it is not more serious than remains for A,

—

which was no doubt a popular lay that suffered as K did—, then

K has been sufficiently vindicated.



CHAPTEE YIII

LINGUISTIC PECULIAEITIES OF K THE HEAD AND FRONT

The great mass of the peculiarities of the diction of K noted by

Orszulik and others seem to be quite unimportant, but we dar&

not leave them unconsidered. They are discussed in App. G.

Here we mention all that appear to be of any moment. They
are stock examples of the eccentricity imputed to the author of K,

they appear in most enumerations of his solecisms, and they have

had their effect, I do not doubt, in turning many an honest mind
against his lay without further reflection. I include here only

a. W., forms, meanings, and constructions. The exceptional com-

binations seem generally trivial.

First, some aira^ Xeyofieva :

—

\r]lTc^, 460. "Instead of" dyeXeiT] (Dlintzer; so Leaf and

LaEoche, a.L). The latter word occurs II. 5, Ocl 3. It

might have been used here in place of XtjctlSl But are the

words equivalent ? The origin and meaning of these old

epithets are notoriously uncertain. dyeXelr] is taken by some
as = " leader of the people." Tick seems to connect it with

plunder {Personennamen, 41, 183). lievOeaikeia he derives

from Xao9 {iUd, 373, 397). The occurrences of ayekeir} do not

support the derivation from Xeia, but, as epithets sometimes

became fixed, we can hardly press the point. Still, in a case

like V 359, where the goddess is KovpoTp6cf)o^, and where dea

yXavKco7rL<; 'AOijvrj would suit, the use of " Our Lady of the

Spoils " does jar somewhat. Again, AtjItl^ seems to be a title.

'KdrjVT] A. had a cult at Olympia (Pausan. v. 14, 5 ; cf.

Gruppe, Ch^ech. Mythol. 1208 n.). In Preller-Eobert's Index
the word is shewn as a cult-epithet. And see Farnell, Cults, i.

309. He does not mention dyeXelrj. On the whole Atjctl^ is-

61
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an appropriate word in K 460. We cannot say with certainty

that its rival would be.

SeeXo?, 466, in a difficult passage, certainly corrupt. See

the commentators, especially Leaf, and Sayce in App. to

Mahaffy's H.G.L. 277 f. It is impossible, with opinion very

strong that the passage is corrupt, to attach any importance to

SeeXo?. Dr. Leaf amends to Ze eXoov. See App. B.

iTnBKppidf;, 475. Ehesus is asleep, and his horses are tethered

€f e7nhi(^pidho<; irv^idrr]^ Ifxaaiv. Here again it is said that

the common word dvrv^ has been discarded. But the poet

must have known it, and also a set form of commonplace,

dvTv^a Trap 7rv/idTr)v and the like, in which it occurs and

which he could have used here,—say, avrvyo^; e'/c Trvfidrrj^i /3oeoi,<;

(cf. X 397, ^ 324) Ifjuaac Se^evro. Then why does he, late and

imitative, eschew the common and adopt a new word ? Because

the latter (from eTnU^pLo^, "on a car," o 51, 75) seems to

have meant the whole of the breastwork of the car, and dvrv^

the rail at its top running round to the rear part. Eeichel

{Horn. Waff.^ p. 122) thought otherwise, but authority is

against him. See Helbig, 127, 144; Engelmann in J&. 1902,

224; ISTaumann, ibid. 1889, 108; Eumpf, Beitr. z. horn.

WorterMrg. 15 ff.; Ebel. s.v. eVfS. ; Leaf on E 727; and, for

the schoL, Paley on K 475.—In a car at rest in the field

the reins were drawn back and tied to one end of the dvrv^.

In our case the Ifjbdvre^ are not necessarily reins, but perhaps

heel-ropes. Hobbles were used by Poseidon, N 36. And see

Hayman, vol, iii. App. H 3. It would be good to fasten such

heel-ropes to the lower part of the breastwork (eVtS. ttv/h.) ; with

the point of the pole resting on the ground, there would be less

chance of the car being dragged or overturned.

aavp(DT7]p, 153. "Everywhere else called ovpia^o^r But

apparently the latter was the whole butt-end of tlie spear, the

former only the spike in it (Leaf, a.l. ; Ebel. s.v. €7^09

—

cuspis

hrevior, qua in terram infigebant otiosi—and cf. Eidgeway, E.A.G.

307). Hence TreXe/xt^o) with ovp. in all its occurrences, N 443,

n 612, P 528. aavp. could not have been used in those places,

nor ovp. in K. It is not proved that the cravp. was a modern

invention. See Tsountas and Manatt, Mycen. Age, 205. It was

in use in late Mycenaean times. No specimen has been found,

but it is figured on the Warrior Vase. And as few spear heads
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have been found, swords and spears being " arms for the few " in

those days {ibid., I.e. and 144 ff.), nothing can be inferred against

the spike. afi(\)i^vo<;, of a spear, may = " pointed at both ends,"

but that is not certain. But there are other indications of the

spike. Achilles, X 225, w^ould not stick his spear head in the

ground, nor Diomede his, Z 213, nor the Achaean host theirs in

r 135. The spike must have been general (Helbig, 340). The

solitary mention of it by name need not make difficulty. For all

the fighting in the Uictd, ovpua^^^o^ occurs only thrice. [xeTwiroVy

as part of a helmet, is found only 11 70, but the passage is

unimpeachable.

(f)v^t<;, only in K, and there three times. The phenomenon

is striking. To Duntzer it is a trump card. The three passages

are 310 f. = 397 f., and 447. In the two first, he says, the poet

could " easily " have written ^ovXevovai (puy/jv ye, and in the

third ^vyiecv. The vulgate seems preferable. And his dictum

that (f)v^L^ is used for (pvyrj or cpo/So^; cannot be accepted.

<f)6/3o(; is barred. And as for (f^vyrj, it is rarer than <^v^i^ ! It

never occurs in the Iliad (though cfivyaBe does, which some, as

LaEoche, Stud. 88, think is from it), and only twice in the

Odyssey. And, though c^u^t? does not recur, we have cpv^rjXtf;

(perhaps better (f)v^7]\6^,—van Herwerden in Hermes, xvi. 351 ff.),

P 143, and (j)v^cfjLo<^, e 359, which the lexica say are derived

from it. It is said to be another form of (j)€v^i<;, which occurs

only (cf. avd(f)v^L^ {/caKcov) in Plato) Antig. 362. Jebb's

translation (clL), "means of escape," suits our passages admirably.

In the first two the Achaeans are supposed to be planning to

extricate themselves from their straits, not to be meditating a

<f)6(3o<; or rout. In the third, Dolon is told there is no hope for

him. He is not told not to think of " bolting." The injunction

would have been superfluous. The heroes held him fast, and
Diomede's spear would not have gone over his shoulder a second

time. So Ebel. s.v.,—non est proprie fuga, sed Dolon vetatur

sperare se liberatum iri.

hiOTTTevco, 451, and hioirTrjp, 562. iiroTrrevw, ir 140, and

oTTTTip, f 261=/3 430, in the same sense as hioimjp in K,

—

one sent to spy out the land. Now aKoiro^ is generally used of

one set at a spot to watch,— as in B 792, E 523, H 799, S 524,
TT 365. With arparov in K 562 surely hioirri-ip was the better

word. And as to the verb, what other could have been used ?
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BcacTfcoTrLacrofjLevo^ would be formidable; it would fill half a

hexameter. aicoTndcrwv was barred by its initial tribrach.

iKTdSto<;, 134. Nestor pins about his person 'xKatvav . . .

hi7r\r]v, i/craSirjv. The garment was evidently a very ample one,

double the size of the ordinary '^Xalva dirXok mentioned elsewhere.

It is referred to also in T 126, X 441, r 225 f. and 241 f., and

perhaps in v 224. But only here is it iKraUr). The meaning

of the adj. is not quite clear. Dr. Leaf, a.l., says " capable of

being spread out," and so of being used, as ordinary yXalvai

regularly were, as a coverlet at night. So Studniczka, Bdtr. 75.

Miss Abrahams {Dress, 2G) translates "stretched out straight,"

and thinks it describes the way the garment lay on the person

when worn. Be that as it may, as the word is not used in place

of one used in other passages, there is nothing to be argued from

its occurrence in 134.

dvTLTopeo), 267, is not d. \. It recurs (= "pierce") E 337.

In K it is used of the burglar Autolycus, patriae non clegener artis,

breaking into a house, and in this sense it is used twice in the

Hymn to his father or patron, Hermes. As there appears to be

no other case of burglary in the poems (Seymour, Life, 436 n.),

nothing can be argued against K. That the verb has a special

meaning here is nothing. N"o one would object to Trepovdco,

K 133, = "fasten on," because in H 145 and N 397 it has its

primary sense, " pierce."

drjdeaaayy 493. See lue8ii,a.L I cannot find any other place

in Homer where it could be used. It would not do in such

passages as P 5, I 440. Friedlander, Zw.h. W. 7 81, says of this

word, hefremdet mich nicht.

^vpov and d/cfjuri in a phrase said to be proverbial,—but see

p. 204 infra,—in 173, vvv yap Brj Trdvrearaiv iirl ^vpov Ito-Tarat

aKfirj^;, Orszulik says the expression has " a thoroughly modern

stamp," and Nitsche that the mention of razors is a " real anach-

ronism." These statements seem too bold. There were razors in

Mycenaean, probably in earlier times (Leaf, a.l. ; Erazer, Fausan.

vol. iii. 131 and v. 399, 522 ; and Schrader, Eeallex., s.v. Messer).

I have seen it stated that razor and axe are arisehes Gemeingut.

So their mention in K is less strange than the silence of the

poems generally. It cannot be admitted that everything must be

mentioned at least twice. The flute and the pipe are mentioned

only in K and ^, both books of the depressed class. But Mosso
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{Palaces, 322) found in Crete what seemed to be two pipes of a

avpcy^ probably 8000 years old. And see Ed. Meyer, Gesch. d.

Altert. ii. 582.—As for aKfjbi], its derivative aKfjLr]v6<^, vigens,

-i/r 191, presupposes it.

Svarcopeo), 183, "keep painful watch" or "be disturbed in

watching " (Monro, a.L). Is there any other passage where such

watch over flocks and herds at night is described ? In the end

of f preparations are made. In the simile in M 299 ff., where

<j>v\d(T(TO) is used, it is not certain that the watch is kept at night.

—It may be observed that of 2 words in the poems commencing

with 8v(T-, no fewer than 9 are a. XX.

7r€VK6Bav6<;, 8, in the phrase TroXe/xoio fieya aro/ia irevKe-

Savoto. The rarity is hardly more remarkable than in the cases

of two very similar words, irepLTrevKe^^ (^eXo?), only A 845, and

i^eirevKh (^eXo?), A 51, A 129. Our author might have used

XevyaXeoco or oc^vpolo, each of which is used once of war, or

SaKpvoevTOf;. But perhaps an epithet with a more active sense

was appropriate. <f)6apTLKQv to aro/xa (schol.), and TrevKehavo^

is "sharp," "piercing," even "destructive" (Autenrieth), oifuneste

(Boisacq). Ten other epithets of war which are a. XX. are

enumerated by Hoch {Lexik. Bemer'kgn. vi.), and 9 of these are

in the Iliad. One of the lines in a papyrus fragment of A may
have ended in irevKehavolo (Leaf on A 514).

Strange meanings :

—

irpoTrdpoiOe, adv., in temporal sense, only 476 (Diintzer).

But the locative sense is quite good here with Ihcov. Cf. the

common avra IScov. Again, our word is certainly used of time

in the Iliad, as in A 734, non tantum in Odyssea, ut chorizontes

volunt (Lehrs, Ar. 115; cf. Jevons, 25). It may have the

temporal sense in X 197 also. Lehrs, I.e., says it has. See

Dr. Leaf on K 476 against Diintzer, and Encli. 544. There
is nothing proved against K here.

oVXa = " armour," 254 and 272. See p. 27 supra, and
cf. Diintzer, H.A. 324 f. Holm pointed out that om-Xa occurs

with this meaning only S 614 and T 21, and referred to the

use of oirXl^ofjiaL, 55 (see Leaf's note) and co 495, and of

d<j)OTr\i^oiJLaL, "^26. This is unimportant to those who do not

believe that % T, 0, "^ and w are late. Moreover, if oir\a =
" arms " is a late usage, how is it that all the other late books
of the Iliad, and the Odyssey throughout, though it knows the

F
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word and often has it = " ship's tackle," eschew the usage com-

plained of and instead employ Teu%ea over and over again?

The commentaries throw no light on the word, and its etymology

seems to be doubtful (Prellwitz, s.v., and L. Meyer, Handhuch,

i. 512).

arac, 391. The plural is objected to by Duntzer. But

see I 115 and T 270. For axewv in T 298, Bentley con-

jectured arecov. There is more in Dr. Leafs remark al that

" arrjaL is SO far peculiar here that it is used of 'blindmg,'

deception, of a purely human origin." arr) is a word with a

number of shades of meaning. It is, in one form or another,

Verirrung des Bewusstseins (Jager, Rom. u. Hor. 81, quoting Nagels-

bach). In n 805 the word has for once, according to Leaf, a.h,

the " purely physical sense " of stupor, but usually it is " hurt done

to the mind " (Jebb, 50 n). It means this in our passage. See

Ebeling, s.v.\ Goebel, Lexilogus, ii. 131 ; and Gladstone, Studies,

ii. 160 f. Scherer, De Graecorum ATHS notione et indole, 14,

seems to find nothing unusual in K 391.

Eare forms :

—

el(T6a for el, a note of Odyssean afi&nity, as it is found only

K 450, T 69, V 179 {e^etcrea). But the 2nd pers. sing, of

elfii does not occur in the other twenty-three books of the

Ilicod. Their (supposed) many authors had not occasion to use

it. How then can we say what form of that particular part of

the verb the original poet, the expanders, and the densvm vulgus

of the interpolators would have favoured ?

Tolahea-a-L, only K 462 and 5 times in the Odyssey, is in

much the same case. The later form of the dat. pi. occurs

four times in the Odyssey, but in the Iliad outside K there

is no occurrence of the dat. plur. in any gender. I am not

aware whether this has been noticed, but I have not seen it

expressly stated by any of the many authorities who comment

on the form,—as Leaf, al. ; Christ, Interpol. 199 ;
EncTi. 265 f.,

E.G. 93, 307; Hinrichs, Aeol. 115; van Herwerden, Q.H.

131; Week in JalirK k P. 1888, 225 ff., etc. One might

think, for all that is said, that the regular form of the dat. plnr.

abounds in the poems. "With no occurrence of it in the Iliad

outside K, I do not see how any inference can be drawn.

fjLLyrja-eaOaL, 365. The only 2nd. fut. pass, in the poems, un-

less harjaeai is to be reckoned. SeeUnch. 275 f. ; Curtius, Verb,
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5, 490 ; H.G. 59 ; and Leaf, a.l. Van Leeuwen suggests yui^aa-

a-eaOau from fxcyd^o/juaL, which is used 6 271, though in a very

different sense. This seems good. ^iiyrjcrecrOat would mean " go

in among," "join," as in V 209, K 180, etc. But the sense

required is "rush into," "tumble in among," which /jicyd^o/jbac

may well have expressed. Verbs in -d^co are often " frequenta-

tive or intensive, but with a trace of contempt " (Monro, H.G.

397, and on v 9). Breal, Foui' mieux, 19 9, translates /^^YafoyLtat

se mSler. A scribe might easily substitute the more familiar

word and form.—In either case, the passage shews the poet

knew the construction of /jLeWoy with the fut. inf., which is

interesting with reference to the doubt raised whether XlaaeaOaL,

455, is meant for a pres. or a fut.

OrjKaro, 31, but also H 187. The peculiarity is that it is

the only mid. aor. in -Ka in Homer. Of riOrjfjLL the Ench. says,

381, singulae formae huius verhi multis Locis occurrunt. The
alternative form Wero is not one suitable for use in hexameter
verse. In f 19 the poet seems to have been driven to use

iiretceLVTo by the unsuitability of iTrereOrjaav or -6ev.

iv^ov, 373. As it stands, from a form eufo? (Leaf, a./.),

which would be a. X. But if '^elfiappo^; and -ppoo^ from peco,

why not eufo? and -oo<; from fetw ? And why not read iv^oO

from iv^oo^'^ Bechtel (Vocalcontr. 98) does so, and sees in the

contraction evidence that K is late. That need not deter us.

Or read iv^ooy^ if Hartel's iv^ojov is admissible in 6 215
(Solmsen, 130). Mr. Piatt {J.^Phil. xviii. 132 f.) proposes

iv^ooo with correption, pointing to oyBoov as a dissyllable in

7) 261, f 287, where, however, many read oySoarov. In Unch.

205, the line K 373 is thought to be vifiose traditus. I had
suspected the same. We must translate, on the vulgate, " over

his shoulder the point of the spear stuck in the ground," w^hich

is not good. We want " sped over his shoulder and stuck in the

ground," in fact a sentence of the form of those in X 275 f. and
n 478. Could iv^ov have displaced a^fez^? It may be noticed

that iv^oo^, which is common, is not elsewhere used as an
epithet of hopv, and that it always occupies the place in the

verse which it has in K. That makes it possible that it slipped

in by the mistake of a copyist. It may be objected that there

is no precedent for Ki'^ev except virdt^ei, O 126. But does the

correption of the d require to be vouched ?
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kfieo, 124, notable in face of some 160 occurrences of other

forms of the gen. efxeOev, near it in metrical value, is found 1

8

times,—13 times before a word commencing with a vowel (r 99)

or a single consonant, and 5 before ^ in parts of ^wltj/jll

It is possible that these 5 cases are susceptible of explana-

tion (Bekker, Ror/i. Bldt i. 158 f.), and that none of these

occurrences of ifieOev was originally before two consonants,

whereas i/jueo is. Mr. Agar (p. 95) would restore i/xeo before

^vv€<;, etc. Perhaps there is not aberration, but conformity to

rule here. But, however that may be, there are traces of ifjueo

and /jL€o in the poems. Cases like ifjuev e/cXfe? may have been

originally written with ifjue. fjuev may have replaced fieo.

See Mnemos. xiii. 215; E.G. 353; Agar, 284 f., and cf. his

remarks on p. 174 on ovpavoo -oOev; and Bechtel in Kobert's

Stud. 262.

Perfects in -Ka. " The perfects in -Ka from derivative verbs,"

—i.e., apparently, those in -dco, -eco, etc.,

—

" (Se^lrjKev (145,

172), -rrapcpx^fcev (252), aSi^/^ore? (98, 312, 399, 471)," are

one of the traces of later formation in K (Monro). This is

repeated by Dr. Leaf in his Introduction, and by Jebb, 123 n.

irapuiywKev or -TjKev might be taken as a late indication,

—

see instances given by Veitch,—but the verb from which dBrjKOTe^;

comes and the form /Se^lrjKev appear never to recur in Greek.

dSr]K6T6<; is quite doubtful in origin. See Dr. Leaf on K 98,

and Unch. 161, where Dr. Monro's derivation, d-crFaS-eco, is

rejected by van Leeuwen, who adds (p. 403) of a number of

perf. ptcps. like FeFaByKore^^yfoi^tasse -rjoref; sunt scribenda, codicihus

non invitis. See to the same effect Dr. Monro himself in H.G.

29. And dpr}6T€<; has been conjectured (Schulze, 454). This

one then is a doubtful form and must be left out of considera-

tion. ^€l3ir]Kev reappears in H 22, in a passage which is

defended by Dr. Leaf with all his strength, and which Eobert

admits to his Ur-Ilias. As for irapwxfOKev, it is in one of the

few lines in K which are generally held to be interpolated, though

we (p. 223 infra) shall argue against the view. On the above

statement, these perfects do not appear to supply much positive

evidence against K. And their origin has not been ascertained

beyond all doubt. So Kiihner-Blass, ii. 97, where a discarded

view of Curtius' is preferred to his later opinion, which Monra

and Breal [Pour mieux, 243 f.) and others accept.
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These perfects are included in the Index to the H,G,

(" Iliad, characteristics of particular books, esp. I, K, ^^ Vl ") with

a number of other indications of affinity with the Odyssey. But in

Dr. Monro's discussion in the body of that work no form is quoted

against I, "^, H, except reOapcrriKao-L in I. In "^ and 12, I find

no form of the kind that cannot be paralleled in other books of

the Uiad. In the Telcmachy, a—B, containing 2222 lines, I find

nothing at all. According to Loebell {Quaestt. de Perfcdi Homci.

forma et ustc, 18) there are 19 such perfects in Homer. But

in the whole of the Odyssey there are only 2 that do not appear

in the Uiad. It is surely strange that more traces of this later

formation are not to be found in " late " parts of the poems.

Iterative Verhs. See a note in App. F. Though such verbs

are a characteristic of late books, no charge has been or could

be made against K.

Unusual Constructions :

—

/jLeWco, 454, "to be about to," with the pres. instead of

the fut. inf. See Leaf, cc.L, and on 11 47 and "^773, and cf.

Monro on r 95. The question is whether Xlcraeo-OaL can be

regarded as a fut. Mr. Piatt {J. Phil. xxi. 40) thinks not. It

is pres., and one of the " innumerable tokens that K is very late."

But see a full discussion in Encli. 279 f
.

; nihil insoliti est K
454. The verb is taken as fut., and the form Xicreadao

accepted for 11 47. See ibid. 460, and the note to 11 47 in

van L. and Da C.'s Iliad. See also p. 67 su^^ra.

Position of Enclitics. Dr. Monro {E.G. 338) says that in

this matter " a less strict usage may be traced " in K, and he

instances rj rt? ksv, 44, el /uuev St] erapov ye KeXevere fi avrbv

eXeaOai, 242, vvv avre /jLaXiard fie (plXai,, 280, aX}C eco/jbev

IJLLVy 344, ovKET eirecra av Trrj/iid iror eacreat, 453. Dr. Leaf

repeats the general statement in his Introduction, but, besides

mentioning the irregularity in notes on 344 and 453, does

nothing to help out the objection. Dr. Monro himself adds,

" the subject, however, needs more detailed investigation." For

line 44 we may refer to the E.G. itself, 336, and to Agar on f
122. 09 Tt9 is treated as a single word. For line 453, we
refer to ^.(x. 339. As regards the division of the line into two
equal parts, I observe that Engelbrecht {Die Casuren des horn.

Eexam. ii.) gives two instances from A,—106 and 179. Line

344 in K is usually amended,—see p. 235 infra. In 280 it
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may be questioned if there is anything unusual. At any rate,

there can be, even on Dr. Monro's own shewing, a very small

residuum of irregularity.

ovSev, 216, adjectival use (Monro, Introduction to K, R.G.

323 ; Jebb, 189 ; Leaf on 178, and Umh. 270). Van Leeuwen

shews that in a great majority of the occurrences of ovSev, ov tl

can be read, the corruption being due to desire to remove hiatus

(legitimate after t). In our passage the Leyden editors, though

they excise the line, read ou tl But is there any real need to

amend ? The point is that the adjectival use of ovhev is rare,

while the adverbial use, as in A 244, 412, and IT 274, is com-

paratively common. But surely the use of ouSet? as an adj.

must have been established before its neuter could be used

adverbially? "We have ovSevl eUwv in the Menis^ X 459.

There also the Leyden editors write ou tlvl.

BelSco fi7) ov Tt9, 39. Dr. Leaf notes, "the only case of /jlt)

ou after a verb of fearing in Homer ; no other instance is found

till Euripides (M. and T. §§ 264, 365)." The combination is

infrequent in Homer {E.G. 255). The cases are A 28, 566, E
233, O 164, n 128, H 569, 584. They are all much of a type,

although it is true that only in K does jir] ou come after a verb

of fearing expressed. If A 28 and 566, which Delbruck dis-

tinguished, though they seem to be identical (if. and T. 91,

Am.-H. Anil, to A 26, and Lieberkiihn, De conjunctis negationibus

MH OT, 3), are to be considered independent and not dependent

clauses, and we translate (A 28) "beware lest the staff' and fillet

avail thee not," then we have good support for K Goodwin

inclines to the latter view, but Am.-H. differ. Let the learned

decide. Lieberkuhn, 020. cit, holds that the usage with verbs

verendi cavendique is established for Homer. It would appear to

be hard to take any difference there may be in this respect between

A and K as indicating an interval of time between them.

Optatives,—in 211, 247, and 557. On 247 Dr. Monro notes,

" voaTrjaaifjuev, ' we may return,' a rare use of the opt. without dv

or K6v: cf. 1. 557. The use seems characteristic of this book."

As to 211, the MS. evidence is divided (Leaf, a.L), and so are

the editors. Out of 18 editions which I have consulted, 12 give

T€ instead of Ke. The Leyden editors read ravr el iravra.

This case must be excluded from consideration. As to the other

two, the enumerations given by the authorities shew^ that, though
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the usage is rare, there are a number of other instances in the

poems. See E.G. 212 I; Klihner-Gerth, i. 225 f.; M. and T. 80;

and LaEoche, school edition of the Iliad, on K 557. It may be

added, as to the case in 557, that in 556 Nauck has conjectured

K for 7'. There is no MS. authority, but in 7 231, where the

first half of 556 is repeated, two MSS. have k\ See Wecklein,

Textkrit. 65 f. He would insert Ke in most of the passages in

the poems. Even in K 247 he would read tovtov fce aTrofievoio

for TOVTOV 7' io-TTOfjiivoio. It certainly looks as if, as he says,

the usage without k€v is questionable for Homer. See also Mr.

Agar on 7 231.

These are the really heinous peculiarities of the language of

K. It does not appear, when the opinions of the authorities are set

out and duly weighed, that much is left which can with certainty

be carried to its discredit. As for the 7nino7rc, some of which

have been discussed in Chap. VII. and others catalogued in

App. G-, they seem to be hardly worthy of serious consideration.



CHAPTEE IX

THE PEEPOSITIONS

It is asserted that there are peculiar uses of certain prepositions

in K, that the uses are common to K and the other Odyssean

books of the Iliad, and that elsewhere they are found only in the

Odyssey. The complaint against K in particular is given by Dr.

Monro, in his Introduction to the Book, in these words,
—

" the

Prepositions have a more cdistract meaning." See also Kuhlbars'

work, p. 18.

iiri " The instances in which extent (without motion) is

implied are chiefly found in the Odyssey'' {E.G. 181). Instances

are found in the Odyssean books of the Iliad also,—K 213, fie'ya

Kev 01 iirovpdviov K\eo<; elr] irdvTa^s iw dv6p(07rov<i, I 506, "^

742, fl 202, 535. In the last the preposition may be in tmesi

(Leaf on T 35).

The case does not seem to be fairly stated. Dr. Monro

commences by saying that the meaning over with verbs of motion

is very common, and adds " also with verbs of looking." He then

proceeds to cases of " extent without motion!' But surely the

cases of looking are cases of extent without motion. And if we

are to attach to the category of motion verbs of looking, why not

verbs of shining, as in 7 2 f., (paelvoc iwl ^eiScopov apovpav ?

And if the phenomena of sight, why not those of sound, as in /3

421, of a wind KeXdhovr iirl o'lvoira itovtov, or in K 213 and

O 201 £, quoted above, of fame spreading through mankind?

If it be said that in cases of looking a sort of motion over space

is implied, then surely the same indulgence can be claimed for

the uses impugned in the " Odyssean " books. 3Iotus facile su;p-

'pletur (Ebel. s.v.). In I 506 there is something more than mere

implication in the use of the words vireKTrpoOiei and cpOdvec.

And the usage is not confined to these four books of the Hiad.

72
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Other examples are B 308, SpaKcov eVl vcora Sa(poLv6^ (ilher

den Bilcken hin, Nagelsbach), and 765, o-racpyXy eVl vmtov ilaa^;,

H 446, rj pd TL^ ecTTL /SpoTMV iiT aTTeipova ^alav, 553 f.,

iirl TTToXe/jioto y€(f)vpa^ yjaro, and perhaps T 113, tVTrof? fiev

epv^av iirl arlx^^* ^°^ which see Nagelsbach, a.l. Perhaps also

P 368, if eVt 6' ocrcrov, which Dr. Leaf says most editors read,

is correct. See Dr. Monro, a.l. The use in opaaa dpydkewv

dvejiioDv iirl irovrov di)Ta<;, S 254, may be doubtful. Some

commentators, as Am.-H. on A 350, even take 6lv in efero 6lv

icf d\o<; TToXt?)? as = diva, like Aristophanes' eVl fidp^apov

e^o/ievT} TriraXov (Ran. 682). In P 447 = cr 131, oaaa re

yalav eVt irveLet re koX epirei, there is motion in epirei, but not

in TTveiec which is the nearer verb, fieivar iirl ^povov, B 299,

is a very similar use, " over a space of time," just as " night is

often regarded as a space of darkness " (R.G. 183). On the whole

the distinction seems to have no real basis.

And the " peculiarity " is not confined to iwi. There is a

similar use of vtto. See H.G. 182, and add to the examples

of " extent under,"—which are not confined to the " Odyssean
"

books,—E 267, iinrcov, oacroL eaatv vtt rjco r rjeXiov re. Cf.

LaEoche, Gehrauch von vtto hei Homer, 8 f., and a note, on the

point under discussion, by Nagelsbach on A 463. So for irapd

{H.G. 176). Motion is implied and the ace. is used, though

the verbs are not verbs of motion, as A 314, irap e/i' lo-racro,

or T 49, crrda ore fiev irapd rdc^pov opvKrrjv. For the

reverse case, with iiri itself, see H.G. 180. eVt with the dat.

is usually = at, upon, but it can take the dat. with verbs of

motion, as A 251, 273. So for rrpori, H.G. 184. All such

cases exemplify the wonderful flexibility of Homeric language

and syntax, and, it may be added, the extraordinary freedom

admitted in epic practice to assist the adaptation of the diction

to the requirements of the hexameter.

ef. In H.G. 191, two occurrences in K with a more " abstract

meaning,"— 107, eK ')(pkov dpydXeoLO fieracrrpeyjrj} (ptkov rjrop,

and 68, rrarpodev eK yeverj^ ovofidl^cov, are quoted by Dr. Monro
under his last class of uses, " with an abstract word." But the

mere use with an abstract word is nothing. Immediately above

in his enumeration we find eV ve6r7)ro<; quoted from H 86.

veorrj^ is not less of an ahstractitm than '^6\o<^ or yeverj. As to

eK x^^^^y it ^^^s not appear whether he translates " from his
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wrath," which seems bad with /jLeraarpeylry, or " after his wrath."

The latter is given by Ebel. s.v., who quotes T 290, E 865, and

N 493 (Aristarchus' view), in all of which, it may be noticed,

the use is with ahstracta. As to e« y€verj<;, the meaning appears

to be " with reference to," secundum, and it may be admitted it

is a solitary use. But it is not solitariness that is objected to.

It is the use of e'/c with ahstracta, and that we have seen can be

paralleled outside I, K, '^, H. Of one other use of eK, — " in

consequence of," Dr. Monro says {Odyssey, p. 332 ; cf. H.G. 191)
it is found in the Odyssey and 1566. But there is a case (Ebel.

s.v.) in the Menis, A 308.

iv. Also said to have a more abstract meaning in K, which

contains two instances of the departures, " nearly confined in

the Iliad to I, K, ^, £1" from the strictly local sense {KG. 189).

These are :

—

1. "With abstract words," iv irdvTea-cn ttovolctl, K 245,

279. Dr. Monro quotes cases from the other Odyssean books.

But there are more, as eV fioipr), T 186, alarj iv dpyaXirj, X 61,

iv (f>tX6T7]Tc, frequent, and iv Baud', A 259, "on the occasion

of a banquet." But what, it may be asked, was the poet to do

when the noun was in the singular ? fjuerd was barred (R.G.

178, and Leaf on O 118). What other preposition could he

use ?

2. " With plurals denoting persons = fxerd, among," as rjk

Kar alcrav eeiirov iv v/jllv, K 445, and other cases quoted from

I, '^, and the Odijssey. K 127, 435 might have been included.

Miss Stawell has shewn {H. and II. 263 ff.) that instances are

numerous in other books of the Iliad. But her conclusions

have been questioned {Nation, 9th Oct. 1909) by Professor

Murray, who rejects her demonstration altogether. His method

is the one referred to briefly, p. 19 supra. As regards both

the classes of uses of iv now under reference, I have endeavoured

to shew {C.Q. Oct. 1910) that the grounds on which he seeks

to discredit the lines in which the principal cases in other books

of the Iliad, occur, are insufficient.

Bid vvKTa. The phrase is said {H.G. 188) to occur "chiefly

in the Odyssey, and K and H of the Iliad!' See Miss Stawell,

262 f. The combination occurs once in B, thrice in O, and nine

times in K. Miss Stawell calls it " a marked trick of K."

But any one who reads her explanation of the phrase,—which
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follows Monro's (l.c.\ cf. 183, "but night is often regarded as a

space of darkness "), and reflects that hia vvKra is appropriate

to movement in the open, and further that the whole of the

action in K is under the sky, while only a very limited part of

that of n is, will see at once that the authors of K and 12 are,

in this matter, in exactly the same case. The spatial sense

could be denied to only one of the nine cases in K, 101, but

even there the movement of the Trojans through the dark to

make an attack is obviously implied. And it is not strange

that K and H, which are the only two parts of the Iliad, besides

a few lines in I, which describe movements in the dark, should

employ phrases which recur only in parts of the Odyssey devoted

to description of the same kind. One must expect in such

cases the same w^ording and the same grammatical constructions.

It may be added that avh vvKra is once used, S 80, perhaps

because the poet wished to employ ovhe, as better than the

bare ov in ov hta vvKra would have been. Van Herwerden, in

Mncmos. xviii. 37, actually objects to the reading there because

hia vvKra is the regular expression in the poems.—The distribu-

tion of the phrase is no more peculiar than that of hta Scofiara,

22. 1, Od. frequent.

TTpo. The temporal use, as in K 224, Kai re irpo 6 tov

iv67]<T€v, "before the other," is noted (H.G. 192) as "rare in

Homer." Only this passage and tivo from the Odyssey are

quoted. The translation, however, is uncertain. Others render

"for, on behalf of, the other." So Ebel. s.v., and Hoch, Q.L. 21.

This is the proof from prepositions that K is late and

Odyssean. It is not strong. But observe that K has preposi-

tional uses which attach it to the Hiad and separate it from the

Odyssey. Thus K 298 is quoted, KG. 186, as a use of avd

"peculiar to the Hiad." The use of eV/ with persons = "towards,"

" in quest of," is (ihid. 180) "almost confined to the Uiad"—and

it occurs four times in K. The use of irepi in K 240 seems to

be confined to the Iliad (ibid. 173). The uses of prepositions,

therefore, prove K Iliadic as well as Odyssean (C.Q. iv. 77).

The departures in the poems from the rules and standards

by which criticism, ancient and modern, seeks to regulate their

language, are numerous. Genius is superior to such clogs on

free expression. See p. 223 infra. Exceptional uses of pre-

positions are common. ]^evertheless they have played their part
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in Dissecting treatises. Giseke {Entstg.) essayed to employ

them (along with certain metrical phenomena) as a criterion on

an extensive scale, and K, like many other books, was shewn to

be full of remarkable uses ; so much so, that we must say once

more that its author was trying to shew how far he could differ

from his brother bards. But Giseke's labours and results have

not been seriously regarded. Groupings of parts of the poems

on such criteria prorsus inter se repugnant (Buchholz, Viiidic.

11 ff.; cf. l\g,Hom. Krit 19 f.). G. Curtius {Ancleutgn. 34)

thinks that many of Giseke's distinctions are arbitrary and based

on subjective appreciation. The origin of prepositions from

adverbs would, Curtius holds, be the only proper basis for such

an enquiry. Giseke himself does admit {op. cit. 95; cf. Wetzel,

Be recent. Choriz. stud. 9) that difference of subject must have

its influence, but sometimes neglects the point (Curtius, I.e., on

e/c iroXeiMov). It is a consideration which cannot be disregarded.

Compare hua vvKra, discussed above.

Metrical convenience does not appear to be mentioned by

Giseke. It also cannot be disregarded in this connection. See

pp. 53 f. supra. Sometimes iv could be used and not fxerd;

sometimes fierd and not ev. The author of K is blamed for

using ev with a plural, 127, 435, and 445. But it is only

because fierd, which he knows and uses in 62 and 250, did not

suit {C.Q. iv. 78). An examination, from the Concordances, of

the occurrences of evil) <^pea-L{v) and fiera ^peai{v) is an in-

structive exercise. It is metrical convenience that determines

the choice between them. Compare, e.g.,"^ 600 with B 548 f., or

A 297 with I 434 f. So for iv Trpcorocai and fierd TrpcoroLo-i,

for which and for Kara and dvd Oufiov see Dtintzer's reply (H.A.

549 ff.) to Ameis. Dr. Monro's note on tt 419 (fie6' oiirfKiKas;)

is a good example of this explanation of a rare use. See also

H.G. 182, on eXvaav vcf dp/iaa-L, S 244, and ibid. 188, on

Bid iTTvya^, H 247. dpfjidrcov and '7TTV')(^odv were metrically

impossible. So (ihid. 149) BC opeacpL, K 185, for Bl opicov.

We think it is clear that Odyssean connection is not to be

inferred from prepositional uses in K.



CHAPTEE X

THE ARTICLE

The Homeric Article, like almost everything else in or connected

with the poems, has been the subject of great controversy. There

were differences even in Alexandrian days. In recent times

pugna extitit haud minus atrox atqiie mhemens quam de origine

compositioncque Iliadis et Odyssecie} There has been diversity of

view as to the development of the pronoun o into the fully fledged

Article. The common view that it became first a demonstrative

adj. and then an Article is questioned by Brugmann {Gr. Gram.

425). The still commoner view that it was originally a demon-

strative pronoun has been disputed by Forstemann {op. cit. 3).

As to uses, some, as Ameis, have contended that there is no

Article in the poems, 6 being always pronominal. The majority

accept, in varying degrees, a verus sincerusque articulus. As to

classification of uses and shades of significance, the diversity of

opinion is quite remarkable.

The view that there is no Article in the poems may be said

to be extinct. It relied mainly on excision and emendation.

But van Leeuwen characterises the scheme as " intolerably

audacious" {Encli. 264). Where excision and emendation both

failed, the only resource was to force the meaning. But such

renderings as Ameis' das {was wirjetzt sehen), ndmlich das scJilechtere^

for ra x^peuova, A 576,—the Homeric for "bad form,"—are too

much for most critics. See Koch, p. 24. They are "ingenious,

^ Koch, Dc artkulo Homerico, Leip- kindly referred me to his remarks on tlie

zig, 1872. The two other special Homeric Article in his paper on Flaws^

monographs used are Forstemanu's in Classical Research, reprinted from

Be7nerk(jn. uh. d. Gebrauch d. Ariikels Procgs. of Brit. Acad. iii. I am glad

hei Eovi., Magdeburg, 1861, and Stum- to be able to add some references from

mer's uh. den Artikel hei Horn., his very clear and useful statement of

Schweinfurt, 1886.—Since this chapter the case.

was completed, Professor Postgate has

77
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forced interpretations " (Kuhl, Bedtg. des Accentes im Horn. 2).

Mr. Agar (p. 343) considers "it, the tunic" as a rendering of

Tov 'x^bTMva, T 232, "utterly inane." Kruger {Griech. SpracJil. ii.

2, 65 f.) observes that by this process the Article might be

removed from Attic prose.

But it is worth noting that this method of interpretation is

still followed by high authorities. Thus, Tpwcov tov apia-Tov =
ihn, den tapfersten (Kuhner-Gerth, i. 5V7); tov TraTpo^ = "him,

her father" (M. and R. on jB 134). In avir] koX to (^vkdo-aeiVy

V 52, we take, at first sight, the connection between to and

<l)v\daa€Lv to be one that no man could put asunder. But

Nagelsbach explained it by dvlr} koX tovto, cj)v\daaeLv, and Klihner-

Gerth (i. 579) and Brugmann (Gr. Gram. 425) approve. And see

H.G, 228. I need not criticise these judgments, but I claim

that the same measure be meted out to K. Do not deny the

possibility of " it, the omen," or " it (the bird), as an omen/' for

tS opvi9\ K 277, or of "he, the bold Odysseus," for 6 tXiJ/jlcov

'OSuo-eu?, K 498 (Brugmann, I.e.). Do not let prejudice against

K make " the " the only possible rendering in such cases, if the

alternative rendering is admissible elsewhere.

Scholars then are satisfied that there is an Article in the

poems, but at the same time that 6 is also used, both as pronoun

and as adjective, with its old demonstrative force. But different

schools interpret the phenomena in different ways. To the

Dissector the Article is im werdcn (Forstemann, 1), quasi oiascem

(Koch, 3), and he sees confirmation of his theory of a gradual

growth of the poems. In the earliest days, when the first lay of

the Iliad was composed, he finds there was no Article, though

there was already a weakening of the pronoun. But three or

four centuries later, when the last addition was stitched on to

the poems by the latest paiTTwv eirewv doiS6<;, it was not far

from, the Attic Article. A critic can test the age of a passage

by a TOV or a r?}?. The Unitarian, on the other hand, finds

nothing in the use of o to militate against his belief that the

poems are the product of one age. It was, he thinks, an age in

which an Article had been developed, not in all the matured i.ses

of Attic prose, but in some of them, while the old uses of the

pronoun had not altogether died out.

How are we to decide ? We get no help from the statistics

in the special treatises. Like so many other Homeric works,
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they spoil things for themselves at the outset by assuming late

tracts and early in the poems. Stummer sums up (p. 56) very

elaborate calculations as follows. In his older parts of the Iliad

the genuine Article is found once in every 72 lines. In the

younger parts the proportion is the same. In the older parts of

the Odyssey it is 1 in 74. In the younger parts it is 1 in 68.

The results are neither consistent nor striking. And of course

different results would be produced by any one taking different

limits for late and early. Stummer himself is driven, by the

failure of his statistics, to explain that the later authors made the

earlier lays their models in respect of language. Then cadit

quaestio. For there will be no difference of usage left to consider.

Another reason for disregarding these statistical results is the

uncertainty of the text. Modernisation caused the interchange

of small words. It was only natural for copyists and editors,

accustomed to the Article, to substitute it, deliberately or through

oversight, in many of the hundreds of cases in which Attic usage

required it. The commentaries abound with examples of alter-

native readings, either transmitted in the tradition, or suggested,

with general acceptance, by modern editors. Some well-known

instances are ra a (iFa) K^\a, M 280, tJc/St;? rov (rjeiSi^crOa)

i/jLov, X 280, iv Be ra (re) relpea, 2 485, 6a\afjLov rov {OaXa-

fjLOvSe), (j) 42, rr)v (eV, rrj) Be jvvatKa, k 112, to aij/jLa (roB'

rjfjua, Agar), 6 195, c^ptaro^ (o? or o-^' dpiaro^). The MSS.

waver between 3' 6 fyepwv and Be lyepcDv. And so on. Bare

statistics are dangerous guides. See the conclusion in Dr. Merry's

school edition of a-p., pt. ii. 14.

If statistics are to be relied on, they should at least be of

classified uses. But then there is the difficulty that the

classification wdll not be accepted by everybody. Classifications

differ. It is almost " impossible to establish definite rules

"

(Merry, ut sup.). This applies to Miss Stawell's very full

statement {op. cit. 276 ff.). It follows the E.G. It would be

easy to criticise the arrangement of classes. For one thing,

that " Article of Contrast " is a very doubtful quantity (p. 8 5

infra). But taking the statement as it stands, there is nothing in

it unfavourable to K. Even if K be Odyssean, the imputation

amounts to nothing, for Miss Stawell shews that the Articular

difference between the two poems is almost nil. She also

vindicates "^ and H. But what of I and K ? It seems to me
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that, on the evidence, I is more entitled to a place in her

"original Biad'' than either "^ or H. And as for K, the

figures for it correspond almost exactly with those compiled

for A. Miss Stawell adds, as the only point against K, that its

instances shew "a great variety of type." No particulars are

given, and I cannot see that there is any greater variety than

A displays. But a stronger point—in favour of K—is that

there are in A high uses of the genuine Attic Article which

cannot be paralleled in K (p. 86 infra).

In view of the great diversity of opinion that prevails on

so many points, the only feasible plan seems to be to take the

Articular occurrences in K seriatim^ see what the learned have

to say about them, decide as best we can, on these deliverances,

as to the residuum of real Articular uses in the Book, and having

got it, compare it with the same in first, an admittedly early

part, such as A, and secondly, some other late area.

Diintzer, as he denies the Article to the poems, does not

refer to it in his case against K, and Orszulik barely mentions

it. But two English editors, Drs. Monro and Leaf, give it a

conspicuous place in their Introductions to the Book. See also

the H.Gr. 234, and, more recently, Bechtel, Vocalcontr. 3 f.

Taking the occurrences in detail, there are, in the first

place, some in which there is a v.l, or where the text has been

amended, though generally the vulgate can stand without

detriment to K.

(paLvofjuevcov rov apiarov, 236, is discussed, p. 235 infra.

TTM^ S' al TMv aXKwv Tpcocov (j)v\aKai ; 408. Aristarchus

read ttw? Bai, which is printed by LaKoche, Stier, Leaf, and

Fick. See Lehrs, Ar. 354, and Ludwich, Ar. i. 319, and

cf. M. and K on a 225 (crit. note). Bothe long ago sug-

gested 7rw9 8' av as more Homeric. He observes that the

letters c and v are easily confused. Others, as Klihner-Gerth,

i. 580, class the use with to crov yepaf; and to crbv yu-ez/o?, both

in A,—a common use which Dr. Leaf (on X 280) admits can

hardly be expelled from " the most ancient passages."

rj en rwv irXeovoyv SpyKcbv, 506. Nauck's rj 6 y ert

irXeovcov may be original. See p. 232 infra. But the Article

with a compar. is a common use (Leaf, a.L, quoting the H.G.).

Dr. Monro translates "should slay instead more Thracians."

Am.-H., der Mehrzahl, and Pierron, ex istis plurihts. We need
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not question the use of rwi^ or amend, though Dr. Leaf (on

E 673) thinks Nauck's reading, and Heyne's, 77 6 ye koI irXeovwvy

"sound more Homeric." He refers to E 679. We might add

n 651 and <J> 211.

jXi-jficov (TrroXLTTopOo^) '0Sva(a)6v<;, 231, 498, 363, and

o Koarepo^i Atoyu-rJS?;?, 536, said by some to be late uses. There

are 8 other cases of the same or a very similar kind in the poems,

—B 278, T 320, k 436, ^lr 306, 532, A 660, and H 25, 358.

In all 12 cases the smallest possible change, as by the omission

of the 0, or writing Be or rjBe or apa in full, gets rid of the

Article. Is this chance, or is the Article due to modernisation ?

Some would say the latter. Mr. Agar (65 £f., 286 ff.) has

purged the Odyssey of the Article with vrjao^, ')(^odpo^, ^elvo^.

But see Professor Postgate's paper, 18 f. and note on 19. The

MSS. give some support, for in B 278, K 363, y^ 306, a few

omit the Article. See Leaf on H 358 and Agar on k 436.

But have we necessarily the genuine Article in these cases ?

They seem to differ very little from the type in "^ 303 (jov

N7]\7]LdSao), A 614, X 519, N 698, where demonstr. force may
be claimed. Pierron (on K 498) renders o tXtj/jlcov by Villustre)

Paley (on B 278), TTToXiiropOo^ by " he, the city-reiving." Dr.

Leaf (on T 147, to KriTo<;, on which see Professor Postgate, p. 16

of his paper) notes that the use is confined to late passages.

But surely tov Xpvarjv, A 11, was overlooked. Whether we

take this as jenen im troisdien Sagenhreise lekannten (Niigelsb.)

or as an approach to the Attic tov Kvpov, there it is embedded

deep in the Ur-Ilias. If we are to amend there or in other

passages of the Menis quoted above,—A 660, H 25, 358, then

we claim the right to amend in K. If all stand, K has good,

ancient support. That the cases are numerous in K, is not a

difficulty. Odysseus and Diomede play a very large part in it,

and ten of the twelve occurrences in the poems concern those

heroes. And lastly, if the occurrences in K are a sign that

they were written when the author could not get away from

the newly developed Article, we cannot understand why other

Odyssean authors could avoid writing O3p0^ 6 in "^ 290, 293,

e 3.

Classes of cases common in the poems require no special

reference, as yepwv, to irdpo^^ and cases with a possessive, as

TO S' eov, 256,—for which see p. 80 supra. So for cases with

G
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a comparative or a superlative, as rov fiev apeico, 237, and ol

apia-rot, 539. Even if the latter be taken to mean "the bravest

(generally)," we could refer to A 260, Z 435, A 658, and N
128, not all late passages. But in the occurrence in K it seems

that the translation should be " those heroes (just mentioned)."

And in the following cases it will not be disputed that we

have demonstrative uses, tmv Trdvrcov, 215, de tons ceitx-ld,

(Pierron). rov Tpto-KaLSe/carov, 495, 561: "him for the

thirteenth" (Monro), ilium qui fuit decimus tertius (Pierron).

Tov fiev St) erapov y alprjaeai, 235 : "him or that one as com-

panion." Tov he acfiiv avaicra, 559: ihn aber ihren Herren

(Am.-H).

Two cases, tmv hvo /jboipdcov, 253, and rrjv vvkt, 497, occur

in lines which are generally suspected, but we do not think they

should be excised (pp. 223, 226 infra). And there appears to

be nothing exceptional in either. The first is the common use

before " a Cardinal Numeral, when a division is made " (E.G.

228), as here between two parts of the night and a third, ttjv

VVKT is one of Dr. Monro's bad cases (KG. 234, and his note

a.L,
"

' for that night.' But neither the Article nor the Ace. of

duration is in place here. This line is probably spurious").

But how is one to translate " that night " and at the same time

say that rt]v is the Article ? Surely it is demonstrative. The

use of TTjv vv/cra to mean " in the night " or " at night " (which

would be vvkt6<; as in v 278) would be somewhat absurd. We
know well it was night. It must mean " during that night."

So it is taken by Am.-H., wahrend jener Nacht, as by Pierron, cette

oiuit-la. En prose ravrrjv rrjv vvKra, ilia node, and by Bothe.

So indeed in the translation by Dr. Monro himself.

The remaining cases are all specified in E.G. 230, 234, as

bad examples of late usage.

Tj rot, or e? irehlov to TpcocKov dOprjareie, 11. Kuhner-

Gerth (i. 580) agree that this is an Attic use, but only one of

many such in the poems. Attic or not, it seems to have good

support, as irehlov to ^AXijiov, Z 201, to UeXaayLKov ''Apyo<;,

B 681, and Oeov<; tov<; viroTapTaptov<;, a 279. &d/j,vpcv tov

SpTjiKa, B 595, and the group of expressions, already discussed,

of the type rw 'AaKXrjTndBr}, are not very different. LaRoche,

a.L, refers for illustration to dvrjp copca-To<;, A 288, and avTvye^

at irepl hi<f>pov, A 535 = T 500. Cf. also lxOve<; ol KaTa Blva<;,
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<[> 353. In these passages Dr. Monro, Dr. Leaf and Mr. Piatt

take ai and ol as the relative, a change which does not seem

to be for the better, and which is not accepted in nine other

editions which I have consulted. The phrase in our passage

recurs in '^ 464, without the to, Tpco'iKov a^ ireSiov, though ^,
as a late book, should have a weakness for the Article. In

Trehiov S/ca/jidvSpiov, B 465, and 'HXvctlov TreStov, B 563, to

could not be inserted. The metre influenced the use of the

Article.

Bevp* e? Tov<; (j)v\aKa<; KaTa^-qofiev, 97. Exulato importunus

articulus, scribitorque Bevpo Brj e? (f)v\aKa^, ut p^ 395, hevpo

hrj opao (van Herwerden in Mnemos. xix. 163). (It may be

added that in Hes. 0pp. 2, BevTe Brj is given by most MSS.
for BevTe, A^. See Paley and Ezach, a.l.) Copyists would

easily insert an Attic Article (Stummer, 13, 37, etc., and Agar,

passim). It is worth noticing that a similar change in "^ 485
would get rid of wv in the temporal sense,—the only case in the

poems except that alleged in K 105 (p. 233 infra). Some
defend Tov<i as deictic, for which see M. and E. on a 359, and

cf. Breal, 180; ce suppUment cle clarU que donne le geste. So for

ovTo^,—crebro SecKTCKm (Lehrs, Ar. 51). Add Klihner-Gerth,

i. 641, quoting Nitzsch on a 185

—

den sprecheiulen Homer muss

man sprechen, nicht lesen. The gesture in our case is perhaps

implied by Bevpo, "down to the guards yonder" (Stummer, 22,

and Vogrinz, 198). Am.-H. take tov^ as the pronoun, "them,

the guards." But it is better to accept the insertion of the

Article. The author of K uses (^uXa/ce? without the Article, in

the undoubted sense of our " the guards," six times. Had he

been a late poet with late ways, he would surely have betrayed

his late origin in more than one of the seven uses. Pick's Bevpo

[xeTCL (^v\aKa<i does not seem good.

;>^at/)e he to3 opviO' 'OBvcrev^, 277. "At the omen of the

bird" (Monro, a.L). But why not "at that omen," hoc oscine

(Stier), ilber dieses Vocjelzeichen (LaE. and Henke) ? The use is

surely demonstr., as in tov /3acrt\rjo(: aTrrjvio^, A 340, or top

opKov, /3 378, "that oath of hers " (M. and E.).

TO o-KrjTTTpov dvdcT^eo, 321. "The sceptre,"
—"the defining

Article of later Greek" (R.G. 230). Dr. Leaf, however, trans-

lates " this sceptre," which Dolon holds " as in possession of the

house." But that is doubtful, for the gathering is informal.
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(For another explanation, see C.B. xx. 205.) LaEoche and

Pierron both give " this sceptre," the latter thinking that Hector

has it in his hand. But 328 shews that Hector was not holding

the sceptre while Dolon was speaking. He takes it in his hands

when Dolon is done, and, as it is not said that he got it from

Dolon, it may have been conceived by the poet as lying beside

Hector or held by an attendant. In any case Dolon's request

is probably made heiKTiKOi^y and the best translation seems to

be, with Am.-H., " the sceptre there " {to Mnweisend). There is

no need to assume the late Article. See Professor Postgate,

p. 16, on TO (TKrJTrTpov in H 412.

Kai fjboi ojxoaaov rj fiev tov<; ittttoi;? . . . hwcrefxev, ol

(j)opeov(TLV . . ., 321 ff., and /jltj fxev tol^ "lttitolo-lv avrjp iiroxVO-^Tai,

dXko'i, 330. These two seem to be the weakest of all Dr.

Monro's serious cases. As regards the first, if authority for the

demonstr. view is required, see Kuhner-Gerth (i. 578) and

Kruger {Sjorachl. ii. 2, 63). Paley says tov<; = eKeivov^, and

Am.-H. vendGT jenen, den 322 f, hezeichneten, just as in a note cc.L

Dr. Monro himself on the other case, rot? 'iTriTOLcnv, says "that

chariot, Art. referring to 1. 322." His objection in the case of

T0U9 iTTTTou? seems unintelligible, except on the assumption that o

is the Article if it can be rendered in English by " the." But

even " the " varies much in signification. In " the house that

Jack built" it is only a weaker "that,"— Professor Postgate's

"intermediate Article." In "hold thou the good," it is. the

Article in its highest use. For an Articular use in rot? iTTTroto-tz/

nothing can be said. Miss Stawell, I observe, does not even

include it in her enumeration. Professor Postgate remarks that

" if ever there was a passage in which solemn emphasis was

expressed by article or pronoun adjective," it is this one.

In estimating the results of this detailed survey, attention

may be confined to Dr. Monro's seven bad cases. Three, tov^

tTTTTou?, 322, Tot9 'iiTiroKTLVy 330, and to5 6pvie\ 211, may be

disallowed at once, and at tcov aXkwv (^vkaKai, 408, as the

reading is much too doubtful. There remain three, about which

opinions will differ,—the 6 tXtj^kdv group, to Tpwt/coi/, 11, and

Tov? ^uXa/ca?, 97. The last, if allowed to stand, is the worst of

all. The others have numerous parallels in the poems, and some

will believe that the o tXtjixcov set were never so written at all.

The residuum of the Article in Attic uses is very trifling in
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amount. There is not one instance of the late Article in its

highest use.

iSTow let us turn to other parts of the poems. If Dissectors

are right, other late parts should be as full of late Articular uses

as K's enemies say it is. A very early part should be absolutely

free of them.

We begin with A, supposed to have been composed in days

when Greek did not yet know the Article. We omit from

consideration, as before, all stock cases, ra irpoira, 6 ^kpwv, and

the like, and some debatable cases as tcl S' diroiva, 20, and

TO fih irkelov, 165, and fix our attention on these,

—

rov

^pva-qv, 11, TO yepa<i, 167, t^ SeKO-Tr], 54, to, t iovTa to, t

icraoiJieva, 70, to /cpyyvov, 106, tcl kclk , 107, and tcl '^epeiova,

576. They constitute a black list as formidable as Dr. Monro's

for K, and they can hardly be reduced by emendation or

manipulation. Dr. Leaf is silent regarding most of them. He
admits that top Xpvo-rjv is hardly to be paralleled in Homer.

TO y€pa(; is explained {R.G. 230) as a sort of ''defining Article,"

the whole phrase aol to yepa^ being = to aov yepa<i. It seems

very doubtful if the explanation is good, and better with Paley,

a.L, to recognise " the ordinary use of the Article." In tjj BcKaTrj

again, how are we to refuse a real Articular use ? It seems the

exact equivalent of our "on the tenth (day)." The remaining

cases

—

Ta T eovTa, etc., are all of a stamp, and surely uses of

the Article in. one of its highest later developments. Dr.

Monro explains them {H.G. 228 f.) as a form of his Article of

Contrast, " expressing the standing contrasts of great and small,

many and few, good and evil, etc., especially when the contrast is

brought out by the context." When the contrast is brought out

by the context, the use of the Article may be a special one, though

we think even here the examples are often strained to fit a

theory. A stock instance is B 217, (J>o\ko<; erjv, ^ojXo? S' cTepov

TToBa, Tco Si 01 cofiw, K.T,\. The ff.G. 227 (followed by Jebb,

188) translates "but then his shoulders," in contrast to other

parts of Thersites' body. But there is no contrast. Legs and

shoulders are included as similar items in one damaging descrip-

tion. But where the contrast is not brought out by the context,

what have we but the definite Article of later Greek ? This

element of contrast is always present in the real Article, and is

the more marked the higher its use. The more complete the
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" individualisation " or " actualisation " effected by the Article,

the more decided the contrast with everything outside the notion

or concrete fact so specialised. In one of the cases now under

reference, Dr. Monro claims that there is contrast expressed,

(" implied " would seem to be the more appropriate description),

in the context. He says that to Kprj'yvov is opposed to ra

KCLK, and that the latter expression is " quite different from the

later use of to KaKov or ra KaKa for 'evil' or 'evils' in

general." ^ But in his note a.L he translates " evil is dear to you

to prophesy," which seems to agree with Nagelsbach's note on

TO Kprjyvov, statt eines concreten Einzdnen die Gattung ; solches

was gut ist. We do not require a contrast, express or implied, in

the context. But certainly there is no contrast expressed in

TO, T eovTa TO, T iaaofieva. On the contrary, the two notions

are co-ordinated in one affirmation. It is difficult here, as in

Ta x^pe^ova, to see anything but a high use of the fully developed

Article. As Nagelsbach says of tu t eovTa, "the Homeric

Article is here absolutely identical with the Attic." So Klihner-

Gerth, i. 579, and Kuhn, op. cit. 2. No attempt, so far as

we know, has been made to get rid of these cases by emendation.

And they are so strong that we may allow to critics of K all the

damage to the Book which can be argued on to Tpw'iKov and

even tov<; (^vXaKa^. If the Article proves K late, I think it

proves A later.

We next take a passage among the very latest, the " Con-

tinuation" of the Odyssey, i/r 297 to the end of «. It should be

full of genuine Articular uses. On the contrary. Dr. Monro

{Odyssey, 323), though he holds the arguments against the passage

" overwhelming," notes only one instance of the later use of the

Article, vleU ol AoXloio, co 4:97, where the ol to some critics,

as Nauck, seems corrupt. And—more striking still—there is in

this very late area a passage, cw 1-204, which is held to be even

later. Yet there is not in it a single use of the Article that

claims attention.

The Telemachy is also said to be very late. Kirchhoff and

his followers (Jebb, 129 f.) would assign it to the author of the

"Continuation," who flourished in the age {circ. 650 B.C.) which,

according to Leaf and Jebb, gave us the Doloneia. Examining

1 This is in his Iliad, vol. I. p. Ixxii. Dr. Leafs rendering of ra KaKi is '• those

evil things of yours."
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one book, a, for Articular evidence of lateness, we find not one

case worth noticing. If we have regard to this and to statistics

for a and A (Stummer, 57), we must pronounce the Telemachy

earlier than the Menis, so far as Articular evidence goes.

Or take H, which is not much higher in critical estimation

than K. Peppmiiller, who has left nothing unsaid that could

tell against it, is of opinion {Comment, xliii.) that there is in that

book no essential advance in the matter of the Article, though

both Koch and Forstemann had tried to prove there was. I

think Miss Stawell's lists for A and O shew that Peppmiiller is

right.

The facts then do not suit Dissectors. Books which are,

in their estimation, extremely late, may shew little trace of the

genuine Article. On the other hand, their Ur-Ilias may provide

a number of high Attic uses. Their theory of an Article

developing through centuries along with a growing Iliad and

Odyssey seems to be negatived. Some other explanation must

be sought. Miss Stawell's lists shew there are differences which

are not to be explained by any theory of late and early. X
and A are both Ur-Eias ; they differ much. So do ^ and 12,

which are considered Late Expansions. But such differences

should not surprise us. The moods of the poet, the varying

nature of the subject of his song, and the needs of the verse

are enough to account for them. If we select two parts of

Paradise Lost which have very different subjects,—as Book VII.

640 lines, and the first 640 lines of Book II.,—it will be found

that the occurrences of the Definite Article in the former are

very nearly double those in the latter. Kruger {Spraclil. ii. 2,

65 f. ; and cf. Duntzer, 530, and Nagelsbach on A 6 and B 329)
lays stress on metrical convenience. He observes that German
poets often omit the Article in cases where, in ordinary speech,

it could not be dispensed with.

Kiihner-Gerth who are satisfied (i. 639 f.) that the genuine

Article exists in Homer, remark on the varying frequence of

its occurrences in poetry generally. Their view is that the

higher the form of the poetry, and the more its descriptive

style is removed from the ordinary speech of life, the more

sparingly is the Article used. And the nearer the poetry is

to actual life, and the closer its relation to the language of the

people, the more frequent the employment of the Article. Thus
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in Lyric, and in Tragedy, especially in the lyric passages, the

use is rare and corresponds to epic practice. In Comedy, on

the other hand, the use is akin to that in Attic prose. This

appears to apply to the Iliad and the Odijssey. The Epic is

the highest, the most stately of all, and Homer's the noblest of

all epic poetry. In matter and language alike it is exalted

above others. On Kiihner-Gerth's principle we can understand

his rare use of the Article, and how he became a model to his

successors, not in the Epic only, but in other forms of poetry.

Pindar (Kiihner-Gerth, i. 582) uses the Article but seldom, but

its development was, we know, complete before his day. For

Tragedy and Comedy we have already given Kiihner-Gerth's

view.

Hesiod's case has some interest. His practice, according to

Klihner-Gerth (i. 581), corresponds entirely to Homer's. But

it is added that " it is striking that the pronoun nowhere appears

(in Hesiod) as the real Article." That can hardly be accepted.

Hesiod does use o as the Article, and a careful comparison of

the Theogony and the Works with the Ilictd and the Odyssey

seems to shew that there is hardly a use in either of the former

that cannot be paralleled in the epics. Dr. Monro {E.G. 234)

finds " some advance " in Hesiod. His instances are instructive.

All are from the Works, and all except one

—

rcav TrpoaOev, 457,

which is unimportant—are from the second two hundred lines

of the poem. Now this section is peculiar in its subject. It

is didactic, like the bulk of the poem, but unlike the part that

follows in this, that it is practically a collection of moral precepts.

See Paley's analysis of 201-382. It reads like the Chiomes of

Theognis, and, as in these, the use of the Article is frequent.

In the Iliad and the Odyssey such moralising is not common.

But there is just enough to warrant us in saying that, had there

been more, the higher uses of the Article must have been more

frequent. It does not seem to be going too far to say that even

in the Ur-Eias the uses of the Article are identical with the

highest in Hesiod.

The Articular phenomena in Homer require further investiga-

tion. A comparison with the poetry of other languages might

help towards the explanation of the rarity and irregularity of

the uses. It is noticeable how easily the Article can be omitted

even in its highest applications. Though we say "hold thou
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the good," we can say " avoid evil," and instead of '' the fox is

cunning," "foxes are cunning." In French "one says les vim

du Ehin, but more often les vins de Moselle ;
VEmpereur die Maroc,

but VEmpcreuT de Chine ; lettres du Portugal and lettres de Portugal

indifferently, but lettres de Suide. This means that, if the

Article does not add to the phrase an entire word (la), it is

more easy to use it."^ A very high authority, Meillet, has

recently {M.S.L. 1908, 168) commented on the absence of the

Article before nouns in the Homeric poems. The reason is to

be found in the epic tradition, not in the non-existence of the

Article, un dUment si gdndralement rdpaudic sur tout le domaine

helldiiique dds la date la plus ancienne. The rarity of the Article

in Beowidf has been noted by the commentators, as Arnold, p. xiv.

of his Introduction, and Huyshe, xxxiii. The German poets, as

we have seen, often omit it where it would be used in prose.

It must often be inconvenient in any poetry. In the Iliad

and the Odyssey there is another indication of the same thing.

There does not seem to be one unquestionable case in them of

the use of a dissyllabic part of o 77 to as the genuine Article.

All the ten occurrences of toIo as the Article given by Koch

(p. 31) are in stock phrases of the type toIo yepovTo<;, and need

not be considered the Article. Of roTiv there are four occurrences

(p. 35,—n 644 is a mistake), all pronominal, rdayv (p. 37)

is everywhere demonstrative, and Tocai and rrjcrc (p. 38) the

same, the only case
{'x,

221) in which Koch claims Tocac as

the Article being clearly so.

Our conclusion is that the Article existed in Ur-Ilias times,

though not in all its uses afterwards familiar in Attic prose.

We have suggested an explanation of the unequal distribution

of occurrences through the two epics, and we have seen that

the theory of an Article developing with an expanding body of

poetry does not appear to consist with the phenomena. We
have also seen that there is nothing more serious against K
than can be urged against A. The Articular evidence does

not tend to prove it late.

^ Romania, xxviii. 294, — a review, itself, and so am unable to give fully

brought to my notice by Mr. Andrew what the author says about the forine

Lang, of a Swedish work on the Article. Ugere et commode de Varticle.

I have not had access to the work



CHAPTEE XI

THE PSEUDO- ARCHAISMS

There is one class of cases of linguistic aberration in which a

specific reason can be given for the inference of lateness. A
form has an archaic appearance, but is philologically impossible.

The poet responsible for it was trying to reproduce the language

of the men of old, but failed. As he was not scholar enough to

understand the structure of the words, he succeeded in producing

only what Mr. Agar calls the " sham antique." Philologists can

now expose such mistakes, and critics see in them the efforts of

" late imitative poets." This is another hobby which some high

authorities (see E.G. 151, and Jebb, 137 f.) think has been ridden

too hard. They believe there are fewer archaisms in the poems

than is generally supposed.

A hankering after the archaic and the production of only the

pseudo-archaic, is one of the faults laid to the charge of the author

of K. Dr. Leaf {Introdn. to K) says " we seem to have pseudo-

archaisms, eypr]^6p6aaL, Kpareacj^L, (7(j)l<jLv = v/ilv, and perhaps

7rapa(j)6aL7j(Tc." Dr Monro (Introdn.) gives, as " clearly pseudo-

archaic," 7rapa(f)6ai7)ac, Kpareacj^L, iirel'yeTOVy "perhaps also aTrelo

(for cTTreo) and TiOrifxevo^" Jebb, l.c.^ thinks Monro's cases

"confirm the relative lateness of the book," but only with a

reservation which he indicates in his general discussion of the

question. Father Browne {Handbook, 47 ff.) does not refer to

these cases in K in his section on archaisms. We may note, to

begin with, what the authorities say on those mentioned.

TrapacpOairjaif 346. "Meant for an Opt, the -ctl being

added in imitation of the Subj. in -yac (for 77)." So Dr. Monro,

a.l. But in H.G. 73 he seems doubtful, and on p. 48 he admits

the possibility of a (f)6aL(o, for which cf. Fnch. 289 n., quoting

G. Meyer and J. Schmidt. Dr. Leaf, a.l,, holds that the form

90
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is a " hybrid monster," which he will not impute even to the

author of K, and prints -jTapacfyOavrjcrL, with some MS. support.

LaEoche corrects to 7rapa(f)6/]7j(7L, and Tick to 7rapa(f)6dr]aL, It

is perhaps best to accept irapai^OdvrjaL. A scribe would know

Attic (\)6dv(o and would not understand Homeric cpOdvco (from

(f)davFco, E.G. 47, or mdri causa, cpOdvvco, Ludwich, Ar. ii. 127
;

c£ Schulze, 1 9). It seems unnecessary with Curtius (
Verb, 325)

to infer " an aberration of the linguistic sense on the part of a

later imitative poet." He assumes (p. 40) that K is not one of

the oldest lays.

iTreiyerov, 361. If a conjve., a wrong formation. If an

indie, the change to irpoOerjaL in the next line is harsh (Monro

and Leaf, a.L). Some, as Thiersch, accept the form as a legiti-

mate conjve. with a shortened mood-vowel. Curtius (o^9. cit. 323)

denies this, and shews that all similar formations can be removed

by simple emendation. Here he approves Paech's 6 re irpoOerjaL

(instead of vulg. 6 he re irpoOerjai)} and his comparison of N 62 £f.,

p 518 f., for a relative clause with the conjve. introduced into

a simile with the indie. So Ench. 304. Dr. Leaf dissents; the

two passages quoted are not in point. But the distinction he

draws between them and the line in K seems to be without a

difference. He also argues that where we have both conjve. and

indie, in a simile, the former comes first, and this is generally so.

But we have two cases to keep K in countenance, and Am.-H.

add P 522. There o Se irpoOopcbv epiirrja-Lv, though it is a

conjve. that precedes, is a good parallel to our phrase. There

is yet another possibility, to read with Fick irpoderjcrc from

irpoOeriiiL. But there is sufficient authority for taking iirel'^/eTov

as indie, followed by a conj. So Stacke {De comparationibus

Horn. 10).

a^Lo-cv, S9S. If = {//xti/, unique in Homer. See Brugmann's

Mn Problem d. horn. Textkrit. 42.^ But he assumes K is an

exceptional book, and seems (p. 43) to leave the solution of the

question dependent on the view we take of its age. Dr. Leaf,

a.L, argues for the meaning vp^lv and for false archaism. Dr.

Monro (a.L, and E.G. 221) accepts a very different and a much

1 Ar. read 5 5^ irpo647]cn. Ahrens had have not met with general acceptance,

already {Philologus, vi. 25) suggested See Lehrs' review, in his KI. Schriften,

that the hiatus before 6 had led to the 101 If., and cf. Lentz, Iterat. 19. See

insertion of the re. also Leaf, vol. i. App. A, and Monro
^ The conclusions in this learned work thereon, Odyssey, p. 437.
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more simple and natural interpretation of the passage, taking

<T(f>L(nv in its ordinary sense. It is a question of the reading of

the line,

—

^ovXev-, edeXovau against ^ovXev-, ideXoire. Opinion

is divided and is never likely to be at one. Out of 17 editions

which I have consulted, 7 give the reading on which Dr. Leaf

relies, and 10 the other.

I refer to the discussions of 309-12 = 396-9 and 208-10 =
409-11, pp. 225 f. infra, and suggest that what is there stated

confirms the view of Dr. Monro, and that it is unnecessary to

infer archaising, acpicnv in 398 seems to have its ordinary

meaning.

iyprjyopOacTi, 419. A false form (Leaf, a.l.) due to a mis-

understanding of iyprjyopOai, 67, which is from a perf. mid., and
iyp^yopOe, H 371, S 299, which may be mid., -or (Fnch. 404)
act. for iypTjyopare. Dr. Monro, on the contrary, thinks (E.G.

25 and n.) "a Perf. in -Oa may be recognised in iyp7]y6p-6acn

. . . perhaps in the Opt. /3e/3/?(w6>ot9, A 35." Cf. Leaf on %
270. Paley, a.l., says iypi-jyopOa for eyp7)yopa6a (like iirevyvoOa).

But van Leeuwen {Ench. 404 n) quotes authority for Dr. Leafs
view. For the insertion of 6 see iUd. 354, and Kiihner-Blass,

ii. 239, where is the sinister remark that iyprjyopOa occurs only

in K. Brugmann {Gr. Gram. 348) seems to think the form may
have come into existence in a natural way. See also Hinrichs,

Aeol. 15 f. The form has yet to be explained. Archaising is

only one possibility. The fact that the author of K knows and
uses the mid. in 67, rather diminishes the ground for suspecting

that he was using in 419 a word which he did not understand.

Kpdrea^i, 156. See Leaf, a.l, Ench. 237, Jebb, 137 n. and
E.G. 91. It is a "quite anomalous" form, if a dat. sing., so

far as our knowledge of the stem goes, but the E.G. (I.e. with

note) shews that all is not quite clear to the philologists yet.

There is a possibility that /c/oareo-^t may have been as correct

as (TT7]6ecr(f)L icr')^ap6(f)Lv is well vouched, though we know
icT'^dpr} only. KOTv\7]8ov6(j)t is also, so far as we know, irregular

(NeuUldung, Brugmann, Gr. Gram. 239). But is it certain

that KpdT€cr(f)L is meant for a dat. sing. ? Ebel., Seller and
Gehring, s.v., and Brugmann, I.e., take it to be a dat. pi., the last-

named calling it a NeuUldung like (according to some authorities)

iTohea-a-i. So King and Cookson, 332, comparing the -ea- in

eVeeo-o-t. -^t was originally a plural ending (C.R. viii. 402),
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and if Kparea-cfic is sing., it is the only case of a sing, in -cJ^l of

the 3rd decl. in Homer (Kiihner-Blass, i. 491). But it is a
question if the plur. is admissible in K 156. Can the poet in

that line be referring, as in 152, to the heads of the whole
company, and not to Diomede's head alone ? The interposition

of 154 f., which certainly relate to Diomede alone, followed by
Tov in 157, seems to me to be against the idea. If the

authorities quoted are right, then Kpareacj)!, can be explained as

a corruption of Kparl, acj)c, which the minor scholia have preserved

(Thiersch, Gh\ Gram.^ 293, and cf. Leaf, a.L). Kparl and rdirT)^

would both be in place as singulars, though referring to several

heads. (Cf. cravp(OTrjpo<; in 153.) A shield of any kind is a

poor pillow, be it for private or captain, without something

softer folded between the head and the shield. See p. 197 infra.

But I cannot myself think the poet was in 156 referring to

the heads of Diomede's company. Thiersch suggested that the

original might have been v-tto Kparo^ (ptv, seeing in (pcv " a

vanishing trace of the old Dat. lv or Flv instead of oV If we
could postulate a 'Ft or ft, a form that could everywhere replace

ol in the poems, then KPATIfI, later KPATII, may have been
the puzzle that led to the adoption of Kpdreo-cfyL, on the analogy

of ^^pePe(j(j)L, 6^ea(f)L, crrTjOeacfic, opeacfit, which occur 14 times in

the position in the verse occupied by Kpareaffyc. But the
origin of the various forms of the pronoun is still debated

(Solmsen, 199 ;
Brugmann, ojp. cit. 246). There is nothing clear

about Kpdreo-cjiL It cannot be said beyond doubt that it is a

false coinage. It may be a corruption. It may even be correct.

o-Treto, 285. " Perhaps " a false archaism (Monro, Introdn.

to K), on the mistaken analogy of alhelo (Am.-H. a.L ; Christ,

Horn. od. Homcln. 107; Menrad, 136, and others). But this

seems to be no more than suspicion. Schulze's explanation

(404 f.), adopted by Dr. Leaf (cf. his note, E 423, on the forms
in -air), is much simpler,—that it is a case of lengthening in

the first arsis. Lines commence with eirei or hcd ; why not
with aireo ? A scribe might lengthen the first syllable, whether
with a recollection of alhelo or without it. There is no need
to assume archaising. Van Leeuwen {Ench. 371) amends to-

eo-7reo pi &)?. " Athene," he somewhere says, " could not have
listened to Diomede, if he spoke broad Doric !

"

6pea(f>i, 185. Dr. Monro, E.G. 188, 151, thinks this is-
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" perhaps a false archaism/' but on what appear to be slender

grounds. Also that riOrjfievovy 34, may be the same. But I

cannot find any grounds stated. See p. 259 infra.

elaaev, 299. The suggestion here is made in Dr. Leafs

note a.l. There is just a possibility, no doubt, that a late

imitative poet, with inadequate grammatical knowledge, was

misled by r/rl/jLaa-ev or daaev, but surely it is just as likely

to have been a copyist's error. As Dr. Leaf himself says,

"P. Knight's eiaev is no doubt right." Cf. eta ^AOtJvtj, a 346,

and note the impfts. KiK\rj<TK€To and r/prvvero, K 300, 302.

Again, etaa ''EKTcop, which is condemned as rhythmically

impossible, is given by one MS., it was accepted by Wolf and

Bekker, and it is printed by Monro, Am.-H., Christ and others

On such verse-endings, see Ludwich, Ar. ii. 330 ff., and Sommer

in Glotta, i. 156 f.

These are all the cases. It is greatly to be regretted that

more has not been written on pseudo-archaisms as a class by

those who uphold them. We should then feel more certain as

to their existence and significance. We have already referred

to the caution administered by Monro and Jebb. Jebb follows

Monro closely, but, judging from the paucity of the references to

these archaisms in the H.G., one cannot think such forms can

be numerous. Father Browne {Handbook, 47) says they are,

but his examples are not convincing. Paley was an extremist

on the subject (Pos^e^zc or Imitative Words in Homer, ii. 33, and

pref. to his Eiad, vol. II. xxxiv. ff.). For a damaging criticism

of his position see Professor Mahaffy in Macni. Mag. xxxix.,

especially pp. 322 f. Professor Sayce {App. to Mahaffy's H.G.L,

275 ff.) finds in these archaisms confirmation of the theory that

the language of the poems is a mixed, highly artificial dialect,

but that belief seems to be doubted more and more in the present

day. See, e.g.^ Mr. Agar's preface, quoting Dr. Monro. Mr
Agar himself, I should think, would not believe in pseudo-

archaising by the poet or poets. See p. 110 f. of his work.

Modernisation is at least as good an explanation. Early poets

are not given to archaising at all (p. 198 infra). The literary

art had not, in epic times, got the length of "conventional

stylising" (Ptothe in Jh. 1889, 367, approving Gemoll and

against Wilamowitz).

If such forms are due to late imitative poets, many of whom
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are supposed to have laboured at the poems, it seems strange

that we do not find the Eiad and the Odyssey full of such

indications. When a writer has an inclination that way, he

usually indulges it freely. Morris and Newman, for instance,

did so in their translations of Homer. Tennyson loved an

archaic word or phrase. His son tells us so, and that the poet

used to regret that he had never been able to bring in the word
" yarely." The authors of the Eevised Version of the Bible used

many archaisms, and often stumbled (Driver, Jeremiah, 371 ff.).

Macpherson, of Ossian fame, is an example of the dangers of

composing in a language one is not thoroughly familiar with.

But generally those who have affected the archaic in language

have been learned men in a literary age, and they have not made
mistakes. But the late Homeric bards, with a leaning to the

antique, and without the ability to cultivate the taste success-

fully, should have sown their work with false archaisms.

That they certainly have not done. Our own poet's mistakes

number, at the outside, nine, though we do not know of any one

scholar who includes more than six in his list. And observe the

terms in which they are stated. They " seem to be " or " perhaps

are " archaisms, or " we may admit the possibility." And when
we examine the possibility, we find there is in every case some

explanation as good as that of failure to achieve the archaic.

And even if this were their ori^n, there would be no mround for

arguing lateness. Archaisms might have been produced "in 800
or 900 as easily as in 450 B.C. by an Ionian poet who found in

the traditional epic diction forms or phrases which no longer

existed in the living idiom of his day " (Jebb, I.e.). That was

surely possible enough if, as the ,learned hold, the epic art, with

its language and verse, was the fruit of a long period of develop-

ment. Christ observes {Interpol. 191; cf. Browne, 49, and

Cauer, pre£ to Odyssey, xi. f. on airrivpa) that anomalies of the

kind are found in the oldest parts of the poems. They would

tend to indicate a difference of authorship, only if we could

assume that the language of "Homer" was absolutely perfect.

But it is surely just as reasonable to see in them the errors of

copyists, or the " fond things vainly invented " (Agar) by them
or by editors in later ages, or even the innocent slips of an early

bard. Jebb illustrates his position in the matter from eeiaaro,

which Wackernagel took as a scribe's error for krjo-aTo. Both
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would be written in early days EECATO. Our own case of

irapacpOalrjo-L is another illustration.

And lastly, we notice how inconsistent this part of the case

is with another head of the indictment against the author of K.

He is charged with being a late imitator who sought to reproduce

the archaic language of the best days of the epic. His

"archaistic tendency," Dr. Leaf says (vol ii. 629), is "notable."

But he is also discredited by long lists of words and expressions

which are not to be found in the iMenis, or in other comparatively

early and unobjectionable strata of the Iliad. He could hardly

have a serious desire to imitate his ancient models by affecting

the antique, and at the same time so far neglect the traditional

language, and especially its copious and distinctive commonplace,

that numerous deviations from established epic, usage can now

be marked in his lay.

A still more serious allegation against him relating to

archaeological tendency is discussed further on, pp. 197 f. infra.



CHAPTEE XII

THE DIGAMMA

The Digamma has been used by the critics as a test of the age of

a given part of the poems. It died a natural death in the Ionic

of Asia Minor about 800 B.C. (Thumb, LF., ix. 325 and 334;
Tick, Odyssey, 8, and Entstg, d. Od. 7 ; and S. and A. Introduction,

Ixxii.). Before its death it gradually weakened through a period

of decay {Verwitterungsepoche). Its experience was thus the

reverse of that of the Article. The latter, but nascent in

Ur-Ilias days, only reached its prime w^hen, centuries later, the

finishing touches were beiug put to the poems. The Digamma,

on the other hand, was " a living sound when the poems began
;

they lasted till it had become for Ionia a dead convention " (Leaf,

vol. II. X.). Betweenwhiles it was gathering to itself the in-

firmities of age, and these infirmities are characteristic of the

books and passages of the poems composed in the interval.

This is a useful theory to Dissectors, and they apply it freely

when they are bent on proving a passage late, and are neglecting

no indication that can be turned to account. "There is a

suspicious neglect of the Digamma in line—," or interpolatorem

prodit neglectum F verhi—, is a common form of remark. See

Fnch. 143. The suggestion often is that the mere neglect is a

sign of lateness, because such neglects are not found to mar the

purity of the language of early lays. 3' o'lvoio, I 224, is an

lonism according to Eobert. So then is 3' oUah', A 19. To be

sure most of the neglects of f in A have been amended away.

So they may be elsewhere by any one with a good knowledge of

the poems and endowed with a little ingenuity. Difficulties are

stated only to be solved by the Zauhersclilag , omitte or lege to

helva. But,—though Mr. Agar, in the Preface to his Homerica,

thinks the end is in sight,—all the neglects in A have not been

97 H
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purged out of it. And so long as there remains, in the very-

earliest stratum of the Eiad, an irreducible residuum, neglects

of F in other parts of the poems can have little importance. If

the passages impugned get the same treatment as the Ur-Ilias,

their Digamma-phenomena will prove as little against them as

similar blemishes prove against the kernel of the Iliad. No-

where is more use made of F to discredit passages than in

Eobert's Studien. But take away from his instances those in

which F is disputable, those in which neglect of F would not be

generally admitted, and those which can be paralleled in the

Ur-Ilias, and little remains.

And we observe that there is a large body of the very highest

authority in favour of the view that the Digamma-phenomena are

uniform throughout the poems, and cannot be used as a test for

predicating late and early in them. We have found the same

for the epic language and verse generally (p. 48 swpra). Not

that these authorities are all agreed on what we may call the

Digamma Question ; far from it. The various theories can be

found described in any manual. But only this, that many

scholars of standing are agreed that neglects and observances

of F are so uniform that it is impossible to use it as a test of age.

The Ench. 147 (and cf. 567) puts this succinctly: na.m modo ah

hoc, modo ah illo vocahulo Homerico digamma ahest, neque in

recentiorihus tantum locis sed in antiquissima quaque Hiadis vet

Odysseae 'parte hie illie neglegitur. Naber, who is conspicuous

imong the Dissectors, also rejects f as a test {Q.H. 79), and

quotes authorities. I content myself with reference to Friedlander,

Zw. h. W.770; Ludwich,^r. ii. 278 ; Breal, Jour7i. des Sav. 1903,

143, Rev. de Par. 1903, 764, and Pour mieux, 221 ; Jebb, 142 n.
;

and Browne, Handbook, 80. Christ might also be claimed as,

on the whole, an adherent of the same view, though the result

of his discussions in his various works (Interpol. 144 ff. and

166 ff., Rom. od. Homdn. 27, 59, Iliad, 150 ff.) seems to be

that in certain parts of the Iliad and in the Odyssey there is

a difference observable. But even between the Hiad and the

Odyssey he finds no difference worth remarking {Interpol. 167).

StiU there are, he says, small differences. Thus in his E.G.I. ^

43, he finds that the F of oho^ is more frequently neglected

in the Odyssey. But he has omitted to notice that the word

is used in that poem twice as often as in the Iliad.
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But in spite of all these declarations by the experts, passages

and books continue to be tried by the Digamma, and we propose

to submit the Doloneia to the same test. Some, as Thumb and

S. and A., opp. citt., investigate on the vulgate. Others correct

freely. But once admit corrections, other than such as are

trifling and generally acceptable, and uncertainty comes flooding

in. The cautious will not accept the amendments of the rash

emendators, and they in turn sneer at conservative policy which
" regards any change as peius anguV'

Another difficulty is that philologists are not agreed as to

the words which are digammated in the poems. Hartel's list is

often followed, but there are authorities who will take exception

to one item or another in it. Compare the lists in the H.G.,

Thumb's paper, the Ench., Christ's Prolegg., Leskien's examination

of Bekker's treatment of the Digamma, and other works. "IXto?

and 'IA,09 are well-known examples. And there are differences

as to whole classes of words, as those which originally commenced

with aF (Thumb, 331). L. Meyer's proof, in KZ. xxiii. 53 ff.,

that words commencing with o, ov or co have not F in the poems,

is generally accepted, but the rule is not always observed.

Again, to take an individual word, Leo Meyer and Prellwitz

accept Fercoacof;. But another authority holds that "nothing

could be less justified" (C.Q. iii. 273). The Digamma, it is

recognised, did not vanish from all words eodem temporis vestigio.

There is still much uncertainty about individual words. Eobert

asserts initial f in a number of words to which other authorities

would deny it.

There is disagreement on yet another question,—what are to

be considered neglects of f ? One class of cases is numerous and

important,—those of a short syllable ending in a consonant in

thesi ^ before initial F in the following word. Did F lengthen

such a syllable ? Solmsen says it did not. Hoffmann originated

the idea (QH. ii. 50 ff.). Hartel developed it {Ro7ii. Stud. iii.

76 ff.). van Leeuwen objected (Ench. 156 ff.) and gave strong

reasons. Solmsen (129 ff.) upholds it and reinforces it by argu-

ments from post-Homeric poetry in Doric, in which F had a

longer life, and by analogous phenomena in Homeric verse. See

also Meillet in M.S.L. 1909, 31. Writing in 1901, Solmsen

^ I use the term, in what has become ing the ictus. But see Jebb, 192, and
the current sense, of a syllable not bear- C.H. xix. 118.
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regretted that the matter had received so little attention,— only

from G. Meyer {Gr. Gram. 316 f.), and from Ludwich {Ar. ii.

283), who used it for his own purposes. See also Cauer, Odyssey,

p. ix. n} But Solmsen unfortunately overlooked the Ench. So

the case is still with the judges, and till they decide it, we must

remain uncertain how we are to regard a crux such as fiekaivav

ipvaaofMev, A 141, or ^ ha v/Sptv %, A 203, or Kvvrarov

epSoL, K 503. It is worth adding that, using this principle,

Solmsen claims (p. 193) to have proved, in Bhei7i. Mus. liii. 146 f.,

that the Catalogue of the Ships, which many say is modern,

observes F carefully.

Or consider another set of cases. It has been finally

established by Thumb and Solmsen that F was a semi-vowel with

the sound of the English w (u). How then can K oUah^ or

8' olvoio be considered a neglect ? Bentley remarked that clwoihad

is as easy to pronounce as dwell. The point is of interest for us,

as we have, in K 497, vvkt Olvethao, tFol could not have

been more difficult to pronounce than 3feo9 or hFrjv. The elision

before a semi-vowel is not a great matter. In Latin the vowel

of -ne, and even syllables ending in a consonant, could be elided

before a full consonant, if the verse required it. All neglects of

F are evidently not equally serious.

It seems then that any mere enumeration of what an

individual scholar deems neglects, is not enough for the con-

demnation of a given area in the Iliad or the Odyssey. Every

instance must be considered, and the net debit against the

passage weighed against a similar result for what critics regard

as a standard piece of pure Ur-Ilias. And that is what we

propose to do for K. We shall find that it survives the com-

parison. And what then ? The Dissector may tell us he is not

surprised ; the bards of the decadence or the superior rhapsodists

often had " an accurate sense of the old epic language." It has

been said already. Christ {Interpol 169) pauses to explain why

some cantos,—K is one of them,—shew so little Digamma-

irregularity. It is due to the "inclination of the individual

poet." This is one of those resources of destructive criticism

which are intended to render opposition dumb. It seems to

1 I have been able to trace one brief question, against Solmsen, Danielsson

reference to the theory in English,—Mr. in I.F. xxv. 264 ff. Sommer in Glotta,

Allen's in C.Q. iii. 224. See now, for i. 150, appears to accept Solmsen's

a thoroughgoing review of the whole views.
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render Christ's own discussions on the Digamma futile. But

there are Dissectors who will not regard or even require any such

speculation. Bechtel, for example {Vocalcontr. 3), pronounces

regarding K,—apparently on the simple ground of hLaaKoinaaOai

€Ka(TTa, which he assumes is borrowed from P 252, and of BUcrre,

which Tick would replace by BUi/ce,—that F had vanished from

the speech of the poet.

Some other attempts have been made to use the Digamma

to discredit the Doloneia, though we may observe that it seems

very extraordinary that they have been so few. In nearly all

the set attacks on the language of K, by Dlintzer and Orszulik,

by Monro and Leaf and Jebb, the Digamma is not so much as

mentioned. We must assume there were no faults, or not faults

enough to make a case. Yet those of the extremest view are

prepared to accept as late a date as 650 B.C. for the Doloneia.

This makes its author later than Hesiod, and contemporary with

Archilochus. In the first 579 lines of the Works and Days,—
an area as large as K,—there are some forty neglects of F.

For Archilochus, Thumb (p. 329; cf. Tick, Ocl 8, and Seymour,

L. and V. 35) gives the ratio of observances to neglects as

0:13. The difference, in regard to F, between their language

and that of the Menis written centuries before, is plain to every-

body. Kai K akao^ hiaKplveiev. And K also should be equally

unlike the origrinal Uiad. But it is not.

Hoffmann, in his QM., cut up the Iliad into many pieces of

different ages with the help of the Digamma, and (ii. 254 f.)

posted K to an age qua confectae sunt midtae partes Iliadis, quihis

inter se conjunguntur antiqiciora . . . carmina. His work is a

monument of industry, but it has not had lasting value. See

Friedlander, Zu\ A. IT. 770, 776 ; G. Curtius, Andeutrjn. 32 f
.

;

Ilg, Horn. Kritik, i. 19 f
.

; and Peppmliller, Comment, xv. The

progress of both philology and Homeric criticism has been so

great since his day, that it is certain that, if he were working

now, he would, on the changed text, distribute the Iliad in

different fashion. His final grouping is enough to condemn his

results in the eyes of latter-day Dissectors. They will not

accept an Ur-llias consisting of A, P, X, and part of <E>, or the

inclusion in one category of A and K. The dictum of Wolf,

often quoted with approval, and almost as often forgotten, that

we should never be able to tell with accuracy the limits of
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the lays which were massed to make an Iliad, has never heen

ignored more completely than by Hoffmann, ex digammi indiciis

servati aut neglecti Iliadem in minutidas 'particidas dissecante

(Christ, Iliad, 151). Hoffmann found in K bad neglects only

in four passages, which he therefore held interpolations. It

seems then that he should have adjudged the bulk of the Book

to be ancient.

Of recent years K has figured in an interesting discussion

by Thumb in pp. 329 ff. of his paper already referred to. He
compares the Digamma-phenomena in certain parts of the Iliad,

—the Achaean and Trojan Catalogues in B, the Games in ^
261-897, and the whole of K,—which the critics generally

think they have proved aliunde to be late, with those in an

early tract consisting of A and A, excluding the passages in

these two books condemned by Christ. The vulgate is taken

as a basis, without correction. Cases of v i(f)€\K. are left aside.

Only initial Digamma is considered, and only in words in which

its presence hardly admits of doubt. Words in which an

original a-F degenerated into the spiriius asper are excluded (as

Thumb holds that F disappeared from them sooner than from

others), and words commencing with o (not followed by t) or «.

In applying the Digamma as a criterion, hiatus-phenomena are,

for reasons stated, mostly disregarded, and the Digamma effects

taken into account are only {positive) cases in which, (1) a

final long vowel or diphthong in thesi remains long before F,

(2) those in which F makes "position," and (neglects) (3) elision,

(4) failure to make position, and (5) failure to prevent correption

of a long vowel or diphthong. In short. Thumb seeks an

adjudication on cases in which the active influence of F can be

asserted with reasonable certainty.^ The result is that he finds

the proportions of the totals of observances and neglects are,

for A and A, 12 : 9 = 1 :-75, and for B, K, ^, 17:17 = 1: 1.

He also gives figures to shew that the latter agree with the

oldest of the Hymns, and are therefore, I presume, of the same

age.

The procedure seems open to question on several grounds.

Many scholars will not accept Christ's excisions. The selection

^ Professor Thumb has, with great he excludes, but that he finds them a

courtesy to an entire stranger, explained less certain basis for inference. His

to me that he does not deny all rele- method is essentially a tentative one.

vance to the words and phenomena which
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of passages so much sui generis as the Catalogues in B will not

seem a happy one. A more serious objection still is the small-

ness of the number of the instances on which a decision is

reached. The element of chance must play a great part.

There are parts of the poems where the frequent occurrence

of a word or stock phrase which their subject requires, might

vitiate the whole of the inference. Thus in P, counting on

Thumb's method, I find a considerable preponderance of observ-

ances over neglects. But P is concerned, in great part, with

the dragging hither and thither of the corpse of Patroclus,

and no fewer than 8 out of the 23 observances of F are ir

the word Fepvco. And lastly, I have tested many books in

the poems by the same method, and the results often do not by

any means correspond to the views of advanced critics. For

instance, N is generally decried as a mass of patchwork, much
of it of late origin. Yet I do not find in the first 800 lines,

or till we come to iirl 8' la^e \ao<^ 'A^^aLcov in 822 and 834,

one single case that is a neglect of F within the meaning of

Thumb's scheme, and ta^j^e cases are themselves extremely doubt-

ful (Unch. 164; Meillet, op. cit 41 ; Hartel, Bom. Stud. iii. 37
;

and Pick, Od. 7 n.). Corroboration of the popular views of late

and early is here wanting entirely. So it is, I find, in regard to fl.

We might test K by Messrs. Sikes and Allen's plan (op. cit,

Ixiv. ff.), tabulating all Digamma-phenomena, though it means

the inclusion of much that is unreal, the result of wear and

tear. Taking K, 579 lines, A (excluding the Cliryseid, supposed

to be late), 551 lines, and «, 548 lines, calculating observances

and neglects in the way those authorities adopt, combining with

their table on p. Ixix., and reducing the proportions in a rough

way to the same figure, 24, I find the proportions of observances

to 24 neglects work out as follows:—&>, 73; A, 65; K, 62
;

Ap. Pyth. 56; Aphr. 45; Ap. Del. 38; Cer. Zl] Eerm. 12.

It seems that A and K are practically in the same position in

this matter, and that co, which is supposed to be very late, is

better than either.

A better plan perhaps is to examine every individual case

of neglect. It is the neglects that are the really important

factor. Taking K first, they are only 4 in number, for two

apparent cases must be excluded from consideration as too

doubtful, TjXvd' Icorj, 139, and 8' IBpo), 572. As to Icorj, some
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authorities give it f, but Curtius prefers IcdFtj from s/^f,

and Thumb excludes the word from his list. But even if Ficot]

were certain, we could read {Ench. 159) rfkOe Fcwtj, for rjXvdov

and rfkOov have been interchanged at times. And as to

Ihpoi^, scholars are agreed that it had lost F before Homeric

times {Ench. 174 ; E.G. 374 ; Prellwitz, s.v. ; Tick, Ochjssey, 7 f.

;

and Kiihner-Blass' list). There remain four cases generally

regarded as neglects. (1) rr^v vvkt OlvetSao, 497. This is

a parallel case to S' ocKaS^ in A. See p. 97 supra. And we
find AItcoXlov, Olvofiaov re and Bat<f)povo^ Olvethao in lines 706
and 813 of E, in passages which some, as Christ, regard as of

the old Iliad, not to mention ov 'yap er Olvrjof;, B 641, which

is generally marked spurious. (2) Kvvrarov ephou, 503. Here
we may read Kvvrara {E.G. 368, and Bekker, .^om. Bldt. ii.

23). If dvTia eXirr) and Kprj'yva elvra? are accepted in A 230
and 106, K cannot be denied the benefit of a similar change.

There remain (3) and (4), two cases of neglect before eKaaro^,—
iravTCdv ol €KaaTO<;, 215, and BLaorKOTrodo-dat eKaara, 388.

On the former Dr. Leaf remarks that "the omission of the

F in FeKaaro^; is very rare." The omission seems to be

common {E.G. 366, and Ench. 167). Dr. Monro observes that

" the proportion (of neglects) that can be removed by emendation

is not so large as in most cases." A neglect of the kind in an

old formula, &>? elTrcbv corpvve fievo^ zeal Ovfiov cKaarov, is

amended by the critics, to Oufjuov re ifcdarov, and so are cases

occurring in what are considered the older parts of the poems.

So they have been in our passages. In 2 1 5 Heyne replaced ol by

ye ; Brandreth, by k€. In 3 8 8 we can read eKaara Scao-KOTrid-

adat with Christ, a.L, and Menrad (120 7i.), or BioiTTevcrovTa

efcacrra (see Tick, Iliad, 479). Or diravra) final e/caara may
have crept into some places. See, e.g., critical notes on T 332,

p 70, (j) 222, and r 463 (on which Agar, 349). But there

seems to be no need to amend. It is quite certain that the F
of eKaaro^ was very weak. There are at least 9 cases in the

poems of the correption of ol and ac before the word, including

TMV ol €Kaa-TO<;, 6 392, and ScaaKOTndadao eKaarov, P 252.

If K is to suffer through F, it can only be on account of

OlvetBao, though we protest against even that case. For A,

Christ {Interpol. 162) gives a list of 13 neglects off. I omit

virei^ofiat,, 294, and irapeuTrT], 555, as I have not considered
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hUiTre in K; o? k eiirot, 64, 8' avdcrcretv, 288, and 7' et'crerat,

548, usually amended by the omission of the particle ; Kprjjvov

eZ-TTa?, 106, and avrlov elirrj, 230, reading -a in each case; Zev?

he 7rpo<; 6v, 609, not without hesitation; 8* ocKaS\ 19, for

which see p. 97 supra \ and even ^e koI epyw, 395, though the

approved correction, r/e re, may be questioned. But the remain-

ing three are not so easy to deal with. For eaOXr)^ ecraerac

^So9, 576, Bentley suggested ia-6\r](; earat, and Nauck eaaerac

e(Td\rj<;, which Christ cliaracterises as numeri pessimi. They are

at any rate not an improvement on the vulgate. Fick reads ea\a<;

ea-crer vaho^. Boisacq, however, s.v. rjho^, denies that it had F.

And cf. Ench. 162. But the two that remain resist alteration.

Attempts have been made on v^pcv Xhr}, 203, but a satisfactory

reading is not to be got sine gravi 77iutatioQie {Ench. 174).

Robert and Bechtel omit the passage from their Ur-Ilias. As

to ^eXaivav epvaaofjiev, 141, only one very poor emendation has

been suggested. Robert and Bechtel {Stud. 214, 277) allow it

to stand, referring to Usener. On Solmsen's principle, there is

no neglect. But if that principle be applied universally, the

utility of F to Dissectors is enormously reduced. A is no better

than K in the matter of the Digamma.

I have similarly drawn out results for «, but it is un-

necessary to extend them. Neglects can mostly be cured by

very small amendments, and the doubtful residue does not seem

to me as serious as that shewn above for A. I have also, in

the course of my investigations, compared the results for many
other books in the poems, and have found good ground for

believing that those authorities are right who hold (p. 98 supra)

that there is no difference, in the matter of F, between one area

and another ; and this, whether one takes with Thumb only

the more decided eftects, or with S. and A. all effects as ex-

hibited by the vulgate, or, with the majority of critics, exercising

the art of emendation and using the results of the most recent

philology.

There seems to be no case against K on the Digamma. The

evidence tends to place it in Ur-Ilias times.
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THE VEKSIFICATION

The verse of K seems to be as perfect as that of any other lay.

If its author was late, he must have had not only an accurate

sense of the old epic language, including a wonderful knowledge

of the lost Digamma ; he must also have had a good ear, and

must have been a master of the intricacies of the old epic verse.

We may say no fault has been found with his versification.

The caesura in 317 {E.G. 340) and the division of 453 (p. 69

supra) are hardly worth mentioning. In Christ's section on

peculiarities of rhythm (Interpol 170 ff.) K ranks with the best.

But if its author's enemies cannot find faults, they can at least

refuse him benefit from their absence. Frodudiones duriores

desunt (Hoffmann, Q.R. ii. 220), but that is not to be counted to

the poet for merit. Casio accidit. He was late, and the

blemishes ought to be there. Good luck saved him.

But K is Odyssean, and the Odyssey differs from the Iliad, it

is said, in points of verse structure. And on these points the

Odyssean books of the Hiad are said to favour Odyssean ways.

Not K, nor I, but ^ and n. It is strange that the Odyssean

group should be split into two parts, but so it is, according to the

critics. We shall compare the poems as wholes, and also enquire

how far the tainted books of the Iliad shew Odyssean leanings.

Commencing with " position," we may start from the following

statement by Dr. Monro {E.G. 34:4:, repeated, Odyssey, 333):

—

" Neglect of Position is perceptibly commoner in the Odyssey than

in the Iliad. Apart from cases in which the necessities of metre

can be pleaded, viz. proper names and words beginning with ^ -,

it will be found that the proportion of examples is about 3:1.

It will be seen, too, that some marked instances occur in "^ and

il" It is added that practice is still more lax in Hesiod and the

106
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Hymns, and four bad cases are quoted from the " scanty fragments

of the Cyclic poets." This suggests steady degeneration from the

early books of the Iliad through the Odyssean books and the

OchjsscTj down to the Cyclics and the Hymns.

In K the only two cases that require to be noticed are

^/Spord^o/xev, 65, and Be ifKecov, 252. Both are of course excused

(LaKoche, H.U. 6) as words which could not be used if the

consonants in the first syllable made position. As to rrXecov,

LaEoche (p. 15) accepts synizesis. But some object. See

Solmsen, 136 ?i. In any case K compares well with any other

part of the Iliad. In A, e.g., we find two bad examples, o 76

TT/otV, 97, and Zeu? he irpo^;, 609. K's character in this matter is

easily vindicated.

Let us now extend the enquiry to ^ and 12, which contain

" marked instances." In each we exclude, as before, the cases of

words the forms of which require that there be some relaxation

of rule. There remain—as in A—just two cases without excuse

in each book, in ^ ri'i^e tt/jo?, 868, and pohoevrv Be %/3tei/ ekaiw,

186 ; in fl eireira nrpo, 783, and koX tcl ye '^pvaeLrjv, 795, where

LaKoche would excise ye. One case in each book is before a

combination ('^p) before which a vowel remains short very rarely.

(See, however. Agar, 129 ff. He would even restore in A 37,

451, apyvpoTo^o^;, Xpvarjv.) But all the four cases have this

amount of palliation, that they occur in places in the verse,

—

after the first foot or in the Bucolic Diaeresis,—where there is a

pause. There is thus no ground for any special imputation on

^ and n. I has not even been charged. It will be seen further

on that it has only one case, 66l irXelcrra, 382. K has been

cleared above. Therefore this particular metrical looseness

cannot be used to separate the Odyssean quartette from the

Iliad.

Nor can they be attached to the Odyssey, for I think it can

be shewn that the practice in it is not noticeably different from

that of the Iliad. Dr. Monro, as we have seen, says that cases

are thrice as numerous in the Odyssey, but it is not clear how

this result has been reached. It is a somewhat troublesome task

to examine LaEoche's lists {H.U. 1-41), and opinions will differ

as to what is sufficient reason for removing words from the

category of exceptions. To Monro's " proper names and words

beginning with ^ -," we must add words which have inside them
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two consecutive syllables of the value of ^ -. And we must

exclude standing formulae,—w^hich, it may be noted, prove that

neglect of position, when necessity compelled, was an old estab-

lished practice. But how far is necessity to be recognised ?

When vy - is within the word, there is no difficulty. But where

v^ - is initial, there is often a doubt. Thus a short before such

forms as Kpovlcov, jBpoTwv, 6p6voi<;, rpefxei^ rpirrj^;, must be

allowed, or they are absolutely barred. But what of, say,

KjOoi/09 -ov -(p, rpec^iet, Tplrr), and the like ? Any such word can be

used if the poet arranges to have it followed by one commencing

with a vowel. If then the poet does not so arrange, but uses

the same licence in respect of these forms as in respect of those

which it is quite impossible, without licence, to bring into the

hexameter, are such cases to be counted against the versification

or not ? We submit they should not. The ^ - forms of such

words may be taken as making a rule for ^ ^ forms.

Discriminating then in this way, the only real exceptions

appear to be araOfjioi, 77 89, haKpvirXoieLv, t 122, KeKpvfjLfjiiva, i/r

110, (f>apirpri<;, B 323, Tvirrere Kkrjthecra-LV, fi 215, apa KXaiovar]^,

y 92, 661 irXelara, B 127, I 382, avrhp 6 ttXtjo-lov, A 329, a/x^l

Se y^Xalvav, f 529, /neXi '^copov, k 234:, ra Be Bpdy/Jbara, A 69,

rj^rjTopi Spr}K(ov, E 462, Kara Kpara, 6 92, Se re Kpari, fi 99,

eYXero Kpivafievo^, A 697, Be Kpdro^, T 121, 7 cases in the Iliad

of a final vowel kept short before UpLafiiBr}^, 2 before irplv in the

Iliad and 2 in the Odyssey, 4 before tt/do in the Uiad and 1 in

the Odyssey, ov riva irpcbrov, 7 320, 776 av tt/owto?, p 275, 6 cases

(other than in formulae) before tt/oo? in the Iliad and 4 in the

Odyssey, ovBe tl Trpocr^do-Oat, ^jr 106, rcva TpcoidB(ov, Z 122, Se

p^/Dtez^, ^ 186, and rd ye XP^^^^V^> ^ ^^^>—29 inexcusable

cases from the Iliad, and 2 from the Odyssey. This is in favour

of the Odyssey. We might, though I do not think we should,

exclude the 9 cases before proper names in the Iliad, but, on the

other hand, there are a few cases from the Odyssey which I have

included in the list only after great hesitation. We may say the

two poems are in this matter as nearly as possible in the same

case. Of course another enumerator might bring out a different

result, especially if small emendations, many of which LaEoche

notices, are accepted. But the total number of cases for which

nothing can be said must, on any counting, be so small that no

sound inference can be drawn. Further, I believe that there is
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explanation of, or at least some excuse for, the laxity iu the great

majority of cases, in the fact that it occurs at a pause in the

verse. Thus, out of the (29 + 20 = ) 49 cases, the first 4 have

the ^ - within the word. Of the remaining 45 the great

majority are situated in pauses, leaving only 10 or so for which

there is no shadow of excuse.

It may be added that the list given by LaRoche (p. 42) of

cases in which the rule is observed and violated in the same line,

is very instructive. It contains lines from books of the Ur-Ilias,

A, A, X. We may say then, as Dr. Monro says of hiatus, that it

is unlikely that neglect of position was ever absolutely forbidden

in epic verse. We think it equally unlikely that any difference

in this respect between so-called early and late books will ever

be established on LaEoche's lists. Any future examination of

these will have to take account of the contents of Sommer's paper

ji Glotta, i. 145 ff. And perhaps, for comparison of books, a

better method would be to take the ratio of neglects to

observances.

It is also worth observing that, as briefly remarked in H.G.

344, the rule as to position is still more lax in Hesiod and the

Hymns. For the former, instances are collected in Paulson's Stud.

Hes. i., and for the latter in Eberhard's Metr. Bcohachtgn. z. d. horn.

Hymnen, i. For Hesiod I count some 1 7 inexcusable cases in say

2700 lines ; for the four longer Hymns about 1 8 in 1900. There

are in the Iliad ^n^ Odyssey, on my counting, about 49 in 28,000.

Instances are from four to five times as numerous in Hesiod and

the Hymns. And exceptions are allowed in these before com-

binations which always lengthen a preceding vowel in the two

epics. The criterion, therefore, separates the latter from the later

compositions, and the agreement of K with the rest of the Iliad

and with the Odyssey is one more argument against the very late

date to which some would assign it.

Next as to hiatus, on which much has been written in many
treatises. It does not appear to have been asserted anywhere

that the verse of K shews any special leaning towards this metrical

irregularity, so there is no express charge to be rebutted. But

Dr. Monro {H.G. 357) observes that "hiatus in the Bucolic

Diaeresis is commoner in the Odyssey than in the Iliad in the

proportion of 2 : 1. Hiatus after the vowel e is also comparatively

rare in the Iliad ; Knos "—the reference is to his De Digammo'
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Homerico, 41 fif.

—"reckons 22 instances (many of them doubtful),

against 40 in the Odyssey. It is worth notice that in both these

points ^ and H agree with the Odyssey." We wish to contest

this alleged difference between the Iliad and the Odyssey, and to

defend the " Odyssean " books of the former.

First, we would remark that the statement seems to be

wanting in precision, as statements regarding hiatus unfortunately

often are. There is hiatus after a short, there is hiatus (" weak "

or '' improper ") after a long vowel. Authorities sometimes discuss

" hiatus," meaning only one or the other, but not stating which.

There is also, to some metrical experts, as Knos, hiatus which is

licit and hiatus which is illicit. And Knos, in the pages on which

Dr. Monro draws, confined himself, for his own purposes, to hiatus

after a short vowel (Miss Stawell, H. and II. 317). When then

Dr. Monro refers to hiatus in the Bucolic Diaeresis, the word is used

in the restricted sense of licit hiatus, all hiatus there being,

according to Knos and others, licit, and in the still more restricted

sense of hiatus after a short vowel. But in regard to hiatus

after e, it is clear from Dr. Monro's figures that he has collected

instances from all Knos' lists, and that he includes both licit and

illicit hiatus. Nothing of all this appears on the face of his

statement, which has been copied, in whole or in part, into a

number of treatises without any explanation. See Jebb, 139 n.\

Vogrinz, 47 ; and Browne, Handhook, 95.

On the merits, reference may be made to Miss Stawell's dis-

cussion. I.e. She has rightly objected to the exclusion of cases

in the Bucolic Diaeresis after long vowels, and shewn how small

the difference between the two poems is when cases after long

vowels as well as short are considered. Dr. Monro gives no

reason for his discrimination (if intended) between the two classes.

Another point noted by Miss Stawell is the effect of the greater

amount of speech in the Odyssey. But there is more to be said.

A very cursory examination discloses defects in Knos' enumeration

for the Bucolic Diaeresis. It is not complete. I note the absence

ofE221,Z422,K93, andE560 (where iocKore^ may have been

read). There seems to be a case in A itself. OaXaaad re r^-^rjea-aay

157, cannot perhaps be claimed, but in line 129 and in 5 other

places in the Iliad the authorities would restore evreix^a (vulg.

€VT6i'^6ov). And Knos omits cases of elision, no doubt as unneces-

sary for his enquiry. But the omission is questionable for Dr.
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Monro's purpose (and see p. 112 infra). There are many cases

in the poems like fieraTrpeTri' dOavdroccnv and ap^e uKptra

Ovixw. Again, are we to take an old-fashioned or an up-to-date

text ? Knos excludes the type e'yx^^ o^voevn (for which Agar,

330, suggests Fof- or ^of-). But read e^x^^ ^^^^ ^^^^ editors,

and you have hiatus after a short. If you replace -ov by -oo,

you manufacture cases by the score. And then the Digamma.

If you reject FiXio^, Fo^, Fe\Ko^, FepKo<^, Fe6vo<;y etc., the list

will be greatly enlarged. And jod. Some are positive that it

never existed in the epic language {Ench. 181). elaaro alone,

excluded by Knos, would add 4 cases. And so on. Much

progress has been made since Knos wrote in 1872-3. He would

draw up a different list now. But his list would not please

everybody. And to sustain an indictment such as the H.G. bases

on it, very great care would have to be devoted to it.

Acyain, much value cannot be attached to a difference based

on such small totals for 28,000 lines as 23 and 38. And if the

suggestion is, as it appears to be, that there was degeneration in

the matter of hiatus after a short between the periods of the Iliad

and the Odyssey, then surely we should not confine ourselves to

the Bucolic Diaeresis. If we test for degeneration in other

positions, we find the inference greatly weakened. The cases of

hiatus after the third trochee are (Knos, p. 42 ff.) Iliad 55,

Odyssey 49. There is not much difference here, even after

allowing for the smaller number of lines in the Odyssey. The

cases after the first dactyl are 10 (perhaps considerably more) in

the Iliad, 3 in the Odyssey (p. 47). This is in favour of the

Odyssey. And as to illicit hiatus (pp. 47 f.), the two poems

are as nearly as possible alike.

Next as to hiatus after e. What is there in this e ? Dr.

Monro does not explain. There are 7 cases after l in the Iliad,

and 2 in the Odyssey. Are we to discriminate between the two

vowels ? That hiatus after i is licit makes no difference.

Whatever we argue on e against the Odyssey can be argued

against the Iliad on t. And of the e cases in the Iliad, 5 are

in n, 2 in '^, while in I and K there are none. Again the

four books do not hang together. And Miss Stawell seems to

have reason when she says that the doubtful cases are in the

list from the Odyssey, rather than, as Dr. Monro says, in that

from the Iliad. For example, in a 225 we should probably
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read rt? Bal 6fii\o<; ; 7 1 6 is ot/caBe FU/juevoL. In 3 cases of

rjSe €(f>aaKov -e, a fi or a f' should be inserted. And there are

a number of cases in which philologists would give effect to a

lost initial a, now represented by the rough breathing in virvo^y

viro, ofim, etc. See Mr. Allen in C.Q. iii. 226. And other

considerations might be urged. If cases after elision are to

be included, there are at least 3 in A,—2, 96, and 445. A
more careful enumeration will be required. Lists drawn up

for quite another purpose are dangerous to argue on. I note

that Miss Stawell seems to omit 6 of Knos' cases from her list

for the Iliad, apparently on account of F. But all scholars

would not agree.

If attempts are to be made to dissociate a book or books

from the rest by the hiatus criterion, then it is. submitted that

all hiatus phenomena should be counted, on some plan such

as that adopted by Professor Clapp in his edition of T-Xl, App.

430 ff. I have made a rough count for K and the "Continua-

tion " of the Odyssey, as late, and for A and A, as early books,

taking 579 lines (the length of K) in every case. I find they

give very similar results. Between them and ITym. Merc, how-

ever, I find a great gulf fixed. But Professor Clapp's classifica-

tion of cases seems to be open to criticism on a number of

points. And it seems unlikely that there will ever be results

of any value from the hiatus test, till there is greater consensus

among experts. They have much to settle still about lost

initial consonants. Oscar Meyer's Q.H. may be referred to.

And some of the principles on which they proceed at present

seem questionable. Take the case of elision. Professor Clapp

says, " where one vowel has already been elided from the first

word, the two words are so closely bound together that the

hiatus is not felt." I suppose it is heresy to question this,

but one would think prima facie that the closer the two words

are, and the nearer the final vowel of the one is brought to

the initial vowel of the other, the more the hiatus must be felt,

till artificial means, by contraction or synizesis, are resorted to

to remove it. The nearer they are without being amalgamated,

the shorter the pause between them, and the greater the difficulty

or the unpleasantness of pronouncing them separately. If the

least objectionable form of hiatus is that which is present when

the vowels are separated by a distinct pause, when, as Knos
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puts it (p. 45), there is silentio interposito nihil detrimenti a

sequentihus vocalibics, then one might suggest that the worst

form is that produced by elision. And the text will have to

be better ascertained, and quarrels over the principles of textual

criticism will have to be composed, before much dependence

can be placed on hiatus statistics. One never knows how far

the vulgate is being worked on, and how far amendments are

accepted. It seems impossible to reconcile the figures given by

Knos, by Hoffmann {Q.R. i. 88 ff), by van Leeuwen (UncJi. 79 f.

and 592), and by Seymour (Z. and F. 40 f).

Professor Clapp says (p. 430), "Homer is said to avoid

hiatus, and yet in more than 2000 places in the 3754 verses

of T-O, according to our text, a word ending with a vowel is

followed, in the same verse, by a word beginning with a vowel."

And if the critics are right in their belief that the text has been

altered freely to remove hiatus, it must have been much more
common originally than now appears. Even omitting cases

that are classed as only " apparent," it may be said that hiatus

occurs almost once in every two lines of the poems. So hiatus

was not avoided, but only very bad forms of it, of which there

are few, so few that their distribution affords no basis for dis-

section. Again, hiatus inside a word is surely worse than

between two words. When we find such collocations of hiatus

in the interiors of words as those in rjie and oUai,—both in A,

—it is not easy to believe that the author or authors of the

poems considered themselves bound to be at great pains to avoid

it between words. Why should dyXa airoiva be objectionable

if ayXad is to be passed as blameless ? In eVt ovpa there is

hiatus
;

join them into a compound and there is none. So
with TL Tj and tlt]. The critics with one breath object to hiatus

between words, and with another restore such cacophonies as

Apyetotac, ivepyr]^;, /caKo/xrj-^dvoo, '7rpoa€(f)cov€€, ^feeo?. Dr.

Monro's conclusion {KG. 357) is that hiatus was never absolutely

forbidden in epic verse. That is surely not strong enough.

Better with Kuhner-Blass, i. 191, to say that the Homeric
language avoided hiatus, dock nicht sehr dngstlich. Wecklein
{Textkrit. 70) thinks hiatus was not objectionable to the Ionian

ear, that it was at one time much more frequent in the poems
than it is in our text, and that its removal in many cases w^as

due to Attic influence. " The Greek ear was sensitive to hiatus
"

I
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(Allen in C.Q. iii. 225). The classical Greek ear was. Can

that be said of the old Achaean ear ? Do we know enough

of the original language of the poems to warrant us in deciding ?

See Tick, Entstg. d. Od. 4. Such a line as ^Xtj/jlevo^; t) Iw rj

€'y')(el o^voevTL enjoins caution. But, be all this as it may, we

think we have said enough to vindicate the Odyssey and the

Odyssean books against the metrical head of charge,—so far

as it has been formulated. The fact appears to be that the laws

of the Homeric hexameter are still far from being thoroughly

understood. A comprehensive treatise embodying the copious

results of recent philology is a great want. The metric is bound

up with the Digamma. Textual criticism to a great extent

seems to wait on both. At present much is in a state of flux.



CHAPTEE XIV

THE PARALLEL PASSAGES

It has been discovered by the critics that lines in a number of

passages in K have been borrowed or imitated from the Odyssey.

Their conclusion is that K is later than that poem. I refer

chiefly to GemoU in Herm. xv. 557 ff. See also Sittl, Wiederhlgn.

30 ff.; Nitsche, 23 f.; Orszulik, 39 ff.; van Herwerden, Q.H. 130
;

'KKmrner, Astli. Komm. 222; Eanke, 76 ff.; Franke, Noun, propr.

51 f n.\ Eobert, 501 and n.\ and W. Witte, Stud. z. Horn. 7.

For Christ's views see pp. 120 ff. infra.

The Homeric Eepetitions are admittedly a matter of the

first importance. The literature of the subject is not scanty,^

but unfortunately it is nearly all from the hands of Dissectors,

who start with preconceived notions of late and early, and that

spoils all. I shall endeavour to give, for every case of repetition

in K, most of the principal opinions on it. I think the mere
enumeration of contradictory pronouncements will often prove

the futility of the method adopted.

I take Gemoll's essay as the basis of my examination. It

has secured some approval from other critics, as Hinrichs {Herm.
xvii. 105) and Cauer {Grdfrgn. 524). Xiese {Entwick. 65 9z.)

gives modified adhesion, and so Wilamowitz {H.TJ. 231 and
91., cf. 15). On the other hand Sittl (op. cit. 33 f. and 6)
condemns Gemoll for his ignorance of repetition Literature and
for his " fixed idea " of the centoartiger Charctkter of K, and
compares him with Peppmiiller on 12, " a deterrent example."

Eothe has also some very unfavourable comments in Jl.

1 I have had reluctantly to reserve Wiederholungen is in a category by
for a future occasion a chapter review- itself. It opposes the popular view,
ing the contents of these treatises and Hennings has some remarks on it in
the principles on which they proceed. Homers Odyssee, 37 flf.

They are nearly all German. Rothe's

115
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Bursian, 1883, 323. Seeck (Quellen d. Od. 287) remarks "how

fallacious the method is." Three years later GemoU returned to

the subject unmoved by Sittl's rebuke {Eerm. xviii. 308 ffi). In

the same volume, 34 ff., he applies his method to the Iliad and

the Odyssey as wholes. It has already been stated (p. 1 5 sujpra?)

that, by the same method, Diintzer has proved that it is the

Odyssey that imitates, and consequently is later than K.

Gemoll finds that there are pairs of passages in K and the

Odyssey with the same phrasing and construction, and containing

the same thought or describing the same situation. Only two

explanations of any such coincidence are possible. Either the

matter is of the nature of a standing formula, or it is the product

" of one poetic individuality," from which another has copied it.

If the former alternative is excluded, the latter must be accepted,

and we must enquire as to proprietary right. That is, plagiarism

is assumed ! It is hasty procedure, for it ignores what other

scholars of the highest authority regard as one of the most

patent characteristics of the poems, as it is of many early

literatures and even of some poets in a literary age,—the free

repetition of matter. Yet it is a favourite means of discrediting a

passage. Any one who is familiar with Dissecting literature

knows how frequently lines which occur elsewhere are con-

demned, without any serious attempt being made to establish

priority. How much can be proved by manipulation of Eepetitions

is shewn by Mulder, Quellen, 322 f., and by many other authorities.

Gemoll's cases are :

—

1. K 26-8 and 3 145 f. The phrase iroXeixov dpaavv

opfjuaivovre^;, which occurs in each, does not recur, and is not epic

" small change." That is so far correct. But jroXefjLov dpaavv is

found, Z 254, and opfxaivw with ohov, irKoov, (povov, in the

Odyssey. Eeferences to the sufferings before Troy, similar to

those in the passages we are discussing, are frequent (p. 173

infra). But Gemoll does not decide between K and S. Diintzer

(p. 476) pronounces 3 the borrower.

2. K 97-9 and fi 281 f. Agam Gemoll refrains from

assigning priority. The similarity is confined to the phrase

Kafjidrq) aST^/core? ^Se Kal vttvw.

3. K 157-9, Nestor wakens Diomede, and, o 44-7, Telemachus

wakens Pisistratus, in each case \a^ iroKl Kiviqaa^. There has

been a dispute since the days of Aristarchus (Am.-H. Anli. to o
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45). Some favour K, because Nestor was old, and of course

an old man cannot stoop. But GemoU asks why " in all the

world " the line (45), if unsuitable, was inserted in o. Why
indeed ? But he does not decide in which place it is original.

In his later paper, however, he favours o, because the vttvov

dcoTelv of K recurs only k 548. But how " in all the world
"

does that affect the question ? He also asks why Nestor could

not waken Diomede with his spear. But a spear was sharp at

both ends, aavpcoTTJp as well as al')(^ij.rj, and not very suitable for

so delicate an operation. Blass observes {Interpol. 159) that the

scene is full of humour, " which all do not understand."

He thinks (I.e. and 166) o 45 is spurious. See also Am.-H.

I.e., and Cauer {Anmkgn., a.L). Sittl (p. 31) and Monro (on

K 158) are cautious. Wilamowitz {H.U. 15 n.), Christ {Horn,

od. Homdn. 57), and Piothe (Wiederhlgn. 129) favour K. Dr.

Leaf (on K 158) thinks Xa^ ttoSI Kcvrjaa<; is "less suitably

used " in o. So K is vindicated.—If we consider the phrases in

Z 65, E 620, n 863, N 618, and U 503, we may say our

expression is not far from epic commonplace. To raise on it

a question of plagiarism seems excess of zeal.

4. K 214 f. and a 245 ff. = 7r 122 f. = r 130 ff.,—containing

the words oao-oc yap vrjecra-iv {vrjcroLCTLv) iTriKpareovo-tv aptaroL.

GemoU does not object to that line being considered as suitable

in K as in other places. Sittl (p. 31), Christ (op. cit. 57) and

van Herwerden {Q.H. 13) prefer the Odyssey. Dlintzer (p. 473)
prefers K. There is nothing on which to decide.

—

iiriKpareovcn

recurs, always in the same position in the verse, in H 98 (dat.

pi. of ptcp.), f 60 and /3 320 {-iwai).

5. K 242-4 and a 64-7, two very similar passages. The
critics give their attention to eTreira chiefly. Sittl elucidates

from the Pdg-Veda. Fasi thought it more suitable in K.

Gemoll doubts ; the lines there are unnatural and forced. In his

later paper he makes up his mind for a. Niese and Lentz had

ruled out eVetra there. Gemoll objects, and agrees with Sittl

(p. 32) that the iyo) is better in a.

In ancient times it was held that Zeus would not call a

mortal 6elo<^, but that is not now pressed. But see C.R. xvii.

238, where the passage in K is condemned. 6elo<; 'OSucrcreu?

certainly seems to be of the Gemeingut. Even ttw? av eireira

recurs I 437 (cf. 444). But eireLra remains the chief crux.
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Some rely also on eVco and XaOoifjLTjv. I will only say briefly that

Nitzsch, Dtintzer, Wilamowitz, Christ and Eothe favour K, and

Sittl, Blass, Wecklein and van Herwerden prefer the claims of

a. Cauer {Grclfrgn. 486) finds the eireiTa in K suitable, the

eyo) striking, the eireira in a wonderful, and the ijco quite

natural. What is to be thought of it all ? The discussion has

been quite infructuous so far. Hennings {Odyssee, 49 f.) frankly

gives the puzzle up.

6. K 278-81 and v 299-301. These passages contain

the sentence rj re /xot (crot) alel iv Travreao-c TrovoLat irapi-

araaai (-fiat). For Gemoll the words vvv avre fiaXccrrd fie

(jitXai, 'AOrivrj, in K, settle the question of precedence. They

occur in E 117. Therefore the passage in K is a cento! This

provokes the scorn of Sittl (p. 33). Eeichert (De lib. Od. v et

TT, 11) seems to say that v is the borrower. Much depends on

which passage you wish to discredit. I would only add that,

if we compare E 115-8 with our passages, the airopia will be

for some critic to decide order of origin for the three.

7. K 290-4. 290 is v 391. 291 reminds Gemoll of E

809. 292-4 = 7 382-4. So here we have another cento,

Blass (p. 149) agrees as to K 290. Dr. Leaf thinks 292-4

probably belong to 7, but gives no reasons. Sittl (p. 34) would

excise them; Diintzer (p. 473) would not. z/ 391 is rejected by

van Herwerden (Rerm. xvi. 374) and Agar (p. 240). And so

on. See Am.-H. Anh. to both passages. As to K 291 and E

809, the similarity is in the use of irapio-racrdaL koI (pvXdcraeLv.

But see K 279, ^ 783, S 827, o 35, v 47, 7 222, and

p. 173 infra. So? is of course frequent. For cjitXai, cf. E 61.

As to the lines 292-4, Sittl rejects them in K because they

disturb the symmetry of the two heroes' prayers. Almost any

reason will do. Dtintzer, on the other hand, observes that in 7

there is no special prayer requiring a vow to secure its fulfilment.

There is something in this, if regard be had to the do ut des of

Homeric supplications. Diomede, more heroico, thought special

inducement necessary. See such cases as those in A 119 ff.

and Z 305 ff. But, necessary or not, the vow in 7 was fulfilled

next morning. So we come to a halt again, till some fresh clue

is found.

We may add one remark. If the poet of K was a cento-

maker, why should he trouble to alter the iroTva and eirap-q^io
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of V ? We might ask the same question about K 5 7 7 supposed

to be taken from f 96. Why alter '^pio-afMevo) '? Why alter

the familiar o-v/re Se Brj /jbereecTre of H 399, etc., to roiac Se

Kol fiereecTre in K 219 ? The poet could not think to conceal

his theft. He did not need to conceal it ; there was nothing

to blush for. In epic days there was absolute freedom to

appropriate. It seems strange.

8. K 324 and X 344. In K ovB' diro ho^r]^ is peculiar;

as an adverbial addition to aXio^ it is unsuitable. So there

must be imitation,—by K, as the lines are clumsy in it, and its

author habitually traffics in borrowed verses. But airo 86^7]<^

has no connection with aXcof;, and is not difficult to interpret

(Sittl, p. 34, and M. and E. on X 344). And certainly there

is no imitation. The whole frame of the sentence differs.

oXlo^ is only in the one. gkoito^^ has different meanings. Per-

haps the same may be said of airo ho^rj^. See Mr. Lawson, a.L

It seems mere chance has brought o-kotto^, in different senses,

close to aiTo 86^7]^ twice, and has given the " word-catcher " an

opportunity.

9. K 351-3 and 6 124. These embody, Gemoll thinks, an

epic formula, but he notes that 7rpo(f)ep6<TT€po^ occurs, outside

6, only
(f)

134,— a dark hint from which we are to argue the

worst. There is no ground for suspicion. We might with

equal reason suspect O 358 or ^ 251 (cf "^ 529), because

each contains a similar formula. See p. 175 infra. The remark

on irpocf). seems trivial.

10. K 454-7 and x 326-9. The perverted use of ^e^/jt

iraxi^ir} in K is enough. Gemoll finds it comic of a suppliant.

Duntzer (p. 470) decides for K, as (f^Oeyyo/juivov is more in

place there. Christ also thinks (ojx cit. 57 n.) that ^ i^ ^^^

imitator. To Sittl (p. 36 n.; cf. Wilamowitz, op. cit. 231 n.)

the argument from
x^'-P^ '^^X-*—which occurs 18 times, always

•final in the verse, once of the hand of Penelope,—is absurd.

Epithets are often used without complete regard to suitability.

Sittl also discusses (f>deyyofievov, but does not assign priority.

Kammer {Asth. Komm. 222) favours K. avx^vcu fiecraov eXaaae
is of course, like %e£/3l

"^^X-^ of the Gemeingut. Imitation in K
has not been proved.

11. K 482-4 and x 307-9. The authorities take different

views, but it is not necessary to give particulars. There are four
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occurrences in the poems, not these two alone. The line con-

taining €7rLo-Tpocj)dSr)v is a formula. aT6vo<; is found in exactly

the same connection elsewhere, as A 445, T 214. Descripcions

of the earth red with gore are frequent (p. 174 infra).

12. K 533-5 and 540. 533 recurs B 79; 534, B 140.

The remaining two remind Gemoll of tt 5 f. (cf. also t 444) and

11. So the passage is made up of reminiscences.

It contains formulae and expressions common in the poems.

533 recurs not in B only, but eight times. For the form of

expression common to the lines in which ktvtto^ occurs, see B
41, A 466, f 122 and K 139. As to 534 and 540, how any

one can say they are from the Odyssey and not vice versa^ is hard

to understand. Diintzer is sure h 140 is borrowed from K 534.

As to K 540 and tt 11, cf. tt 351 and also T 242.

This completes GemoU's review. In some of the cases, he

concludes, the proprietary right of the Odyssey is established aufs

hestimmteste, while in others the opposite conclusion is negatived.

Therefore the case is proved against K. This can, he thinks,

surprise no one who knows the singular position of the Doloneia,

—but this is parti pris— , and who makes it clear to himself that,

if there are borrowings,—but there's the rub !—it is more

probable that the great scenes of the Odyssey were before the

author of K than vice versa. And borrowing from so many books

is proved, that Gemoll concludes that the Odyssey had reached its

present form before K was written. As Bougot says (p. 302) of

Wilamowitz' Briseis theory, it is un hien p)etit argument en faveur

d'une tMorie bien JiasarcUe. A scrutiny of GemoU's instances

shews that in most of them there is nothing that can be taken as

a criterion, so that the adjudication is on subjective grounds and

the critics are divided, and that the similarity is generally due to

the free use of epic commonplace. For a similar failure of the

same method see Dr. Monro's review (^Odyssey, 312, n. 30) of

Sittl's attack on the Telemacliy. The method is, in fact, as Eothe

and others have proved over and over again, quite barren of

satisfying results, wherever it is applied. See Eothe's Wiederhlgn.

147, and Lange, Jh. 1880, 142, reviewing Nitsche and Kuhlbars.

Christ, in his work on the Wiederhohmgen} adds a few cases.

^ It and other treatises from Christ's passages can be of value. All in the

pen had reference to his edition of the poems that have a. likeness must be

Iliad, and deal mainly with that poem. brought under review.

But no partial examination of parallel
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K 1-4 (pp. 236 f. ; cf. Horn. ocl. Homchi. 104, and Erhardt, ^9i^s^^.

157) are said to be an imitation of B 1-2. In B the lines

are excellent; in K the statement that the rest of the chiefs

(? "other chiefs," aXkoi) were asleep contradicts lines 25 f. and

96, which say that Menelaus and Nestor were awake. " This is

not mere disguised imitation, but a senseless repetition." This

seems to be an instance of the "dull rationalism" on which

Wilamowitz pours scorn {H.U. 126). But if it is necessary to

reply to it, we might, without going back to the Poetics, point

out that we have no evidence that Nestor had not been asleep.

Agamemnon found him awake, and may have thought he had not

been asleep, but he kneio nothing. As to Menelaus, Agamemnon

says, 124, that he woke before himself. Therefore, we argue, he

must have been asleep ! So Christ's objection vanishes. But is

no licence, not even a little looseness of expression, to be allowed

to the poet? Must, for instance, aWoi fxev Trdvre^ in A 22,

—

much stronger than K 1—, mean that Agamemnon had not one

sympathiser in the whole camp ?

But Christ had forgotten that the opening of B has been

assailed on just such a ground as he takes in regard to K. For

this controversy

—

de minimis—started by Lachmann, taken up

by Kochly and continued by others, see Am.-H. Ank to A 611,

and Bonitz, Ursprung, 74 ff The point is hardly worth dwelling

on. Jager {Horn. Aioli. 178) thinks Bonitz' pages among the

"most superfluous" ever written. See also Mulder, Quellen, 106.

And again, why deal with B and K only. Look at a third

similar passage, H 677-81. The requisite modicum of absurdity

is to hand. Why should Hermes ponder ? He had already put

the guards to sleep and could do it again. We must assume he

had allowed sleep to release them. If he had, then that is in

contradiction of lines 677 f. Then go on to o 4-8. The passage

has the family likeness, and there is inconsistency in it as glaring

as ever. We are first told that Telemachus and Pisistratus were

sleeping, and immediately afterwards not only that Telemachus

was not asleep, but that anxiety kept him awake. So we have

four similar passages, and all afflicted with the same infirmity.

The choice between them will not be easy.

Christ seems to have misappreciated a point in the Homeric

style. See Dr. Monro on o 4 ff, and in his Introduction to B,

and Eothe in JZ>. 1902, 164 ff. The poet makes a general state-
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ment, and either immediately qualifies it and makes it more

precise, or, if necessary, modifies it later on. Examples are

numerous. In /c 231 f., all respond to Circd's invitation,—but

Eurylochus hangs back. In tt 283 ff., Odysseus charges

Telemachus to remove all the arms,—but in 295 bids him leave

certain weapons. And so on. It is a way of saying things

which is common in the poems. It has often attracted attention.

A Dutch savant once went so far as to explain the inconsistency

by the supposition that Pisistratus, when he was collecting the

materials of the Iliad, had two sets of rhapsodes, a Greek and a

Trojan. When the Coryphaeus of one Committee recited a verse,

the opposition capped it with another of different import.—Eothe

(Jb. 1902, 165) has an excellent illustration from Goethe. UTid

sie legtcn sich nieder im Saale . . . wid scJiliefen zusammen.

Aher Beinecke wachte W7- Angst.

On pp. 243 and 261 Christ takes exception to the formula,

K 515, ovK a\ao(TK07rL7]v ely^, as imitated from N 10. It occurs

also S 135 and 285, and the form used in ^ 388, H 331 and

elsewhere is of much the same intent. As Mr. Lawson says a.L,

the formula does not suit well in K. But must we infer

imitation ? He merely observes that the " local appropriateness
"

of the formula " must not be more severely judged than that of a

fixed epithet."

Lastly, in his Horn. od. Homdn. Clirist deals with some

parallel passages in K and the Odyssey, but in a very summary

way, decreeing imitation indiscriminately without giving reasons.

K 212 from t 264. The opposite is surely quite as likely, ev

KOI iTTio-rafjuivco^, K 265, from v 161. It is an expansion of the

common iiTicrTafM6V(o<;, it is also found -yjr 197, and is of the

Gemeingut. Its use in K is not altogether happy, but neither is

its use in v,—of splitting firewood. If this system he pursued

far enough, the poems can be reduced to minute fragments. The

passages Christ deals with are sufficient to lead him {pp. cit. 69)

to decide that K imitates the old Odyssey and is imitated by the

Telemachy. And so, he continues, " the controversies over the

relation of the Doloneia to the Odyssey, which have raised so

much dust in recent times, are settled." But the grounds are

not convincing.

Sittl {op. cit 35) adds one case, K 400=% 371, tov S'

eTnixeihrjaa^ iTpo(je<f>r] ttoXv/jl. '08. This is a formula, used also
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A 356 and 38. But in these cases, Sittl says, there is a smile
;

in K there is "bitter scorn." That does not seem correct.

Odysseus is amused. I see more difficulty in accepting a smile

in A after the rebuke, av Be ravr dveficoXia ^d^€L<^, administered

to the King of Men by Odysseus. And see p. 203 infra.

This completes our review of the cases on which is based the

theory that K is the work of a late poet, who supplemented the

poverty of his own genius by plagiarism frequent and unashamed.

The result is once more that the charge fails completely.

It would be strange if Gemoll had proved to be right, and

the plagiarist of K had " imitated the great scenes " of the Odyssey

only. Why should he, ex liypothesi a most unscrupulous person,

and with full liberty to appropriate another poet's work, refrain

from using the Biad also ? Gemoll's conclusion surely ought to

have been that the poet of K had the Odyssey before him, and

that, unfortunately for him, the Iliad was not yet in existence.

But we think it can be proved that he really did plunder the

Biad as well.

QiriTolov K eliTrja-Oa eVo?, toIov k iiraKovaai^. It has been

insisted above that, in any alleged case of parallelism, all the

passages in the poems which are of similar wording or type, and

not a mere pair of them, must be considered. We claim that, to

judge K properly in this matter, all the passages in it which can

be paralleled elsewhere must be examined. If Gemoll's plan is

good for K and the Odyssey, it is good for K and the Biad. If

there are parallels with the Iliad, let us examine them with

Dissecting powers.

Compare K 365 f. with X 206 f. In which place are the

lines more appropriate ? In K, unquestionably. The idea of any

member of the irkrjOv^ interfering to balk Achilles at the supreme

moment of the Biad is unthinkable. There is a change of attitude

in regard to these passages on Dr. Leaf's part,—see note to K 368

in his first edition and his note to X 207 in his second,—which

illustrates well the slenderness of the basis on which inferences

of late plagiarism are based.

Next, take K 401-4 and P 75-8. In K unexceptionable. In

P, on the contrary, we expect Apollo-Mentes to say, after aKixv^^

SicoKcov in 75, " for these horses are divine and too fleet for mortal

man to catch." Instead he uses words which, on Dissectors'

principles, are evidently taken from K. Even Dr. Leaf admits.
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on P 76 ff., that they are more suitable in K, whence they have

been interpolated in P.

So for K 111 and H 74. In H we note just that departure

from practice which is held to be fatal. In other such cases, as

B 8, 399, A 186, O 158, 221, H 667, Zeus gives his orders

to a messenger with a fidaK Wc, ^Ipi, Ta')(ela, or an €p')(eo vvv,

(j)l\e ^oi/Se. In Q 74 Iris and Apollo are present, but the late

poet is ignorant of or disregards the way of the early genuine

bards. K's right is unassailable.

Again, K 89 f. and I 609 f. Dr. Leaf and other authorities

admit the couplet were better 3.way from I, where it has been

borrowed from K.

So for K 439 f. and S 82 f. The description in K, to two

men who had probably never seen or even heard of Ehesus, is

most appropriate. In S the same glorification addressed to

Thetis, who must have been familiar with Achilles' armour, is, to

a Dissecting mind, absurd.

In K 68 the words ovo/jbd^cov avhpa eKaarov are, as Dr. Leaf

says, most appropriate. In X 414 f. Priam, of whom the same

words are used, goes on to address the company collectively as

<^i\oL. That could not be passed. It is clear that X 415 is

made up from 111 and K 68. In innumerable cases a similar

patchwork origin is assumed.

In one other case, K 45 and P 546, the lines in K are un-

exceptionable, while those in P are gravely suspected,—Leaf, a.L

We know what the decision must be.

Of another pair, Kochly {De II. B 1-483, clisput 5) says

boldly, "B 55 ex K 302." Goldschmidt, Gentagelserne, 21%, ^dij^

K 302 is from B 55. There is really no ground for a decision.

Other cases are K 383 and P 201 ; K 226 and ^ 590 ; K 378

ff., Z 46 ff., and A 131 ff ; K 53 ff and Z 279 ff. ; K 118 and

A 610 ; K 145, 172 and 11 22. More might be adduced. It

is unnecessary. For, in Gemoll's words, the proprietary right of

K against the rest of the Iliad, even against the Menis, is proved

aufs bestimmteste, and in other cases the opposite conclusion is

negatived. Therefore K is earlier than a great part of the Uicccl.

Others besides Gemoll, as Eanke, Sickel and Orszulik, regard

the author of K as a mere centoist. They give elaborate lists,

and Eanke calculates that 205 out of the 579 lines in K occur

in whole or in part elsewhere in the poems. Perhaps he does
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not exaggerate. But we must object to any conclusion being

drawn till every individual case is considered. I have not space

for such an examination, but I can take another way. If the

procedure is good for K, it is good for other books. Take then

A in the Menis. Ellendt (D.H.A. 55 ff.) has analysed it most

completely, and there is hardly a line for which a parallel cannot

be found elsewhere. When exceptions occur, Ellendt seems to be

astonished and marks sic misquam ! or nihil simile ! The state-

ment fills 60 pages. On this mere enumeration then, A is a

cento like K. But A is of hoary antiquity, and therefore not a

cento. Which is absurd. If K is to fall by any such assault,

no part of the poems can stand. " There is hardly a verse in

the Iliad or the Odyssey which is not to some extent like some
other" (Eothe in Jb, 1889, 358).

We venture to think we may with some confidence claim a

verdict favourable to K on this charge of plagiarism, one of the

most serious of all that have been brought against it.



CHAPTER XV

THE ALLEGED ODYSSEAN CHARACTER OF I, K, <ir, 12

Appendix H contains an examination of the words, forms, etc.,

enumerated by Dlintzer and Orszulik as peculiar to K and the

Odyssey, and on which Odyssean affinity is imputed to K. A
Unitarian expects to find such affinity ; he also expects to find

affinity with the rest of the Iliad, and he does find it, as we

shall see. We have no desire to minimise affinity with the

Odyssey. All the same, we observe that, when the particulars in

the Appendix are scrutinised, there is nothing very formidable

in the net result. In a certain number of cases the affinity is

based on one word, phrase or line in the Odyssey. In not a few

the similarity dwindles on examination or even vanishes altogether.

In several the affinity is seen to be rather with the Iliad. We
call special attention to the forms,—the more important of which

are examined in Chap. VIII. supra,— and the constructions

(cf. p. 267 infra.). The proof from forms may almost be said to

amount to nothing. And as to the majority of the constructions,

the description seems to be incorrect. They are not peculiarities

of syntax. And one last remark on the contents of App. H.

They should be compared with those of App. K, drawn up for A.

If words, forms, etc., prove a book Odyssean, A is certainly very

Odyssean.

The Odyssean attack on K seems to fail at every point. We
have seen that the uses of the Prepositions do not support it.

Nor does the use of the Article. The Digamma-criterion shews

that K is as ancient as A. If we take Dr. Monro's Odyssean

usages enumerated by Miss Stawell on pp. 98 ffi of her work,

we find there are just 5 that have been detected in K. Of

these 4 are prepositional, and have been discussed in Chap. IX.

supra. The fifth is et yap with the opt. But nothing can be

126
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argued from it. There are 9 other instances in the Iliad, 2 of

them in X, and only 11 in the Odyssey, so it cannot be called

a merely Odyssean use. For vocabulary pure and simple we
refer to the paper already quoted p. 2 8 supra. Parallel passages

we have considered in Chap. XIV., and the Versification in

Chap. XIII. There is nothing against K under either head.

It seems that this part of the case against K is quite unreal.

But what of affinity with the Iliad ? No one, as far as

we are aware, has ever considered this. A few words and

phrases that are found outside K only in the Odyssey were

discovered, and a notion of some special connection between the

two was suggested. The number of these expressions was

increased by further examination, and the parallel passages were

made to confirm the idea. K was clearly " Odyssean." As it

was Odyssean, it could not be Iliadic, so no one has thought of

enquiring if it be. But we venture to make the attempt. It

has been suggested in C.Q. iv. 77, that if certain phenomena
appearing only in K and the Odyssey prove affinity between K
and the Odyssey and dissociate it from the Iliad, then similar

phenomena found only in K and the rest of the Iliad will prove

the same kind of affinity between K and the Iliad and dissociate

it from the Odyssey. And it does not seem to matter what the

precise nature of the affinity is. It will be the same in the

one case as in the other.

The suggestion is that K was composed by some more or less

late poet of an inferior Odyssean status, and that he himself or,

at a later period, some Diaskeuast or Ordner, managed to insert

the lay or get it inserted in the Iliad, where its unsuitability to

its environment is apparent in many ways, especially in certain

Odyssean characteristics. But suppose now that the unknown
agency which gave this foreign lay a place in the Iliad had had
better taste, and, considering its obviously Odyssean nature, had

attached it to the Odyssey. This might easily have been done.

There is in the Odyssey, f 457 ff., a small IS^vKreyeporla, a

miniature Doloneia without a Dolon or a Ehesus. The unknown
friend of the homeless, unacknowledged Doloneia might very well

have put it in the Odyssey after ^456. A little alteration of

the opening of Odysseus' speech, 462 ff., would have been

necessary, but such modifications were, Dissectors ask us to

believe, easily made. Think of the doctoring of I in the interests
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of K. The necessary change could have been made in the

present case, and the ^vKreyepcria could have been converted

into a tale of Troy and of Iliadic times,—a sort of ^v/ialov

a7roXo7o?. Let us suppose then that it had been done, and that

the Doloneia had come down to us as part and parcel of the

Odyssey. What would modern critics, acting on the principles

they have applied to K as part of the Iliad, have said then,

especially if they had found a hint in Eustathius that the iraXacol

believed that this Doloneia in the Odyssey was originally an

independent lay ? A connection between it and the Iliad would

have been inferred, and there would have been no difficulty in

shewing that it was unsuited to the Odyssean setting, as being

altogether Iliadic in character. A lay of such proportions,

relating an episode in the war before Troy, and so perfectly

adapted to follow a defeat of the Greeks in the course of that war,

must have been composed by one of the poets of the Iliad, and

must have found a place in the Odyssey by one of those mistakes

which meddlers occasionally made. And would not its proper

place have been discovered at once ? Would not a gap requiring

to be filled have been found between I, with the spirits of the

Achaeans at the lowest point, and the beginniDg of A, where they

move out to battle with the greatest ardour ? Would not the

association of Odysseus and Diomede in A and their evident

separation from their men, have been held to point to some

previous enterprise which they had undertaken together, and

would not the very thing wanted have been found in the

Doloneia in the Odyssey ? We think, knowing what we do of

the methods of Dissectors, that this might very well have been

their procedure. But the crown of the scheme would have been

the close similarity of the language of the lay to that of the

Iliad. The results which an examination of that language by

Orszulik, after Diintzer and others, would have produced, are

summarised in Appendix I. They deserve to be studied. They

are really more abundant than Orszulik's indications of Odyssean

affinity. And the Digamma, the versification, the prepositions

and the parallel passages would all have been found to support

the Iliadic character of the episode, which would soon have been

expelled from the Odyssey.

But let us stop supposing. K is in the Iliad. There is a

mass of evidence to prove its affinity with the rest of that poem.
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We may grant to Dissectors that they have proved some affinity

with the Odyssey. And we are content to leave the matter in

that position.

A few words in conclusion about the grouping of I, K, "^ and

n as Odyssean. It seems to be an idea which has gathered

strength from mere repetition, being one that suited the views

that the majority of critics are inclined to. It is wholly a

question of language. Dr. Leaf observes (vol. ii. xiv.) that the

" Latest Expansions," which include these four books, " are

thoroughly in the spirit of those which precede, and are only

separated from them on account of linguistic evidence, which

definitely classes them with the Odyssey rather than the rest of

the Iliadr And cf. Jebb, 139, and for ^ and H, 161. This

evidence was at length collected by Dr. Monro in the H.G., and

for years no one thought of questioning the conclusion suggested.

We do not, however, find that there has been absolute agTce-

ment. The majority agree as to the four books. But opinions

differ much as to whether other parts of the Iliad are Odyssean

or not. The case of is interesting. A common view is that

it is a late book, and that it was composed as a " prologue " to I

(Leaf, vol. ii. xii., and Christ, H.G.L} 46). In that case, as

Mr. Lang has remarked, it should shew signs of Odyssean weak-

ness. But no critic has ever indicated any. Father Browne,

however {Handbook, 111), calls it "Odyssean,"—on what ground

is not clear. Even as to the four books there are differences

(C.Q. iv. 76). Blass {Interpol 296) discusses the Odyssean

affinity of ^ and H, but says nothing about I and K. Dr.

Monro (see Chap. XIII. sujpra) finds that certain irregularities of

versification appear in "^ and H, but not in I and K. Again, we

observe that he seems unwilling to detach I from the Iliad. See

Mr. Andrew Lang on the point in the Athenaeum of 29th January

1910. If I must belong to the Iliad, and yet is shewn by its

language to be of the same age as the Odyssey, then there is, it

seems to me, an argument for the Eiad and Odyssey beiug of the

same period. Christ's attitude to 12, I.e., seems to be just the

attitude that Dr. Monro adopts towards I, and it is clear from

Hoiii. od. Homdn. 15, that he did not estimate very highly this

theory of Odysseanism generally. Eothe has remarked {Jh.

1907, 324) that K has little in common with the other Odyssean

books. Cauer in his G-rdfrgn. seems to me to find few late traits

E
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in it compared with I and '^. Diiiitzer, who is one of the great

upholders of the Odyssean character of K, defends H in Horn.

Ahh. 326 ff. He does not attempt to prove it Odyssean. And

so on. And it has been pointed out in C.Q., I.e., that it often

happens, when the Iliad has been broken up by the application

of some test, that the four books are not associated in one solid

block, but are distributed through late and early strata.

Miss Stawell has now examined the evidence adduced by Dr.

Monro in a most careful manner, and has had no difficulty in

shewing that these peculiarities of diction form no bond between

"^ and 12 and the Odyssey. We have given reasons for our

conclusion that the same may be said for K. There remains I,

for which I refer to C.Q. iv. 79. The analysis there given shews

that very little Odysseanism can be imputed to I, and all four

books may be said to be vindicated against the alleged Odyssean

taint.

We suggest that, if there is greater similarity in language

between these four books and the Odyssey than between the other

books of the Iliad and the Odyssey, the reason is to be found in

a certain sameness in point of subject matter. A good illustra-

tion is to be found in Dr. Monro's note on p. 334 of his Odyssey.

It is there stated that four words common in the Odyssey occur

in the Iliad only in I, K, H. Three of them are descriptive of

beds or bedding. Of these hefivia occurs once in Xl, /Stjyo? once

in I and once in XI, and /cwa? once in I. These are just the

books of the Iliad where we expect to find them. Strangely

enough, not one of the three is to be found in K, which is

supposed to be Odyssean, like I and fl, and which ought more

than either, if regard be had to the scenes described in it, to

have used Odyssean words of the kind. But to take a larger

view. A great part of the Iliad is concerned with fighting,

fighting between armies in the field. In the books describing the

encounters we find very little linguistic affinity with the Odyssey,

in which there is very little of warlike achievement. But there

are other tracts of the Iliad which are not concerned with fight-

ing, and among them are I, K, "^ and fl, and it need not surprise

us that their language and that of the more peaceful poem should

shew a certain amount of correspondence {C.Q. iv. 78). A itself

is unlike many other books of the Iliad, and like the Odyssey, in

this, that it does not relate to battle, and we shall find later
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(App. K) that, on purely linguistic phenomena, it must be re-

garded as very Odyssean. We have already observed that it is

strange that the critics have not discovered that is Odyssean

in language, though composed as a prologue to Odyssean L The

reason no doubt is that is a book of battle.

The same point was taken long ago by Packard in a review

of Geddes' ProUem in the Amcr. Journ. of Pliilol. i. 40 ff. He
found that Geddes "ignored too much the influence that the

poet's subject has upon his use of words and upon his representa-

tions of life and character." The general difference of subject

between Geddes' Achillean and Ulyssean books is noted. To

take an instance. E is the book that " on Geddes' system of

comparison has more points of resemblance to the Achillean

books than any other of its Ulyssean companions." The reason

is that it is, like the former, full of fighting. The result of an

examination of the lansjuaGje of a battle-scene in A is cdven in

C.Q., I.e.

We might add other considerations. Much of the action of

the " Odyssean " books takes place during the night,—in fact

the whole of that of I and K, and nearly the whole of O. Very

little of what takes place in the rest of the Hiad is enacted

during the hours of darkness. On the other hand, in the

Odyssey we have a great deal. Here is certainly a bond. The

expressions that this requires in the narrative have often been

noted. It will also be found that, like the Odyssey, some of

the Odyssean books have proportionately more lines in speeches

than the other books of the Uiad have. See p. 39 supra.

And finally, the Odyssean books agree with the Odyssey in having

fewer similes than the rest of the Iliad. How this affects the

language has also been shewn (p. 39 supra). The greater

number of the similes in the Iliad are to be found in the battle

scenes.

Mr. Lawson, in the Introduction to his edition of I and K,

has suggested an explanation of the Odyssean character of the

Doloneia. Odysseus plays a leading part in both it and the

Odyssey. If in certain districts of ancient Greece, say the

extreme west, the rhapsodes found Odysseus a more popular

hero than Achilles, they would probably recite K in conjunction

with the Odyssey, when in that part of the country. Then
"what more natural, nay ine\atable, than the transfer from the
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one to the other of certain words and phrases ? " Compare
Zarncke, Entstg. d. gricch. Literatursprach. 3, H.G. 396, and
Seymour, Life, 16. This must seem a likely result to those,

and they are many, who believe that the rhapsodes left their

mark on the text. But on that point we have ventured to be

sceptical (pp. 2 1 f. supra). And we think we have found on the

face of the Eiad a suflQcient explanation of such affinity with

the Odyssey as K displays.



CHAPTER XVI

POSITION OF K IN THE ILIAD

*A2I AE 01 HAAAIOI

We now leave the language and turn to the lay itself as one of

the constituent parts of the Iliad. And first as to its position

in that poem. It is a trite remark, and one that meets us in

nearly every review of the structure of the Iliad, that there is

a want of connection between K and the rest of the poem.

Cut it out, say the critics, and the Iliad is none the worse for

the excision. The lay is compact, complete in itself, and easily

removable, one of the Einzellieder of the poems par excellence.

This might be said with almost equal force of other parts

of the poems. But what adds sting to the remark about the

isolation of K, is an old story that K was not part of the

original scheme of the Iliad, but was tacked on to it by

Pisistratus. Much of the obloquy from which K has suffered

is due to this. It has encouraged adverse criticism. Historia

loc[uitur ! A doubt is raised. The story must mean that K
is a late intruder into the Homeric fold, and omnia praesumuntur

contra spoliatorcm.

Eustathius says, 785, 41 f., <^aal he ol iraXaiol rrjv pa-ylrcoSiav

ravTTjv v(f>' 'O/jLtjpov Ihia rerd'^dat Kal /jlt) iyKaraXeyijvaL rot'^

/jLepecn t/)? 'IXtaSo?, viro Se Ueicnarpdrov rerd^Oai eU tijv

TTOiTjatv, and the schol. T repeats the story in terms so similar,

that it is certain that either the one borrowed from the other

or both from the same source.-^ The statement has been much

discussed, but mostly with reference to the Pisistratean action

^ The story is also found in the statement, which Eustathius accepted,

scholia on Dionysius Thrax, which I that Aristarchus and Zenodotus assisted

have not seen. But I observe that Pisistratus (Dugas-Montbel, Hist, des

they are the source of the wonderful poes. Horn. 9 ff.).

133
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generally. Against K its effect has been quietly assumed. A
summary, up to 1881, of the opinions expressed about it, is

given by Eanke, 3 ff. Some saw historical truth in it, others

merely conjecture. Who these TraXaioi were no one could tell.

Various guesses were made. But some of the learned refrained

from speculating, and wisely, seeing there was so little to go

upon. And there is not more now than there w^as when Eanke

wrote. Any critic who wants to discredit K points to the story

and thinks that is enough. H. Wolf {Homers Ilias, 41) calls

it a " very weighty notice." It would be, if we could believe

it. Professor Murray (165 n.) says it is a "very ancient note."

We may also call it a quite modern note. Principal Geddes,

who is not a believer in the formation of the Iliad by Pisistratus

{ProUem, 336), but nevertheless accepts Eustathius' report about

K, surely reads as much as it is possible to read into it when

he says {ibid. 41) that K, " though expressly said by the ancient

critics to be composed 'by Homer,' was yet confidently pro-

nounced to have been a separate composition and an after

addition." And generally it may be said to be assumed that

the story is bad for our Book. We think that that has been

too hastily assumed, and we shaU therefore consider the matter

afresh for ourselves.

We begin with the reference to Pisistratus. Can it be

believed that he made the Iliad out of a number of lays airopaZr^v

TO irplv aeiSofieva ? If so, Eustathius' story will appear credible.

If not, or if we hold that the evidence only tends to prove, or

gives some reason for suspecting, that Pisistratus was responsible

for an interpolation, or made an ofi&cial copy of the poems, or

regulated their recitation on state occasions, we shall of course

find no support to the story from the mention of the tyrant's

name.

It is impossible, in the face of a mass of learned opinion

which is quite overwhelming, to take a serious view of the Pisis-

tratean pretensions. Dr. Leaf, who is the great representative of

Dissection in Great Britain, was formerly at one with the majority

and consequently discarded the tale about K. But in his second

edition (vol. i. xix. fif.) he changed his view. His chief reason

for scepticism had been the silence of the Aristarchean scholia

regarding Pisistratus. But this vanished before Wilamowitz'

proof {R.U, 240 f.) that Dieuchidas of Megara, referred to in a
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well-known passage of Diogenes Laertius, wrote in the fourth

century B.C. This discovery had caused " a clear reaction " in

regard to Pisistratus. So Dr. Leaf adopted the Piecension " as a

postulate," ^ and with this change of view on a point of such

cardinal importance for the critical treatment of the Iliacl, came

a change in his attitude towards the story about K. It corres-

ponds " too closely with the probabilities to allow us to treat it

as a mere empty guess."

The literature of the Homeric Question shews that there has

been no such reaction since the period, say 1882-8, during which

Wilamowitz' work and Dr. Leafs first edition appeared. The

discovery about Dieuchidas did not convert Wilamowitz himself

{H.U. 255). The reaction was in fact represented by Erhardt

and Cauer,^ to both of whom Dr. Leaf, in the preface to his second

edition, acknowledges a special debt. Cauer's review (Grund-

fragen} 8 1 ff.) of the evidence, if it may be so called, is very full

But there is nothing that is new in it except the one fact about

Dieuchidas. Cauer's second edition, 1909, contains but little

addition to the controversy, and I note that he does not refer to

Dr. Monro's careful examination and decisive condemnation of

the Pisistratean legend. And see Mr. Snow in C.B. xxiv. 185.

There is perhaps reason to believe that Pisistratus did something.

But, as Rothe expresses it, in Jl. 1896, 185, that something

need not have been essentially different from the so-called

" recensions " of later times. See also Harder's review of Cauer's

second edition in WocU. k. P. 1909, 732.

On the other hand the stream of criticism unfavourable to

Pisistratus' claim to have made the Iliad, has flowed on undis-

turbed by the attempts of Erhardt, Cauer and Leaf to stem it.

To prove that, I give very briefly all the views of prominent

Homeric scholars since the period mentioned, that I have been

able to find. Gemoll, Jh. Bursian, 1888, 23, and Flach, Pcisistr.

^ Dr. Leaf does not appear to me to have had power to add, subtract, sub-
make the nature of this Recension very stitute, transfer, join, harmonise, smooth
clear. It seems doubtful whether he over and alter. Such an assumption
believes there was an Iliad, or only un- makes the task of disintegration quite
connected lays, before the time of easy.

Pisistratus. But the value of the 2 Ej.]^ardt,^?i<s<(^. 1894 ; Cauer, (?rM7ic?-

postulate for purposes of disruption can fragcn,^ 1895. See reviews of Cauer,
hardly be overestimated. Whether the unfavourable to his conclusions about
Ordiier made an Iliad for the first time, Pisistratus, by Rothe in Jb. 1896, 185,
or only restored a unity which had been and by Peppmliller in B.ph. JVocht.lS96t
disturbed,

—

sacri lacerum collegit corpus 97 tf.

Homeri,— lie is assumed by critics to
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u, seine litter. ThdtigU, 1885, 30 (Lehrs and Ludwich have settled

the question). Mahaffy, H.G.L.^ 1901, 54 and 60 (Grote's

refutation final). Murray, H.G.L. 1907, 10 ff. (Pisistratus did

something which gave an opportunity for interpolation). Jevons,

H.G.L. 1889, 29 ff.; Strickland, La Quest. Omerica, 1893, 32 ff.;

Terret, Eomlre, 1899, 40; Drerup, Homer, 1903, 9 and 37;
Pierron, H.G.L}^ 1906, 83 f., cf. his Iliad, Introduction, iii. ff.

;

and Finsler, Homer, 1908, 245,—all against. Croiset, Kammer,
and Eobert appear not to deal with the question. Jebb, Homer,

1887, 114 f. (story doubtful and vague; accepted, it does not

disprove original unity). Browne, Handbook, 1905, 25 f. (at

most, text settled). Ludwich, Die hom. Frag. u. ihre Beantwortg.

1904, 7, and cf. Der hlinde Mann von Chios, 1904, 12 ff. (more
than mere Einzellieder before Pisistratus). Christ, H.G.L^ 1905,
65 (all now agreed Wolf and Lachmann went too far). Sortais,

Ilios et Iliade, 1892, 83 {insoutendble). So Bertrin, La Quest.

Hom. 1897, 87 ff Breal, 1906, 62 f. (last additions to Iliad

before it was brought to Athens). Allen, C.R. 1907, 18 (if any
conclusion can be drawn, only that Pisistratus recalled the

rhapsodes to their book). Mackail, Procgs. Class. Assocn. 1908,
13 (Pisistratus' work only a reconstitution). And lastly see the

thorough, one might surely say definitive, reviews of the whole
question by Dr. Monro, Odyssey, 1901, 402 ff. (on which Agar in

C.R. xvi. 122), and Mr. Lang, ZT. and A. 1906, 32-50. The
claims of Pisistratus are there absolutely rejected. Dr. Monro
even thinks the date of Dieuchidas unimportant. But in fact,

as there is admittedly a lacuna in the account of Diogenes Laertius

(Dlintzer and Ptothe in Jh. 1891, 103), no one knows exactly

what it was that Dieuchidas said, for the critics fill up the gap
in different ways. The discovery of a papyrus might upset all

their conjectures. Diintzer appears even to question Wilamowitz'
proof about Dieuchidas. In any case, as Mr. Lang points out

{pp. cit. 45), Dieuchidas wrote, " as a partisan in an historical dis-

pute." But all we have proposed to ourselves is to shew there

has been no reaction. That seems quite clear. But to a few

extremists we feel it will not avail to quote authority, ov 'yap

Treio-et? ovK rjv Treto-^;?. They will never desert Pisistratus.

His name, however, does not help our story. The next point

is the phrase ISla rerd'x^OaL. Is it genuine ? In rerdxOac el<;

TYjv 7roLr)cnv the verb is quite in place, but for the use with ISia
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none of its ordinary meanings seems to suit. Very few of those

who quote the Greek give a translation. Professor Murray (165 n.)

gives " drawn up by itself." But rda-o-co never bore the sense of

"draw up (a document)"? And if "draw up" here means
" arrange," " array," " marshal," how could that be done to the

Doloneia " by itself " at its birth ? Lachmann's hesonders gesetzt,

Wolf's factum yro singulari opusculo, and Finsler's einzeln geordnet

gewescn (p. 518) seem equally objectionable. If Tera'yQai is

corrupt, Ihla may be wrong also.

But assume that the critics are right in taking the tale to

mean that the Doloneia was composed as an independent lay,

and not as part of the Iliad. It goes on to say that K was

composed v<^^ 'O/jbr/pov. These words have received remarkably

little attention (Volkmann, Nachtrdge, ii. 10). But it is a good

old rule for the interpretation of a document that the w^hole of

the context must be read together. In the present case it is said

that the lay was written by Homer, that is, by him who, accord-

ing to ancient belief, wrote the rest of the Iliad. Which is just

what stamps the story as absurd on its face. K has no raison

d'Stre apart from the situation which was the result of the battle

in 0, and which was intensified by the failure of the Fresheia

in I. It is not the case that K " might be inserted at almost

any point" (Miss Stawell, R. and 77. 21). Grote's words stand

(ii. 119),
—"it is framed with great specialty for the antecedent

circumstances under which it occurs, and would suit for no other

place." It is part and parcel of the story of the Iliad,—the

same scene, the same characters, the same divinities favouring

the same heroes. See Niese, Entwichelung, 24: i. How are we

to conceive of it as " independently " composed by the author of

the rest of the Iliad ? If proof from the contents of the lay is

required, we may ask, with Nitsche (p. 12), how the author of

an independent lay could select the hour or two before the dawn
for the expedition? Odysseus says, K 251, "the night is far

spent ; the dawn is at hand." The line cannot be " cut out."

It has never been suspected, though 252 f. have. We must

have Odysseus' assent to Diomede's proposal. The line is con-

sistent with all that goes before, and seems conclusive against

the theory of an Einzcllicd. Lange {Jh. 1880, 142) reviewing

Kuhlbars, approves a similar suggestion based on the introductory

part of the lay. See also Eothe in J5. 1909, 227.
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If the story is not credible in itself, it is hardly necessary to

enquire who the iraXaioi were. On that point the critics are

hopelessly divided. The Alexandrians are generally favoured.

Lachmann {Fern. Betrachtgn. 26 ; on which see Ludwich, Ar. ii.

394 n.) has no doubt about it ; Eustathius, wie jeder Kenner weiss,

means by " the men of old " the grammarians of Alexandria.

Volkmann, on the other hand {Gesch. u. Krit 228 n.), quotes

Lehrs' Pindarscholien, 167, as shewing that ol TrdXaioL is

Eustathius' usual expression for the treatises from which he

derived his information, "and which might be quite modern."

(See Neumann (Eustath. ah krit. Quelle f. d. Iliastext, 181) for

Eustathius' sources.) Bergk (547, 598 n.) thinks of the very

old writers on Homer, as Theagenes. See also Diintzer (pp. 2 ff.),

Sengebusch {Horn. Diss. ii. 44), Pierron on K 1, E Meyer {Herm,

xxvii. 371 11.), Erhardt {op. cit. 162), Ench. xxx., and Eomer
{Horn. Gestalt. u. Gestaltgn. 17). It is all speculation. "VYe know
nothing (Ludwich, I.e.). Some " nameless commentators " (Mure,

i. 265) made a conjecture. The observed detachability of K
would easily give rise to it, especially in the time when, as Lehrs

says {Ar. 444), it became the fashion to ascribe suspicious parts

of the poems to Pisistratus and his learned coadjutors, " of whom
Zenodotus and Aristarchus were the chief."

One word more about the story. Does it not place Dissectors

in this dilemma ? If Pisistratus collected the lays which now
form the other 2 3 books of the Iliad, and at the same time added

K, making the whole into the Eiad as we now have it, there is

surely nothing to the discredit of K by comparison with the rest

of the lays. But if we are to believe that he took K, which was

out in the world by itself, an outcast from what was an already

formed Homeric communion, and incorporated it with the rest

of the Iliad, which was by this time a poem so far complete in

itself, then we must abandon the action ascribed to him as the

creator of the Iliad.

It may be added that M. Pottier has described in Monuments
Plot, xvi. 107 ff., a Corinthian vase on which Dolon is represented,

along with two other scenes from the Iliad. He believes that

the figure of Dolon is taken from une composition plus importante^

has-relief ou peinture, and argues that the episode of Dolon was

already part of the Homeric Epopee in the 7th century. And
Pisistratus was not born till about 600 (E. Qvii:tms,Hist. Gr.^ i. 341 ).
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To sum up. The story, to have any value, depends on a

view of the Pisistratean activity which the vast majority of

scholars reject. The wording is doubtful. Where the language

is precise, it tells in favour of the authenticity of K. No one

knows its origin. It leaves the opponents of the unity of the

Iliad in a dilemma ovk ear €rvjjLo<; X0709 ovto<^. Yet, as

has been said, it is in no small measure due to this piece of small

talk that K has fallen to its present low estate.

Note.—Since this chapter was written, Wilamowitz' paper on

O has appeared {Sitzungshcr. d. koriif/l. i^reuss. Akad. d. Wissn.

1910, xxi.). He holds that was composed in order to bring I

and K, then Einzellieder, into the Iliad. He does not (p. 382)

regard K as very modern, and, as he believes was written in

the 7th century, he must reject altogether the story told by the

TraXaioL.



CHAPTEE XVII

POSITION OF K IN THE /i/vlZ)—MODERN VIEW

If we turn from the ancients to the moderns, we find that the

popular view is that an Iliad once existed without a Doloneia.

Then a late bard, noticing there was time in the night between
<s) and A for something more, determined to fill it up, and either

invented a new adventure for himself or worked up bits of saga

that had been overlooked. There were legends about Diomede,
—according to Professor Murray (188 ff.), following Bethe and
others, about two individuals of that name, one "a fierce and
fiery young warrior, much associated with horses " (cf. Studniczka,

Kyrene, 139), the other an "'unsympathetic' Diomedes, a ruffian

and a savage,"—even r^ajx^poKrovo^ {Eustath. on K 531). There

would also be in the Troica a tradition of Dolon, a herald's son and
a feeble creature, and of his attempt to spy in the Achaean camp.

All this the late bard worked up into a lay. It was a poor thing,

but his own. But, although it was his own, he gave it up to

mankind for the Iliad, and although it was poor, the Iliad was
glad to take it and keep it. This was the view of Grote (ii.

119 f.), and it is remarkable for the dictum by which he supports

it. K "has not the slightest bearing upon the events of the

eleventh or the following books. . . . And this is one mark of a

portion subsequently inserted—that though fitted on to the parts

which precede, it has no influence on those which follow." And
other high authorities agree, as Nitzsch {Sagenp. 224), "the
unsuitability to the action is our ground," or E. Meyer {Horn. u. d.

77. 136), "it stands in the midst zwecMos da."

But even if we admit the presence of Grote's mark, it will

only follow that K was inserted after the rest of the Iliad was
complete, not that it was composed and inserted by a new author.

The poet of the rest of the Iliad, assuming for the moment that

140
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there was only one, may have composed K as an afterthought, as

Mure (i. 266) thinks possible. A poet may enlarge his plan

(Friedlander, Horn. Krit. 68). The lays may not have been

composed in their present order. See e77>. 1891, 282, and 1902,

128, and Jiiger {Horn. Aph. 186, and Rom. u. Hot. 101), wha

quotes a letter from Wieland about Oheron. K may even have

been the last of all. Tennyson did not make his Idylls in the

order in which they are now arranged. The same may be said

of Yergil and the Aeneid (Heinze, 259, Albrecht in Hermes xvi.,

and Jh., I.e.). No one will impugn the story of Nisus and

Euryalus because, as Heinze admits (p. 446), it has no influence

on the books that come after it. And see Eothe (Grenzhoten,

1896, 427 f.) on Schiller's Don Carlos and some other works.

The Canterhury Tales were not all composed as parts of a

predesigned whole. Again, a poem planned and composed aus

einem Guss may be afterwards altered in certain parts. Even a

new incident, as a PatroUeia, might be introduced (Jh., ut sup.,

and Gercke in Jahrh. k. A., 1901, 185). Matter which is part

of a work thought out ah initio may be loose in its settin

still more may a passage added as an afterthought, or one whicl

has been recast. See Jusserand on Fiers Plowman in Modern

Philology for January 1910.

Again, Grote's principle appears to run counter to the

assumption made by Dissectors, that any one had a free hand to

interpolate the epics, and also to alter the text to make the new

matter harmonise with it. If, for example, a poet wished ta

make certain gods interfere in the battles of the Iliad, he could

do so. And if he or a successor found that any such interference

conflicted with the edict of Zeus in 5 ff., he could (Leaf, a.l.)

add lines 28-40 to cure the discrepancy. How then, we may
ask, could the author of K, or he who later inserted it in the

Iliad, be so indifferent to the fate of the lay ? One small

interpolation would have assured its position in the Iliad for

ever. A few lines introduced into one of the speeches of Odysseus

or Diomede in A, or into the colloquy of Nestor and Agamemnon

in H, would have sufticed. Or an addition, to supply the refer-

ence to the horses of Ehesus which the critics miss so much, say

at ^ 292, as {sit venia numeris)—Klveiav 'Vrjaoio 8' ivTpi-)(€<;

oj/cee? Xiriroi iv (paTPrj ikiirovTO, irrel ttoXv ^(eLpove^ rjcrav,

OvrjTol i6vT€<;, red S* dp* djTjpQ) aOavdrco re. We must surely

1
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refuse to follow Grote, or decline to believe it was so easy

to interpolate the poems.—We may apply this to A. The
interpolations in it noted by Dr. Leaf are of incomprehensible

origin. One is "a pointless generality," another is "gnomic,"

a third " spoils the picture," and so on. Not one seems to be

designed to help the additions which late poets made to the

Iliad. Yet nothing could have secured the inviolability say of

I, so well as a few lines inserted in A. They would have made
an incontestable voucher.

And finally, those who accept Grote's ruling must deny

isolated episodes to an epic poem altogether. But surely that is

not a justifiable attitude. It is a special application of the

unreasonable canon of Dissecting criticism that anything that

can be cut out clean may be suspected. Those who use it do

not stop to think how other authors' works can be mutilated,

if such procedure be sanctioned. The prejudice against episodes

in Dissecting minds is easily explained. Everything that retards

the plot is questioned. An episode retards, so it is suspected.

See Allen in C.R. xx. 270. Herodotus wanders, and retards.

" By means of digressions he achieved epic variety " (Bury, Anct.

Gk. Historians, 41 f.). Other writers digress at times. Other

epics have episodes interspersed through them, and commentators

make no objection. The Shdhndma, which some call an epic, is

a collection of magnified episodes. We find them in Beowulf and
the Idylls. There are episodes in the Aeneid (Heinze, 438).

Some, as Bernhardy, maintain that the epos requires episodes.

Certainly. They are an obvious source of variety. Aristotle

approved of them {Poetics, 1459 a). Terret (p. 235) styles

K an Episode de transition, which could not be expected to

influence the subsequent action. Baumlein, quoted by Hiecke
{Der gegenwdrt. Stand d. horn. Frage, 25), thinks that self-evident.

See also Blackie {Horn, and the II. i. 257), Mure (i. 297 ff.),

Cordery {TJie II of Horn. i. 482), and Bougot (pp. 214 ff.). If

such a means of varying the story be denied the poet, then the

critics' complaint,—an unreasonable complaint, as Jager shews

{Horn. u. Hor. 86), of the long drawn out Fighting at the Wall
and at the Ships should be suppressed. The Iliad should have

been one continued, unvaried surfeit of (j)6vo^ re koI alfia koI

apya\€o<; gtovo^ avhpcov, with no RuhepunJd at all. And what
would the critics have said then ? They would have complained
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even more bitterly of the monotony. As an episode the Doloneia

justifies itself. As an episode introducing us to the interior

of the camp and then providing an adventure by night which,

for the moment, turns the tables, it is admirably conceived and

most effectively placed.

It now remains to be seen whether there is, as the critics

assume, a total absence of connection between K and the rest

of the Iliad. Has K, as Grote says, not the slightest bearing

upon the events of the following books ? Does it stand zwecklos

dal

Many say no, for the following reason. If the author of

© and I was preparing for the Greek success and the Aristeia

of Agamemnon which he actually gives us in A, something

must be done to raise the spirits of the army and its leader.

Eothe, who thinks that the Doloneia " is not at all so superfluous

as is generally supposed" (Ji. 1891, 284, and cf. 1889, 355),

makes this same point, though he thinks Kocks' " no, were the

Doloneia not there, we should miss it," goes too far. So Mure
(i. 266, 301), Nutzhorn (JiJntstg. 223 7i.), Schmid (Rom. Stud.

ii. 19), Gerlach (quoted by Eanke, p. 9), Stier {Introduction to K),

Kiene {Die Eimu des Hoiners, pt. ii. 93), and Jiiger {Horn. u.

Hor. 82, and Horn. Aph. 226). I can add the authority of

Christ {H.G.L} 46), though he thinks it was a late Homerid
who seized the situation,— not to mention Unitarians, as

Gladstone, Lang, and others already quoted above. Mr. Allen

agrees {C.E. xx. 194) that the Doloneia "has always held its

present place." It is necessary, of course, that we appreciate

to the full the points in the story of the Doloneia, and bring

to bear on it, what is too often wanting in Homeric criticism,

a little imagination. I have tried to bring out the points of

the story in Chap. I. If they are correctly stated, the rise in

the spirits of the force behind the wall would correspond to

the chagrin and dismay of Hector, when he learned what its

leaders were still capable of. Brandt {Jahrh. k P. 1888, 102)
holds that this heartening of the Achaeans is the poet's object.

Cf. Terret, 236, and Pliiss in N. J. f. Mass. Altertinn, 1909, 318.

Brandt adds that the expedition had to be at night and a not

too conspicuous event, because of 5 ff. and 399 ff. That the

Achaeans marched out in high fettle in A we know. But
objectors urge that that is explained by the action of Zeus in
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sending Eris to sliout new life into them. The objection, how-

ever, is not insuperable. That seems to be only the poet's way

of representing the change in the Achaeans' spirits. It is

frequently the case in the poems that a theophany appears to

have a figurative meaning, and is not to be taken literally.

The appearance of Athen^ in the Quarrel in A is often quoted

in this connection. And I would refer to some excellent re-

marks, on the interventions in both poems by this same goddess,

to be found in Miss Stawell's work, especially pp. 79 and l70 f.

But there are also some notes of connection between K and

the other books of the Biacl. It occurred to me that the

reference to the shields of Nestor and his son, in H 9 ff., had

something to do with the proceedings of the preceding night in

K, and Mr. Lang has {H. and A. 276 f.) stated the argument

in the clearest possible way. He informs me that no reviewer

has controverted it. No other explanation has ever been

suggested. Dr. Leaf thought it useless to enquire. The ex-

planation from the Doloneia seems perfectly reasonable and

acceptable. If it is accepted, there is a reference in H to the

events of K, and K is incontestably part and parcel of the

Iliad as much as H.

So, though not quite so clearly, in the case of Meriones, who

gave Odysseus his bow on the night of the Doloneia. Next

day, N 159, he spears at Deiphobus and breaks his spear.. He
has not a second one. Possibly, when he went on guard the

night before, he took only one spear, as he had his bow with

him. In N he returns to camp to fetch a spear. Dr. Leaf

argues, on tol in 256, for which there is a v. I. ttov, and from

Idomeneus' words in 260 ff., that Meriones got one from the

hut of his ^
chief. But that is not quite clear. If Meriones

visited his own hut, he may have recovered his bow at the

same time, for he has it and uses it in 650. The bow may

be conceived by the poet as having been restored by Odysseus

to Meriones' hut, as Thrasymedes' shield was by Diomede to

Nestor's. Odysseus must have got himself a spear before coming

out in the morning, for he had not one the night before, and

he has one in A,—it is expressly mentioned in line 447. He
may have also restored the bow. All this is at least very con-

sistent with the hypothesis that K, A, N, and H are the work of

one author.
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The fact that Odysseus and Diomede appear at a late stage

in the fight in A, and by themselves, has always seemed to me
to point in the same direction. In the end of K the pair are

left sitting at a meal. They are next mentioned in A 310 ff.

Much has happened since dawn. Agamemnon has routed the

Trojans, and Hector has in turn routed the Achaeans. Odysseus

and Diomede suddenly appear and stem the flight. There are

no other chiefs near them, and we do not hear of their own
continfrents. It is as if their men had moved out with the rest

early in the morning, leaving the two heroes to follow. After

a time Diomede is wounded, mounts a car and retires, but there

is no mention of Sthenelus. The car may have been one of

those left at the fosse, A 47 ff. And when he goes, Odysseus

is all by himself, 401. Not a follower is near. Wounded and

surrounded by the Trojans, he has to shout for help. Menelaus

hears him, evidently, 465 ff., from some distance. The whole

narrative is consistent, but one expression makes difficulty, iroKiv

opfjievo) in 326, if it be interpreted, as by Leaf, "rallying (from

flight)." That seems going too far. But the iraXiv is not

suitable to our theory, ro) 8' av o/jllXov lovre in 324 is. ttoXlv

opfxevco does not recur ; and if we could suggest corruption and

read irpoaco opfievo),—cf op/xeva irpoaa-co in 572,—the case

would be complete. But there is no MS. authority. It would

not be the only case in the poems in which tw^o readings give

opposite meanings. In N 214 we have both ijiev ck Kktair}^

and 69 KXiairjv.—Terret (p. 235) takes the r/ iraOovre, k.t.X., of

Odysseus to Diomede, A 313, as a reference to their adventure

of the night before. It is possible it is so meant. We cannot

say more.

And again, there is a somewhat striking similarity between

the colloquy of Nestor and Agamemnon in H and their conversa-

tion in K. In the latter, K 104 ff., for which see p. 157 wfra,

Nestor is seeking to comfort his despairing chief. Zeus, he says,

may not vouchsafe success to Hector, if he makes a night assault.

But if he does, Achilles is still in the camp. In H Nestor and

Agamemnon again meet. It is only a few hours after the

conversation in K. Agamemnon is in a still lower depth of

despair. The battle is now at the ships. He addresses Nestor

first, and his words, H 44-51, do read as if he were recalling

Nestor's attempt to comfort him the night before. We might

L
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paraphrase them thus. " I fear Hector is fulfilling his threat to

burn the ships. And what profit to me if Achilles does relent ?

Others of the Achaeans are angry as he is, and reluctant to fight."

The reference to both Hector and Achilles, as on the previous

occasion, may of course be mere chance. It may, however, very

well be otherwise, a 49-51 are suspected, but on very poor

grounds as stated by Dr. Leaf, a.l

Again, the words put into Hector's mouth in 521 f., are

worth noticing,

—

<^v\aKr] Be rt? e/x7re8o9 eVrw, /jlt} Xoxo'i elcreXBrjCTL

TToXcv \aMV aTTCovTcov. In H 371=2 299, Kal (j)v\aKrj<;

ixvrjaaade, k.t.X., the order is in general terms. No specific reason

is given. Why then in ? One cannot say that Hector fears

that the enemy, in their battered state, would think of sending a

force to the city, or could do so without being discovered. Is it

then a foreshadowing of the Doloneia by the poet ? That seems

likely. It is noticeable that in regard to three other episodes in

the poems which have been stigmatised as ungenuine, we have

just such a premonitory hint as here. Mure (i. 262) takes

Nestor's advice to Agamemnon in B 362 ff. as "a piece of

poetical mechanism forming a transition to the ensuing muster-

roll of the Greek host." And cf Gemoll, Der Jiomerische

Schiffskatalog, 1. Similarly for -f 138 f. in relation to the

Laertes scene in the so-called "Continuation" of the Odyssey

y

and for X 416-22 as preparatory to H.

Again, one might almost urge that the poet of Z has the

events of the Doloneia in his mind when he puts lines 227 f. into

Diomede's mouth, "there are Trojans in plenty and /amows allies

for me to slaughter, whom, Heaven helping me, I may pursue and

overtake" And lastly, no one doubts that Diomede, in S 112, is

making a quiet retort. Twice during the previous night Nestor

had referred to his youthfulness,—I 57 and K 176. He now

recalls the small disparagement, just as in I 34 ff. he had paid

back the insult Agamemnon had done him in A.

It is not suggested that all these items have the force of

proof. But the incidents and references taken all together do

seem to tend to diminish the isolation of the Doloneia.
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THE DOCTORING OF I

Grote's strong opinion that K was composed for its present place

has won very general acceptance. Dr. Leaf is one of a few who

object. He says in his Introduction to K that it " cannot have

been meant to follow on I. It is rather another case of a parallel

rival to that book, coupled with it only in the final literary

redaction." It was inserted by the postulated Orclner, The

reasons for this conclusion are not understood. It seems to be

against the evidence. But in his Introduction to I, Dr. Leaf

gives his reasons for believing that the original opening of that

book was expanded "in order to pave the way for K." And
this expansion "seems clearly to belong to the final literary

redaction." He is not singular in this view.

We take his reasons in order. In I we have an Agora

followed by a BouU, but the Agora " is called only, it would

seem, for the glory of Nestor." Then once more we have one of

the late blunderers, for only such an one could set out to glorify

Nestor and end by covering Diomede with glory. Diomede is

the hero of the occasion. The Achaeans, as usual, applaud him

furiously, and even Nestor, who has another proposal to make,

has to yield to the prevailing feeling and pay a warm compliment

to his junior. But every scene in the Iliad in which Nestor

takes part is questioned as due to the Neleid leanings of the

Pisistratean editor. This time the Neleids were badly served.

Next, the Agora is followed by the BouU, " which should naturally

precede it." The grounds should have been stated. We may
admit that a BouU did sometimes precede an Agora, but is there

any reason to suppose that the Agora could not refer a matter to

the BouUl We know of none. See Jebb, 49 n., approving

Gladstone, Studies, iii 98, and an account of the various

147
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Assemblies in the poems by Seymour in C.R. xx. 338 f. It is

clear there was variety of practice. Sometimes the Agora was

not preceded by a BoiiU. Nestor suggests, with a reservation

of his object, that the BouU shall meet, and line 79 shews that

the suggestion was approved by the Agora. Again, " the only

practical measure proposed is the placing of sentinels, which is

needed as an introduction to the Doloneia, but has nothing to

do with this book." The first reason seems to beg the question.

The necessity for a guard can easily be understood, and Kornke,

in a work to be mentioned presently, points out that there is

nothing in I to suggest that it was a new precaution. On the

contrary, the leaders of the cjivXaKT^pe^ are spoken of as well

known. I would compare 85 with II 168 fP. See also

Wilamowitz, Uher das © der II. 381. What is new on the

occasion in I is, as Kornke points out, that the guard are, I 67,

to bivouac outside the wall, evidently the better to watch the

Trojans. Dr. Leaf's second reason is not very precise in its

terms. It appears to mean that the placing of the sentinels was

inappropriate. But it is surely forgotten that there had been a

defeat of the Achaeans, their first in the open field, and that the

Trojans were encamped on the plain in a position to strike during

the night. And lastly, this expansion, which is not proved, is

said " clearly " to belong to the final literary redaction. But

there is no clearness on that point at all.

The Agora was summoned, as we know from the text, to

consider Agamemnon's proposal that the army should take to

the ships. Diomede settled that question amidst the plaudits

of the host. Then Nestor intervenes. The army will remain.

So far, so good; all have been saved from the disgrace of a

retreat. But more was required than this. Diomede had not

effected all that was necessary, ov reXo^; 'Ueo fjLv6(ov, I 56.

The position is full of peril, and there is but one resource.

Achilles alone can save the situation. The operations in the

field had been disastrous without him. He must be approached.

Agamemnon must conciliate him. But Nestor refrains from

mentioning this; he only says, in the Agora, that something

more is necessary. Can we wonder ? Was it a fit matter to

be discussed before the assembled host? Agamemnon was

unpopular already, and his position had not been improved by

the disgraceful proposal he had made, and the sharp snub which
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had been administered to him by Diomede. Even without this,

was the delicate suggestion which Nestor had to make not one

which could be better put and considered at a private meeting

of the yepovref; ? I cannot think that Dr. Leafs conclusion has

reason in it or any evidence to support it. Kornke has, in his

pamphlet tfber den Eingang des neunten Gesanges der Ilias,

discussed the question in a very thorough manner with refer-

ence to all the difficulties that criticism has raised. He accepts

K as late, and the reference in it to the guards as designed to

connect it with I. But he finds no grounds whatever for

suspecting any modification of the opening of the earlier book,

and Eothe (Jh. 1898, 98) accepts the proof in its entirety.

Kornke defends Nestor's suggestion for a BoidS by the prudent

old man's desire to " spare the Commander-in-chief the degrada-

tion " which the mention of his further proposal would entail.

Cf. Wilamowitz, op. cit. 380, and Robert, p. 496.

It would surely be strange if this tampering with I had

been established,—strange that it should have taken such an

extremely feeble form. We are asked to believe that it was

done by the Ordner. In the exercise of his plenary powers he

troubled himself about this trifling matter of the guards, and

yet he left in the Iliad passages, such as A 609 f. and H 72,

85 f., which, in the eyes of Dissecting critics, are absolutely

fatal to I. If the editor did not consider that these discrepancies

—if they are as serious as modern critics think—ought to be

cured, it is difficult to imagine inconsistencies which did require

his attention, and impossible to understand how he came to give

his sole attention to this one little point. It seems to be all past

comprehension by the ordinary mind.

Wilamowitz, in his essay on 0, takes quite a different view

of the opening of I. He regards it and and the conclusion

of H as one EindicMung, which was composed in order to bring

I, or the remainder of it, and K, into the Eicul.



CHAPTEE XIX

DKAMATIS PERSONAB

The power of the hand that drew the Homeric characters has

been the theme of unlimited praise. It is a faculty in which

many consider the author of the poems,—for they cannot in

this regard conceive a plurality of workers,—all but unrivalled.

Some would not except Shakespeare. Even Dissectors pay their

tribute; detraction is almost silent. And no less striking is

the consistency throughout of the main features of the portraits,

—in primariis perso7iis eadem lineamenta et ingenioi-um et

animorum (Wolf, Fref. to E.) cf. Mure, i. 231).-^ It should be

a standing puzzle to those successors of Wolf who believe the

poems grew through several centuries. There must have been

wear and tear during a long tradition. We hardly require the

experts to tell us that the saga is no constant quantity. If

" expurgation " was an active influence, the changes must have

been marked. A hero's character would be overhauled; his

own mother would soon have failed to recognise the reconstituted

individual. Sagenverschiehungen again, if they took place on the

scale alleged by the Dummler-Bethe school, must have brought

about great changes. Two Diomedes could be made into one,

or one Aias might develop into two. But no change, no faltering

is perceptible in Homer. ALL the portraits are consistent,

masterly, and, as Father Browne puts it {Handbook, 320), clear-

cut. Yet he is a follower of Geddes, whose duality almost

postulates two schools of Homerids preserving and elaborating

^ Wilamowitz will hardly command scholars must be "mostly fools." To
assent when he says {Griech. u. lat. many the character of, say, Odysseus
Literal, u. Sprache, 10) that to talk of a or Diomede, seems a sufficient reply to
** character" of the Homeric Achilles or the Expansionists.

Odysseus is foolishness. If so, Homeric

150
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different views of different personages. And there was a point

at which degeneration did set in. It is strange that it came

'per saltum, in the Cyclics. There is no degradation of Odysseus

in Homer. But the Cyclics attributed to him and other heroes

some of the meanest actions (Schmidt, Ulix. postJiom. pt. L 32).

The hypothesis that best explains this perfect and sustained

uniformity in the poems is that of one mind of high creative

power, drawing the actors in the great dramas from large

experience and with rare insight, so that they have become,

more than the creations of any other master, types of humanity

for all time,—forms " more real than living man, Nurslings of

immortality." It has been said that " the success of epic poetry

depends on the author's power of imagining and representing

characters" (Ker, 17). It is one of the glories of the Homeric

poems. Had these come into existence through an age-long

process of accretion, we should have had what Professor Ker

there describes, " stories, professing to be epic, in which there

is no dramatic virtue, in which every new scene and new

adventure merely goes to accumulate, in immortal verse, the

proofs of the hero's nullity and insignificance. This is not the

epic poetry of the heroic ages."

If it can be shewn that this consistency of presentation

extends to the Doloneia, and that the chief actors in it are in

act and temperament the men whom we know in other books,

we shall be pro\Tlng one more bond between our lay and these

latter, and at the same time answering a number of objections.

Not that there is a strong case to be met here. If we take

Eanke's careful essay, we find little that calls for an answer.

He analyses the characters minutely (pp. 40-48), finds a wealth

of traits common to K and the rest of the Hiad, but says they

are copied. He does not prove this, and we can find no evidence

of a strange hand slavishly tracing the lineaments of patterns

constructed elsewhere. He also finds a debased ideal of the

heroic in the Doloneia. But the incidents in the lay on which

he builds are mostly slight. Only in respect of Diomede can

his charge be regarded seriously. It is certain, even on Fianke's

own shewing, that if the Heldentum in the Doloneia is of a

degenerate type, the falling off is small and scarcely per-

ceptible.

Agamemnon in the Doloneia is just what the events of the
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earlier books have made him. It is all admirably described by
Mure (i. 314) and Lang {H. and A. chaps, iv. and v.). The
picture is of a weak, impulsive man, unequal to his heavy

responsibilities, with passions easily roused, and as easily overcome

by apprehension, remorse or despair. He is jealous of his position

and prerogatives, like any other early king of kings, but it needed

a stronger man than Agamemnon to rule the " turbulent feudal

society " which he was set over (Symonds, Studs, in the Gk. Poets,

ii. 47; and van Gennep, Quest. 20). He quarrels with his

vassals, and they openly express their contempt for him. Yield-

ing, as he afterwards admits (I 119), to his evil temper, he even

breaks with Achilles, the pride and stay of the camp. He
regrets his folly and confesses at once, B 378. But he struggles

on, now groaning over his sin and its fruit,

—

ov hvvaro XeXaOeaO'

aT7)<;, rj Trpcorov adaOr), T 136,—now shewing a bold front and
even repeating his folly by insulting his captains on the field of

battle,—till the will of Zeus begins to work. One " dolorous

day " of reverse in the field, and his weak spirit gives in entirely.

The enterprise must be abandoned. Anything to get rid of the

load that is crushing him. This is in L Yet Kuhlbars can say

(p. 8) that outside K Agamemnon never se praebet ah onfini 82^6

destitutiim. He forgets H 74 ff, as well as L
Agamemnon is saved from this supreme disgrace by Diomede

and Nestor, and we see how low he has fallen when he is told in

open Agora that he is coward as well as fool, I 32, 39, and has

no word to say in reply. He eagerly catches at the proposal to

conciliate Achilles, and makes a great parade of the reparation

he is ready to make. But withal we feel there is unreality,

ungenuineness about it (Harder, Homer, 256). "He sets about

it like a tradesman" (Grimm, 22), and we are not surprised that

he does not succeed. There is a broken, but not a really contrite

spirit. And when his envoys return and report their failure, the

cup is full for Agamemnon. He is forsaken by God and man.

In the hour of his v^pt^ he had boasted of the patronage of

Heaven; now Achilles, and even Hector had supplanted him
(B 110 f., © 236 ff., I 17 ff., 116 f., K 45 f. and 70 f.). His
followers are mutinous (B 222 f., N 107 ff., S 49 ff., 132, and
cf. Leaf on T 85 and Allen in C.R. xxi. 19). It was doubtful

once, B 72-83, if they could be got to face the Trojans {JK
1903, 286). This is the plight of Agamemnon at the opening
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of K. He can never know peace again wliile he lives (K 89 f.).

Escape from his troubles is denied him. He must stay and

suffer, and the worst may yet be to come.

All this seems plain and well vouched. Yet difiQculties are

made. The critics comment on Agamemnon's charge to his

brother in 67 ff. He is thinking of the antagonism which his

arrogant behaviour has aroused. Zeus is punishing him. Eead,

in 71, ryetvo/jLevoccTLv with nearly all the best editors. "It is

because we have been guilty of such folly that Zeus hath

afflicted us."

Again, in 57 f. the poet of K represents Agamemnon as

saying Nestor will have more influence with the guards than he,

the Commander-in-chief. Fick finds this " too absurd." ^ It is

not, if we remember the disaffection in the camp. The special

confidence expressed in Nestor's son and Idomeneus' squire, two

of the captains of the guard, is significant. Nestor had always

been Agamemnon's friend. That Idomeneus was in the same

position of active confidence we infer from the Epipolesis. Again,

in that scene Aias is paid a compliment for his loyalty, and it is

Aias and Idomeneus who are the first, after Nestor, to be thought

of on the night of the Doloneia. All consists with what we find

in the other books of the Iliad.

The most natural step of all, the visit to the guards, is one

of the greatest stumbling-blocks. The critics make merry over

19 f. and 43. They seem to expect a regular council and a

formal scheme. What Agamemnon wants must surely be judged

from what he says and does. Things are in a parlous state.

Hector, he goes on to tell Menelaus, is irresistible. If he renews

the attack by night, all is lost,—46 ff., 93 and 100 f. It was

an ordinary precaution to see that the sentinels were on the alert.

And they were. They understood what they had been posted

for, 188 f. At the fosse there is deliberation and further

measures are taken. See p. 2 sujpra. A blow was dealt at

Hector that sufficiently spoiled the victory he had gained during

the day. The poet, telling his story in his own way, makes

a really good one. It does not please the critics, but it was not

made for them.

It is also objected that the picture of Agamemnon's distress

^ On p. 388 of his Uiad he says it is an "'Ionian" touch. "We have the
Neleids again.
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is overdone. To us moderns it may appear to more than meet

the case. But it is quite in keeping with the rest of the Iliad.

The Achaean heroes' ways were not as our ways. lis expriment

leur douleitr et leur joie avec une violence toute primitive, toute

orientate mSme (Bougot, 197; cf. Blume, Ideal, 15). We might

refer to other manifestations of anguish, even to the disfigurement

of the face, which are described in the poems. It is enough

to mention Priam, Andromache, Briseis, and Achilles himself.

Parallels are plentiful in other poetry. Eustam, like Agamemnon,
plucks his hair out by the roots. The ladies of Iran tear their

faces and necks. Shakespeare often paints exhibitions of distress

in the very strongest colours. In the Doloneia there is no

greater excess. The emotions of Southern and Eastern peoples

find vent more easily than those of Northern Europe. Achilles

in 2 23 f., "casts dust upon his golden head"; a man in India

will force a handful into his mouth. In K the poet is describing

a weak chief in the extremity of remorse and despair. The curse

Achilles had laid on Agamemnon, av S' evhoOu Ovfiov dfjLv^€i<i,

A 240 ff., is fulfilled to the letter in K, just as in I we have the

fulfilment of Athene's promise, rpU rocraa Trapecraerai, d<y\aa

Scopa, A 213. In early poetry written for men of an early day,

we do not expect that such a curse and such a promise shall

remain of no effect.

Diomede is a hero for whom, as already mentioned, a double

origin has been found. But if there were two embryos, it is

certain that the matured character is one in the Iliad. And if a

host of poets laboured to make up the picture there presented to

us, the unanimity with which they wrought is certainly remarkable.

Diomede is a knight sans peur. In the Doloneia he is in

pointed contrast to his terror-stricken chief. In the fight during

the day he had stood his ground, when others fled before the

portents of Heaven. That he was the one to answer Nestor's

call at the fosse, is consistent with his character elsewhere as the

heartener of his fellows, and the determined opponent of any

compromise with the enemy or weakness in the face of disaster

(H 400 f., I 45 ff., and H 128 ff.). He is young, but his prowess

in the field and his sturdy good sense in council ^ supijlent aetatem.

There is an old head on good young shoulders. Even hostile

criticism helps us here. Dr. Leaf, on I 31, notes the "moderation"

^ ^ovXrj fjL€Ta irdvTas O/UTjXtxas ^irXev Apiaros, I 54.
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of the hero, and quotes K 219 as well as H 399 and I 696.

And cf. Mure, i. 322 f. "A dilemma, a pause, a silence";

Diomede comes forward, and confidence is restored. His good

qualities evoke a compliment from Nestor in I 53 ff. But the

old counsellor, who never forgets the advisory prerogative which

his own age and experience confer, cannot help referring with a

slight air of patronage to Diomede's youth. Just so in K 176,

—

Nestor again. Next day, in H HI f., Diomede reminds his

hearers, among whom is Nestor, of these remarks.

Diomede's attitude to Agamemnon in K is also consistent.

In A 370 ff. he takes in silence the affront put upon him by his

overlord, and represses Sthenelus. As Mr. Lang puts it, "he bides

his time," which comes in I. In K, in the same way, he has no

special respect for the great but weak man. When the latter

addresses him, 234 ff., in the most winning way, he takes no

notice. He answers Agamemnon's question, but addresses himself

to the company generally. Odysseus had also suffered from

Agamemnon's temper in the Epipolesis. In 249 the man of

many wiles may be making quiet allusion to that foolish

outburst.

There remains the one departure from the heroic ideal noted

by Eanke, the killing of Dolon and the slaughter of the sleeping

Thracians. But the heroic ideal can be, and often is, rated too

high. When the heroes' ways are set before us, as by Blume, noth-

ing extenuating, we see that Homer does not make them perfect

(Mure, i. 394). They are most of them, to use a common saying,

as their mothers bore them ; some of them a good deal worse.

" They are heroes, and first-rate ones ; but they are the heroes

of the oldest paganism" (Coleridge, Greek Classic Poets^ 183 ;
cf.

van Gennep, Quest. 37). The brutality that Agamemnon was

capable of is marked in A 31. There is nothing that is

knightly in his words in Z 57 ff. or A 113 ff., or even in Nestor's

inB 355. The "gentle" Patroclus can jeer at a fallen foe, or

long to secure his corpse to disfigure it, H 745 ff., 559. The

Homeric hero hates his enemy. He sees in dem Gegner immer

mir den Feiiul (Blume, 31; Finsler, 351). He may take him

and hold him to ransom, or he may kill him and disfigure his

corpse and fling it to the dogs. He may hurl his child from the

walls, or even slay it in its mother's womb. His wife he reserves

for the worst form of slavery. To his foeman " the Greek hero
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is ruthless" (Blume, 33). He may spare liim, if the mood be on

him, but in killing him where and when he finds him, he is guilty

of no v(3pL^ in the sight of god or man. He is " not a good

Christian like the critics" (Mulder, Qiiellen, 172).

For Dolon, a spy has never had gentle treatment in the war-

fare of any age. Diomede says plainly that a man who was
capable, in his own conceit at least, of penetrating the Achaean
lines and gaining information, was better out of the way. As to

the Thracians, the poet wanted the horses brought out. After

Hector's insolent reference to the horses of Achilles, the Thracian

steeds had to be secured, and the heroes could not take the

sleepers prisoners. It is a case of those "necessities of the

moment " which Eothe and others mark in the poems, but which
are spurned by interpreters who seek for discrepancies. That
Diomede nowhere else perpetrates such a deed is not to the point.

It should be shewn that in similar circumstances he was wont to

display a merciful chivalrousness. We cannot be required to

produce a parallel for every incident in a lay. Telemachus is of

an extremely gentle nature. But on one occasion, p^ 461-77,
he superintends and apparently takes part in a work of savagery,

on the maids of Odysseus and on Melanthios, with which nothing

else in Homer can be compared. Eanke would say the faithless

thralls deserved to die. Diomede might answer that one's enemies
" are always in the wrong," especially when they stand in a man's

way who is, as Grimm puts it, " greedy for booty " and in a mood
to achieve something Kvvrarov (K 503 and Grimm, 44 ff.).

But grant that in this matter there is a departure from the

Homeric ideal. It is the only one, and it is neither " so deep as

a well, nor so wide as a church door." A similar action in the

Acneid would not attract attention, at least it would not be argued

that it is the work of a later poet in days of a lower ideal.

Heinze (p. 216) defends the massacre (Bluthad) in the Nisus-

Euryalus episode. But it does not appear that any excuse can

be pleaded for it. See also Pluss in JaJirh. k. Ph. 1888,
187.

To most people the delineation of the Homeric Nestor is

perfect,— a Hawptstuck homerischer Kunst. Maginn {Home.

Ballads, 57) thinks one can test a critic's appreciation of the

epic by his attitude towards the old cliief. The Pylian king

is magna pars of the Eiad. Yet Dissectors would expel him
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as the creation of Ionian Neleids on hints from an imagined
" Pylian Epos." We can once more only marvel at the perfect

whole which the interpolators have bequeathed to us.

As military adviser-in-chief, Nestor is naturally to the front

in a canto which describes the Achaean fortunes at their nadir.

He is prominent in I, and we meet him again in H, hurrying

to his chief when he sees that the sacred scales of Zeus are once

more inclined to the Trojan side. But in the Doloneia Kuhlbars
thinks he talks " much nonsense," and Jahr misses " the sweet-

ness and wisdom of his discourse." "We protest against expecting

an old man roused from his sleep after an extremely trying day
to be at his best as a talker. But if we had space to analyse

his speeches in K, it would be easy, we think, to shew that

there are method and sense in his every word. Take the remark
which is specially fastened on, his reference to Achilles in 1 5 ff.

(Leaf, Introdn. to K; Kuhlbars, 9; Dlintzer, 307; and ISTaber,

170). Nestor never forgets the unfortunate breach. He strives

to stop the quarrel in A, he insists on atonement in I, and in

A he appeals to Patroclus. It would not be strange, then, that

he should regret with a sigh, intending the effect on Agamemnon,
that the host could not have an hour of Achilles to wreck the

triumph of Hector. But there is more than this. The words
Kol irXeioo-iv seem important, and I believe the critics err in

one particular. It is ridiculous, they say, to talk of Achilles

relenting, when he has just shewn that nothing will move him.

But there ivas a point at which he would forget his grievance,

—

when Hector should reach his hut and ship (I 654 f.). Now
Agamemnon is in dread of a night attack. Nestor has to comfort

him. He tells his chief he takes too gloomy a view. Let
Hector come on. He had better not be too sure of Zeus. "VVe

will give Lim a fight. And if the worst comes to the worst,

Achilles is still at his ships, and " all's right with the " camp.

Hector may succeed at first, but only to find himself involved

in greater trouble

—

KijSea-c ixoxOiicreiv koI TrXeLoaiv— if he
reaches the Myrmidon lines. That seems a reasonable inter-

pretation of the passage.—Since writing it I see, from a brief

reference in Mure's Epitome of K (vol. i. 245), that he appears

to take the same view.

The other great difficulty is that, as soon as Nestor appears,

Agamemnon retires to the background. That is so, and it is
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quite natural in the circumstances. Agamemnon is in a state

of abject terror, and unfit to act. Nestor sees his condition,

administers some comfort, and sets to work. He is in charge

all the time, and Agamemnon is nowhere,—except at one point.

Agamemnon interposes to prevent Menelaus from being chosen

by Diomede. That is quite in consonance with his character,

—

" undeniably Homeric" (Nitsche). See A 148-91 and H 107 ff.

But it has given offence, and K 240, in which the poet explains,

must be cut out. All is consistent till the critics come and

spoil it.

Menelaus himself plays a minor part in the lay. "We notice

some points in the references to him, p. 173 infra.

On the Trojan side, Hector is the one chief mentioned in

the Doloneia as an active agent, and, except for one short scene,

only incidentally. Yet we find some small touches which recall

similar indications in other parts of the Hiad. His deeds that

the Argives are to remember £or many a day, are dwelt on in

K 47 £f., as in A 502, X 380, and elsewhere. His offer of

Achilles' horses, K 305 f., is on a par with the inducement he

parades for the man who shall recover the body of Patroclus,

P 231. Again, it is not infrequently suggested that Hector's

valour entitles him to rank with heroes of divine parentage.

Much the same idea is found in K 47-50, which Dr. Leaf, on

n 258, quotes in illustration of Priam's pride in his dead son.

Cf. the expressions in N 54, 825, and ® 538 ff.

Dolon, like Ehesus, does not reappear, so we have no

opportunity of comparing his behaviour in K with his character

elsewhere. The poet's reflection in 336 f., when he is rushing

to his death, may be compared with that in M 113-15 on Asios,

another "rash, intruding" warrior on the Trojan side who

ventured overmuch, though it was not, as in Dolon's case,

covetousness, but the thirst for glory that led him to his death.

ayrjvopiT] Be /jllv cKra.

The description of Dolon has been much admired for the

amount of the information about the new-comer condensed by

the poet into two or three brief but telling sentences. See

Piatt's By-vjays in the Classics, 75, quoting Morley's Life of

Gladstone, iii. 388. Dolon is "a bad fellow, whose badness

Homer explains by the fact that he was a brother brought

up among sisters only " : avrap 6 /jlovpo<{ erjv fiera irevre
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KacTL^vrjTrjcnv} This line, K 317, describes a state of things in

a family circle the converse of which is found several times else-

where,—Andromache and her seven brothers, Briseis and her

three, Nausikaa and her five. Cf. O 3 9 9 of Hermes-Polyctorides.

Such touches may well be an idiosyncrasy of a poet in an early

age, when a man might repeat himself freely, originality not

being the prime requirement which it is in modern times.

The two divine agents who are named in K hardly require

mention. They are the Athene and Apollo whom we know
well in the Iliad. But objection has been made to their

appearing in the Doloneia at all. Principal Geddes {Problem,

41 n.) finds "one of the difficulties attending K as it now
stands " in the interference of Apollo and Athen^ " after the

great interdict by Zeus" in 0. So Christ, Iliad, 40, and cf.

Friedlander, Horn. Kritik, 68 and n., and others. We assume

that the objection cannot be seriously meant to apply to the

heron sent by Athene in 274, or to the description, by common
formulae, in 366 and 482, of the will with which Diomede sets

himself to spear at Dolon and slaughter the Thracians. If we
refer to the poet himself, we find that in 462 he conceives the

goddess as in Olympus. She may be said, if we are to interpret

very literally, to be on the scene in 508, when she advises

Diomede to get away. But Hermann s Minerva Ulixem salvum

reducit {Be Interpol. Horn. 13) goes too far. In Mure's judgment

(i. 257 n.) Hermann is hypercritical. It was only "direct

combative participation in the conflict" that Zeus forbade.

Athene in K is faithful to her promise in 35 f. To give

advice "was always lawful to all" (Naber, 17, and cf. Lindner,

Das Eingreifen der Goiter in d. Handhcng d. 77. 24, and Hammer,
Qualem Minervam finxerit Horn. 23). Apollo's action in rousing

Hippokoon, 518, was no transgression of Zeus' prohibition

Tpcoeaacv dprjyi/jLev. Eanke admits that (p. 24). But the whole

discussion is unsound. " The prohibition does not make dis-

obedience impossible" (Friedlander, Rom. Krit. 31 n.). Zeus

might issue commands if he chose. The poet could make deities

obey or not as he chose. He pulls the divine strings. Every
turn in the story brings fresh needs. Sometimes it is with him

^ The biographer continues : "Oliver for gospel." The surgeon, John Hunter,
Cromwell, by the way, was an only had confirmed Homer from his own
surviving boy among seven sisters, so observation.
we cannot take either poet or surgeon
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irav aiTovov Baifiovlcov ; the gods can work at a distance. At

others, they are subject to limitations, even as men are. We
need hardly discuss the genuineness of 28-40 till some better

motive for interpolation is given. The popular one (Leaf, a.L)

is, that the lines were inserted to explain the " moral support

"

given in subsequent books by Athene and other deities. But

permission for "moral support" is just what Athene claimed

and Zeus granted.^ An interpolator who detected more in the

divine interventions in ©, K, A, O and P, and thought it

necessary to remove inconsistency, must surely have been a

very stickler for harmony. See Baumlein, Commentat. 30, and

Terret, 222 ff. And how these small inconsistencies were de-

tected and cured, while others remain so great and glaring that

critics can use them to shatter the scheme of the Iliad, is one

of the many mysteries of its own creation which the Higher

Criticism does not attempt to probe.

It has also been suggested by Erhardt (op. cit. 164 K; cf.

Cauer, Grundfrgn. 133) that it is to Athenian influence that the

part played by Athene in K is due. But Unitarians still ask in

vain for tangible and sufficient evidence of Athenian manipulation

of the poems. No one will go so far as to say that the Athene

of Homer is the creation of Athenian diaskeuasts or the

Pisistratean Commission. The case must rest on the scanty

references to Menestheus and Theseus,^ and one or two other

small indications. Interpolators were an ahsurda ncctio; we

know that from their patrons, or creators, the Dissectors of the

poems. But surely those who worked in the Athenian interest

were the weakest of all. The praise of Menestheus in B is

balanced by the abuse levelled at him in A. What sort of

doctoring was it that allowed such an insult to Athens to stand ?

If, as Erhardt suggests (I.e.), the Athenians gave K its final shape

in the sixth century, is it conceivable that, with such a chance

and with, no doubt, all the will in the world, they restricted their

part in the Iliad to such modest dimensions ? See Mure, ii.

209 f.; Geddes, ProUem, 302 ff.; Paley on B 548; and Allen in

1 If, in this much debated passage, now, on such passages, Mr. Snow in

we accept the well-vouched reading, ei C.R. xxiv. 185. His opinion is that

ci> KeXeveis, in line 35, and translate '*if the Athenians were able to do so little,

you really insist on it," Zeus' reply because they were " working on a fixed

presents no difficulty. and finished text, which they could not

2 Even A 265 is defended by P. venture to expand perceptibly." But

Friedlander, Herakles, 167 and %.—See M 331-77 is not trifling.
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C.Q. iii. 84, 87.—It is the same, we may add, with the "Ehodian

interpolation " in B. It was, we are told, inserted to the glory

of Ehodes in the days of her maritime supremacy. She is

glorified with nine ships, the smallest of all the contingents save

only those of Philoctetes and Nireus. The interpolator might at

least have written i/^ja? TrevryKovr dyajev 'FoSlcou ayepco'^cov in

B 654. But an interpolator seldom manages to give satisfaction.

M



CHAPTEE XX

ODYSSEUS

Odysseus is the Homeric hero whom we know best. He fills by

far the largest space on the canvas of the two epics. But apart

from that, his character appeals to us as one more general, more

everyday and more modern in its attributes than the others.

We know Achilles well too. In the last six books of the Ilmd

the poet hardly allows the reader's eye to stray from him. But

he is still a saga figure, as becomes the son of a goddess, to whom
but a few years of glorious life on earth have been allotted. His

passions are more than human. In his rage only the destruction

of the whole Achaean and Trojan hosts together will satisfy him.

See Eobert, 356. The motives that sway him are a terror even

to the Higher Criticism, which has stumbled sorely in its efforts

to unravel them. It is far different with Odysseus.-^ He offers

no problems; analysis is not required. He is very man, reflect-

ing characteristics, as was said of the poem that bears his name,

as common iv to3 dvdpco7rlv(p /Slw in the heroic age as they are

now and as they have always been. So he was not an ethical

model, but we must not judge him by modern standards. He
had "a ready turn for dissimulation" (Mure, i. 392); but

cunning, even of what seems to us a low type, was not matter of

reprobation in heroic days. He may have been deceiving Dolon

in K 383. Orszulik (p. 6) thinks he was, and seems to think no

worse of him. Certainly he did not interpose later to prevent

Diomede from cutting Dolon down. But we cannot be sure that

he lied. There is nothing mean proved against him in Homer.

A debased conception of his character became popular in days of

^ " If Odusseus was what the Greeks they wondered at " (Blakeney, Transln.
admired, and were, Achilles was what of II. 229 n. ).

162
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epic decadence and persisted for ages after. The convicia of the

Greek tragedians are collected by Schmidt {Ulix. posthom. 83 f).

A goodly collection might be made from the Aeneid. Odysseus

has become a monster of meanness. But this view of the hero

did not avail to oust the splendid original of the Eiad and

Odyssey, " the definitive and final portrait made by a single

master-hand" (Mr. T. A. Cook in Fortnightly Rev. Ixxxii. 925;
and see Eobert, 360).

In the epics Odysseus is presented to us, in battle as a

warrior of the first rank, and in all the works of peace sagacious,

skilled, and resourceful above his fellow^s. He is prominent

in every enterprise, ^ovXd^ r i^dp'^wv dyaOa^ TroXe/iov re

Kopvaacov. It was from the epics that Horace drew when he

wrote quid virtus et quid sapientia possit, Utile proposuit uohis

exemplar Ulixen. His valour and intrepidity in the face of

danger he shares Tvith others ; his practical wisdom, his wide

experience of men and manners, and his capacity for all the

business; of life are his own. He crowns his achievements by

the capture of Troy. He never fails, iravroiropo^, airopo^ eir

ovhev ep-xerai. In all the practical work of life he has no rival

(Gladstone, Primer, 148). Nestor, by age and experience, has

the special position of military adviser to the force, and is

admittedly past his best. Odysseus "stands to him as irpaKTiKo^"

(Schmid, Horn. Stud. ii. 33).

The delineation in the poems of this master mind is, by

almost universal consent, consistent throughout. He is certainly

not one of those characters whom Father Browne (p. 113) de-

scribes as " fiercer and more elemental " in the Achilleid. The

presentation of Odysseus is dwelt on with enthusiasm by writers

who have given us studies of the Homeric dramatis personac, as

Mure, Gladstone, Hayman and Lang. The last named regards

him as the hero of the Iliad, the man the poet admires most

{Anthropol. and Class. 60 f.). The authors of special monographs

on the hero, as Kretschmar and Marcowitz, find no weakening

anywhere. Even the enemies of the Doloneia may be said, for

all their seeking, to find no orround for charoinej its author with

failure to appreciate Odysseus. Nitsche and Orszulik and Harder

{Homer, 234) admit that he is, like the other heroes who come

on the stage in our lay, his own self and no other. Eanke can

make up his mind to no serious complaint. In Kuhlbars' running
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commentary there is hardly an unfavourable word. Odysseus is

at his best in the Doloneia, which is often referred to as his

Aristeia in the Iliad. His is the head that directs the enterprise

throughout, and carries it, as we expect from what we know of

him elsewhere, to a successful issue. We need not wonder that

there is a lay in the Iliad devoted to him and his comrade

Diomede.

Two serious attempts have been made to " slice " the Odysseus

of the poems, by Geppert (Ursprung, i. 293 ff.) and by Geddes.^

To the former the hero is a warrior in the Iliad, in the Odyssey a

man of the world. But who will say that Odysseus lacks courage

in the Odyssey, or resource and address in the Iliad ? Again in

the Iliad he is a big man, and likened, F 196 fif., to a great ram

leading the flock, " towering above all in size and strength "
; in

the Odyssey he is jeered at by Polyphemus as a puny object,

and requires Athene's help at every turn to give him imposing

stature. This seems quite wrong. Agamemnon was taller than

Odysseus by a head, and there were men in the host taller by a

head than Agamemnon, F 193 and 168. Once more, Geppert,

calculating carefully, finds Odysseus must have been sixty when

Calypso was so loth to lose him, and too elderly a beau, even if

we bear in mind the scholiast's Beivov to rjpcoLKov, We may
safely disregard this consideration.

Principal Geddes exposes in the poems two views of the

hero's character, too widely different attitudes towards it. The

author of the Achilleid is " dubiously, if not coldly, indifferent
'*

to Odysseus. In the Ulyssean area there is " a special vein of

admiration" for him (Frohlem, 81, 97). The method of dis-

crimination wiU not, however, bear examination. The Ulyssean

area is far larger than the Achilleid, and gives proportionately

more scope for Odysseus ; while his opportunities in the Achilleid,

after three of its fourteen books are passed, are reduced almost to

nil. He is wounded and has to retire, and when he reappears,

Achilles is all in all to the poet, and Odysseus, like others, in

four of the five last books, 2, T, $, and X, sinks into temporary

obscurity. In fact he comes on the scene but twice, but in each

^ The efforts of Dissectors of the Tws Odysseus is a "homesick sufferer"'

;

Odyssey to find different representations in the Nostosa. "cunning lying knave."

of Odysseus in that poem have not been But surely even a rogue may long for

successful. One of the latest attempts his home.
is by Fick {Entstg. cL Od. 93). In the
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case only the most hardened opposition to his claims could

characterise the part he plays as other than most creditable. And
in the whole of the Iliad there are but three passages from which

anything unfavourable to the hero can be extracted, in A, A, and

0. It can be shewn, we think, that not one of them supports

the theory of Geddes. He finds disparagement of Odysseus in A,

which is Achilleid. We find the exact reverse. In A, which is

" Ulyssean," and where therefore Odysseus should be tenderly and

admiringly treated, our hero is vilified by Agamemnon. As to

6, if we grant to Geddes that Odysseus is a coward in that book,

there are few in these days of advanced Dissection who will agree

with him that is of the Achilleid. It is said to be one of the

very late books, and it ought to be Odyssean (p. 129 supra).

Father Browne, who is a follower of Geddes, says it is.

Geddes' treatment of the incident in A seems to disclose a

very ecstasy of partiality. We must read the passage with his

comments (op. cit. 95 f.)- Odysseus, wounded and surrounded

by Trojans, has " difficulty in screwing his courage up," and though

at one point he " is compared honourably enough to a Kairpio^

. . . , and proves a very nrrnia or * Tartar ' to the Trojans," he

is afterwards " likened to an eKa(\>o^ or ' stag,'—not the most

warlike of animals,"—though it is a stag at bay,
—

" and screams
"

—i]vaev—"with all his might thrice,"
—"as loud as the head of the

wight ^ could bawl." But Odysseus is not compared to a stag,

any more than he is compared to a squid in e 432 ff., or to a

haggis in i; 25 £f., or Aias to an ass in A 558 ff. (Finsler, 498).

As happens so often, the Homeric practice in regard to the

tertium comparationis is neglected. The surrounding of Odysseus

is compared to the surrounding of a wounded stag by jackals.

That is all. And how different the appreciations by other

authorities. Hayman {Odyssey, vol. i. App. E, Iviii.) describes

the scene as " in itself an Odyssey in little ; there is no more

gallant picture in the poem." Professor Ker asks (p. 9), "by

what magic is it that the cry of Odysseus wounded and hard

bestead in his retreat before the Trojans, comes over us like

the three blasts of the horn of Eoland ? " He does not regard

it as the "scream" of a coward. Eobert, 105, and cf. 360,

refers to the incident as an Aristeia of Odysseus. If there be

1 Geddes admits that tins is not a rather compare Tennyson's " but at the

certain rendering of 0a?T6s. We would flash and motion oi the man.''
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" depression " here, there is not much in the way of " doughty

deeds " left for us to admire in the epics. Even Achilles himself

is not honoured by the ascription of any such feat of arms. But

Father Browne (p. 116), following Geddes, thinks Odysseus'

" conduct appears almost ignoble."

The second passage is in the Epipolesis. There Odysseus is

addressed by Agamemnon in the quite extraordinary line, A 339,

Koi (TV, KaKolcn hoKoiai K€Kaafxeve, Kep^aXeo^pov, and is charged

with cowardice and with a better liking for the feasts of the

jepopre^; than for the Trokefiov oapicrriK;. Geddes explains away.

These are " certain words of censure " (op. cit. 8 6 f.). They are

abuse, pure and simple. To appreciate their true import, one has

only to turn to a very similar line, A 149, uttered by Achilles

in his wrath. The poet of the " Ulyssean area," if imbued with

admiration for his hero, should have omitted the scene or toned

down this public rating from the head of the army.

All that can be said against Odysseus in is said by Geddes

{op. cit. 93 f.) ; and many other authorities, as Eanke (p. 25),

Bergk (p. 588), and Kayser {H.A, 85), make it ground of

objection to K, that Diomede should choose Odysseus as his

comrade, after the cowardice shewn by the latter a few hours

before,—© 92 ff. Much depends on the point whether iadKovae,

97, means that Odysseus " did not heed" Diomede's appeal

for help, or " did not hear " it. Dr. Leaf and Paley, a.L, and

Mr. Piatt {J. Phil, xviii. 131) accept the latter. If that be

correct, there is nothing more to be said. But even on the

other interpretation, many find nothing against Odysseus. See,

for example, Hayman, I.e. ; Lauer, Gesch. d. horn. Foes. 262 f
.

;

and Calebow, 77. lib. act. 64 f. Calebow says of the passages

in K and ©, o'ptime congruunt. In both Diomede picks out

Odysseus. The words KaKo<; w?, © 94, are said, "not in vilifica-

tion, but in exhortation."

Consider the circumstances. Zeus was free with his bolts

that day. At his first cast the Greek chiefs turn and flee.

Diomede remains; Odysseus goes with the rest. But we
remember that he fought Trefo?. Diomede had a car and a

splendid team, E 222 f. = 106 f. But after Zeus' second

bolt, Diomede retires too, the Trojans under Hector pursuing

him and pelting him '^ith missiles and abuse. He was one

degree better than Odysseus, and Odysseus was no whit worse
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than the others. But take him at the worst the critics can say

of him. Even so, there was, as Eanke admits, nothing to

affect the qualities of discretion and resourcefulness for which

Diomede expressly extols and selects him in K. We recognise

no difficulty. We need not even go so far as to admit with

some that " every man has his moments of weakness." We
have not an exhibition of weakness here. Eather we should

say, with Mure, that Odysseus recognised that there was against

the Achaean host that day " the arm of God,"—09 re koI akKifiov

dvSpa (j)o^€2 KoX acpelXero vlk7]v pijlBia)^. It has also been

pointed out that Odysseus did not return to the fight with the

rest in the rally of 253 £f. He is not named as returning,

and a possible explanation lies on the surface. Compare

262-5 with H 164-7. The poet is repeating himself. After

© 265 ( = H 167) we expect, as in H 168, mention of Thoas

and Odysseus. But the av Be of the latter line does not suit,

and the poet starts off on the Aristeia of Teucer.

The Odysseus of the poems is one, and in K he is as in the

other books. But there is one point on which Odyssean con-

nection has been argued with evil intent to the Doloneia. See,

e.g., Niese, Entwichelung , 65. The hero is called tXtj/jlcov in 231

and 498, and nowhere else in Homer. Many critics translate

" patient," " enduring " ; and as TaXaalcjypcov and TroXurXa?,

which are frequent in the Odyssey, are said to have the same

meaning, rXrjficov is supposed to indicate Odyssean affinity.

But for TaXaa[<^p(Dv (and its by -form, Ta\d(^pwv) Ebel. gives

fortis as well as patie7is,—see N 300 and A 421,—and for

TToXurXa? impavidus as one meaning. See also Biiumlein,

Commentat. 13 n. For rXijficov, Dr. Leaf (on K 231) gives

"enduring" in all its occurrences,—in K, in E 670 (rXrjfjLova

6vfMov ex'^v, of Odysseus, and good support for K), and O 430,

dapa-aXeoi koX Tkrjfiove^ (Pierron, courageux, which OapaaXeot,

seems to justify; L. and S. "bold"). Br^al {Pour mieux, 297)

translates courageux in K 231, and the addition in 232 seems

to make the meaning certain. See Hayman, vol. i. App. Ix.

In 498 Pierron gives audacieux; Kreutz {De different, orationis

Honi., etc., 20), €vto\/io<;. TroXvrXrificov msij also be cited. In cr

319 it is certainly vcdde paiiens. But in H 152 was it Nestor's

" much-enduring " or " greatly daring " spirit that moved him

to accept Ereuthalion's challenge ? The critics seem to be
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wrong. The "patient, steadfast, stout-hearted" of L. and S,

gives the order of evolution in the meaning of the word. In

K it is used of the " utter hardihood " of Odysseus.

That rXrificov is used only twice of Odysseus is of no import-

ance. A solitary occurrence of one of a number of epithets of

a person or thing is not uncommon. In K, I believe we have

only metrical convenience. In 231 the word had to come after

-^^eXe Be. Of all the many epithets of the hero only dvTLdeo<;,

with the final syllable long m arsi, would have suited. The

recurrence of rXrjficov in 498, after it had been once used, is

intelligible enough. But one epithet can prove little. Take

all that are applied to Odysseus. He has, excluding his

patronymic, 12 in K. Of these 9 are common to K and the

rest of the poems, and 3, Bll(J)l\o<;, Ail /mtjtlv aToXavro^, and

rXrj/jLCDv, are found outside K only in the Iliad, No epithet is

found only in K and the Odyssey. And there are some 12

applied to Odysseus in the Odyssey which are not used in K.

So the Odyssean stigma again vanishes on examination.

One other point may be noticed. A passage in K seems

to point to a connection of Odysseus with Crete which is trace-

able in other parts of the poems. It is Meriones the Cretan

who lends him, for the expedition, a casque which had originally

been in the possession of Odysseus' grandfather, and a bow.

That Meriones was a bowman we know from N and "^j and that

Odysseus was expert in archery while Br/ficp eve Tpcocov, we know

from 6 220, though we may be pardoned for observing that

(0 221 and 229) it seems to have been a very long bow that

he drew at the court of Alcinous. This loan of a bow by a man
from Crete consists with the rest of the poems. But it has

been made ground for asserting a difference between the Odysseus

of the Iliad and the Odysseus of the Odyssey.

Dr. Monro (Odyssey, 305) says archery was looked on with

contempt in the Iliad, but this is an idea which seems to be

overdone. It is mainly due to Diomede's abuse of Paris in A
385. l6/jLcopoL in A 242 and S 479 proves nothing, as its mean-

ing is unknown. Some, perhaps the majority, favour the

derivation from to?, others do not. N 713 is also quoted,

but see 718. Teucer, a warrior of nearly first rank, not to

mention Philoctetes and Meriones, was a bowman. There is

no contempt in the words used of him in N 313 f. Nor is
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there in Nestor's coupling of bow and spear in H 140. Apollo

has the bow in one of the finest of the theophanies, A 45 ff.,

and Artemis does not disdain it. Teucer and Pandarus had

their skill with the bow from Apollo, O 441, B 827. And
O 709, which Christ and others assign to the oldest Iliad,

shews that archers were a force to be relied on in Homeric

warfare. See Horn, and Ids Age, 136. We may grant that the

use of sword and spear eV avTocrrahir) was the more glorious way

of dealing with an enemy. But that the bow was in common

use as an auxiliary weapon is certain (Finsler, 310), and that it

was held in contempt is not proved.

But Dr. Monro goes on to say that the earlier importance of

the bow survived only in tradition and romance, and that the

Odysseus of the Odyssey thus gained a character as an archer

which the Odysseus of the Iliad never had. But there is an

archery contest in "^. If that book is late and Odyssean, then

archery did not survive merely in tradition and romance. And
the minute description in A 105-26, and the story in (/> 11 ff.

also seem to negative Dr. Monro's theory, which neglects the

indication which we are pointing to in K, K was to him one

of the late Odyssean books, but that we do not admit.

There are other indications in the poems of Odysseus' Cretan

connection. Idomeneus had, before the Troica, often visited the

Peloponnesus, T 232 f., and in r 190 f. the disguised Odysseus

speaks to Penelope of a xenial bond between himself and that

chieftain. Possibly the reading of some ancient copies of the

Odyssey, after a 93, referring to Telemachus' projected journey,

—

KeWev Be KprjrrjvSe irap' 'ISo/xevrja dvaKTa^—points in the same

direction. See Geddes, P?'o5/em, 32 n.\ Jebb, 130 oir, Drerup,

Homer, 129; and Hennings, Odyssee, 56. Strongest of all,

perhaps, are the allusions of the Pseudo-Odysseus, especially that

in f 237 ff. The listening Eumaeus, if we suppose he would be

familiar with the Tale of Troy, r?}? tot apa /cXeo? ovpavov evpvv

'Uave, might have exclaimed, " Why, you must be Meriones him-

self !" Compare r 181, and the well-known description of Crete

which immediately precedes. It is told as if from close per-

sonal knowledge of the island. See Mr. Myres in J.H.S. xxvii.

176, and Drerup, 130. In this matter then K is in touch with

other parts of the poems. And the connection is not a note

of modernity (Leaf on S 590). Crete would be "far more
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characteristically national and important" to a poet of early
Greece than to a writer in historical times. That is now being
made clearer month by month. For the bow in ancient Crete
see Scrip. Min. i. 44, 79, and Eeinach, Le Bisque de Phaistos,
35 f.

'



CHAPTEE XXI

MINOR AFFINITIES

The Unebenheiten have been a great source of siistenauce to the

Higher Criticism. It sometimes admits unus color in the poems,

but thinks it is shadowy and deceptive. A grain of difference

is worth a pound of agreement. The critics love, in Aristotle's

familiar words, to search for the " small dissimilarities " ; they

overlook the " large similarities." Both should be weighed. The

general consistency has to be accounted for as well as the

inconsistencies (Jevons, 33). Indeed the evidence from similarity

is the stronger (Mure, i. 227 f., ii. 166). Anomalies there must

be. In what early poet's work can a sharp-eyed Dissector not

find them out by much searching ? There are inconsistencies

even in the works of the best modern writers. For examples see

the books, especially Eothe's excellent treatise on the Widerspruche

in Homer. " Such irregularities are actually evidence of unity of

authorship" (C.B. xxiv. 118).

In regard to the Doloneia, all efforts are devoted to securing

its isolation from the Iliad. We have seen, however, p. 128

supra, that its language shews even greater Iliadic than Odyssean

aftinity. But there is more. There is a wonderful amount of

correspondence between K and the rest of the poems, particularly

the books of the Iliad, in many points of style, technique and

content, including what Mure describes as " delicate traits of

conception and feeling." -^ These harn;onies, " even the most

subtle," can be ascribed by Professor Mahaffy {Macm. Mag.

xxxviii. 414) and others to the Homerids working with "unity

1 When Schmid, Horn. Stud, ii., is hand when Kammer [Asth. Komm.
describing the attitude of the Riad to 102-20) is enumerating and illustrating

Achaeans and Trojans respectively, he the propensities of the late contributors

quotes K 8 times in 4 pages, which to the Iliad, he quotes K only (I think)

seems to indicate strong conformity to once, in a great multitude of references

the rest of the poem. On the other to late books generally.

171
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of purpose and feeling." It is possible, though origin in one

mind seems a preferable explanation. But the difficulty is that

there is no evidence (p. 21 supra) for these Homerids as a

working school, whereas, had they ever manipulated the poems,

references by the Alexandrians and others to them and their

operations must surely have been frequent and express. If we
find that all the popular concrete tests fail against the Doloneia,

we shall be justified in concluding that the minute points of

agreement confirm the presumption of unity of authorship.

One notices, in Homer, how the same language comes to

be repeated of, or by, or to, or in connection with the same
personage. We do not of course refer to phraseology of the

nature of stereotyped epic commonplace, used by or of any of the

dramatis personae, which would be in no way noteworthy; but to

expressions mostly of a much less formal character, and used

only in regard to certain individuals. The idea of imitation or

borrowing is negatived in such cases. Association of ideas in

one brain appears to be the cause operating to reproduce words
already used of some one individual. Instances are numerous.

The combination Kal 'yap Tt9 re occurs 3 times, always in

Odysseus' mouth, aiya is used by him in 4 of its 5 occurrences
;

once by his son. The phrase iTreiyeaOai or ^id^eadai ^ekeeaai

is used 5 times of Aias, and never of any other hero. rj/jLCTeXi]^

(SoyLto?) is a. X., B 701, and so is rjfiiBa^^ {vr)v^), 11 294; in

each case the word describes the property of Protesilaus. Kar
ovra/jLevrjv aireiXrjv is only H 518 and P 86, in each case of

a son of Panthous. For the protagonists of the two epics quite

a long list could be made out. All this is certainly not due to

chance. For explanation we have a choice between one poet,

and generations of Homerids, or \6^lol avBpe^, upholding the

tradition with a unity of practice on the most minute points

which is positively marvellous.

To take some cases from K. We begin with the association,

so often commented on, of Odysseus and Diomede in the Iliad.

Their comradeship has the seal of Athene's protection. Their

appeals to her in K, when starting for the plain, breathe the deae

imrentis agnitio. Compare them with the prayer of Diomede
in E 115 £f.,—the invocation in each case, the allusion to

Tydeus, the vvv avre fie (ftlXac ; and with the ovSe ere Xijdco of

Odysseus to Athene the ovBi (xe Xrjaei^ of Athene to him, j/ 393.
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Trapla-rafiac rjBe <j)v\da-a(o occurs only K 291, E 809, j/ 301,

always of Athene's care for her favourites. So iraplaTa^iau

and (pvKdacro) separately in a number of places with the same

reference. Again, iv iravreo-ai, irovoiat, K 24:5, 279, v 301, i/

48, of Odysseus (cf eV iravreacn BoXocac, Athene to Odysseus,

V 292). Compare again the opening line, K 249, of Odysseus*

reply to Diomede, with Agamemnon present, with Agamemnon's

own reply to Odysseus, A 359. The conversation, we may add,

illustrates the common observation that there is no false modesty

about the Achaean hero (Schneidewin, Rom. Naivitdt, 126). Note

in it also the aXV Xoixev, 251, the "heroic rule of conduct" in

the Homeric poems as in Northern heroic literature (Ker, 9).

The most famous instance in the former is Sarpedon's call to

Glaucus, M 328. Again, compare K 550 and A 262 (see also

7 221), all in the mouth of Nestor, whose appeals to his hearers

in H 172 and K 212 ff. are also in similar tone. His remark

in K 104 f. of Hector is very like Hector's own reference to

Achilles, T 369 f. His vvv 6(^6kev iroveecrOai, k.tX., 117 f.,

recalls his own procedure in O 6 5 9 f. It is exactly similar to

Sarpedon's exhortation in E 490 ff. But no one could suggest

imitation. In 25 ff. and S 145 ff., and nowhere else, we have

TToXefMov dpaavv op/jLaLvovre^ ; in the former of apprehension felt

by Menelaus, in the latter in words used to him. In K 41, the

last four words are quite in a style usual with that hero. See

his pithy conclusions, P 32, 105, and much the same, A 469,

71. He had a reputation for wisdom of a kind, y 328, B

190 f., 264. And see his utterances, T 108 ff., ^ 604. In

regard to Menelaus, again, we are frequently reminded that it

was on his behalf that " many drew sword and died " at Troy.

See Mure, vol. i. 324, and B 161 f., 177 f., T 99, 128, E 567,

S 88 f. and other passages. And so K 26 f. Again, there is

some disparagement of the hero in the Iliad. See Leaf on

P 588, and cf. P 26. There is something of the sort in

Agamemnon's 'x^etpova, K 238, and his admission to Nestor in

121, with which cf. B 372. And two other small points. With

the wording of 129 f., cf. the orpvvcov 'KoXeixovBe of B 589 and

the vefiearjaerat of P 93 and 100. And lastly, when Menelaus

rises from his bed in K, it is said, 29, that with a leopard's skin

/jL€Td(j)p€vov €vpu KoXvyjre. This is no conventional expression..

It does not recur. But it consists perfectly with F 210.
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Akin to such cases are those in which a line or passage

appears to be a mere echo of another. The same poet seems to

be using language which is governed as to its form by a phrase

previously employed. For example, ISliarcop 0Z09 epc^ev, B 555,

N. 0Z09 e/jLLfjLve, 80, N. av tot i^l^e, 7 411, all three com-

mencing the verse. Similarly compare, word for word, K 18

and N 91, and see in K 11 ff. and X 496 ff. the occurrences of

auXcov avpLyycov t and avXol (popficyye^; re, Oav/jid^co, and the

initial syllable of dOprjaeie and dOpooi. In K 368 and E 119

we have a curious combination, applied in both cases to Diomede,

and not recurring, of the words <^6dvco, eirevyoyuai, and fidXKw.

We may, if we please, say all this is due to chance, but I do not

think we need to confess ourselves so helpless.

In points of epic technique the poet adheres to practice

faithfully. He shares the dramatic faculty which is so prominent

everywhere in the poems. It is in great measure from the lips

of the sufferers themselves that we realise the plight of the

Achaeans in K. avTov yap Bel tov iroL7]Tr]v iXdyiGTa Xeyeiv.

The poet of K seems to conform scrupulously to the laws, in-

vestigated by Zielinski (Behandhmg d. gleichzeit. Ereignisse), which

regulate the development of the action and the ordering of events

in it. He abhors a vacuum, and fills up in the approved manner,

299 ff. and 515 ff., what would otherwise be a gap in his

narrative. The similitudes are as in other books. They are taken

from the same subjects ; there is the same masterly variety of

treatment. We are familiar, from E 554 and N 198, with the

pair of lions in K 297. With 485 cf. O 325, and with the

simile in the pursuit in 360 ff. that in another famous chase, X
189 ff. The portent of war in K 8 recalls one sent from

Heaven in A 75-84 and another in P 547 ff. Another parallel

of the kind is noticed, p. 184 infra. After the words ipvOaiveTo

8' alfiaTi yala, 484, comes a simile. It is remarkable that the

same thing occurs thrice elsewhere, A 452, T 495, O 22. Our

poet, if late and imitative, has succeeded in this department of

his enterprise in a way that must strike us as remarkable. A
school of Homerids, the inheritors and slaves of particular

methods, style, and expression, and even borrowing " ready-made
"

similes from a common stock (p. 207 infra), seems, in face of the

phenomena, to be absolutely excluded. The humble hypothesis

of one mind for the whole Iliad is surely better than either.
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There is just the variety in the midst of general similarity which

is found throughout the epics. The similes in the Idylls of the

King are more abundant even than in Homer. They can be

classified with results which correspond closely to those yielded

by a classification of the Homeric images. Poets have their

favourite subjects, methods and ways.

Compare, again, to take some minor miscellaneous points, the

asyndeta in K 547 and F 158 ; or the pleonasm in lines like A
164, T 214, and X 612, with that in the condensed picture of

carnage in K 298. Turn cojpia turn hrevitate mirahilis. In the

matter of nomenclature we may mention AoXcoi/ EvfjLrjSeof; vl6<;

with 'Ai/TtVoo? EuTret^eo? uto? in the Odyssey and M.dp(ov

^vdvOeo^ vlo^, c 197. Many stray references disclose the same
unstudied likeness. The way in which primitive folk measure

distance, very familiar to sojourners in the East, is illustrated in

K 351 f. and 357, as in r 12, O 358 and other places. For
the noisiness of the Trojans, so often said to be set against the

more seemly calm and self-restraint of the Achaeans, cf. the

KXayyt] re koL dcrireTo^ aypro /cv8oi/jl6^ of 523, and see Schmid,

Horn. Stud. ii. 8 f. For Thracian metal-work, 438, see Leaf's

note on N 577 and the passages cited. The gleam of arms is

often described with beautiful effect, as in 15 3 f. The vow of a

/8o{)9 to Athene, 292 ff., reappears in 7 382 ff. ; cf. Z 308 ff. and
A 729. In 214 ff. the importance of feasts in the Homeric
economy is recognised as in, e.g., A 259, 343, © 162, M 311,
319 f. Compare K 211 f. with the similar thought in H 247,
and K 208 f. with X 384. The story of Tydeus, told in several

books of the Iliad, is introduced again in K. There is no
indication of plagiarism whatever. See Terret, 235.

The familiarity with country life and the joy in the chase which
are evident throughout the Iliad, are found in K in a number of

passages. We have also the appreciation of the points of a horse,

and the admiration for the animal, that are so conspicuous in the

poems. See Juv, Miciuli, 519. The references attach K to the

rest of the poem. Achilles' horses are described in the same
terms as in P 76 ff. They are not to be driven by man born of

woman. We can at least say that there is no borrowing by the

poet of K (p. 123 siqrra). Ehesus' team have a glowing couplet,

436 f. They are white as the snow and swift as the winds. Cf H
149, T 415, T 226 ff. For intimate knowledge of equine ways.
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see K 492 f. and E 230 f. For the association of Diomede,

tTTTToSa/xo? himself and son of Tydeus lirirohaixo^ (Mure, ii. 8 6 ff.),

with the capture of horses, see his three exploits in E. With K
537 cf. E 264, 324. Altogether K, like '^, exhibits affection

for and interest in " the lordly animal," and both are awkward

for Principal Geddes' argument that this attitude is not apparent

in the " Ulyssean " area of the Iliad. See Miss Gierke, Studs.

66 f., on the "overwhelming evidence as to homogeneity of senti-

ment " on this point throughout the poem.

And lastly and negatively, we appeal to Dissectors themselves,

and ask if our poet is not almost unique among the horde of the

late intruders into the Iliad. Here are no un-Homeric myths,

no prosy reminiscences of Nestor

—

iiiepta non dicit,—no legends

of Herakles (though his lion-skin is supposed to be there), or of

Dionysus or of the Argonauts, no Hesiodic Catalogue, no lyrics,

no Athenians. As in the good Ur-Ilias (Robert, 174), the gods

do not take the shape of birds. None of these marks of late

composition is to be found in K. Nor does the poet stoop to

chronicle any of the debased practices that the Cyclic poems were

familiar with, nor to their childishness. The exploit in K is one

worthy of the heroic age. Odysseus and Diomede do not sit

under the wall of Troy and hear the Trojan women chattering a

<f>?}/it9. They are not yet the degraded Odysseus and Diomede of

the Cyclics (Mure, i. 394, ii. 144, 307). All this is strange if

the Doloneia is late
;
passing strange if it is even a century and

more later than the Cypria, as Leaf and Jebb and others suggest.

In K we seem still to be in the wide and pleasant and healthy

expanse, " that deep-browed Homer ruled as his demesne."

And, to return for a moment to the minute coincidences in

the matters of diction, style and technique which we have dwelt

on above. If these are to be attributed to the influence of a

school, if the Doloneia is to be considered the work of one or

more of its members so saturated with epic ways that he or they

could not neglect the tradition in so many minute points, how

are we to explain the deviations from the commonplace, which

he or they must have been equally familiar with, which the

critics specify .? The inconsistency here may be illustrated from

the use of the word ttolklXo^ by the author of K. His use of it

with St(/)/309 is a solitary one, and from this and other similar

mistakes it is inferred that he was late and ignorant of epic
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usage. But in one respect his dealings with the word are in

marvellous consistency with the rest of the Iliad. He uses

iroiKiXa 4 times, always in the second half of the verse ; in its

other 7 occurrences in the Iliad it is always found there. Other

inflections, ttolklKov -ov -rj, occur 5 times in other books of the

poem, always initial in the verse ; and so they are in K, 3 times.

That is only a specimen of a conformity with the rest of the

Iliad which could be greatly expanded,^ and which seems to

furnish strong proof of unity of authorship. But here I only

urge that such wonderful adherence to practice is utterly destruc-

tive of that part of the case against K, which is based on the

alleged misuse or neglect of a few epithets and other pieces of

commonplace.

^ See, for instance, the occurrences of (dva) y\a<pvpdi, in K and in tlie rest of
de^pas, fxdx^<ydai, 5i({}, dfivfiova, vrjas iiri the Iliad.

N
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SOME DIFFICULTIES

Many of the difficulties of the critics have been considered

above. A few still remain. If the result of our discussion of

them all is to leave, in the opinion of some, a residuum that

still offends, we can only say that K is not peculiar in that

respect among the Homeric lays. Nor are the epics peculiar

among the compositions of early poets generally, or when com-

pared with modern works. The treatises are full of examples

of mistakes and absurdities from Goethe and Schiller, Shake-

speare, Chaucer, Milton, Defoe, Scott, Dickens, and, it might be

added, any other author that the too exacting critic whom

Comparetti describes as a " man-microscope " has ever examined.

For the Oldest English Epic see Professor Gummere's work on it,

7 ff.
" Adventures in the old cycles were not made to modern

order." For Faust see van Gennep, Quest. 9 ;
for the Ae7ieid,

Mure, i. App. F ; for Aristotle himself, the preface to Bywater's

Poetics. If "the master of them that know" is guilty of

"inconsistency of thought" and "lapses of memory," are we

to be hard on the carelessness or the liberties of an old epic

poet? Mr. Allen has recently protested (C.Q. iii. 226) against

a philological strait-waistcoat for Homer. With regard to the

Realien, the critics almost bind him with fetters. See also Cauer,

Grdfrgn. 363.

Ancient conditions are disregarded. The poet is to be kept

to the issue. Nothing irrelevant is to be tolerated. In what

lawyers call " the pleadings," that is, in his proem, he refers to

dogs and vultures. So decent burial must not be mentioned,

or Pick tears out the references. And nothing must retard the

action. When Zeus promises the Achaeans shall suffer defeat,

the critics require it to come at once (Calebow, II. lib. oct. 29).

178
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And nothing rare or not common shall enter in. Above all,

there must be logical consistency

—

une logique froide, un dquilibre

verhal constant (van Gennep, Quest. 18). All irregularity and
inequality are barred. It is a modern view (Strickland, La
Quest. Omerica, 99). Aristotle himself saw absurdities in the

poetry, but he made light of them. The poet dcpavl^ec rjSvvcov

TO aroTTov. The Pursuit of Hector and the Slaughter of the

Wooers are full of difficulties ; they are, as the Doloneia is said

to be, " crammed with strange things." But these did not to the

men of old suggest spuriousness or any other sinister inference.

They did not cry " impossible," like the modern critic (Harder,

Homer, 247). G. Lange {Poet. Einheit. d. II. 43 n.) quotes

Montesquieu as blaming, as a most fertile source of error in

literary criticism, the application to past centuries of the ideas

of the day in which one lives. That is the fault of much of

the Higher Criticism of Homer. The standards and tests applied

are modern. An ancient auditory cared for none of these things,

and the bard that sang for it thought as little of them. It was
of Shakespeare himself that Herder (quoted by Grimm in the

Deutsche Bundschau, 1892, 92) wrote: in der Ahsicht des

Dichters, iin Haupte des Dicliters, da verscliivindet Ort %md Zeit

und disparcder Inlialt. Homer only asks fair treatment. Poets

and story-tellers have always, except to the Higher Criticism,

had the privilege " of daring anything." When Stevenson wants

a certain law of Treasure Trove in France, he states it as he

wants it, adding, " let it be so for my tale." He can also, " for

his tale," make Pachard Crookback a duke before his time. I

have seen it mentioned that Goethe's reply to an objection about

one of his characters was a simple " I wanted him so."

The Horses of Rhesus.

Many critics make much of the fact that these steeds are

not given a place in '^. Dr. Leaf (vol. i. 423) says mention

"would seem inevitable." Professor Mahaffy (p. 83) thinks

some allusion there was " necessary, if a single poet had been

thinking out his story " ; forgetfulness of this grand capture

of steeds, so " much finer " than Aeneas' pair, which Diomede
ran in "^, is not to be defended. But we have no warrant for

saying they were much finer. It is not stated that they were
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of divine descent. The other pair were. But is it meant that

Diomede should have entered both teams ? There were already

two divine pairs competing. Must the poet burden his lay

with a third of supreme excellence? Is there not incident

enough in the race already ? The poet may well have refrained

deliberately from complicating matters by introducing the

Thracian team. We cannot admit the necessity for their being

even mentioned. "Necessary" and "inevitable" seem to be

too strong terms. They remind us of the "imperative duty"

(Leaf, vol. i. 193) on the poet of mentioning the treachery of

Pandarus when Diomede killed him. If these terms are correct,

why have interpolating busybodies never supplied the omissions ?

The •napopdixara are not in the poems only. And there is

always the possibility that the Iliad was, though the work of

one man, not composed in its present order, " at one projection
"

(p. 141 supra).

Riding.

See App. L. It is not proved that the heroes rode back to

camp. Many critics are convinced that they drove. But even

if it were proved that they rode, the inference that this proves

K to be late (Leaf on 513) would not be admissible. The

argument appears to be that anything uncommon proves lateness.

Biding is mentioned, outside K, only in two similes, O 679

and 6 371. Therefore K is late. It is enough to say non

sequitur. We are equally entitled to say that three instances

prove riding was familiar. We cannot find anything in the

poems to justify us in expecting frequent mention of the practice.

The inference of lateness would have force only if we granted,

which would be absurd, that riding w^as of late origin. It was

not, and there would be nothing remarkable in the heroes being

represented as riding once, in very exceptional circumstances,

i^ dvdyK7]<;. See Beichel, 40 f. Cauer (Grdfrgn. 268), who

believes that K is "perhaps the youngest of the lays of the

Iliad," considers that to its author riding, as a practice common

in his age, is " more vividly present " than the " conventional

idea " of the war-chariot. But nothing is more vividly present

to the author's mind than the chariot, while, if riding was

specially so, his reticence in his description of it is quite

remarkable.
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Absence of the Wall.

See Dr. Leafs note on 1 1 ff. for the " prosaic solutions " in

the scholia of the difficulty,—how could Agamemnon, in bed

in his hut, see the Trojan fires beyond the wall ? But was he

in his hut? vrjl irdpa Trpv/jLvrj, 35, is against it. Nestor and

Diomede were sleeping outside their quarters, 74 and 151.

The weather was warm. See Seymour, Life, 180-^1. I think

he might have added A 476 to his references. Even if

Agamemnon was inside, Paley (a.l.) finds no difficulty. Cf.

Ebel. s.v. aOpew.

The poet knows the wall. See p. 2 n. sitpra. Did he

forget it in 11 f.? We need not assume that. The Trojans

are on high ground, 160; cf. A 56. The praetorium may have

been on the highest spot in the camp, icp' ijyfrov^ (schoL). That

might explain why the Generalissimo was not in the centre, ©
222 f. and A 5 f. And Karaffijofjuev, K 97, may indicate that

the wall was on a lower level. So Agamemnon may have been

able to see over the wall, unless his hut was very near it. But

Dr. Leaf on S 37 tells us that it was at some distance. And
filially, the wall was not of the same height throughout, N 683

All this is prosaic, but so are the discussions of the point. Dr.

Leaf seems to forget his own remark on K 447, " an epic poet

is not a realist." It is prosaic to read more into the poet's

statement than that the light from the thousand fires, and the

Trojan music, struck dismay to the already overwrought mind

of Agamemnon.

The Baths.

Odysseus and Diomede, after a douche of sea-water, I? p

aa-afiivdov^ ^dvre^ iv^ecrra^; XoixravTo, 576. Dr. Leaf only

grumbles in his impatience with the author of K. The bath

is " hardly part of a camp-equipage,"—at least not one of the

Tiryns size. Of course a smaller one will do. Tick (Iliad, 479)

objects to the warm bath after the sea bath. Dr. Leaf points

out that it is the natural order. 576 f. are regarded as

interpolated. They " can be cut out," and 576 occurs twice

in the Odyssey ^ as also a line like 577. So the couplet is

Odyssean and condemned.
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Bathing, whether from tubs or in bath-rooms, was surely an

ancient practice. The bath at Tiryns and tubs found in Crete

are good vouchers. See, e.g., Mr. Blakeney's note {Transln. of

B. 274), and Ludewig, Schliemanm Ausgrahgn. 44. But it is

objected that baths are not mentioned elsewhere in the Eiad,

and that the Achaeans would not bring such things to Troy.

But see X 442 ff. and 2 346 ff., and cf. ^ 39 ff. It is

unreasonable to be too severe on the poet's omissions. Shake-

speare makes no mention of Magna Charta in King John. Was
mention not " imperative " and " inevitable "

? Yet the poet

conceives the Achaeans as having brought to Troy, besides

chariots and horses, certain articles cle luxe, as the chest that

Thetis packed, and Nestor's cup and table. Or were these

latter loot, like Achilles' cpopfity^, I 186 ? That much plunder

was got in Troyland, we know. The chiefs had "wealth of gold,

silver," etc. (Leaf on K 215). Then need we deny them baths?

Mr. Myres tells us they were scrupulously cleanly {J.H.S. xxvii.

180).—The word aad^iiv6o<^ seems old enough (Pick, Vorgriech.

Ortsnam. 154, and Hattiden u. Banuhier, 49; cf. Lewy, Semit.

Fremdyfort. 155 oi.). Some trace it to the root in ^fiivOev^,

Doederlein quoting Horace's qui rore 'puro. The thing and name

were, Tick says, Mycenaean.

A Crouxled Night.

Professor Murray {H.G.L. 1907, 20) thinks K, placed where

it is, "impossible." It makes "a night of portentous length"

and " rends in two a continuous narrative." We have argued

in our first chapter that it is far from impossible in its present

place. And the continuity is unbroken. AYe have heard the

same complaint in other cases,—of the Irus episode in the

Odyssey, of the death of Tlepolemus in the Iliad, etc. It might

be made of most episodes. Other critics support the objection,

as Ludwich {Die horn. Frage u. ihre Beanhcortg. 3) and Sittl

{H.G.L. 93). Eanke (p. 19), analysing the narrative, pronounces

it " impossible in regard to time." But only two watches of

the night were gone when the heroes started, K 253. There

had been plenty of time for what had gone before, and there

remained more than enough for what was to come. The night

is occupied by a deputation, a short sleep and the expedition,
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no more. See Brandt in Jahrh. h. P. 1888, 102. But this

way of judging an old epic poet is intolerable. Ancient audiences

would not object. The more the thanes got of such lays, the

better. They had no doubt, like Prometheus on the Caucasus,

more leisure than they cared to have. And the night was fxaKprj

a6e(T(f)aT0<;. They would not reckon up events and estimate

time, or grumble at " superfluity of business " (Miss Gierke,

Studs. 96). It does not, she says, trouble the genially disposed

reader. Lachmann {Betraclitgn. 28; Bernhardy, 164) and his

followers evolved a law of the " Sparsamkeit of the Epos." There

is one ; it does not forbid an abundance of splendid scenes.

No room for a fine episode ? Blass {Interpol. 8) answers, " it

has to be there ! " Too much for Odysseus in one night ? An
ancient listener to the Saga would laugh at the idea (Kiene,

Ei^en cl. Horn. ii. 93).

notte veramente Omerica / is a true word spoken in jest,

by Macinai (L'lliade, i. p. xxiv.). It ivas sl Homeric night,

as the day that commences with A is a Homeric day lasting

for seven and a half books,—on which see Eothe in his Wider-

sprilche, 30 ff. He can produce parallels. He notes that

there are critics who actually want to extend the long drawn

out fighting by making Achilles in ^ rush into the fight at once.

Eobert, however {Stud. 125), tries to make the day into two.

And see Jager {Horn. Aph. 179) on Hermann and Dorothea, and

for Nitzsch's objection to the fullness of the night in O-jm, Dr.

Monro in his Odyssey, 319 f. Vergil's imitation is as bad. He
" not infrequently puts more into a day than is possible or

probable" (Heinze, 341). There is a difficulty only if we

judge old poetry by our own artistic predilections. Homer did

not have modern connoisseurs and their longueurs in his mind.

He was entitled to fill his canvas in his own way. For K,

Stier and others can forgive the extension of the night only to

lead to a morning of rejoicing, with the spirits of the Achaeans

restored by a dashing feat of arms. That is the point that

listeners to the lay would mark, and their satisfaction is the

poet's justification. Mercedem si quam petiit, plausus fuit et laus

aeqiialinm auditoruni (Wolf, Prolegg. xxii.). His audience was all

in all to him (Butcher, Aspects, 182). And one thing we may
predicate of them with certainty,—they were not so ready to find

fault as some of the Homeric critics of the nineteenth century.
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The Expedition a Failure,

This has often been asserted, quite seriously. Well, Hector

was foiled. That was something. The scouts ascertained the

positions of the various units of the Trojan force, and that there

was to be no attack that night. That was something more, and

the heroes themselves were satisfied. See what Diomede tells

Dolon, 448. And Hector's arrogant confidence had got a fall.

How can it be said the mission failed ?

But no formal report was made. A modern scout would

have saluted Agamemnon and told his story. The poet takes

another way. The "great deed" promised by implication, 282,

was the main thing to him and his audience. The latter would

not care whether it was formally reported or not. Modern

ideas on such a point are of no moment. And it was a " great

deed." It has been said that, " it may be given to a couple of

scouts to effect what a brigade of cavalry may attempt in vain."

Odysseus and Diomede were as useful in the present case.

The Opening Simile.

This has been the mark for much unfavourable criticism.

Nearly all that can be said against it has been said by Dr. Leaf,

a.l. It has not been read carefully. Agamemnon's groans are

not, as Kuhlbars says (p. 16), compared to thunder or rain.

Their frequency ^ is compared to that of lightning,—but not in

a thunderstorm, for none is mentioned. The rain, hail, snow

and war are all calamities that such lightning presages.

Agamemnon's " cares are like lightning before a storm " (Piatt

in J. Phil. xxiv. 33). The critics who regard the lightning,

rain, hail, and snow ^ as part of one storm, must accept war

also as a meteorological phenomenon, and the storm as one that

never was on land or sea. One can easily understand how

early man would take lightning by itself as a repa^ rj iroXi/juoLo,

rj Ka\ yeiiJboivo^ hvcrOaXireo^, as readily as he would a rainbow,

1 Just as ia M 278 ff. "The com- in Greece. A traveller has lately told

parison lies between the frequency of the us how he once saw the whole male

snowflakes and the volley of missiles
"

population of a village take to bed when
(Mr. Blakeney's note). snow fell, and remain there till the

^ Snow is still regarded with horror snow had disappeared.
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P 547 ff., or a meteor, A 75 f. Of. also u 112 ff. For the

illustration of mental distress or perplexity by reference to the

processes of nature, see the fine similes in S 16 and I 4 ff

.

The Offer of the Ewes aiid Lambs.

Tick considers the inducement held out by Nestor in 213 ff.

(on which see also p. 223 infra) "simply absurd." Others

agree. In his first edition Dr. Leaf thought of the influence of

/the " democratic ctlttjo-l^ iv itpuraveto)." In his second he has

substituted for this speculation the suggestion that the author

was " introducing a touch of heroic simplicity,"—-archaising in

fact (p. 197 infra). The Leyden editors expunge 214-7, as

what is promised is nothing, seeing that all present except

Meriones and Tlirasymedes are already entitled to participate

in the feasts of the chiefs. But the words SaLrrjat koL elXairi-

vrjac cannot be restricted to these banquets. The passage is

also discussed by Peppmuller in Jahrh. k. P. 1894, 347 f Mr.

Lawson, a.l., has a new rendering, " ever at feast or banquet

there will be to hand, i.e. there will always be a lamb ready to

slaughter and serve up." And the value of the gift may not

have been so insignificant as is sometimes assumed. The

expression octctol yap vrjecraiv iirLKpaTeova-cv apia-roL need not

be restricted to the first-class chiefs, though we can hardly, with

Stier, a.l., assume a ewe and a lamb from every ship. Flocks

and herds were one great source of wealth and importance in

the heroic age (Haake, Der Besitz in homn. Zeitalter, 4 f ).

Another point is, why black ewes ? The scholiasts said

because the heroes were going into the night, and the same has

been said of recent years. The idea may be dismissed. Pierron

says, a.l., because on Us croyait plus robustes et plus fdcoiules. He
does not give any authority, and my enquiries have failed to

elicit any confirmation. I have seen it stated that in the south

of Italy black sheep are kept because there abounds in that

region a plant, Hypericum crispum, which kills white sheep in a

fortnight, but does not injure black. See Darwin's Plants aiid

Animals under Domestication, ii. 212. A friend in the Depart-

ment of Agriculture in Whitehall has kindly had the point

investigated, with the result that this notion has been proved to

be false. No Hypericum is credited with poisonous properties.
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But the idea is proved to be an old one, and the Troad is a

likely locality for Hypericum crispum. The belief may be as

old as Homer.

There is not sufficient ground for condemning the passage.

The promise does, we may admit, sound a strange one to us.^

We expect something grander where the great chiefs are con-

cerned, but we must beware of judging Homeric matters by our

modern ideas. That the offer is unique is also no ground for

rejection. If it were, we should have to give up much that

everybody retains; "half of Homer must be explained as un-

Homeric" (Hennings, Odyssee, 54 n.). See, for example, Dr.

Leaf (vol. ii. 318) on the episode of the speaking horse.

Would that he were always as prudent with suspected matter

!

Think again how little we know of the Homeric Age, and how

much there was in it that we know nothing of. Archaeology

threatens or demolishes speculative conclusions against the

genuineness of passages. He damnemus quod non intellegimus.

And again, the humble offer of Nestor is perhaps deliberately

contrasted with the splendid guerdon promised by Hector.

There is also a shrewd remark by M. and K. in their excellent

commentary (on S 174), that "there is an Oriental feature

about such overtures . . . that they are never thought of by

the offerer as likely to be accepted." In a Bavarian epic, gold

and silver are produced, " and he who had courage enough to

go a-scouting was bidden fill his shield. But none offered

"

(Jiriczek, 6*7). It may also be noticed that there is a good deal

that is open to similar criticism in the offer of Ascanius in

Vergil's imitation of the Doloneia. It was unnecessary to

promise any reward at all, but, in the then plight of the

Trojans, to dispose of the horse and arms of Turnus might almost

be condemned as ridiculous. See Pltiss in Jahrh. h. P. 1888,

185 ff.

Odysseus' Tliree Meeds.

Three between sunset and dawn ! The ancients were the

first to remark on this 'Xaifxapyia (Bonitz, Ursprung, 89, quoting

Athenaeus). Odysseus was a robustious eater ; Bonitz proves

^ Rhapsodes were called dpvcpdoi celebration of the Olympic Games a

(Bergk, 491 n.), as a lamb was some- lamb was presented to the winner of

times a prize for recitation. At a recent the race from Marathon to Athens.
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that from the Odyssey, and cf. Lawton, 226. yaarepa B' ov tto)?

eanv aTroKpvy^rai jxejiavlav, the hero himself says, y9 286. But
it shewed some Dissectors that K was added after I by a strange

hand. Its author did not notice that Odysseus had ah-eady fed

twice in I, and no subsequent diaskeuast modified K 578. But

recent critics do not press a point which was really not worth

raising. It reminds us of Zoilus' disapproval of Achilles' call to

Patroclus, ^wporepov Be Kepaie, I 203 (Lehrs, A7\ 203). Only

the Bai<; in Achilles' quarters could be objected to. But it was

complimentary. It cannot be asserted that Odysseus indulged

immoderately. He could not but partake. He could not have

refused Achilles' ^eivia, especially when charged, I 180 t, Trecpdv

to? TTeiriOoLev apuvpiova HrjXetcova. And perhaps plemcs venter

suaclet libenter ! As to the Beiirvov in the morning, Odysseus

had sensible views about not fighting on an empty stomach,

T 167 fif.

Minolta.

There are other small stumbling-blocks. If we mention a

few, we shall be justifying ourselves in not cataloguing them all.

A discrepancy is detected between K 266 and I 447, which

seem to locate Amyntor in Boeotia and Thessaly respectively.

See Monro, Lawson, Am.-H., Leaf and Paley on these passages.

We might accept in I 447 'Oppueviov iroKvp.rjXov or TroKvTrvpov

instead of 'EXXaSa KaXkLyvvaiKa. Ludwich's note a.l. shews that

the new reading has some authority. But see Mr. Allen in C.R.

XX. 198.^ Still smaller points will be found in Sickel's work,

9 f. He has some strange observations. He objects to K 203
and to the epcwSto? in 274. Line 295 is "superfluous" when
Athene has already shewn, by sending the bird, that she is at

hand to help. He even notices the old crux interpretum, how
Diomede knows Dolon's name, and quotes the Scholiast's explana-

tions, either to read BoXwv w? voo)v in 447, or to take it as

natural that in the course of a ten years' war some of the

warriors would get to know some of their opponents' names.

Wilamowitz {tJher das der Ilias, 379 n.) thinks K 170 shews

that the poet (unlike the rest of the Iliad) gave Nestor more than

1 See also P. Friedlander's HeraUes, and thinks the reference in K may be
19 n. He observes that the Amyntoridae an indication of its Rhodian origin,

of Ormenium were a Rhodian family,
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two sons. For Thrasymedes was at the moment on outpost duty

and could not be referred to in the plural TratSe?. And so on.

Naber (p. 167) notices the slip rpLo-KaLheKarov in 561, but only

to record a word of blame for those who descend to such trifles.

Ipsi suo se gladio jugulant. But Naber's own work makes good

use of irregularities of every kind for the work of disruption.

G. Lange {Jh. 1880, 138) catalogues the expressions by which

Naber labels the phenomena on which he relies,

—

dbsurda, inepta,

stulta, mira, difflcilia, incredihilia, ridicula, inidigna. It is hardly

for Naber to throw a stone with so much glass of his own in

jeopardy.



CHAPTEE XXIII

ARMOUR AND DRESS

The author of K is condemned by some, as by Dr. Leaf in his

Introduction, and Eanke, 32 f., for his "peculiar delight in the

minute description of dress and weapons." They overlook the

nature of the action in K and they overstate their case. Homer's
" art of clear representation " of things has always been recognised,

and commended. See, e.g., Harder, Homer, 248 f. and 270, and
references there ; Erhardt, Entstg. xcv. ; and Adam, Das Flastische

im Homer, 108 ff. The habit of minute description is a

peculiarity of the primitive Epic Muse everywhere (Mure, ii. 5 ff.).

It corresponds to the conditions of an early, simple society.

Only critics affected with what Jager {Hom. u. Hor. 112) calls

the Blasierheit of a world grown old, can be offended by it ; cf.

Filipsky, Das stehende Beiivort im Volksepos, 8. It appears in

Beowulf. See some excellent remarks in Arnold's edition, p. xx.^

on the " naive and fresh delight " and the " Homeric colour " that

characterise the accounts of " everything belonging to or used by
man." It is the same in the Shdhndma and in the Nilclungenlicd.

It is found in the Irish Epic. Mr. Lang (Cornhill Mag. 1908,

499) infers that early audiences liked it. Can any one doubt

it?

For Homer no one who knows the poems requires references.

" The whole business of life comes bodily into the epic poem "

(Ker, 9, and cf. 16 f.). Meals, sacrifices, gardening, a lady's

toilet, seafaring operations ; huts, cars, bowls and cups and other

articles de luxe (as in B 123-36), are all described in detail.

Especially arms,—the mace of Areithous, the corslet of Meges,

the shields of Aias, Sarpedon, and Achilles. A bow in A has 2 2

lines devoted to it ; Mure describes the passage as a little epic

on archery. Another in (p is celebrated at still greater length.

189
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There is a story attached to it, as to the famous casque in K.

Truly our poet does not lack precedent. And he is not long-

winded. There comes a time in some literatures when the

simple, unadorned pictures of early days are replaced by inflated

artificial descriptions with rhetorical striving (Ker, 330 ff.). K
shews the simplicity that appears in the poems generally. The

critics exaggerate unfairly. See some excellent remarks by

Bougot (p. 199 f.) endorsed by Terret (p. 231). Far from being

exuberant, the descriptions in K are, he says, compos^es cle traits

frappants mais en petite nomhre. That is literally true. The

criticism we are meeting seems petty. Dr. Leaf {Introduction

to T) compares with this blot which he has discovered in K,

the love of the author of T for the prosaic details of eating and

drinking. " They belong to the decadence of the ' great manner.'"

If we turn to Homer and his Age, 54 and 79, what a different

complexion its author, who knows something of saga and feudal

practice, puts on this whole scene in T

!

It is further objected that the dress and armour are of an

uncouth kind and such as we hear of nowhere else, except

perhaps in F 17 (Paris' leopard-skin). As to the skins which

three of the heroes wrap about their persons at night, they were

evidently, as Mr. Lang {op. cit. 260 f.) says, the equivalents of

our dressing-gowns. Professor Henry's parallel {C.R. xx. 98) of

Napoleon and his staff' " in striped pyjamas " seems extreme.

Skins were useful also for protective purposes (Seymour, Life,

648, 653, and Murray, 138). In the Shdhndma we have the

cuirass of tiger or leopard skin. As regards the gear which

Odysseus and Diomede don before they start, we must consider

the circumstances, of which many objectors say not a word.

Where is there another Nyhtegersia ? There is an expedition

somewhat like that of Odysseus and Diomede in f 462 ff., and

there, as in K, we do find much about the equipment of the

warriors, who do not go out in helmets, greaves and corslets.

The panoply for day work was not suitable for a reconnaissance

by night. Odysseus, Diomede and Dolon must move quickly,

and quietly (Albracht, Kampf u. Kampfschildrg. ii. 7). The

gleam of metal might be fatal, as in Aen. ix. 373 f., and

Nihelungenlied, 1656, 1896. The caps or basnets were quite

appropriate to the occasion (Keichel, 101 ff. ; Leaf, Apix J5. 5 8 1 ff.

;

and Lang, H. and A. 173). So for the body-coverings. Eeichel
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(p. 53) sees nothing strange in Dolon's wolf-skin.^ Other

bowmen, as Paris and Herakles, wear skins. In fact the gear is

parfaitcment motivd (Terret, 229 ff., and Jordan, Erzdhlgsst. 63).

Friedlander {Zw. h. W. 779) approves the careful clothing of

Nestor for the night air. We are surely not to assume that it is

sheer perversity in the poet that makes him represent the old

man as taking a cloak, instead of putting on the armour lying

beside him.

But, it is said, these things do not reappear in the poems.

We have given a reason. Many of the uncouth weapons described

in the Catalogue in Acn. vii. are not mentioned again by Vergil.

Critics do not there assume spuriousness. But are they correct

as to K ? In z/ 436 Odysseus, disguised as a gaberlunyie, gets

from Athene a deer-skin. Laertes, &> 231, had on a cap of

goat-skin, and, &> 228, gaiters of leather, not greaves of bronze.

He was gardening, not fighting. If Diomede in K sleeps on an

ox-hide, so does Odysseus in v 2,—cf 96 and 142. See also A
843. Telemachus rests, a 443, covered by a sheep-skin. For

what purpose does Eumaeus, f 530, cf. 519, take the skin of a

great goat ? Like Nestor in K, he, f 529, also takes a big thick

cloak. The '^alvac aveiJLoaKeiree<^ which Thetis packed in her

boy's box for Troy, IT 224, were surely similar garments. It

contained raTTT^re? too, and it is one of these rugs or heavy plaids

that Diomede has below his head, K 156.

Dr. Leafs remark that Odysseus is made to take only a shield,

to give opportunity for arming him afterwards, seems to have

as little reason in it as that of Zoilus, that Odysseus was a

coward to take no spear. The Mycenaean shield of full size was

"almost an outer garment" (Monro on f 479, quoting Eeichel).

We might also refer to such phrases as aa-TTiSa^ eaadjjLevot,, H
371 f. Eobert (p. 19) describes it as "a sort of garment," and

quotes expressions in proof When, however, one of these is

applied to Odysseus in K 149, that does not, in Eobert's view,

shew that the shield in K was Mycenaean. No, as K is late,

it was a round " Ionian shield," but worn in an exceptional

manner. We are not convinced ; the procedure is as doubtful as

excising a passage or line which contradicts a theory. But as

regards Dr. Leaf's remark, it is enough to observe that Nestor

^ It is interesting to note that in America and Africa a scout is called a wolf.—Scouting for Boys, 25 f.
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told Odysseus little in 144 ff. Why then should Odysseus dress

himself more than he did? Dr. Monro points out that it is

taken for granted in f that Odysseus would have a chiton. So

he would in K.

The lion-skins require separate notice. Dr. Leaf {Introduction

to K) adopts Erhardt's suggestion {Entstg. 163 f
.

; and cf. Sittl.,

Wieclerhlgn. 68) that they are borrowed from the late epic which

glorified Herakles. It was Pisander of Kameiros, in the second

half of the 7th century B.C.,—but his floruit is uncertain (Jevons,

88, Mahaffy, 161),—who gave that hero his lion-skin and club.

See Eoscher, s.v. Heracles, and the references s.v. Lowenfell in the

Index to Gruppe's Griech. Mytlwl. I suppose the discovery of an

old vase might upset these disquisitions. And Erhardt finds it

" strange " that " it is just in the Doloneia and only there"—once

more no reference to the action of K—that this archaic costume

is specially exploited. In Preuss. Jalirl. Ixxxii. 159, he regards

it as an instance of antikisirende Tendenz. But the idea is, as

Terret says (230 n.), devoid of all foundation.

We need not, we think, quote authority to prove that there

were lions in Europe in very ancient times. Dagger-blades and

intaglios shew they were hunted in Mycenaean days. The skins

of the beasts killed would not be thrown away. In the rites

of their lion-cult, Mycenaean worshippers wore lion-skins {J.H.S.

xiv. 107). There was an ancient belief {ibid. 161) that there

was virtue to the wearer from them, a belief that is found in

India at the present day with regard to the tiger. But it is

certain that the skins of beasts were used as clothing from the

earliest times (Schrader, Eeallex., s.v. Pelzkleider, and Studniczka,

Beitr. 71 f.). We do not require to refer to a vase found at

Tiryns (Ludewig, Schliemanns Ausgrabgn. 46). We know it

abundantly from Homer, and we do not need Herakles. It

would, we think, be quite as reasonable to suggest that Diomede

donned the lion-skin because he was a member of a Secret

Society of Human Lions going out to get a Trojan's fat for his

medicine, or to see in Shakespeare's "hang a calfskin" some

reference to a development in bookbinding. A poor argument

wiU do when it is desired to prove that a passage is late.

Herakles had no monopoly of the lion-skin. We do hot even

grant that the Herakles saga did not know it and the club

before Pisander's time. See Frazer, Fausan. iii. 611, quoting
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Overbeck. The idea recalls Tick's argument, as stated by

Gemoll {Jh. Biorsian, 1888, 31), that because the first chariot-

race at Olympia took place in B.C. 680, therefore the aOXa in

'^ had its origin after that date. But what's Herakles to the

Doloneia ? Why should its author go to him for a lion-skin ?

And if, after borrowing it in his supposed irrepressible delight

in strange dress, he could do no better than tell us in the

baldest way that two men going out at night put it on their

respective persons, he certainly deserves all the abuse that has

been heaped upon him for his " want of inventive power."

Pisander and his Herakles do not suffice as substitutes for proof

that lion-skins were not used as clothing in ancient times.

But it is not only the gear that is in the Doloneia that

exercises the critics. The corslet is not there. But it is in

late passages and books (except those of the Odyssey, for which

see Eobert, 31 n.) that this piece of armour appears. K is late,

therefore K should know it. But it does not. What does its

absence mean ?
^

Dr. Leafs references to the point are in a note on K 77,

in App. B, p. 577, and in C.R. ix. 55, reviewing Eeichel. It

is " curious," " significant," and " striking " that K does not

mention the corslet, while it " revels in minute descriptions of

every other sort of armour." Here again there is exaggeration.

Greaves are not found in K at all ; a regular metal helmet only

once, in 1. 30. No sword or spear or shield has more than bare

mention. We are asked by Dr. Leaf to " note particularly

"

that Odysseus has not a corslet in K, and that next day in A
he has one. But there is all the difiference in the world between

day and night work. This does not help us. Next Professor

Murray (145 and n., 154 n.) gives an explanation 6 Trip t\ we
humbly think, apprjrov dfjueivov. " Apparently the breastplate

interpolations took place while K was still separate. When K
was modified and inserted in the Iliad, the interest in the armour
question had died down. Perhaps the old style of armour had
been forgotten altogether." Not altogether. We remember, with

Dr. Leaf, " the genuine Mykenaean helmet " described so fully.

These speculations are not acceptable. But there appears

to be no difficulty. That Odysseus and Diomede do not put on
1 Robert, p. 21, will have it that the I know of no other authority who

wording of K 254, 272 implies that thinks so.

Odysseus and Diomede put on corslets.
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corslets—and greaves and metal helmets—at night is, as already

explained, quite intelligible. And see P. Hofmann's Aristarchs

stud, de cultu et vidu heroum, 56 ?i. That ISTestor has not a

corslet is, whatever the reason, at least consistent with the rest

of the Iliad (Leaf, vol. i. 576). So no explanation is necessary.

We think the poet of K may, in 77-9, mean us to understand

that Nestor wore a ^cocmjp and no Ocoprj^. Perhaps a corslet

was too cumbrous, possibly also too heavy, for a man of his

great age. He was old and infirm, though still vigorous in

spirit. He never kills his man or leads an attack (Seymour,

Life, 88, and cf. A 250 ff., y 245, A 321 ff., 103, and

^ 643-5).

The theories of Eeichel that the corslet is due to late inter-

polations in a completed Iliad embodying Mycenaean culture,

and of Eobert that it is an index to purely Mycenaean, mixed

Mycenaean and Ionian, and purely Ionian strata in a developing

epos, have not gained acceptance. They depended on arbitrary

excisions and on certain assumptions. Eeichel lived to abandon

an important element in his scheme, and Dr. Leaf rejects his

theory as a whole. Sound criticism can have nothing to say

to the excisions. Dr. Leaf (vol. ii. 630) characterises those in

Eobert's work in very plain terms. The assumptions employed

are baseless. One is that if a warrior is not wearing a corslet,

he belongs to a different period from the hero who does wear

one. That requires us to believe, which we cannot do, that all

the fighters at Troy wore a panoply of one type and composition.

Secondly, if the corslet is not mentioned, a warrior is not wearing

it. But that again is not to be conceded, even in such a

"drastic" instance as M 427 ff., quoted by Eobert, p. 31.

yvfivcoOeLT] may mean only " bared of the protection of his shield,"

as in M 389, H 312, 400. In other poetry, as Scott's and

Tennyson s, reference to the corslet is often omitted, though we
know a knight was wearing it. When Geraint spears a " bulky

bandit," the corslet the robber was wearing may be mentioned,

or it may not. Thirdly, with the Mycenaean shield a corslet

was superfluous, and would not be worn. But that is going

much too far. Such a shield was only a half, not a complete

cylinder. Eobert really yields the point when he says (p. 28)

that it " protected either the front alone or the back alone:"

But nothing requires to be added to Mr. Lang's discussion
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of the matter in H. and A. chap, viii., and BlackivoocVs Mag.

1908, 81. See also Miss Stawell, 206 ff., and Professor Eidge-

way in Procgs. Class. Assocn. Scotl. 1907-8, 49 f. It would

be strange if the early epos did not know the corslet, for it

seems to have been worn before the days of the Iliad. See

Ostern, Bewaffg. 47 ff. In Mosso's Palaces, a warrior with

cuirass and shield appears on the intaglio on p. 75, fig. 31 a.

The Hagia Triada vase is reproduced on p. 167, fig. 75; see

also Ostern, 68 ff. Whether the figures on it represent reapers

or warriors, it seems certain that the leader wears " a full cuirass

of mail," or an imitation of one. See also Schuchhardt, Schlie-

manns Bxcavns., index, " Breastplate," and Mr. Lang in Anthrop.

and Class. 57, 65 n. In H. and A. 161, he quotes Mr. Evans,

a very high authority, for the use of the round shield and corslet

in the earlier epic period, and against Eeichel's expurgation of

passages. The corslet even appears in the Cretan script {Scrip.

Min. i. 42, 75 and n). It is unnecessary to say more.

If the absence of the corslet from K puzzles its enemies,

they consider themselves more fortunate with the shields in it.

They think they have proved that these are of the round, light,

late, " Ionian " kind, and that kind is an armorial mark of

inferiority for any passage. Dr. Leaf focuses the matter (vol. i.

575). Eirst, Odysseus and Diomede ride carrying shields.

Secondly, the company of Diomede sleep with their shields

under their heads. Therefore the shields are light and round.

Eor a different view see P. Hofmann's work already quoted,

note on 52 f.

Dr. Leafs conclusion seems hasty. Dr. Monro, as we have

seen, takes Odysseus' shield as of the Mycenaean kind, and he

believed the heroes rode. But we argue, pp. 274 ff. infra, that

they drove, and we have good authority on our side. But even

if we admit they rode, they might still carry big shields. See

H. and A. 132, and the knight there figured. The kite-shaped

shield of the N'ormans was, in its early days, of large size, but

it was carried on horseback. Eoot-soldiers carried the light

round shield (Ashdown, Brit, and Foreign Armour, 77 f.).

Geraint in Tennyson's Idijll, was laid wounded on a litter-bier,

" all in the hollow of his shield," which he carried when mounted.

The same is said of Siegfried in the Nihclungenlied, 1030.

Again, the critics assume that all Mycenaean shields were huge
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and heavy. Hence, they say, the chariot, to transport warriors

about the field. But see H. and A. 116 ff. Mr. Lang has

left not a shred of that theory. Dr. Leaf (vol. i. 573) refers to

E 796 f, which seems to prove nothing,— it refers to a wounded

man,—and H 106 (cf. N 710 f.), which is of Aias at the end of

long and desperate fighting. And his shield was exceptional,

H 220, 245, 266. There is proof in A 526 £ that it was

bigger than others. Kebriones recognises him at once in the

distance by it. See also X 192 f. And we know from the

monuments that Mycenaean shields varied in shape. They no

doubt also varied in material and weight. See Professor Burrows,

Discovs. 207, and C.B. xxi. 20. Some were "figure of eight,'*

some cylindrical, some of conical section. They were also of

different sizes. Mr. Myres protests {CM. xvi. 73) against the

assumption that no Mycenaean shield was circular. Warriors

could ride with shields like those of two of the warriors in the

siege fragment figured by Dr. Leaf, vol. i. 572. Miss Abrahams,

{Dress, 6 f ) thinks they are not carrying shields. But we do not

agree. It does not seem to be a garment in the case of the man
on the right. Mr. Lang observes (o/^ cit. 132) that the artists of

Mycenae represent men as using big shields when hunting lions.

As that is "a sport in which speed of foot is desirable," he

concludes that we need not assume that such shields were

always heavy. Because Hector's shield covered him from nape

to heel, Z 117 f., we need not infer that all shields were of that

length. It should not surprise us to find great variety of

armour in the Uiad. The armies were composed of contingents

from many different parts of Europe and Asia (Ostern, 92 ff.).

The ancient Germans, according to Tacitus, knew, in different

parts of their territory, the round as well as the long rectangular

shield (Petersdorff, Germanen u. Griechen, 13). We have seen

that it was the same in I^orman times.

Next, Diomede's men sleep with their shields "under their

heads," K 152, as knights do in the Lay of the last Minstrel, or

as Eustam does in the Shdhnd.ma. Therefore the shields are rounds

Dr. Leaf says, for the Mycenaean shield might " hardly serve as

a pillow." We do not admit the inference. The round shield

cannot have been quite flat, and, if it was, a man would hardly

use a plate to lay his head on. It had usually a central boss,

to which the surface sloped up from the rim. It would not
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make a good pillow. The chances with a Mycenaean shield

would be much better. One could get a surface on it on which

one's head would lie steady. There is an indentation at the

middle in some specimens in which a head would repose quite

comfortably. But a circular shield, mildly pyramidal, and

probably with a smooth surface 1 It is possible, of course, that

the poet conceived a cloth or garment as laid between the head

and the surface. He certainly did so in Diomede's case (K 156,

and see p. 93 supra). If that were so, most shields could be

rendered suitable, and no inference is to be drawn either way.

But lastly, even if we concede that the shields are round,

that does not prove lateness. Eeichel's idea (p. 41) of Diomede

as a regular Ionian hoplite, lirTro/Sdrrj^;, with his linroa-Tpoc^o^,

is surely fanciful. Dr. Leaf himself admits (vol. i. 575 n.) that

the Warrior Vase " shews that the round shield had come in by

the end of the Mycenaean epoch," and that is early enough for

our purpose. See also the Mycenaean steU figured on p. 45 of

Drerup's Homer. For shields of this shape in the Aegean area,

see Burrows, Discovs., I.e., n. 3 ; Murray, 137 n.\ Drerup, op. cit.

119 ; Hogarth, /oTim and the Fast, 73 ; Perrot and Chi^iez, Phoen.

and Cypr., Eng. Transln., ii. 180 ; and Encyclop. Bill. s.v. " Shield."

I have seen it stated, but am unable to give a reference, that

round shields have been found in "prehistoric layers" at

Olympia. And see p. 195 siqjra (Lang's reference to Evans),

to which add Scrip. Min, i. 2d, 211. Ostern (p. 23) finds that

round shields are general in the Iliad.

In conclusion we may here notice one other point. We
have seen in Chap. XI. that the author of K has been charged

with archaising in language. There is also an "archaeological

tendency notable in K" (Leaf, vol. i. 629). But all that I can

find to support this is the following. First " the account of a

genuine Mykenaean helmet" in K 261 ff. {I.e.). Next, the

dressing of the heroes in the skins of wild animals (Introd. to

K). The wild animals are enumerated, and include an ox and

a bull. But enough has been said on this point. Thirdly, his

note on K 2 1 5 ; the offer of the ewes is " probably ... a touch

of heroic simplicity." This also has been considered (pp. 185 f.

supra). There remains the Kvvirj to support this archaeological

imputation. About that it seems sufficient to say that, if the

author of K really had such a penchant, it is inexplicable how
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he neglects to indulge it in regard to the shields, which Dr.

Leaf and others say he makes quite modern. See Kluge in

Jahrh. k. P. 1893, 91. Ostern (p. 29) assumes our author

archaises, apparently because of the lion and panther skins. If

the poet introduced skins and an old-time casque, and a

(TT€(f)dvrj which Eobert tells us (p. 200) is the Mycenaean helmet,

and refused corslets, all to maintain ancient colour, how is it

that he did not make the shields correspond ? How did he

come to introduce the " Ionian " custom of riding ? The

archaeological tendency seems to have no evidence to support it.

On this point see H. and A. 266 f. Much of the argument

in that work is directed to proving that poets in an early age

do not archaise consciously ; they describe the life of their own
day and make their characters live in it. The proof is so good

that the opposite belief may surely be regarded as a heresy that

cannot be resuscitated. The weight of the opinion of other

authorities seems to be to the same effect. Prof. Burrows

{Discovs. 216), Dr. Evans {Scrip. Min. i. 61 n.), and Mr. Hall

{Oldest Civn. of Greece, 223 f.) may be referred to. See also

Gemoll on the antikisierender Boomer in Hojti. Bldt. ii. 1 ff., and

Eothe thereon in Jh. 1889, 367. (For other views see Cauer,

Grdfrgn. 261 ; Drerup, 119 ; Harder, 241, and Finsler, 567, and

cf. 476.) For early European poetry, see Ker, 15. Eothe

rejects the conventionelle Stilisierung in life and manners which

Wilamowitz finds characteristic of the Epos. Its pictures are

'' not artificially constructed, but adapted from a real experience
"

(Mahaffy, Probs. in Greek Hist. 50), "not a laboured mosaic or

an archaeological revival" (Jebb, 37). See also Miss Abrahams,

Dress, 16, and van Gennep, Quest. 33 f. For a criticism of the

views of Dr. Leaf and Professor Murray, see Mr. Lang in

Blctckioood's Mag. 1908, 82 f., and in Antlirop. and Class. 46 f.,

and cf. 52. See also van Gennep {Quest. 11) on \j\\q glaive a

double trancliant which cuts all knots. When the critics please,

individual contributors to the poems preserve an old tradition

faithfully ; when they please, the poets introduce contemporary

novelties. So the poems have no chance.

It seems difficult, on a careful review of the facts and of the

opinions of the archaeological experts, to come to the conclusion

that the armour and dress described in K contribute anything

to the proof that the lay is not ancient.



CHAPTEE XXIV

IS THE DOLONEIA A BURLESQUE ?

A VIEW of the Doloueia which may be said to be quite original

has been stated by Professor Henry in C.E. xix. 192 ff. There

is a criticism by Mr. Lang, ihid. 432 ff., and a rejoinder, xx.

97 ff. Professor Henry finds the author an incompetent

blunderer, who is "miserable in his attempts to be Homeric."

But there is more than incompetence. The Book is intentional

comedy ; its author is trying to be funny throughout. He
succeeds only twice, apparently. He manages to "hit off"

Nestor to perfection, and his picture of Dolon is " worthy of

Shakespeare." But generally his attempts at humour are

failures.

It is strange if this be so, because many writers who are,

to use Professor Henry's language, " careful readers and ask

questions as they read," have made the humorous element in

the poems their special study,—Bischoff, Hess, Nestle, Butler,

Hunt, and others. But none of them finds sustained comedy in

K from beginning to end. The scholiasts give what Professor

Henry terms " sleepy hints," and no more. Two high authorities,

Monro and Jebb, find a less noble tone and something akin to

comedy, but, as neither gives any particulars, their judgments

cannot be criticised. This cannot, however, be said of Professor

Henry's paper. He exposes a blunderer who is wooing the

Comic Muse persistently, but who only succeeds in shocking his

critic by his undignified capers.

But the critic seems to sweep the string somewhat boldly.

His method is to examine the incidents and speeches in the lay,

and to show how grotesque they are in themselves, how in-

congruous in their setting, and how alien to the Homeric spirit,

as he himself conceives it. But it seems impossible to admit, in

199
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most cases, that there is any straining after comic effect at all.

In others, the slight touch of humour apparent seems to be

exaggerated unreasonably. We do not find that the picture of

Agamemnon's distress is intended to make him ridiculous. It is

no stronger than others in like situations elsewhere (p. 154
supra). In describing the garments and equipment of the heroes

on this almost unique occasion, the poet does not appear to be

revelling in absurdity. Quite the contrary (pp. 190 f. supra).

It seems an inaccurate translation to say that Nestor wakens

Diomede " with a kick." Jahr alone (p. 3), as far as I can dis-

cover, agrees with Professor Henry here. He thinks Nestor's

behaviour is rude, and such as "no one would bear with

equanimity." The comment of Blass on such an appreciation of

the scene has been quoted, p. 117 supi^a. We object to the

descriptions when it is said that Diomede " flies at " Nestor, that

the chiefs are " a motley crew," or that Odysseus moves off at

the end of the story with a " guffaw " (Kay^aXocov). Why not,

as Leaf on Z 514 or Paley, a.L, "laughing" or "smiling with

satisfaction." We do not hear Nestor's voice " rising to a shriek
"

when Agamemnon approaches. There are no symptoms of fright

in the old man ; Agamemnon's reply to him does not indicate

that he is in an ecstasy of terror. In all such cases we feel the

poet's language is distorted to fit a theory. Again, we cannot

see a " distinctly comic element " in the fact that Agamemnon
and Menelaus both get up because they cannot sleep, or anything

that can excite comment in " the cross purposes " which lead the

Trojans to send out a spy when the Achaeans have done the

same. These seem to be very ordinary expedients for the poet

to adopt. This Plankreuzung has even been found interesting,

not blameworthy (Jordan, Erzdhlgsst. 64). There had to be a

Dolon to tell Odysseus and Diomede about the horses of Ehesus.

We can understand Agamemnon's charge to Menelaus without

calling it impertinence (p. 153 supra). And we do not find

" drivel in his best tragic style " in his lament to Nestor on the

consequences of his folly and its punishment by Zeus. Mr. Lang

{H. and A. 261) compares the cry of Charlemagne, Deus ! Si

peneuse est ma vie. The " homely English " for ovSe rl ae ^PV
eardfjievac fieXeov avv revyeaiv, which is certainly not homely

Greek, may be " there is no use standing there with your finger

in your mouth." But a homely rendering could be found for
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most sentences in Homer. See Butler's Translations. A homely

version of H 109 f. (Agamemnon and Menelaus) would be "don't

be a fool," and it would be a thoroughly bad one. " The airs of

a great man " is a strange misdescription of Dolon's appeal for

his life, or haKpvaa^ in 377 has no meaning. The critic seems

altogether too hot in his mood. We have often seen the con-

tributors to the epics held up as Stil7npers, but never aught like

this.

Parody of other passages in the poems is also charged against

the author of K. The offers to accompany Diomede, 228 ff., are

''evidently modelled" on 91-174, a misprint, I think, for @
261 ff. or H 162 ff. Lines 266-71, the history of the Kwirj,

are a "deliberate parody" of B 102 ff. The description of

Dolon's bodily presence in 316 is a " deliberate parody " of E
801 of Tydeus. Xestor admires Ehesus' horses, 550, in words

that are a parody of those he uses in A 262. Line 556 is a

parody of y 231, because, apparently, the initial phrase is the

same in each. But these are very extreme inferences, and are

to be repudiated absolutely. The most that could be inferred is

imitation. There is no ground for alleging parody, unless all

imitation is held to be parody. In parody there is pleasantry at

the expense of the passage travestied. But we do not admit that

even imitation is proved. We must have some regard to the

frequency of repetition in the epics. It is not enough to state

an equation. Wilamowitz, for instance, who thinks was

composed in order to bring I and K into the Iliad, will not be

disposed to admit that K has imitated 0. The terms used of

the casque recur not in B only, but also in H 149 and O 310.

They are epic commonplace. And we must have regard to the

poet's public. We have already argued (p. 189 supra) that

they would probably love to hear the history of the casque, and

to have its points carefully recounted. Mr. Lang {Cornhill Mag.

1908, 501 f.) quotes a very similar case from an Irish epic.

That the casque, which Siecke {Hermes d. Mondgott, 49) considers

" a characteristic emblem," was obtained by burglary is quite

appropriate. Autolycus we know was a thief, r 395 f. Had he

figured as an honest man in K, the critics would have proclaimed

spuriousness at once. Eobert does remark (p. 501) that it is

" weighty " that K does not appear to know Autolycus as

Odysseus' grandfather. If it does not, then we must note that
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that is one more argument against its " Odyssean " character.

But as a matter of fact, nothing compels us to the belief that it

does not. Another of Professor Henry's cases, ovS* aXaoaKoiTLrjv,

K.T.X., 5 15, has been considered, p. 122 supra. Homeric formulae

are not always applied quite appositely.

And we do not see how we are to stop at these passages.

They are not the only places in which the poet of K may be

accused of appropriating to his own use other parts of the

poems. Take the prayers of Odysseus and Diomede at starting.

We have had occasion to remark (p. 172 suirra) on the similarity

of the words they utter to those used by these same heroes at

other junctures. Professor Henry's cold remark is " both pray

for success in the approved manner." But he does not suggest

parody. There is certainly no spirit of levity here. These

supplications are surely as honest, as apt in expression, and as

perfect in their simplicity as any in the poems. They may be

placed beside Achilles' entreaty on behalf of Patroclus, or the

despairing eV he ^dei koL oXeaaov of Aias. Odysseus' ovBi ere

\rjd(o KLvv/jbevog—" thou markest all my paths "—recalls the most

beautiful of all such petitions, the one made to Apollo by Glaucus,

Bvvaaat Se av irdvToa aKoveiv dvepi K7]d)0fjbevw} The appeals in

the Doloneia seem worthy of the Iliad. Professor Murray (p. 76)

glories in " the beauty of those elements in the Saga in which

the young hero is befriended and counselled by a mother or a

guardian goddess. Think of . . . Odysseus and Athene." Yet

there is as much in the wording of these prayers on which to

argue parody as in the other cases which Professor Henry notices.

But in fact, in the greater part of the Book there is nothing on

which he can convict. It would be hard for the severest critic

to find fault with the scene in the Trojan lines, the chase, the

raid on the Thracians or the return to camp, so far at least as

concerns what is called " genuine Homeric spirit."

The " burlesque " theory is, as Mr. Blakeney says {Tratisln.

of 11. 275), "overdone." Humour there certainly is in the

Doloneia, but just of the kind which, and no more than, we find

in other parts of the poems. We cannot see that its author is

"grader solitiim levis. He mingles gay with grave here as else-

where. Idein jucundus et gravis was Quintilian's judgment.

^ Which seems, if any adverse quota- contains a view of the gods that is

tion be required, to dispose of Leafs " hardly Homeric."
note that the expression in the Doloneia
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Who is to blame the poet ? He wrought on the laughter as

well as the tears of his audience (Mlilder, Quellen, 343). Mure

(i. 395 f., 400) and others have not found any offence against

poetical propriety. Shakespeare wrote Tragi-comedies. The epic

is a complex (Ker, 16). The grand style is not "a panoply

which the wearer should never take off" (Professor Saintsbury

to the English Association, Jany. 1910). In Vergil's imitation

of the Doloneia in Acn. ix., one man is killed snoring in bed

and another is caught hiding behind the big liquor-bowl. The

incidents are not scoffed at, though they are alien to the generally

severe spirit of the Latin epic. We need not be surprised at

the fjood-natured brush between lisjht-hearted old Nestor and

Diomede. There generally is a slight atmosphere of humour

about Xestor's interventions in the Iliad (Breal, 108, and see H.

and A, chap. xiv.). Dissectors, in their eagerness to get the

son of l^eleus out of the poems, are too apt to regard him as

"a tedious old fool," like Polonius, and nothing more. There

is humour in the smile with which Odysseus receives Dolon's

account of the splendid bribe that had proved his undoing. The

idea of such a weakling driving Achilles' immortal team was,

and excusably, too much for the Achaean's gravity. There is

humour of the grimmest, most thoroughly Iliadic, when Diomede

tells Dolon he thinks he must take the precaution of obviating

the possibility of any future spying. It is even possible

to see with Fries,-^ quoted by Professor Henry, a sort of " comic

motive " in our story. The Peripeteia may easily take on that

aspect. But Fries does not say he finds comedy in every other

incident of a lay that is full of life. The tone of the narrative

respects the epic dignity throughout. The subject is of a very

special nature. The poet has to describe some things and doings

which are in a way trivial, and which hardly fall to be dealt

with in other books. But we believe it is only bare justice to

him to say that he never fails froprie communia dicere.

In his rejoinder to Mr. Lang's criticism the Professor admits

that his view of K is influenced by " the very low date to which

it must be assigned." But, though we do not question his

general statement, we must bear in mind that they are hardly

in the majority who bring the date as low as 650 or 600 B.C.

1 In Griech. - oriental. Untcrsuchgn. Doloneia in the lOth book of the Maha-
233 If.—It is interesting to note that hhdrata.

Fries finds a close parallel to the
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We have seen that many critics of repute admit a respectable

antiquity, and we hope we have shewn they are right. That

being so, we must share Mr. Lang's wonder how such a " conscious

mockery" could win its way into the canon. Professor Henry
points to the Hymn to Hermes, but the parallel is not convincing.

The Hymns were compositions of an inferior grade ; they were

not admitted to the Homeric canon {C.R. xix. 117). Its solidarity

and sanctity were too great. And there is burlesque in the

Hymn to the god of rogues (ibid.). The Hymn itself bears

witness (S. and A. 129). There is an obviously "cynical and

quasi-parodic " style throughout (ibid. 134). We find that style

nowhere in Homer. Dr. Monro (Odyssey, 331) finds in the

Odyssey parody of a few expressions in the Iliad. It is very

difficult to accept his proof, when one looks into individual

instances. I hope to have before long an opportunity of discuss-

ing them as a whole.

One other point taken by Professor Henry has been noticed

by other critics,—the proverbs and proverbial sayings in the

lay. He instances those in 173 and 224, and appears to take

them as symptomatic of the realism which is characteristic of

the Odyssey. But the difference in tone between the two epics

which Immisch, whom he quotes, thinks he detects, requires no

more explanation than is to be found in difference of subject.

To those who find no degradation of the epic and do not find a

more " biotic " tendency or more Individucdismus in the Odyssey,

or who decline to believe that 11 is the work of a late Ionian,

Immisch does not appeal. Proverbs are not in themselves a

striking phenomenon. They are found elsewhere in the Iliad,

P 32 =T 198, I 256, etc. See Finsler, 505. And we do not

know that sententiae of the kind were proverbs.-^ They were

proverbial, or some of them were, in later times, no doubt. But

they may, like many of the phrases and mots of Vergil, Horace,

Shakespeare, Pope and others, have become proverbs only after

the author's day. Like Shakespeare, Homer is " full of quota-

tions." See Tolkiehn, De Homeri auctoritate, etc., 248 ff., and

the reference to Macrobius.

^ Except in rare instances. We can- Nothing forbids us to believe that

not doubt that airb dpvbs ov5' dirb Tr^rpi^s, pex^ev 5i re vqinos iyvo) is original in

T 163, was a saying in common use. Homer.



CHAPTEK XXV

HOW IS IT WITH THE iMENIS 'i

There is one very good reason why we should hesitate to accept

the results of the hostile criticism of K, and that is, that if we
apply its methods to A, we find in the latter linguistic peculi-

arities and other infirmities, of the same kind and as numerous

as those which have been detected in K. If one is to discredit

K on the shewing of Dissectors, and to hold that it is later than

the rest of the Iliad and only fit to be fathered on the compilers

of the Odyssey, we must come to the same conclusion regarding

the opening scene of the Menis itself. A is very kernel. Let

us see what it yields when treated as K has been, assuming for

the time the role of Dissector and his attitude towards K, and

arming ourselves with his methods, canous, beliefs, assumptions

and general apparatus. If his peculiarities and irregularities

and difficulties prove lateness, we shall be constrained to say

that A cannot possibly be early.

In App. J the linguistic peculiarities of A are catalogued

on the model of Orszulik's list for K. The one enumeration

seems to be about as serious as the other. That for A is a

mere rough enumeration. It would no doubt have been of

much more formidable dimensions, if the critics had become

imbued, three-quarters of a century ago, with the notion that

A was late, and had attacked it with the fervour which they

have displayed against K.

These peculiarities prove that A is late. But we can go a

step further. Its close connection with the Odyssey can be

established beyond all question. See App. K, in which an

enumeration is given of all the words, phrases, etc., in A, which

reappear only in the Odyssey and tlie Odyssean parts of the

205
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Iliad,—I, K, ^, n, with S, Nestor's story in A, the Boiotia

and the ApaU. A and these parts of the Iliad are shewn to

constitute with the Odyssey a homogeneous Odyssean mass.

And if we extend our enquiry beyond the language, the

Odyssean case against the Book can be made even stronger.

Take, for instance, Principal Geddes' "criterion of honour to

Odysseus" (Frohlem, chap, x.), for which see p. 164 siqyra. He
admits (p. 93) that in A Odysseus is mentioned respectfully, and
" as a famous mariner " is charged with an important function.

Odysseus in A is the Odysseus of the Odyssey. This indicates

that A is " Ulyssean." Again, according to Dissecting belief,

Olympus is a mere mountain in the Iliad ; in the Odyssey it is

an ideal site in empyreal regions, where the blessed gods live " in

quiet seats above the thunder." A agrees with the Odyssean

conception ; Olympus is not a mere mountain. Hephaestus, flung

from it by his unnatural father, takes a whole day to reach

the earth. " From morn To noon he fell, from noon to dewy eve,

A summer's day." Had the fall been only from the top of Mount
Olympus, he must have reached Lemnos after a hardly appreci-

able interval. How different in T 131, for instance! Ate,

similarly treated by Zeus, rd-x^a 'Uero epy dvdpcoTrcov, as we should

expect. Another point is the mention of the Sintians, who re-

appear only in the Lay in 6, the most disreputable of all the

productions of Odyssean decadence. Yet another is the mention

of the Aethiopians. They are referred to again only in ^ and the

Odyssey. Other geograioliica might be specified as tending to the

same conclusion. Perhaps the most important of all is the

intimate knowledge which the author of A exhibits of the coasts

and hinterland of Asia Minor. This, as readers of Dr. Leaf's

Iliad know, is a sure sign of lateness, and one that is common in

the Odyssey. And again, the conception of the gods. It will be

observed, later on in this chapter, that they are degraded from the

high status conferred on them by the poets of the hey-day of epic

composition. In A there is the multo minor majestas deorum

which van ISTes {De Horn. Quaestt. 36) finds in the Odyssey as

compared with the best parts of the Eiad. Yet another point of

similarity is the scarcity of similes. Mure (i. 260) observes that

A. has not one,—there are small ones in 47, 104, and 359 (?),

—

and that H (which is Odyssean) comes nearest to it in this respect

among the books of the Iliad. The Odyssey also has few (p. 39
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supra). It is an indication of the poverty of genius which

marked the decadence of the epic. The Hymns and Hesiod's

works exhibit the same defect. In the period known to

Dissectors, though they do not define it accurately, as the bloom

of the epic, Professor Murray (p. 215) tells us there was a

common stock of similes, " ready-made," to which the bards had

access. They could appropriate them and sprinkle their composi-

tions with them at will,—though, strangely enough, similes are

seldom repeated in the two poems. But when the epic ceased to

blossom, this reserve of figures must have been lost or dispersed,

and the decadent authors were thrown on their own resources.

ovhe TL TTov fjSetv ^vv7]La Keifieva iroWd.

But we propose, always arguing on Dissecting lines, to extend

the attack on A still further, and to prove that its author was a

poor artist, like the poet of K. The general style is " noticeably

mannered" (Leaf, IntrodiLction to K, p. 423). First, there is the

"effort to produce striking contrasts," which Dr. Leaf {ibid. 424)

finds in K, and Jebb (p. 162) in I and O. Mr. Lang asks

{H. and E. 146) what artist does not produce effects by contrasts,

and other authorities support him, as Mure (ii. 47 f.), Eoemer

(see Jh. 1903, 303), and E. H. Meyer {Horn. u. d. 11. 49), but

we need not regard their views. We note instances in A. The

horrible brutality of Agamemnon—see especially 29-31—is

contrasted with the good feeling shewn by the camp generally to

the suppliant priest. The calm and general pleasantness of the

voyage to Chryse, and the atonement to the god, are in pleasant

(and, some think, skilful) contrast to the Sturm und Drang of the

wrangle in the Agora. Even in Heaven itself we have a quick

change from the scene in which satisfaction is given to Thetis,

and confirmed by a nod that makes Olympus reel, to a scene

between the Father of Gods and Men and his spouse which
" would be discreditable to their humblest worshippers on earth

"

(Mure, i. 485 f.). Then, yet another change to the closing

burlesque, one of a few incidents in the poems which " the wits

of later centuries" could not improve on (Cauer, Grdfrgn. 345).

All is buffoonery ; the " rulers of the world " are merrymaking.

The place that otherwhere irorvia '^H/Stj fills in their solemn

assemblies is taken by a hirpling blacksmith. Apollo, who opens

the book as the Angel of Death, closes it playing to the feasters.

It is tragedy followed by farce. The Doloneia is " mellow music
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match'd witli this." But as in K, it is all " at the expense of

the harmony and repose of the epic style " (Leaf, I.e.).

Xext we mark the tedious diffuseness which the critics blame

in K. That is not the -way of " the old epos." " The Ur-Ilias

is characterised by brevity" (Robert, 88, 105). The Quarrel

Scene, like the prologue to the Doloneia, is unduly spun out.

The reason is clear on a hint from Jebb (p. 161) as to the

origin of L The poet, " conscious," like the author of that book

and n, " especially of rhetorical gifts," indulged his talent too

freely. We tire of the recriminations ; the half were better than

the whole. To make matters worse, the scene includes that

certain mark of modernity, an uninteresting reminiscence of

Nestor's young days. The compiler of A is using the " Pylian

Epos," or "grafting a distinct epic ballad" (Leaf on I 523).

Worst of all, we miss lucidity of thought. The want of clearness

noted, some have thought hypercritically, in K, is as moonlight

to sunlight when compared with the ambiguities and obscurities

of A. See Bernhardy (p. 157) for blemishes of the kind in die

tadellose Menis. We are never told that Apollo stays the plague,

unless by the vague reference in 457. The omission is "a small

detail, but not quite like the usual epic style" (Leaf on N 256).

Oldfather {Lokrika, 464) observes that the information about

Chryse, Chryses and Chryseis is very vague. For instance, at

one point Chryses is left praying in the camp. He is next

heard of at his home. How he got there is not stated. This is

"more than is usually left unexpressed" (Leaf on I 552). ISTot

many expressions in the poems have proved so troublesome as

that intractable e/c toIo in 493. The reference in the very proem
to the " counsel of Zeus " is almost as difficult, not to mention

the obvious allusion to the Cyjyria. We can translate 133 in

three ways. " The connection of thought " is sometimes not

clear, as 282 ff., or " there is a mixture of two trains of

thought," as 352 ff. See Dr. Leafs notes on these passages and

on kyiov in 526. Such aaa^eia is not what we expect from the

Ur-Ilias. Other peculiarities of style have been noted. The
poet has a fondness for asyndeton and ellipsis, and indulges in a

"specially harsh" zeugma in 533. He thinks it effective to

repeat a word time after time in consecutive lines, as 287 ff. and

436 ff. On the last, Christ {Interiiol. 185 f ) remarks with truth

that " only a duffer " could shew such want of taste. The Idylls
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of the King, it may be observed, and some of Shakespeare's plays

exhibit the same cheap striving after effect. Our bard also takes

pleasure in coining far-fetched and clumsy phrases, such as '^6\ov

Karaire-ylrrj, d(f)6vo<; koL ttXovtov dcpv^ecv, alva reKOvaa, Krjp

elheraL elvai. He has a liking for gnomic or quasi-gnomic

deliverances, as in 80, 218, 278 f.

There are some intolerable hyperboles. The Giant with a

hundred hands does not reappear in the poems, and there is not

a monster in them to compare with him, not even Scylla. He is

Hesiodic. If Professor Bury's suggestion (Hist. Gr. 109) that

he symbolises a great advance in shipbuilding in the Aegean area,

and is " no other than the new racer of the seas sped by a

hundred hands," have anything in it, he may yet help us to date

the Menis, as the lion-skin helps Erhardt and Leaf with the

Doloneia. We have in A the most extraordinary theophany of

the poems,—a god on earth for nine days massacring the

Achaeans and their animals. But we do not hear that their

numbers were diminished. We marvel that one, even one, was

left. The famous fall of Hephaestus has been mentioned above.

Here we may add that a bard of the bloom would never have

represented the victim as recalling it in the presence of its brutal

perpetrator. Late poetasters, as Dissectors know well, constantly

betray themselves by such outrages on propriety. Nihil q^uod

tetigerunt non inqidnaveritnt. A has not the repose that stamps

the work of the old and genuine bards. Its author is, like his

brother of K (Monro, Introcl to K, and Jebb, 123, 156), out of

touch with " the tragic elevation of the IliacU The Billingsgate

in the Assembly can be paralleled only in other " late " parts,

—

B (Thersites), ^ 473-87, N 769 = r 39, and the Odyssey (Irus,

Melanthius and the drunken Wooers). A 385 (Diomede to

Paris), an imitation of Hector's abuse of the same hero, is in

a passage " that has been suspected " by E. H. Meyer, so it does

not count. In A, Agamemnon and Achilles " use language which

could scarcely be endured towards servants on the stage

"

(Coleridge, Greek Classic Poetsf 75, quoting Vico). It is not in

the best style to represent a god as coming clattering down a

mountain side, and sitting down to shoot with a silver bow at

—

mules and dogs ! The scene in Olympus has already been

referred to. Plato found it beneath the divine dignity. Very
little of aU in the Iliad and Odyssey that has escaped the

P
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Expurgator, is worse than Agamemnon's words to the father

of Chryseis in 31, or his reference to his own " wedded wife" in

113 f. High respect for women and the marriage bond is

characteristic of the best lays. The hero in them is an ideal

knight, " who loved one only and who clave to her."

Ordinary Unehenheiten, of the kind that has helped Dissection

so much, are abundant. We might ask, with the ancients

(Bywater's Poetics, 333), why the mules and dogs should be

the first objects of Apollo's attention. Why not the horses

and cattle ? The honourable position thus accorded to dogs is

a certain Odyssean note (Geddes, chap. xvi.). Mules are as

certain a note of lateness. They reappear in B, K, '^, O and

the Odyssey, and outside these only in two very " late " tracts in

H and P. In A 469 f. more wine is provided for feasters, after

they have put away the desire for eating and drinking (Bergk,

548 n.). It is easy to lay this at the door of a rhapsode; but

the line is not " inorganic," and cannot be got rid of. Achilles

takes it upon himself to summon the Agora, as in the generally

suspicious book T. The poet only makes matters worse by ex-

plaining in 55 that Hera suggested this (Eoemer, Hom. Gestalten

u. Gestaltungen, 11 and 19). Had she no thought of the

" unnumbered woes " she was bringing on the heads of her

beloved Achaeans ? And why allow them to be slaughtered for

nine days without interfering ? We do not wonder that Achilles

takes a commanding place in military operations {oirr] dp^ecev

'AvtXXeu?, 7 106). But this is a very unseemly interference

(Eoemer, I.e.) with Agamemnon's prerogatives. Is it a sign of an

age that is becoming democratic ? Cf. Hirzel, TJiemis, Biki, etc.,

237 f. The author of A seems to have a grudge against the

Generalissimo, and to desire to shew him in as unpleasant a light

as possible. Girard {Rev. d. Mudes Grecques, 1902, 233) argues

that there was itne conception d'lliccde qui faisait cVAcMlle le

principal personnage du po^me. Indeed there is a new view of

the kingship in A (Finsler, 383). In the Assembly Kalchas is

much too forward. He seems anxious to get a word in, and to

precipitate matters, before any one else can be selected to explain.

The absurdity of the apparition of Athene requires only to be

recalled. All present are reduced to the condition of elhcoKa,—
cf. schol. on A 767,—while Achilles and the goddess hold their

conversation. It is most " un-Homeric " procedure. The same
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may be said of the collection and distribution of booty. Cauer

(Grdfrgn. 528) approves Mulder's suggestion that this is a sign

of the late origin of the book. It seems doubtful if Athene was

known to the Ur-Ilias. We have commented on her appearance

in A. In X her interposition is so mean as to be absolutely

intolerable. In A she is mentioned only in Nestor's tale, which

is "late." Her appearances in what are considered the books of

the Kern are no doubt due to Athenian influence. That the

interpolators bungled the insertions is nothing strange. And
Athene is not the only deity in the Menis who takes us by
surprise. Her brother Apollo's proceedings have been noticed

above. And consider Father Zeus as he is exhibited to us, a

puny godhead that requires a giant as bodyguard. Compare him
with the Zeus we know elsewhere, Hesiod's conqueror of the

Titans ; non viget quidquam simile aut secundum. We could

point out other blots on the theogony of the Book. Again, the

fall of Hephaestus is from a mountain or heaven of unimaginable

loftiness, an eminence to "make Ossa like a wart." Yet in 532
Thetis takes the intervening space in her stride, so to speak.

This is not consistent (Erhardt, Entstg. 9). The two views of

Olympus differ toto coelo. There is a glaring discrepancy between

A and another part of the Iliad. In B 378 Agamemnon says,

referring to the great Quarrel, iyco 8' ^pxov ^aXeTratj^wi/. And
this is the view usually taken. As Miss Stawell puts it, IT. and
11. 13, "Agamemnon is obviously in the wrong." Perhaps. But
did not the first taunt, the little spark that lit the conflagration,

come from Achilles ? What could be more gratuitous than the

close of his reply to Kalchas, 90 f ? Have we not here the

amalgamation of two " parallel versions," of the kind that Dr. Leaf

detects here and there in the Iliad ? The plural in dcfiiXeaOe,

299, may have a similar explanation. But enough. It is easy,

when armed with the plenary powers that Dissectors arrogate to

themselves, to discredit and break up the Menis.

One other note of lateness requires special mention. There

is the " archaeological tendency " that Dr. Leaf detects in K.

Unfortunately there is no fighting in A, so we have no blunders

as to armour. But there are other archaistic traces, in religious

matters especially. The o-rifi/xa is one. We nowhere else hear

of it as part of priestly insignia. We nowhere else hear Apollo

addressed by the very archaic and unintelligible title of ^fitvOev^.
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We nowhere outside A, except in the opening of E, which the

critics suspect, read of a priest who is " a professional ' cursing-

man' like Balaam" (Murray, 150). The professional interpreter

of dreams also reappears only in E 149. The old legends of

AVar in Heaven, of Briareus, and of that absurd tumble of

Hephaestus, all tell the same tale. In two cases the author is

most evidently trying to introduce what Dr. Leaf on K 215 calls

" a touch of heroic simplicity." The famous aKr^irrpov, the descent

of which is described in terms obviously borrowed from the

account of the Kwet] in K, is a mere bit of stick. It is true this

staff is said in 246 to be p^pucretot? rjkoiai ireirapfxevov. But

that line is " inorganic." It " can be cut out." The description

is taken from A 633. The remainder of the line, el^ero h' avro^,

is due to a Stum;per who thought he had detected an omission.

In 39, el irore rot x'^plevr iirl vrjov epey\ra, we have the same

tendency. This is explained by Dr. Leaf, a.l, as indicating " the

most primitive form of temple—a mere roof to protect the image

of a god standing in a grove." And correctly ; such shrines in

the making may be seen frequently in the India of to-day. The

archaising poet would lead us back to times that are but one

stage more modern than those in which the tree itself is the

habitation of the god (Kern, Anfdnge d. hellen. Relig, 13).

Wecklein (Studien, 50) sees more in the verse. The word i/t^o?

proves that the Achilleis belongs to the modern Ionic period.

Cf. Cauer, Grdfrgn. 303 f. The author's cloven hoof peeps out.

Mendacem memorem esse oportct.

The question of interpolation I have not space to treat in

detail. Many attempts have been made to prove late intrusions,

notably the Chrysetd and the closing scene, the feast of the gods.

They have all been failures. The general opinion is that in A
we have a piece of uncontaminated poetry, which confirms our

conclusion that it is of late origin. It came into being, like K,

at a time when the interpolators were ceasing from troubhng

(pp. 19 f. supra.).

If then any weight is to be given to eccentricities of diction,

style and contents, and if Dissectors' methods are good, it is

certain that A was composed by one of the bards who flourished

after the close of the golden age of the epic. He betrays himself

by his every movement. His symptoms of distress, (fxcvavTa

o-vveroLac, are those always exhibited by the Flick-Poet as he
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staggers under the too vast task he has taken on himself. They

are born of sheer incapacity. And all these years critics and

poets alike, with their eyes holden, have been lauding this poor

lay as a genuine product of supreme genius. It seems to need

only a critic endowed with the necessary keenness of scent for

the abnormal to disprove all that, and (/>o&)9 Tevx^iv erdpoccrc.

As surely as the critics have proved the Doloneia to be an addition,

a senseless addition, to the Iliad by some inferior scribbler, so

surely will they yet destroy our simple, ancient faith in the Mrivi<;

d/jLVfMcov. The villainy they have learnt so well they will execute

on it, and then down topples the whole of the " Poetry about

Troy," disjecta non leni ruina.

Ridentem dicere verum NIL vetat. But in all seriousness we

ask how A can be held to be old and genuine, if K is, on the

evidence against it, to be condemned as modern and spurious and

Odyssean. Once get rid of the current superstition that A is

ancient, and it can be overthrown—by popular methods—as

easily as K has been. We have seen, pp. 32 f. supra, that some

Neo-Homerists are already in revolt. Further developments

will be awaited with interest, for it seems likely that the last

plight of Dissection will be worse than the first, when Lachmann

and Kochly tried their prentice hands on the poems. Meantime

we are content that K stands or falls with A.



CHAPTER XXVI

CONCLUSION

At every point the case against the Doloneia seems to fail when
tested. We have found nothing in the position of the lay in

the Iliad, in its relation to the other hooks in that poem, or in

the " difficulties " which have heen found in it, to indicate that

it is late. The same may be said of its language. However we

test it, we find evidence of affinity with the rest of the poem,

but distinct differences between it and the linguistic and

metrical usages of the Cyclics, the Hymns and Hesiod. The

lay is not more " Odyssean " than the earliest part of the Ur-

Ilias. There m^e parts of the Iliad which are more " Odyssean
"

than others, but the explanation is not that these are later.

The differences in language alleged between the Hiad and the

Odyssey have dwindled on inspection to very small dimensions.

The language of the two poems may be considered one, and the

poems themselves of the same age.

The Doloneia appears to be as old as the original Iliad of the

critics. We think the differences between it and the rest of the

poem are so slight, and the correspondence so marked and so

significant, that it would not be rash to affirm that it is by the

same author as the rest of the books. But we are content to

say that the critics have failed to prove that it is of a later date

than these.

One objection is sure to be made, and may be anticipated

at once. We shall be told that where there is smoke, there is

fire. Is it possible, it will be asked, that so much could be

said against the Doloneia, if it were really as ancient and as

genuine as the Ur-Ilias ? It is quite possible to produce much
smoke from very little fire, if a sufficient quantity of fuel of a

certain kind be piled on ; and the bulk and character of the case

214
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heaped up against our lay need not surprise us, if we but

remember the temper in which the majority of its critics have

approached it. " Disinterested endeavour " is conspicuous by

its absence. Most of them have come to the test, not in order

to find out whether the lay is late or early, but with the

conviction that it is late, and only desirous of adding to the

proof. Their work is coloured by what has been described in

other critics as "a sort of personal partisanship or antipathy,"

and which is anything but an aid to fair criticism. We need

not wonder that a mass of the objections which are the outcome

of enquiry undertaken by Dissectors in such a spirit, are

found to be trivial and to disappear at once on examination.

Their mere volume is not to be regarded. What is alone of

importance is the residue that can with justice be placed against

the credit of the lay. And that is no greater than the same for

the first book of the Iliccd. Its bulk has been greatly increased

by the disinclination or inability of objectors to disregard modern

conditions, and to place themselves at an ancient standpoint.

That there are parts of the Hiad which have been proved to

be later than others, is, as already said, the basis of all the popular

theories of its origin. We humbly think that the Odyssean

theory must be rejected, and that four books, not to mention

minor tracts, are restored to the age of the Ur-Ilias. The rest

of the Iliad, that is, the books other than those of the Ur-Ilias

and the parts which are styled Odyssean, is composed, roughly,

of Dr. Leafs First and Second Expansions. Now as against

these, opinion is far from strong. Many high authorities who

think they are additions to the Ur-Ilias, are ready to admit that

they may be from the hand of the author of the kernel. There

is little in them on which an origin more modern than that of

the Menis can be argued. We have even seen that a new school

holds that they are more ancient than the Menis ; and personally

we cherish a strong belief that, to complete the proof of the

antiquity and homogeneity of the Eiad as a whole, it is only

necessary to subject the tracts between the Ur-Ilias and the

Odyssean area to an examination such as we have applied to

the Doloneia. No doubt when such a defence of these parts of

the poem is undertaken, points will emerge which we have not

had to deal with. But the greater part of the proof will be

on identical lines. The principles, assumptions and accepted
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beliefs on which Dissecting Criticism proceeds, are now a

stereotyped, invariable system. We have had to discuss most

of them in the course of our investigations, and we propose,

before leaving them, to bring them together in one conspectus

here. When we add to them the postulated Orclner, Interpolator,

Worker-over, Expurgator and Archaiser, we may ask if such an

apparatus has ever, in the history of criticism, been at the command
of critics bent on discrediting a body of poetry. And we believe

the answer must be that criticism in any age has not anything

to shew so unfair.

To begin with peculiarities of language. They are often

held to prove a line or a passage late, without any further

explanation, without any attempt to date the word or usage,

and in spite of the fact that exceptional usages are everywhere

in Homer. As they are certain evidence of lateness, an obvious

resource for the defence is to attempt to shew that the total

of significant peculiarity is no greater than in some acceptable

book of the poems. But our proof will be useless. We are

anticipated by the explanation that many of the late manipulators

of the epics had an accurate sense of the old epic language.

a. XX. being marks of spuriousness, we may shew that our lay

contains comparatively few. But the adversary replies that our

bard was late, and, being late, of course borrowed extensively

from others. Consequently he did not allow himself sufficient

scope for the use of the rare words which would have betrayed

him. Similarly, if we try his work by some grammatical test

favoured by Dissectors,—if, for instance, we shew that he is far

from vicious in his uses of the Article, we are told again that

the inference that he was as early as the authors of blameless

tracts is not justified. There is another vice of lateness, prone-

ness to imitation, and he, being late, imitated the style and

language of his predecessors and betters, and so avoided the

solecisms which his composition would otherwise have exhibited.

And being late, he is to have no mercy shewn him. If he uses

a rare word, there is a protest ; if he uses a common one a

number of times, it is noted against him, and tends in some

mysterious way to shew that the initial assumption that he was

late is correct. If he gives detail, he is objectionably diffuse
;

if he is succinct and refrains from giving superfluous informa-

tion, such a failure in his duty to modern readers is fatal to his
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character. The standard by which his merits and his vices are

measured is the Ur-Ilias. His defenders are not to appeal to

the later and weaker parts of the epics, but Dissectors themselves

may appeal to these freely, when necessary. It would seem to

render examination of the language nugatory. Dissectors " sport

with their own deceptions " in a way to dumbfound the opposition.

It is much the same with interpolations. If we shew there are

none, or very few and those trifling, in the Doloneia, that is a

symptom of lateness, inasmuch as, in its late age, interpolation

had ceased. If we point to a similar freedom from spurious

passages in parts of the Ur-Ilias, we are told that these parts are

of course early, and have certainly suffered, but that the hand of

kindly Time has smoothed all over, so that no inequality is now

perceptible to indicate the intrusions which have undoubtedly

taken place. The Doloneia, being late, cannot have suffered

thus. Yet it is admitted that there were interpolators of high

inspiration and genius even to the latest days of the bloom of the

epic, and some of the leaders of Dissection even shew that the

poems were added to centuries afterwards, as by Cynaethus at

Syracuse. And it will be of no avail for us to point to our

adversaries' admission that other parts of the poems were inter-

polated from our lay, though it was itself so late that nothing

could be inserted in it. The Doloneia is late, " and there's an

end on't." Dtintzer established that fact by shewing that the

lay uses some words that recur only in the Odyssey and a few

that do not recur at all, and that it is soiled by faults that the

bards of the bloom of the epic never committed. Their language

and style were perfect, tovto y€pa<i pacn\r]lov euyov. But

when we apply to the lays of these early authors the tests

approved by modern philology, we find they stand the trial no

better than the late and inferior cantos.

The procedure of Homeric critics in the detection of inter-

polations has been characterised in Chap. III. They postulate a

state of things that is without a parallel. They assume that

there was perfect freedom for any one to add to or to subtract

from the poems, though from the earliest date these were regarded

with a loving veneration which has seldom, if ever, been equalled

in the history of national literatures. And any one manipulating

the poems might alter their text as he found it, in order to make

a new addition suitable or to conceal an excision. Irregularities
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and inequalities could be removed by any one interested, and were

removed. Yet contradictions which to Dissectors bear the

gravest aspect, contradictions which they hold are absolutely

subversive of unity and which they describe as "glaring" and
" patent/' were allowed to remain. Interpolations have been

discovered in hundreds ; some books have been chipped away till

almost nothing of them is left. The process has become so easy.

Almost any peculiarity is ground for suspicion. But even

peculiarity is not essential ; if lines are not to the taste of a

critic, they may be rejected. If they can be cut out or are not

indispensable, they are " inorganic " and may be abandoned to

suit the purposes of the individual enquirer. "If a passage is

not connected with some other, it is suspicious ; if it refers to

one, it is still more suspicious. If it contains a contradiction,

the fraud is manifest ; if it agrees with other matter, the

imitation is clear as noonday. Jeit sans regie . . . qui ne

satis/ait personne." These are the words of M. Breal, reviewing

(in Journ. d. Savs. 1903, 146), not one of the productions of the

7r\r)dv<; of Homeric criticism, but the Studien zur Bias of Dr.

Carl Eobert, one of the leading classical scholars of Germany.
See, to precisely the same effect, Calebow, iZ. lib. oct. 50 f., and
Wetzel, De choriz. stud. 6 ff. It is not writers of an inferior

order alone who descend to such practices. They have become
so ingrained in the Higher Criticism, that scholars of the highest

standing in other spheres of classical research seem powerless to

resist them, and do not seek to avoid them, when they come to

deal with Homer. Here again one effect is to render discussion

useless. Analogy or precedent cannot be appealed to ; there is

nothing to appeal to that has not been objected to by some
authority in the long line that stretches from Zenodotus to Eobert

and Fick. But this is forgotten when the appeal has to be made
by some member of the destructive school who is attacking a

passage.

Then there are the Repetitions. The best of the Dissectors

frankly admit that Eepetition is a very patent characteristic of

the epic style, but others seem to forget it entirely. It has

come to this, that when two parallel passages are under discussion,

the one which the critic wishes to prove the later is often

assumed to be so, without reasons being given. It needs only to

state the equation. " There is in the Iliad no lay that one
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cannot by means of repetitions prove to be ancient or very

modern, as one pleases" (Milkier, Quellen, 323 n). Eepeated

matter may always be taken, and is taken even by the greatest

scholars, as evidence of plagiarism, imitation or even parody.

The epic commonplace is protected to some extent ; it is generally

allowed to stand without offence. But when in a passage a

certain number of lines can be detected which occur elsewhere,

then, be they commonplace or not, a late imitative poet may be

proclaimed. We are asked to believe that the epic style was

not difficult to imitate, and that " battle vignettes " and other

episodes could be turned out with ease and decorated at will with
" ready-made " similes, from a common stock that any one might

draw on. The author of the Doloneia was one who borrowed

freely ; to some critics, indeed, he was no better than a mere

cento-maker. This weakness proves that he was of the late

imitative order. Yet his lateness is also argued from an

independence which is the exact opposite of the vice described.

For he can also be shewn to be late by his extraordinarily

numerous departures, as in the matter of epithets, from genuine

epic practice. But, though so far an innovator, he had at the

same time an archaistic and archaeological tendency. He
imitated the archaic in his language. Yet no critic who has

examined this weakness can make up his mind to as many as

one case in a hundred lines of the lay. His " archaeological

tendency " he displayed in a random fashion. On some points

he imported ancient colour ; on others he introduced the practices

of his own day. The desire to discredit him o'erleaps itself,

and the indictment under this head becomes confused and

contradictory.

We complain too that the criticism of the lay has been in

many respects unfair and one-sided. We have seen that its

author's propensity for pilfering has had special attention. He
is accused of plundering the Odyssey. But no one has enquired

whether the parallelism on which the charge is based does not

also extend to the Iliad. He is said to be Odyssean in his

language ; but no one has enquired if he be more so than the

authors of genuine lays, or if there be w^ords, expressions, and

usages in his work which must, on the principles applied, be held

to attach it to the Iliad and to separate it from the Odyssey.

His Odyssean uses of prepositions are carefully enumerated ; his
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Iliadic uses are never mentioned. He descends to producing

effects by contrasts ; those who charge him thus do not stop to

observe that the same thing can be said with even greater force

of the Menis itself. See p. 207 supra, and Am.-H. Einleitung

to A. A mass of lines and fragments of lines in his lay are

shewn to occur elsewhere, and he is, on the mere number of

these, held to be a cento-maker; but it is not stated that, on a

similar enumeration, the same inference is permissible against

the most ancient parts of the poems. His language is shewn to

approximate to later Greek in various ways ; but the most
obvious and commonly applied test, the Digamma, is hardly

mentioned. It is not asked by those who date him as late as

650 or even 600 B.C., whether modernisms which appear in

works of poets of that period are found in his." The testing

process has not been carried out consistently or completely.

There is an obliquity of vision in the critics. At an early stage

iu modern Homeric criticism Colonel Mure exposed and con-

demned the " two-edged logic which nothing could resist," and
the strange canons, of Heyne and Hermann. Inconsistency was
held to be undeniable evidence of plurality of workers, in spite

of all experience to the contrary. Eepetition was to be allowed

in only certain specified cases. And many a prejudice quite as

irrational has since been allowed to develop into a critical

principle. Gnomic lines must be rejected. Anything that can

be spared must have been inserted in a late age. A thing

mentioned only once must be suspected. If it is mentioned

a second time, the repetition indicates an imitative poet, and so

on.

The principles on which the fabric of the Higher Criticism

has been constructed have not been elaborated with sufficient

regard to common sense and fairness. Our lay is one of the

most unfortunate of their victims. When we "separate facts

from fancies" and correct obvious errors and excesses, there

remains, we think, little to justify the disdain with which the

critics regard the Lay of Dolon.
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THE INTERPOLATIONS IN K

(1) Lines 5-16, the opening simile and the description of

Agamemnon's distress. The former is "thoroughly bad" (Fick),

"pointless and hopeless" (Leaf). See p. 184 supra. With 5-16

away, Fick thinks the formal verse, 17, follows well after 4. That is

matter of taste. Even if we admit it, it proves nothing. Next, in

0)5 S' OT av da-rpaTTTr], 5, av can be replaced by k€. But that opens

up a large question (Monro, Odyssey, 464, and H.G. 393 ; Ench. 559 fF.,

and Fick's works there referred to; Gemoll in Jh. Biirsicm, 1888, 29
and Naumann in Jb. 1895, 374), which we need not go into, as it

is probable that neither av nor kc is right here, and that we should

read ws Se ttvk (Mnemos. xx. 239 f.). or av is objected to as a
modernism {E.G. 264, 329; Agar, 167, and Wecklein, Textkrit 62).

Lastly, the Article in Tre^lov to TpoiiKov points to a "later time."

But later than what ? If the lay dates from days when Attic uses of

the Article had not yet been developed, it will be very early. And,
to be consistent, Fick should not retain other passages containing such

uses. He seems to hew the text for the advantage of the moment.

(2) 51 f. Superfluous (Fick, Leaf and others, following the

Alexandrians). But pleonasm is frequent. There is little of it here,

and what there is is tautologia commoti (Bothe). It is 2111 homme
Smu that speaks (Pierron). We do not dock Agamemnon's speech in

A 287-9, where, in a very bad temper, he repeats the same thing

four times. So\ix6v = diu is a small matter. And if this be an
interpolation, it must have been deliberate. What was the reason for

it ? None can be stated. Thoroughgoing Dissectors require none.

Sit pro ratione wluntas.

(3) 57-9. Late, because they refer to I 9-88, which are late

(Fick). That cannot be admitted (pp. 147 f. supra). And Fick does

not cut out other references to the guards. Also the words are " too

absurd" for Agamemnon to use. But see p. 153 supra. Fick has no
objection to the language.

(4) 84. Agamemnon goes to Nestor. We cannot assume with
Lehrs {Ar. 151 n.) that he enters his hut, for Nestor was sleeping in

221
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the open. The old chief challenges Agamemnon, and asks why he is

roaming about the camp at that hour. Then comes the question

in 84, which to Fick is "very inappropriate." So Lehrs, and with

some reason ; for it would no doubt be absurd to ask a man inside

one's hut if he were looking for a mule. Is then the question

impossible ? The authorities are divided. Pierron brackets. Stier

thinks the enquiry natural. Dr. Leaf even finds "something

peculiarly graphic," and quotes Schwartz' comparison of Xen. Anab.

ii. 2, 20, where an ass causes a night alarm. This seems quite

satisfying.

(5) 146 f. 147 has been "smuggled in" from 327 (Diintzer).

Most editors agree. But this cannot be proved (Lange, Jb. 1880,

142). Pierron and Stier retain the line. But the ejectors can in this

case suggest a motive. Some one thought, wrongly, that k-rrkoLKe

required an infin. But instead of supplying this in a suitable line, he

took one (327) ready-made, the incongruity of which is glaring to

modern critics. Dr. Leaf points out that " the question of fighting or

flying " had been settled in I. But we cannot infer that Agamemnon,

with his last hope dashed, has abandoned the idea of flight. He
reverts to it next day, H 74 ff. Nestor might well, then, if only to

humour his chief, whose distress is greater than ever, use the words of

147, for he had not, in his speeches in I 53 ff. and 96 fF., directly

negatived the proposal to fly, but only put it aside for the time.

(6) 202. Diintzer points to ISptowvro in 198, and pronounces 202

unnecessary. That may be, but such repetition is quite in the manner

of the poems.

(7) 211-7. Fick rejects all seven lines, Nauck 213-7, Peppmiiller

{Jahrb. L P. 1894, 34 f.) 214-6, Leaf in his first edition 214-7, and so

on. Even Professor Jevons (p. 508) considers the passage one of

a few in K that might be sacrificed.—First, rjjxeas is a late form (Fick,

and Menrad, p. 107, quoting G. Meyer; and cf. E.G. 85). Now it

occurs II. 4, Od. 8. Menrad remarks that all these occurrences are in

the Odyssey or late parts of the Iliad, except 136, ubi XetxpeL, 6 8'

rjfxas €77€ to- L facile corrigas for the vulgate Aeti^et, 6 8' rjixeas eta-L. See

also Bechtel in FEPAS to A. Fick, 30. Note Menrad's method. The

objectionable form may stand in passages which he considers late. In

the early passage it must be amended. No doubt Meyer is right as

to the form, but K 211 is entitled to the same treatment as 136.

Facile corrigas in it, koI ax// els -^/^as dveXdoUj for a^ avkpyea-Bai is

thrice used in the poems = " return." If r^ixkas stands in 0, it is good

authority for K ; if it must be amended in 0, it can be in K also.

Next, the neglect of F in 215, rwv TrdvTiov ol FeKaa-ros. On this

see p. 104 siqyra. The Digamma is sadly misapplied in Homeric

criticism. What would Fick here 1 If the bulk of K was composed

at a time when F was a living sound in Ionic, its age will be great.

And Fick should be true to his principles and not allow other
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neglects to stand. Compare what has been said about the Article,

p. 221 supra. Tests should be applied consistently. In Ench. 143,

there are some trenchant remarks on Fick's way with F.

Ttov TravTwv ol e/cacrTos with a plur. verb is awkward (Leaf). The

Leyden editors, however, quote 9 392 f. The construction is unusual,

certainly. So are other laxities, such as the o-xw^ 'KXKfxaviKov (Leaf

on E 774 and Y 138), and constructions Kara criVeo-tv generally. No
particular kind is common, but there are instances and they have to

be accepted. c^tAe tUvov does not surprise us. Dr. Leaf describes a

case of the kind, "^ 413, as "most natural" ; in 11 264 f. Dr. Monro

{E.G. 159) sees "a slight boldness of expression." See also M. and R.

on II 181, Leaf on P 755 f., and Cauer, Gh'dfrgri. 390 fF. These cases

are like Milton's "fairest of all her daughters, Eve," or Shakespeare's

"more rawer," "most unkindest," "it is not, nor it cannot come to,

good," and the like. See Raleigh, p. 225 and cf. 28. We must

beware of too " dogmatic grammarians," who " make rules for language

as Aristotle made rules for the epic poem, and impose their chill

models on submissive decadence."

Nothing in all this advances the case for interpolation. Another

point is the inducement held out by Nestor. On this see p. 185

supra. Pick says it is " simply absurd," but he uses much the same

terms of the splendid simile in 11 384 K, on which see Dr. Leaf.

(8) 228-32. Pick brackets. Better, he thinks, with MS. support,

write Trdvres for ttoXXol in 227,—but that is the reading (of one MS.)

only in 236,—and excise the five lines; for all except Idomeneus and

Meges (and of course Nestor and Agamemnon) volunteer, and these

two alone ought not to be marked as cowards. Then we ought to

reject H 162 flf. and 6 261 fF., where also Meges is overlooked. But

this objection seems to be extreme, and has not been accepted. It

may be added, as to the age of Idomeneus, that he was not young.

See N 361, and cf. N 512 fF., which might have been written of Nestor.

Meges is of the Kovpy^res (juvenes ov principes), T 193, 248.

(9) 237-40. Pick approves the athetesis of 240 by the Alex-

andrians, but gives no reason. But he also says 237-9 are impossible

on account of dpetw. It seems extreme to sacrifice three whole lines

on account of an uncontracted form in a fourth. It is well sup-

ported by d/xetVo), apdovs, etc. And see p. 233 infra, on contraction

generally.

(10) 252 f. acTTpa 8e 8i] 7rpof3ef^y]Ke, irapMyjbiKev Se TrAewv vv^ tmv Svo

ixoipdoiv, TptraTi] 8' €tl fioipa AeAetTrrat. "This puzzling line (253) was

rejected, presumably as unintelligible, by the Alexandrian trio " (Leaf).

Pick and others approve. Pierron keeps both, as the condemnation of

253 is feeble ; Ulijsse fait Men de prddser sa pensSe. . . . Cest le cas de

redondance, 6ta to Treptcrcrov, which is a common feature of the poetry.

See, e.g., Allen in CB. xx. 268. The syntax of 253 has made a

difficulty (Grossmann, Homerica, 26, and Leaf and Lawson, a.L), which
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Mr. Lawson solves by taking TrAewv as gen. plur. of ttAcos agreeing

with fioipdiov, and translating " passed through two full watches."

Fick states objections to the language. irXkoiv should be TrXtjioiv.

In his Odyssey, p. 1 9, ttAcovcs appears to be good. And twv is said to

be a bad mistake for rawv. But Fick's "Ionic" tests have been

strongly questioned. Cauer has shewn {Jh. 1884, 290 ff.) by detailed

examination that he " has given to the terms ' Ionic '
and ' Aeolic ' an

arbitrary and incorrect delimitation," and requires proof that forms

which Fick calls Aeolic were not also old Ionic. See also Gemoll in

Jh. Bursian, 1888, 30 ; E.G. 388 ff. ; Jevons, 504, quoting authorities
;

and, for Fick's reply to Cauer and others, his Bias, i. ff., and his

recent Entstg. d. Od. 5 f. The critiques leave the impression that Fick

and his followers have gone further than the remains of the dialects

warrant.

As regards the particular question which interests us here, the

epic form of the gen. plur. of the 1st decl., see especially E.G. 391 ff.,

where grounds are given for holding that the form in -ewv cannot

be definitely classed as only New Ionic. The genesis of the form and

the period at which it originated have still to be explained
.^

But in

the present case we have the contracted form in -wi/, which is a stage

beyond -ewv. twv itself occurs in 5 other places (against rawv in 19),

e.g. 656, which is in what Christ regards as the old Iliad. (There

van Leeuwen {Ench. 197) would read -poirdoiv for row Trpwrewi/). But

it may be suggested that in all such cases rewi/ was the original. It

may have been modernised into rwv. The presence of another rewi/ in

the poems may have had something to do with the change. There

must have been an intermediate form in -eojv for the Article as for

other words. At any rate the expedient seems no more objectionable

than some of the amendments by which {Ench. I.e.) it is sought to

restore the forms in -amv throughout the Ur-Ilias.

And here again it seems pertinent to ask, if this contracted form

be a sign of lateness, how the other late Odyssean or Ionian books

have escaped it almost entirely. I has not one instance, though the

gen. plur. in question is used 1 2 times,—4 in -ewv, 8 in -awv. '^ and

12 together use it 14 times. They appear to present no case of -ewv,

but have the -awv form 12 times. The contracted form is^found

twice, but in "^ 112 Kvrjfxo^v seems a likely original (Ench. 197), and

in 12 794 van Leeuwen tells us (ibid., and 41) Trapyoiv must be read, tmv

in K seems, in fact, to be the only certain form in the four Odyssean

books, and it occurs in a line which is one of a few that even some of

its defenders are willing to sacrifice. We hesitate for the reasons given.

e, we may add, is equally puzzling in this connection. Dissectors

say it was composed in Ionian days as a prologue to I,—according to

Wilamowitz, to introduce I and K into the Iliad. It must therefore

be more Ionian than these Ionian books, but it provides 1 1 cases of

-aojv, and none of -eojv or -wv. So for another lonism, the gen. in -ew.
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It has 7 cases of the old gen. in -ao and one of -ew, 'At3ew, 16, where,

using the indulgence accorded by Dissectors to other parts of the poems,

'AtSa can be read. evfjifieXicD, 552, is in a line which many think

should never have been introduced by Barnes into the text. How has

this very late book avoided these lonisms 1

(11) 292-4. Translated here from y 382-4, in Fick's opinion, by

the Einleger, i.e. the Ionian who inserted K in the Iliad. That

individual makes clumsy reference to this interpolation, when he says,

571, 6(f)p Ipov eTOLixaa-a-aiaT 'AOi'ivrj. But it is very doubtful if that

refers to the vow in 292-4. Others think the lines original in y, but

others again prefer K. See p. 1 1 8 siqjra. There is nothing on which

to decide.

(12) 387-9. Odysseus asks Dolon why he is out,—7; nva o-i^AvJo-wv

vcKvtuv KaTaT€.Ovii)(.or<j)V ; ly cr' "Ektw/j TrpoerjKe, k.t.A. Athetesis of 387

as wrongly repeated from 343, with the trivial remark that it was

silly of Odysseus to furnish Dolon with a pretext for being abroad.

Modern authorities differ. Dr. Leaf thinks it " not obviously out of

place." Stier rejects it. Pierron finds it, if "superfluous, not other-

wise off'ensive." We cannot understand the doubt. Why should not

Odysseus put such a question ? Fick alone would have out 388 f.

also, on account of the neglect of the F of FiKaara. See p. 104 supra.

(13) Hector wants some one to find out whether the Achaeans are

still keeping their camp, or only thinking how to get away (309-12).

Dolon, when caught, tells Odysseus that Hector has sent him out to

enquire as stated, and then follow (396-9) the above 4 lines (309-12)

without the change of a single word, except that some MSS. have the

V.l. fSovXevoLTe . . . kOkXoLTe.

The Alexandrians were not quite at one about 396-9. Fick thinks

them "unsuitable" and repeated from 309-12. Am.-H., on the con-

trary, find them thoroughly appropriate. Pierron and Stier retain,

and Dr. Leaf does not reject them. The repetition is quite in the epic

style, and only a very reckless critic could object to it.

The passage has been much discussed, and a large issue as to the

meaning of the pronoun a-cfiio-i raised on it. Dr. Monro's judgment,

a.l. and E.G. 221 f., seems to set the matter at rest. See also Cauer,

Grdfrgn. 468 f., and further at end of next case.

(14) Nestor wants some one to go out to ascertain the Trojan

intentions,—whether the force is to remain on the plain or return to

the city (208-10). Odysseus asks Dolon (409-11) in the same words.

It is alleged by Fick and other critics, following the Alexandrians,

that in 409-11 we have another case of transi)lanting,—from 208-10.

Stier retains them. Pierron doubts and brackets. Dr. Monro only

says it is "very possible the lines are wrongly repeated." Sickel

{Q.H. i. 11) retains them, as "such repetitions are characteristic of the

poet," the (to him) incompetent author of K. Let us look into the

reasons. First, Dolon, though he answers the other questions put to

Q
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him, does not notice the one in 409-11. But when he had said the

allies were sleeping and the Trojans on watch, was there any need for

Odysseus to wait for him to say explicitly that the army was not going

either to attack or to return to the city 1 Secondly, there is an
" awkward change from the direct to the dependent question," which

is not the case in 208-10. But both Leaf and Monro quote a 170 f.

as a similar case. It is repeated in ^ 188 f. See for the reverse

change, a 406. See also Leaf on K 142, Cauer, Grdfrgn. 386 fF., and

Naber, § 28. Thirdly, the question is absurd when the night is so

far advanced. But does not that objection apply with almost equal

force to 208-10? See what Odysseus says in 251 shortly after

Nestor has uttered those three lines. There is absurdity, in both

cases, if one is to test an epic poet's chronology on the strict principles

that are applied to an historical narrative.

I suggest that cases (13) and (14) be considered together. They

are identical. The hand that altered /SovXevova-i and WkXova-i in the

first case would probably have made a similar alteration in the

second, had the verbs in 208-10 not been too intractable. There

is evidence that those two words are original in the fact that

%f}Xaja-(TovTai in 396 is in the indie. It resisted change to the opt.

Dr. Monro points out that the opt. is ^vrong.

(15) 496 f. Diomede kills Rhesus, who is asleep, acrdixaivovTa,

KaKov yap ovap K€cfiaXrjcf)LV eTrecTTT) rrjv vvkt , OlvctSao irais, 8ta ixrJTLV

'AOijvrfs. 497 was athetised. Fick and most editors agree. For

the reasons see Leaf, a.I.

For the neglect of F in OlvetSao, and for the objections to rrjv

vvKTa, see pp. 104 and 82 supn. And if these prove the line late,

we may argue that the gen. in -ao proves it early. How could the

interpolator avoid OlvetSeoi vlosl Dr. Leaf adds that "Homer" is

true to nature and would not make a stranger appear in a dream. He
thinks a rhapsode took ko.kov ovap to mean not a dream but, in bitter

irony, Diomede himself, and added 497 "to explain his meaning."

But it is hard to believe that he would have done it so badly.

It is not necessary to infer interpolation. The sense in which

most readers will take the passage is well put by Stier,

—

die zu

Haupten stehende Traumgestalt ward heim schrecklicJien bewachen plotzlich

zum leibhaftigen Tydiden.

(16) 530 f. fxda-Ti^ev 8' tTnrovs, rw 8' ovk deKovre Trerecr^v/v vrjas

eVi yXa(fivpd^' rrj yap (piXov €TrXeTo dvpno. Most editors ask why the

Thracian steeds should like to reach the Achaean camp. Mr. Agar

(/. Fhil. xxiv. 280) has given a simple solution. Put tw S' . . .

TreTea-dfjv in parenthesis, and read ttj ydp k.t.X. of Diomede, and all is

clear. For fjida-Tt^ev lttttovs V7]as tVt he quotes H 728, iTnrovs ^s

TToXefxov TreTrXrjyeixev. Add A 280 f. and P 624 f. In a modern poet

the addition Trj ydp, k.t.X., might, as Dr. Leaf thinks, be flat. But

Homeric repetition,—and 530 f. are of the nature of a formula,—is a
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thing by itself, and its ways require careful attention. As regards

the omission of 531 in some MSS., that may mean only that the

misconstruction of the passage prevailed in ancient times.

(17) 534. Zenodotus thought borrowed from 8 140. It might

possibly be an imitation. For arguing interpolation there is no

warrant. And see p. 120 sujjra.

(18) 566 to end, we owe, according to Fick, to the Einleger. 566

on model of A 618 and N 240, and 567 after 9 434 and <l> 30.

576 = 8 48, 577 = ^ 96. For the inference from these equations that

K is the borrower, ipse dixit', nothing more. t/ooV =" offering " only

here; elsewhere upd. See p. 57 supra. xp(iiT6<i, 575, un-Homeric.

See p. 51 supra. TvSeiSew for -Sao, 566, is objectionable. See p, 224

sup'a, on the opposition to Fick's Ionic views.

Fick points out " perversities " also. Diomede alone claims (!) the

horses. But Odysseus had no use for horses, and perhaps he admitted

they were the sj^olia of Diomede, who had done most of the actual

work. Again, Odysseus places the " weapon-booty " in Diomede's ship

" tilHAe?/ should get the offering ready," though Diomede alone had

vowed one ! This is micrology. So as to the warm bath after a wash

in the sea (p. 181 supra). And then the taking of SeiTrvov before

sunrise. Everything is " unnatural and peculiar." Grimm and Paley

also think the conclusion of the book unsatisfactory. The latter thinks

532 to the end may have been "added by another, though doubtless

ancient, hand." Nitzsch, however (see Eanke, 6), thought that K was

perhaps an enlargement from an original lay consisting of 203 to the

end. No sufficient reason for suspicion has been adduced. It is true

the poet does not, at the close, enlarge fully on every point. An
ancient audience or ancient readers would not object. The adventure

over, the horses admired and jubilation duly expressed, the poet ad

evenium festinat, and who are we, Lange asks {Jh. 1875 (?), 141), to

prescribe what should be described and what not % Cauer {Gh'dfrgn.

441) thinks the ending is wohl disponiert. Bergk (p. 599) praises the

poet for avoiding unnecessary detail. Does he not after all tell us

enough 1 The old poets should surely be allowed some discretion.

" The Epic does not need to be as explicit in respect to the readily

obvious, as, say, a Government report" {C.B. xv. 292). The author

of K chooses to describe the wakening of Odysseus and Diomede ; are

we to quarrel with him because he says of others, in one line, that

they were fetched to the fosse 1 Had he told us how every one of

them was wakened, he would certainly have been taken to task.

iraa-Lv a8dv x^'^^Trov/. The critics object to his diffuseness in the

opening part of the lay. Now that he closes succinctly, he is blamed

again. Damnatur oh hoc, culpatur oh illud. Strait is the fairway in

which he must shape his course, if he is to please modern critics.

It is surely rash to infer ungenuineness from an ending not quite

satisfactory to our tastes. Perfunctory and even muddled conclusions
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are not unknown in modern compositions. Mr. Lang has a note in one

of his works as to the unsatisfactory winding up of some of Scott's

stories. The close of Paradise Regained has been criticised. A Homeric

Dissector would excise the last four lines. Shakespeare sometimes

finishes in a hurry. As you like it " ends in a farrago of childish

impossibilities" {English Rev. Oct. 1909). The close of Measure for

Measure has also been unfavourably judged, and that of Hermann and

Dorothea.
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K 465-8

ws ap €cf)(i>vr)(r€V, kol oltto Wev v\p6(T deipas

6rJK€V dva fxvpiKrjv' SeeAov 8' cttI crrjpd t WyjKe,

o-vix/jLapiJ/as SovaKas [xvpLKy]s r IpiOrjXeas o^ov^i,

prj XddoL avrts Iovtc Oorjv Sia vvKTa jxiXaivav.

The diflBculties of this passage are stated as follows by Dr. Leaf in

his note on it. 6eeAo§ is a crux. It does not occur again in Greek,
except in a gloss of Hesychius. It may be an older uncontracted

form of SrjXos, but if so and it agrees with o-rj/xa, the position of re is

hardly to be explained. Christ and others join Se re, but for this

there is no sufficient analogy. SeeXov Se re (Trjfx eireOriKev has been
conjectured, but there is no reason why this should have been corrupted.

If we omit the r to get the sense "he put up a conspicuous sign," the

hiatus left is intolerable. Following Hesych., SeeXos' 5eo-/^os, we can
translate " he put up a bundle and a mark," but this is not satisfactory.

Dr. Leaf suggests drJKev dva fJivpiKT]V 8e lAwv €771 cryfxar' edrjKev, " took
and set marks on the tamarisk." ^ dvd fivpU-qv must then be supplied

to the first clause from the second, and eXbiv is virtually superfluous

like <^€/3(uv, H 304.—5e lAwv is really no change, only a different

grouping of the letters AEEAON. On the mysterious words which
ol p.erayapaKrripLQovres evolved, see Mr. Agar, 320.

But Dr. Leaf's emendation does not make all quite satisfactory.

There is perhaps more corruption. The words aTro eOev vxpocr detpas

invite attention. They seem to be surplusage. Odysseus and Diomede
have taken from the body of Dolon his cap and wolf-skin, his bow and
his spear,—the last called o^vv aKovra, 335, and 86pv p.aKp6v, 459,
which are convertible terms (see a proof in PetersdorfF, Germanen u.

Griechen, 111 f.). These spoils 'A9y]vaL7] Xr]tTi8t 8los 'OSvo-o-ei-? v\p6(r'

dvecrx^Oe xeipi, and uttered a pra3^er, 460 f. After this the words
ttTTo Wev^ K.r.X., if not an absolutely objectionable repetition, are

certainly not required. It is suggested that they may conceal the
familiar eTrl x^o^* TrovXy/SoreLpy,—which always ends the verse. The

^ It may be assumed that either arj/ma rb^ov -a, lepov -a. arjixa and c-qfiara are
or ff-qixara -will do. Cf. the uses of bCipov -a, used of the same thing in Z 168, 176.

229
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rhythm of the two phrases is identical, and the sounds of their

individual syllables very similar. We know that epithets and phrases

which are common replaced each other at times. See p. 25 suj^ra,

and C.B. xv. 291 ff. The words vxpoa detpas may be due to a

reminiscence of vxpoa-' dveax^Oe in 461 immediately before the prayer.

Parts of deipa frequently end lines in the Iliad. There are three

instances in K itself, 30, 80 and 505, in the last v\p6cr' detpas as in our

passage. A scribe might make such a slip.

The other place where corruption is possible is the phrase OrJKcv

dva fivpcKTjv. The use of dvd is not a common one. Indeed it would
be difficult to find an exact parallel to it in Homer. See examples of

dvd collected in H.G. ^ 210. The absence of a noun for SrJKev to

govern is also open to remark. It is suggested that the word eVapa,

which is used in 528 and 570 to describe the accoutrements of Dolon,

has been altered. The word would be quite appropriate in 466, and
it can be read with the change of only one letter. The whole passage

would then read thus :

—

ws dp i(fiU)vr)(Tev, Kal Ivrt \6ovl 7rovXvf3oT€iprj

OrJK evapa' fivpiKrjv 8e lAwv IttI o-'qjxaT WrjKe,

crvp^fiapxl/as k.t.X.

This also gets rid of the objectionable re. And the sense seems good.

"Thus he spake and laid the spoils on the bountiful earth. And
taking hold of a tamarisk placed marks (at the spot or over the spoils),

grasping together reeds and luxuriant shoots of tamarisk."

According to the vulgate we must understand that the heroes left

the spoils on a tamarisk tree, plain to be seen,—the spear certainly

could not well be concealed,—by any straggler,—cf. rtva €o-xaToo)VTa,

206,—who might have come out nva crvA^o-wv vckvwv, 343, 387.

There would thus be a risk of their losing their booty. Odysseus
knew better. A track ran past the spot, 339, 349, one of many,
n 374, that crossed the plain, and one Trojan they had already found
using it. They had to conceal their spoil, and this they did efifectually

by laying it on the ground and covering it with brushwood,—an»

inconspicuous mark, but enough to indicate the spot to them when
they returned along the road. There is no mention of the tamarisk

when they recover the things, 528 f.

For the tamarisk reference may be made to Fellner, Horn. Flm'a,

18, and Buchholz, Bealien, i. 2, 252 f. Dr. Otto Stapf, of the

Eoyal Gardens, Kew, has also kindly supplied me with information.

The tamarisk is often a mere bush, a collection of slender stems rising

straight from the root, but some species are trees of considerable size,

as T. tetrandra and T. Pcdlasii, the latter of which has been found near

Abydos. Unfortunately there is nothing in Homer outside our

passage that enables us to decide whether it was bush or tree on the

Trojan plain. Even a bush of the kind described above might upset
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a light car, as in Z 239. In <l> 18 the expression used of Achilles'

spear may only mean "lying among the tamarisk bushes." ^ 350
tells us nothing. We must depend on the wording of the lines we are
seeking to interpret. If we suppose the /xvpLKr] was a bush, dvd does
not seem appropriate. If we take it to be a tree, the phrase drJKev dvd
fxvptK7]v seems a poor description of the operation implied,—the disposal

of a collection of separate articles in a tree. In either case what
necessity was there for a mark 1 The spear would be easily seen by
the heroes as they passed on their return,—if some third person had
not anticipated them.
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EMENDATIONS

(38) Tpcoecrcrtv kTricrKOTrov
',

(342), v/^ecrcriv i-L(TK07ro<s rifxeTeprjcnv.

i7rL(rK07ro^ = "spy" is to Orszulik an Odyssean note. He points to

6 163, eTTto-KOTTos 68aLO)v, and says the word has the same meaning

there. We cannot admit that. And the reading in is not certain.

Aristophanes read eTricrTpocfios, which Nauck approved. In K, in each

case, read -eo-o-tv eVt a-K07r6v{s), which Christ and others adopt. (In

N 450 there is a v.l., Kp-qry eVt ovpov for k-n-iovpov.) Orszulik, how-

ever, thinks that makes no difference to his argument, as (tko-6s =
"spy," "scout," recurs outside K only ^ 156. But see, in the Iliad,

B 792, 2 523, ft 799.

(44) y) Tts Ke(v) kpva-creraL. van Herwerden would write k eVt

pvcreTat, which van Leeuwen approves, Mnemos. xix. 163. Other

editors are satisfied with the vulgate.—The commentaries and Mr.

Agar's Homerica shew that, like other small words, eVt has at tim.es

dropped out of and been put into the text. In K 161 for oXiyos 8'

€TL, there is the v.l. oAtyo? Se re. On 506, -^ 'in rwv ttAcovcov QpyKU)v,

see p. 80 supra, and on eV' avTMv, 493, p. 236 infra.

(48) av8p' €va Toa-a-dSe fxkpfxep ctt' r//xaTt [xrjTicracrOaL, " in the

space of one day." Occurrences of the phrase in a different sense are

cited. But in two, A 444, N 234, it is (Jtt') rf/xart rwSe; in T 229,

P 284, the phrase seems to have the same meaning as in K ; and in

the remaining two, p. 105, ^ 105, there is no great variation. See

Monro and Leaf on K 48, comparing evrt vvkti, 529. So there is

no need to amend.—Perhaps eV' ^^art ? Cf. avSp' eva in the

beginning of the verse. Aristarchus, iv VJ/xan.—eV VJ/^tart is not late,

at least not Attic (Jebb on Oed. Col. 688).

(95) crrrjOeiov €KOpo)crK€L. (TTTjOkuiv does not recur, though other

cases of the plural do,

—

aus metrischen Rilcksichten fast nur der Dat.

(Witte, Sing. u. Plur. 18). But the objection is to the synizesis. See

Menrad, 79. He would read o-r^Oeos, drawing a distinction in mean-

ing between the sing, and plur. which Witte (oj?. cit. 86 7i.) apparently

will not allow. But some editors, as Christ, accept a-rijdeo's. And
see Ench. 48. On the whole a change seems not required. A

232
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copyist miglit have made a slip ; the alteration to a-TyjOkuiv would
hardly be deliberate.—As to synizesis, the poems cannot be purged of

it without violence. Menrad is not a good guide (Piatt in /. Fhilol.

xviii. 168). He assumes certain tracts in the poems are late, and
excises inconvenient lines. So in the Euch. 48. Nothing is then

impossible. A more moderate view is expressed in H.G. 354. In

the Menis itself, A 282, we have synizesis in this same word, a-r-qO^,

not to mention a(f)peov, on which various attempts have been made
(Leaf, a.L), earlier in the line.

(105) ocra TTov vvv ee/Werat. i'w = "now," for vvv, elsewhere only
"^485. vvv eA-erat has slight MS. support (Leaf, a.L), and Fick

adopts it. Dr. Monro {E.G. 320) is in favour of it. The combina-
tion recurs, we may add, in 110, t)8r] yap vvv cAtto/a'. Another
place where both vvv and vw have MS. support is ^ 325. And see

Cobet, iM.a 393.

(105) dXkd fjLLv ot'co, closing the verse. Those who object to

contraction correct to dkXd F' otw. But see Leaf on P 709.

Emendation is possible only in some occurrences of ot'w. The change
in the present case assumes that Fe and fMiv are interchangeable. I

am not competent to express an opinion, but I observe that Ameis
(Rom. Kleinigktii. 22) does not think so. See also Funk, in a paper

Auf Horn. BezilgUches, (1884), 2 and 9.

To bar contraction is a resource of the Hic'her Criticism that is

used unsparingly. The poet or poets, we know, prefer open forms,

because they prefer the dactyl to the spondee. But what demonstra-

tion is there that contraction was unknown or very rare, which is

not based on an assumed classification of books into early and late ?

To Ludwich the only explanation of this dogma that suggests itself

is,

—

tel est notre bon plaisir.^ Hundreds of contracted forms are, he
says, "unshakably firm" in the text; to remove others simply

because they can be removed is mere mania. See also H.G. 354, the

notes on a 378 and ?/ 94 in the conspicuously sound commentary of

M. and R., Thouvenin in Philolog. Ixiv. 321 ff., Meillet on Bechtel in

M.S.L. XV. 167, and Piatt in /. Phil, xviii. 127. AYhen a contraction

or a synizesis is objected to, the case must be considered on its merits.

There is no presumption against its genuineness, ^rima/«ci>. It is not

enough to say "lonism" and "late," as Ptobert does in his great work.

(106) KijSecTL fxoxO-i]o-€Lv. OrszuHk remarks that the only other

verb in Homer from this root is fxoxOiio), which is a. A., B 723, i.e. in

the "late" Boiotia. That was barely worth noting. Such pairs of

forms are not uncommon,

—

Kova/Seoj -t^w, dxAew -l^o), etc. And as the

MSS. give now one form and now another, e.g., in M 448 and p 299,
we might read fjLoxOto-a-itv in 106 wathout great daring,—if there were
any need.

^Ar. ii. 258 n. See also his review of comments on Ludwich's avxlentia in this

Nauck's Iliad, ibid. 51 ff. Menrad, 179 ff., matter.
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(127) iVa yap orcfiLv cVe^/DaSov, where iVa, elsewhere relative, is

said to be demonstrative. See Leaf's note. iVa t a/3, Bekker and
Diintzer ; tv apa, Peppmiiller. But others see no cause to amend.
Translate "for that is where" (Paley) or wo ndmlich (LaEoche) or

"where in fact" with Monro, who adds, " iva need not be demonstra-
tive. Eather it is the use of yap that is idiomatic."

(151) e/cTos oLTTo kXlo-ltjs. van Herwerden (3Inemos. xviii. 34)
objects to this as =procul a tentorio, whereas the poet simply meant to

say that Diomede was sleeping outside, not in, his hut. So he
proposes 'iKTocrOe kXlo-ujs. But as it is said Diomede was sleeping

surrounded by his men, he may well have been at some distance from
his quarters.

(159) Tt Trdvvvxov vTTvov do)T€L<5; van Herwerden objects (ibid.)

that the adj. is in Homer always applied to persons and not to

things. He will not read 7rdvvvxo<s, quia viz rede virvov careat epitheto.

But vTTvos occurs elsewhere without an epithet, and with dwTets the
bare noun seems quite good.

(180) ol S ore Br] (fniXaKeorcnv ev dypophoLcrtv epixOev. If any
one concurs in the objection of Dr. Leaf, who pronounces this line

a reminiscence of F 209, he may read Avith Bentley a-waypofxhoLo-Lv.
Cf. (TvvaycLpopevoi, Q, 802. But no change is necessary.

(184) Orjpos dKovcravres KpaT€p6cf>povos, 6s re KaO' vXrjv . . . to

which might be added Kkdy^avros aKovcrav, 276. Orszulik finds the
construction peculiar. He says that the nearest cases are aKove/xev

doiSov, a 370, and avS-qa-avTos aKovore, i 497, and that elsewhere the
verb has a word denoting a sound as object in the accus. But see B
98, n 211, 506, K 221. Had there been anything in the objection,

we might have suggested an original O-qp' ia-aKovovres, the (legitimate)

hiatus in Kparepof^pova, OS re leading to the change. In Eurip. Ale.

31, there is a similar double reading, priv iaepxerai and p'r]vos cpxerat.

(198) Tacfipov 8' €K8La(SdvT€<;. In similar compounds, Orszulik
says, the Std comes before the Ik. Apparently there are only two
such in Homer,

—

Su^cpeopat and Stejet/xi. Not much is to be inferred

from this. We can, if necessary, adopt eS Sta/Jaj/re? from the scholia.

The combination occurs M 458, though in a special sense. The MSS.
waver between Ik Sltjs and evSlriSj H 365, and in y 82 both ov Syj/xtos

and IkS'/J/xios have support.

(199) odi Srj v€Kva)v Siet^aivero x^P^s TrtTrroi/TWv. The last WOrd,
Dr. Leaf thinks, is hardly to be explained. Some, as Christ, write

TreTTTcoTwv, comparing ^ 503 and x 384 ; others reOveiloTOJv. Stier, a.L,

defends the word,

—

Imperf. in lebendigen Pdlckhlick: wo, ah so viele tot

hinsanken (Ovqo-Kovrojv), die Erde noch sichtbar blieb. It is remarkable
how the poet figures the plain as covered with corpses. See 298 and
349. You could not leave the track without treading on them

!

There is exactly the same hyperbole in the Shdhndma (Warner's
translation),

—
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.... that what with corpses

And trunkless heads no vacant space was seen

For troops to fight on, wheel, or pass between.

(236) (jiaLvofxivoyv rov apLonov, "a curious use, which must mean
'as they present themselves.'" So Dr. Leaf. He mentions the

conjecture (j>aiv6fX€v6v roi, surely not a very violent one. But he

prefers to keep rov, as K is unsound in the matter of the Article. We
do not admit that. As to (fiaivofxevuiv, G. Schulze proves {Hermes,

xxviii. 19 ff.) from Xenophon that LaRoche's welche sich angeboten

Juiben is right. Classen {Beobachtgn. 167 f.) seems to find nothing

wrong. Grossmann (Homerica, 25) objects to </)atvo/xevov. Dr. Leaf's

translation is not acceptable. The article with a superlative is

common. But t6v here is probably pronominal.

(292) l3ovv yvLv evpvfMhwTTov. It is not suggested that tJviv

(which seems to be wrongly accented,—but see Glotfa, i. 210) is a late

form, but, if there is anything against K, we may read with Ench. 15,

211, rjvtSa. van Leeuwen there goes so far as to say a dactyl is

necessary before the Bucolic Diaeresis. Cf. Piatt, /. Fhil xviii. 150 f.

But LaRoche appears to have proved that a spondee there is as

good as a dactyl (Jb. 1899, 140). The matter has been given a new
aspect by Sommer in Glotta, i. 150, 155. i^^tSa may have been

changed to rjvtv to remove the hiatus.

(343) 7y TLva (387, 7] TLva) crvki'^a-iov vckviov KaTareOvijiOTMV. Orszulik

objects that crvXdo) elsewhere has either the double accus. or only the

accus. of the thing. But crvXevo), which is only another form,—cf.

fxoj/JidofMaL -€V(i}, dyopdofxai -evco, olvox^<^ -€uo), and Oi]p'r]W]p with Otjpevu),—
has the construction objected to in E 48, and cf. Q, 436. Both con-

structions are found in later Greek,—L. and S., s.v. crvXda). But there

may be corruption. Perhaps 7] eVrea o-vAvjcrwv 1 Such a synizesis with

^ in the opening of a line is not uncommon (H.G. 351, and Menrad,

177).

(344) a/\A.' ewjLtev fxiv Tr/Dwra. . . . The synizesis and the contrac-

tion in iwfiev are objected to. See Leaf, a.L, and on E 256. Also,

the pronoun is in a wrong position. So Fick and others accept aAAa
P euifxev TrpwTtt Or aAA' edu^jxev Tr/Dwra. The fxtv may be due to the

last syllable of the preceding word.

(347) (XTTo (TTparof^i. Apparently no more peculiar than avr'

avToc^tv, ttTTo x«^'<o^t5 A 44, 351. On the former Hoogvliet says

(Studia Horn. 53) videtur depravatum ex avroo, and possibly we should

read a-Tparoo in 347, or a-rpaToOev (cf. a7r' ovpavoOev). But there is no

good reason for interfering (E.G. 149, under aTro).

(364) Aaou d-TTorfxiq^avTe {k)^L(I)Kerov epfxevh aUL The ending

-ov in the 3 pers. dual of an historical tense occurs elsewhere only N
346 and 2 583, and the cases have been much discussed. Curtius

(Verb, 52 f.) remarks that all three are in late passages, and so Christ

{Interpol. 201). See also H.G, 6, and Bekker, Horn. Bldt. i. 50 f.
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Naber suggested 8ta>Kadov, which van Leeuwen accepts (Ench. 292 f.).

van Herwerden (Mnemos. xix. 164) proposes iSica-Orjv for eSiOiKerov, quod
facillime e glossemate nasci potuit. On these forms see Breal (p. 195).
It is doubtful if there be need for a change, but in support of van
Leeuwen's conjecture see a very similar line, X 456, /xovvov aTrorpJJas
TToXtos TTcStovSe Sirjrai. And see p. 51 siqyra.

(431) Kal ^pvyes LTnro/xaxoL, reading of Ar. adopted by some
editors against the iTnro^aixoi of all the MSS. The word recurs only
in M, where it is a proper name. As M is "late," Orszulik finds this

noteworthy
! Interchange of epithets is common. See p. 25 supra.

In K itself we have afxr/xova and TroSwK-ea, 323, and diif3po(rLT]v and
6pcf)vaLrjv, 142.

(449) aTToXvcrofxcv rj€ fieOoji^ev. Orszulik objects to the contraction
in the last word. For the ground see Ench. 307, and Leaf on X 381.
The former would read rj fieOeioixev, According to E.G. 70, it is

"probably more correct to write these words with ew," so that we
should perhaps read i)e fx€6eoi{j.ev. So Kzach (Iliad, Add. et Corrig.).

Other instances of the vice here imputed are in what Dr. Leaf
considers late books or passages.

(451) -^e SiOTrrevcrcDv rj kvavrlpLov iroXifxi^oov. One of a few
instances, according to Dr. Leaf, on <l> 576, in which -1} suffers correp-
tion. He would read i) avTifBiov. But see Agar, p. 56, and C.R,
xix. 407. Either reading -will do.

(478) ovs vwiV 7ri(fiav(rKe AoXwv. The t in TTLcfiavcrKco, naturally
short, is long in thesi only here in Homer (Leaf, a.l). We might
accept Brandreth's eTTi^avo-Ke. But there is no necessity. Such a
licence is not unknown (Ludwich, Jr. ii. 290). No objection is

taken to Kal Xtrjv, A 553. See Ebel. s.v. Xltjv, quoting Spitzner.
Paley, on M 208, suggests that our word was pronounced TnTr^ava-KOi,

as o</)6v, 6V(^iv in aloXov ocfav ending the o-tlxos fj^eiovpos, M 208. So
Jebb, p. 195. Goebel (Lexil. i. 64) gives the original form as ttl-

(TcfiavcrKO).

(486) atyea-LV i) diWcrt. In Ench. 210 f. the form aiyea-a-' is

preferred, with Bekker. There is authority, but Mr. Agar (283 ; cf.

75) finds in the Odyssey instances in which "the archaic form of the
dat. pi. in -ecn " has been expelled from the text. Nor is he singular
in restoring this form, as appears from the discussion in the Eiich.

Dr. Monro (E.G. 85) only remarks that -eo-t for the ending -ea-a-i is

"very rare."

(493) di]Oe(T(Tov yap cr' avriov, of Rhesus' horses and the corpses
about them. The use of avriov in the weak sense, " them," is late

(Leaf, a.l.). It seems to be the ordinary " unemphatic " use which
is^ common (EG. 219 (3) ). It is found, for instance, in A 401 and
473, which are in the 3Ienis. In some cases,—as K 25, where av rw
can be read, with some MS. authority,—emendation is possible. It is

true, as Baumeister says (Eym. Merc. 234), that '' avTos often makes
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confusion." In our passage Hoogvliet {op. cit. 61) has conjectured

av^(9eo-o-ov yap dvrijs, as a word meaning "battle "is required. Com-
pare the case in Agar, 156, and that in O 621, where clkti'jv or -rrj is

a v.l. for avTi]V in rd re TrpocrepevyeTat avTi^v. In a third occurrence

of avTos in K, 345, we ought perhaps to read avroL for avroy

(Ludwich, a.L, quoting Axt and Doderlein). Mr. Agar's work has

many instructive discussions on this word. See also Mr. Allen's

review in C.Q. iii. 226.

(499) (Tvv S' t'jeLpev Lfida-i, of Odysseus and the horses of Ehesus.

The verb has been much discussed. Axt {Coiijed. Horn. 8) conjectured

(TVV St) dp^v or a-vv Se St) dpcu (referring for the particles to A 524,

N 52, P 466). The sense would be "coupled together." But the

weight of authority is for accepting the text and taking ddpia not as

the common verb, but as a separate one = " harness," crvvdyeiv koI

o-vvapfio^etv. Other words and expressions in the poems are referred

to in support of this. See Leaf, a.l. ; Ench. 343, 488 ; H.G. 60 ;

Schultze, 420 ; and Cobet, M.C. 326. If Meillet is right {M.S.L. xv.

150) in taking aet/ow, "raise," as from dy)p, then surely our verb
is quite distinct.

There is nothing against the credit of K here, but the decision of

the learned that the expression means " harnessed " helps to the

solution of the question whether Odysseus and Diomede rode or

drove back to camp. See pp. 274 jff. infra.



APPENDIX D

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE GRAMMAR OF THE
ILIAD AND THAT OF THE ODYSSEY

I CONFINE myself here generally to supplementing the remarks made
on Dr. Monro's cases by Miss Stawell in Horn, and II. App. C. The
number prefixed to each case below is the number of the section in

that Appendix.

1. The form Wev. The enumeration does not appear to be
complete. Gehring gives additional cases from the //. and one more,
xp 304, from the Od. It is to be noted that this Iliadic form occurs

in two of the late Odyssean books, I 419, 686, K 27, 465. And is

it not likely that eo, ev, and cOev have in some cases been interchanged 1

2 and 3. dfj.(fiL with dat. and -n-epc with gen. = "concerning,"

with certain verbs. It should be noted that all seven cases of the

former, and all save one, a 405, of the latter, from the Od., relate to

Odysseus himself. The difference in subject matter between the two
poems has its influence. It is natural, again, that in the //. the
" contest " cases should be more numerous. And if cases of the other

class occur in that poem, what is the preposition or construction used ?

Finally, it may be added that if v€kvos irkpi SeiSia, P 240 (cf. P 242),

be claimed for the Iliad, then K 93, Aamwi/ irkpi SecSia, may also be
quoted. In all three cases there is MS. authority for both TrepLSetSia

and Trept SelSia.

5. €7rt with the ace. of a person = "in quest of." The adherence
of K to the use said to be Iliadic has been noted, p. 75 supra. But
Miss Stawell shews that the difference between the two poems in this

respect is " microscopic."

6. €77 L with the ace, to imply extent without motion. See

pp. 72 f. supra.

10. dvd with the ace, with collective nouns =" through." K
again conforms to the Iliadic usage.

13. The phrase Sta vvKra. Seep. 74 supra.

14. €v with plurs. of persons =" among " and with abstract

nouns. See pp. 74 f. supra.

16. £K with the gen. = "in consequence of." See p. 74 sup)ra.

238
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21. "The reflexive use of eo, of, e is much less common in the

Od.^ and is chiefly found in fixed combinations, such as aTro eo, Tvporl

of" (Monro, Odyssey, 333). "Excluding Infinitival and Subordinate

Clauses, there are 43 examples in the //., against 18 in the Od^
(H.G. 220). This appears, from Miss Stawell's account, to be

Ebeling's enumeration. Gehring's seems to give different results.

And, although Miss Stawell's totals agree with those of the E.G., the

instances included in the lists do not. Four mentioned on p, 219 of

the E.G., B 239, A 400, E 56 and r 446, are not found in the list in

Horn, and II. And there are other elements of uncertainty. Eeadings
vary, as TrpocrOev for 77po Wev, E 96 and N 803. And the Infinitival

and Subordinate Clauses are a difficulty. Opinions will differ about
them. Miss Stawell includes in her list three cases, I 306, 392, and
t; 217, which Dr. Monro (p. 219) considers Infinitival, but excludes

his instance (p. 220) of a Subordinate Clause, A 439. I read Dr.

Monro's words (p. 220) "excluding infinitival and subordinate clauses"

as referring to all such clauses. If a distinction is to be drawn
regarding the Infinitival cases, and those "where the reference is to

the Subject of the governing Verb" {E.G. 219) are to be included,

then 8 38 and perhaps other cases should be included. But surely

this exclusion of Infinitival and Subordinate Clauses is an unnecessary
refinement. If the pronoun is certainly reflexive, as, e.g., in ^ 14,

why should the case not be considered 1 Again, if the plur. o-<^ets

followed by avTol is to be excluded, w^hy should the sing, with avros

be included ? If it be excluded, like the plur., 7 cases must be
refused to the //. and only 4 to the Od. A revised list, prepared on
other principles, seems to be required. When it is got, it will

probably be found that the numbers of fixed phrases, 14 in the II.

and 10 in the Od., are not very disproportionate to the totals of the

occurrences in the two poems.

And lastly, taking the lists as they stand, we find that out of the

43 cases in the //., no fewer than 13 are from the four "Odyssean"
books. This Iliadic use, though rare in the Odyssey, is more than
twice as common in the Odyssean area of the Iliad as in the other

books of that poem, which, twenty in number, have only thirty such

uses. There must be something wrong here. It seems better to

put the unequal distribution down to chance.

22. Uses of the Article. See Chap. X. supra. One result of

Miss Stawell's exhaustive examination should be the final suppression

of the notion that there is any difference worth considering between
Iliadic and Odyssean usage.

23. "The use of to = for which reason belongs to the Iliad: in

6 332, TO KoX ixoLxaypL 6(jikXXiL (in the Song of Demodocus), it is

doubtless an imitation" (Monro, Odyssey, 332). See also E.G. 232,
where six instances are given from the //., V 176, H 239, M 9, P 404,
T 213, "^ 547. But we claim one case for the Od., as other authorities
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do not agree with Monro about the Lay in 6. M. and R., for instance,

find it "neither unworthy of Homer nor unlike him." So Rothe in

Jh. 1903, 294, LaRoche, Lehrs and Welcker (Hennings, Odyssee, 227),

and Altendorf, Asth. Komm. z. Od. 32 ; and see H. and A. 234 f.

As to the II., \n^ 547, rw k' is as well vouched as to k^v. In H 239

it is not at all necessary to take to = " wherefore " (Am.-H. and Leaf.

a.l.). Dr. Monro himself, a.l, leaves the question open. In P 404 it

is decidedly better not to do so (Am.-H.). So we are left with 3

certain cases in the II., and one of the three, M 9, is in a passage

which the critics reject as "patently late." How then comes to there

in this sense ? Is it imitation ? But it is surely not good criticism to

impugn a passage by pointing to late forms, and then, when an early

construction is found in it, to put it down to imitation. It is the

glaive a double tranchant again.

" The full correlative to ... 6' (whence, by omission of to, the

adverbial use of 6) survives in a few places of the Iliad only " (Monro,

Odyssey, 333). This case • does not appear to be included in Miss

Stawell's list. There are three instances in the II., A 120, T 421, Y
466. (In I 493, ra cf^povewv ... o ... ) But T 421 cannot be

claimed, as there is a v.L, ev vv rot,—which Ludwich prefers ; Bentley,

TL ; TO seems to be Bekker's suggestion. There are thus two certain

cases, and there is one in the Odyssey, y 146. Possibly 8 771, ovSe tl

ot8€v o . . . was originally another. But the numbers are too small

to prove anything. In E.G. 241, Dr. Monro introduces other com-

binations, 217, E 406 and T 56 f., tov^' oti and the like; but

that allows us to appeal to v 314 and i; 333.

25, 26, 27 are grouped by Dr. Monro (Odyssey, 333) in one

statement,— " the development by which 6j on, w?, ovveKa came to

mean in respect that, because, and then simply that, may be traced

in the two Homeric poems. Of the last stage of that development,

viz., the use of these words = that after verbs of saying, there are 2

instances in the //., 14 in the Od. The use of ovveKa after verbs of

saying, knowing and the like appears first in the Od." Quotations are

not given, and I think the figures are wrong. I had brought out

different results, using Gehring's Index, and I find my lists confirmed

by Miss Stawell's. (There is an enumeration for o and on in Schmitt's

Ursprg. d. Substantivsatzes mit Relativpartikeln, 27 fi".) I find that after

verbs of saying o does not occur in the //. There is one case in the Od.,

fx374: L ^ 45 is doubtful (M. and R. and others, a.l). Even if o = on
there, it need not be dependent on Trt^at^o-Ko/^tat rjS' dyopevw. With
similar verbs ws is used twice in the //., A 110, P 642, and six times in

the Od., 8 377, 498, ^ 152, o 158, t 270, x 351. But it is in some

cases difficult to decide whether ws means " that " or " how." oTt is

used thrice in the //., P 411, 655, X 439 ; in the Od. only once, H 131.

ovv€K(i is said not to be found in this use in the //. after a verb of

saying; in the Od. there are six instances, e 216, t^ 300, v 309, o 42,
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- 330, 379. So that there is development in regard to cL^ and ovveKu,

and retrogression in regard to o-i. Chorizonts can surely derive but

little comfort from the lists, especially as there are clear cases of ws

and oTt in the Menis, A 110 and X 439.

And as regards oi'veKu, it does not appear to be correct that its use

in this construction appears first in the Od. See Dr. Monro himself

in E.G. 24:01 A 21 is a case. Some think the passage spurious, others

do not. Dr. Leaf, following Christ, tries to explain the ovveKa away,

but is not successful. And Dr. Monro notes, regarding the majority

of the instances in the OcL, that " the verb is followed by an ace. of

the thing; so that the Relative Clause does not directly take the

place of the Object." In short, there is difficulty in construing some

of the instances. And finally, the use of ovveKa now under reference

did not develop into an established common use in later Greek. It

remained in poetry only,—L. and S., s.v., and Kiihner-Gerth, ii. 356.

For Hesiod and the Hymns only Theog. 464 and Hi/m. Jp. 376 are

quoted, and as Theog. 463 has been impugned (see Rzach, a.l), the

former case is not certain. Baron (Le Pronom Relatif^ 128) seems to

be incorrect in saying that in the Hymns this has become a current

usage.

28. "Attraction of the Eelative." It seems doubtful if t 325,

K 167, K 517 = A 25 can be claimed. One might compare them M^th

cases such as H 451, oa-ov t eTrtKtSvarat 7)00?, v 114, etc. As regards

the instance in A 263, Dr. Monro in E.G. 246 says that it "is some-

what different," but see himself and Leaf, aJ.

31. "Optative with Kev of unfulfilled conditions." For Dr. Monro's

statement of the case, see E.G. 273, and his Odyssei/, 333. The Attic

use of the indie, with av or kcv is of course frequent in the poems, but

15 instances of the exceptional opt. are given from the //. and 3 from

the Od. So it is argued that the use is Iliadic.

The cases from the //. may be grouped as follows :

—

(a) E 311 f. K-at vv K€V €vd' d—6koLTO . . . Alvetas,

€t [JLYj ap o^v vorjcre . . . AffypoSin].

E 388 ff. Kttt vv K€V ev9' a-oAoiTO ' Apr]<i . . .

el fxi] fxijrpvn] . . . Ep/xea e^r^yyetAer.

P 70 f. €v6a K€ pela (^kpoi kAvto, rei'^ea . . .

\\.Tp€t8rj<s, €1 fMTj ol ayacrcraro ^olfSos AttoAAwv.

(b) A 539. €v6a K€v ovK€TL cpyov OLvrjp ovocratTO fJLeTekOa)V.

X 127. icTTavTO (fxlXayyes

Kaprepai, as ovt av k€V Apy^s ovoa-atro pereXOon'.

X 343 f. fidXa K€V OpacrvKapSLos en]

OS TOT€ y't]dT](r€L€V l8u)V TTOVOV Ov8 dKa)(^OLTO.

P 398 f. ov8e K "Aprys Aaoo-croos ov8k k A9i]vr]

Tov ye Idovcr' dvocratr', ovS' et pdXa /mv ;>(oAos ikol.

(c) r 220. ^at?/s K€ ^aKOTOv rk tlv eppevai.

R
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A 223. €vd' ovK av fipi^ovra lSols 'Ayafx^fivova.

A 429 f. ovSe Ke cjiaup Tocrcrov \ahv eirecrOai.

E 85. TvSetSijv 8' OVK dv yvoirj^ Trorepoixn ix^rdrj.

697 f. c/)at7y9 K aKfi-qras . . . aXXriXoicrtv dvTecrO

.

P 366 f. ovSe K€ cfiatrjs . • . rjeXiov (to)v e/x/x€vai.

(d) B 80 f. el jxkv Tis rov ouetpov . . . dXXos evccnre,

ipevSos K€v (fifuiJiev koI i'0(T<j)iCoifJ'eOo. . . .

M 58 f. evd' ov K€v pka lttttos . . . ea-pairj.

Dr. Monro does not include 12 220 fF., which is a repetition of B 80 f.

with only slight alteration.

The three cases from the Od. are :

—

e 73 f. €v9a k' eVetTa kol dOdvaros ^rep kireXOoiv

Orf-qu-aLTO ISiov.

?; 293 f. (OS OVK dv eXiroio veoWepov dvrid(javra

ep^epev.
^

^ ,.,„.
V 86 f. rj 8e p.dX' d(TcfjaXeojs OUv . . . ov8e K€V iprj^

KtpKOS 6/xa/3T7ycretei/.

Apparently from his note al, Dr. Monro should have added

—

t 241 f. OVK dv Tov ye Svo) kol etKOO- dp^a^at

. . . dir' ovSeo'i oxXicrcreiav.

Goodwin, M. and T. 162, gives also

—

a 236 f. e-n-el ov Ke Oavovn irep 58' dKaxoLp^i]V,

el p.erd ots erdpoKTi Sapn].

So that there are 6 cases in the Od. against 1 5 in the II But when

we examine them, we cannot attach much importance to the difference

in numbers. The 1 3 instances from the //. under (a), (b) and (c) are

all of the nature of Homeric formulae. Dr. Leaf notes this on E 311.

Nearly all of them occur at very similar junctures, or on the occurrence

of very similar incidents, in the course of operations in the field of

battle. Had the Od. dealt to any extent with such scenes, we might

have found the same expressions in it. It should be added here, as

regards the three passages from the //. under (a), that it has been

proposed to read dTroXoiXe in E 311, 388, and cftepev in P 70 (van

Herwerdeu in Hermes, xvi. 351 fF.). Bentley had anticipated him

(Ludwich a.lL). See also Goebel, Horn. Bldt. i. 10, n. 33.

But it seems to be extremely doubtful whether the poet thought

of these cases in the past time at all. The authorities differ in their

views. Thus on E 311 Dr. Leaf says "the opt. is in itself merely

concessive or potential, without reference to past or present."

In his Translation of the Iliad he renders A 539 by "would enter

in and make light of." Kiihner-Gerth (i. 232) translate many of the

sentences by the impf. subj., including one of the two cases in {d),

viz. M 58 f., where their rendering of eor/^atri would be inscenderet,
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not inscendisset. The other case under (d), B 80 f. ==12 220 ff., seems

to get no attention in this connection, and there is no objection to

rendering cfial^ev in these two passages by " we might say." Again,

see Goodvv'in's account of the matter in M and T. % 440 ff, and App.

pp. 387 f. He divides the cases into two groups. In the first of

these, his definition of which corresponds to Dr. Monro's of these cases

generally, he places only the three cases from the B. in {a) of our

list and one from the Od., a 236. The three from the //. can, we have

seen, be easily amended. And as to a 236, it is certainly doubtful.

Dr. Monro, as we have noted, does not include it. M. and E., in

note a.L, translate " I should not grieve," and that seems to be quite

good. Goodwin defines his other group as " potential opts, with kc

or av which seem to belong to the borderland between past and fut.

conclusions, and are not definitely fixed in the past (like the apodosis

in § 440) by a past tense in the protasis." These are the majority

of the cases not here enumerated. Those which Goodwin does not

mention at all are the four of a type in (b) of our list, and B 81.

These five he either considers in no way abnormal or as also in the

borderland. He sees in these borderland cases a certain looseness of

use of the opt., which is well illustrated by his comparison of t 241,

one of our Odn. cases, with A 271 and E 303. So that if we follow

Goodwin, and if we also, with the authority we have quoted, amend
the cases in (a) and reject a 236, we get rid altogether of this

peculiar opt. as defined by Dr. Monro. But if it be maintained, then

we claim that such difference as there is between the II. and the Od
in number of instances is easily accounted for.

It seems in all the cases, other than these four doubtful ones, a

reasonable alternative to suggest that the poet is bringing a picture

before his readers' or hearers' eyes vividly, by using language that

describes the scene as present before them. In this way, as by other

means he makes iv fjAo-ois roi<; klvSvvols tov dKpoarrjv 8oK€Lv (TTp€(fi€-

a-Oat} This seems to be especially the case with our group (c) from
the //. The form of speech used in them occurs elsewhere, e.g. y 124.

Nestor is speaking to Telemachus. The context shews that ovSe kc

</)ai7;s means, not "you (Telemachus) would not say," but "one
would not say." The very form of words itself is common in other

poetry. It is often, as in the Shahndma, " thou w^ouldst have " or

"thou mightst have." It is often on the borderland; there is the

looseness noted by Goodwin in the Homeric cases. Scott's " might
you see," and Tennyson's "a man far-off might well perceive. If any
man that day were left afield, The hard earth shake,"—which recalls

A 539 ff.,—are instances. But we have the cfiau]^ k€ form itself, as

in an Irish epic (Cornhill Mag. 1908, 499), "you would think it was
with partaing her lips were adorned. You would think it was a

^ Hepl vxpovs, xxvi. One of our pas- ^ tCov irpoaibwoiv avtLp.eTa.de

a

ls to which
sages, 697, is there quoted, though it is the effect is attributed.
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shower of pearls was in her mouth," or Vergil's migrantes cernas, Aen.

iv. 401, with which compare, "upon the eastern bank you see," in

Marmion, vi. 19. Goebel explains the Homeric cases in this same

way (op. cit. ii. 6, n. 2),

—

d&r Diclder sich die Handhing lebliaft vergegen-

wclrtigt, sich selbst gleichmm dahei gegenwdrtig denkt.

32. "Optative of concession." Miss Stawell's statement seems

conclusive. The greater frequency of speech in the Od. accounts for

the greater number of cases in that poem. As the use in question

is in the first person, it can occur only in speeches. But it may be

said of the opt. mood generally, that it is more frequent in speeches.

Out of 166 examples of its uses quoted by Dr. Monro in §§ 299-314

of the E.G., 130 are in speeches. We must be careful then how we

style an opt. Odyssean. And then the difficulty of classifying opts.

as to meaning. The diversity of interpretation is, as every student

of the commentaries knows, very remarkable. See M. and T. 383

and n. Dr. Monro himself {E.G. 274) does not seem to be at one

with Delbriick as to a number of the cases now under reference.

But to take an individual case,—it appears from Dr. Leaf's note on

X 253, e'Aot/xt K€F, ->'; K€i/ aXoL-qv, that he takes both opts, as potential,

that Dr. Monro takes both as concessive, and that Hentze takes the

first as potential and the second as concessive. Again Goodwin,

p. 191, gives quite a different rendering of one of the two leading

cases given by Dr. Monro {Odyssey, p. 333), y8 219, and if we refer to

a 288, where the line is repeated with the verb in the second person,

we see that that is the more natural interpretation. Am.-H.

translate some of the instances in a diff'erent way from Dr. Monro.

On 8 347, e.g., the translation is non is sum qui dicam. And on

the whole it may be said with certainty that no two interpreters

would agree, as to the exact shades of meaning, in a dozen of in-

stances. And lastly it may be observed that in Miss Stawell's list

for the II., not one case appears from the three Odyssean books I, K,

'^, though speeches abound in them all.

37. "Object clauses with el after verbs of telling, knowing,

seeing, thinking, etc." Another case in which there is too nice

discrimination of usage. It is classifying very finely to distinguish,

in this construction, between verbs of " seeking and desiring " on the

one hand and "seeing (if) and thinking" on the other. Verbs of

" telling " might be differentiated from the rest, but there is only one

case, /x 112, in Dr. Monro's list. And again the greater prevalence of

speeches in the Od. has its effect.

This seems the weakest of the three opt. cases. One peculiarity

pervades all Dr. Monro's instances of it. In none of them can it be

affirmed that the €t-clause comes after the verb, if it be meant thereby

that it is directly dependent on it. In seven of the cases the verb

governs an accus., and the ei-clause follows. In another, i 420 f., it is

at least good to take oVw? o'x' apLo-ra yevotro and not the ei-clause as
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immediately dependent on the verb {PovXevov), and in the ninth and

last, e 439, we may with perfect propriety read es yalav optofievos in

parenthesis, making the et-clause come after vrjx^ irapk^. In all,

except one with ofSa, f 119, which is paralleled by A 792, we supply

"in the hope that,"—in o- 375 it would be something different,—just

as in cases from the //., e.g. A 88, Si^yixevi], e't ttov lcf)€vpot, we translate,

with Dr. Monro himself, "seeking Pandarus in the hope of finding

him." See M. and T. §§ 488 and 491, where some of our passages

are thus rendered.—There is not a case of the construction in any of

the four Odyssean books of the Iliad.

39. /xav^and p/v. /xav, //. 22, Od. 2; p);/, //. 7, Od. 3. There

has been much controversy over these forms,—see Ebel., s.v. pjv, and

Mutzbauer, Der. liom. Gehrauch d. Partikel MEN, 10 fF.,—but not

much disposition to regard the difference in the figures for the two

poems as due to different stages of the epic language. It is certain

that there has been interchange of /xdv, pjv and fxh, which are

apparently forms of the same particle and equivalent in meaning,

and it seems that the origin of the different forms has not yet been

cleared up {E.G. 312 f. and Ench. 89 n.).

40. /xev ovv. Od. 5, //. 1 (I 550). It should be noted that the

combination in Homer is only a strengthened [xev (Kiihner-Gerth, ii.

157 f.), and that there is no suggestion of any approach in these

occurrences to its special meanings in later Greek. In Hi/m. Merc.

577, there is. The difterence between the //. and the Od. in this matter

is small, and in two of the occurrences in the latter there is a v./., ap.

42 and 43. Metre. See Chap. XIII. supra.

47. vvv. See p. 233 supra.

48. ovUv. See p. 70 sup^ra.



APPENDIX E

DIFFERENCES IN THE VOCABULARIES OF THE ILIAD

AND THE ODYSSEY

Dr. Monro, in his enumeration {Odyssey, p. 334), excludes words

the presence of which in only one poem or the other is due to

the peculiar subject matter. See p. 37 suina. But of words not

covered by this reservation, he discusses "two noteworthy groups."

The first set in this group are "old poetical words, mostly pre-

served in certain fixed or traditional phrases, and often (as far as we

can judge) only half understood by the poet himself."^ The first

examples are 5 epithets of Zeus, 4 of Apollo, 5 of Ares, 1 of Hera,

1 of Aphrodite, and 3 of horses. But Zeus is mentioned twice as

often, Apollo about 5 times as often, Ares more than 10 times as

often, Hera 17 times as often. Aphrodite more than twice as often,

and L7nro<? nearly 10 times as often, in the II. as in the Od. It is

not surprising then that a few of their epithets in the II. do not recur

in the Od. For instance, Ares is hardly ever absent from the battles

of the //. In the Od. his solitary appearance, in the Lay of

Demodocus, is in a very different capacity. We note that some of

these archaic epithets that do not occur in the Od. are found in some

of the late "Odyssean" books. Thus /xwv^xe? is frequent in two

of these tainted books, K and '^, the reason being that they, unlike

the Od., are much occupied with horses, vxj/rjx^es occurs only twice

in all, once in E and once in "^F. On the whole, this particular

batch of epithets appears to prove nothing.

It is supplemented by a list of 25 general epithets, "old poetical

words," found only in the //. But 10 of these, Syj'ios, ctyxe/xaxos,

6.yXLlxaxqry]s, ex^TrevKt^s (of fSekos, and only twice), KvSidveLpa (always of

ixa-xq, except once), Taxv-i»\o^, ^lAoTrroAe/xos, /AeveSryto?, /xevex^/J/^^? a-lld

7rooojK?;s, are of the kind we expect in the //. and not in the Od. Much

^ What is the ground for this statement? It is often repeated, as in R.G.E. 214.

But I have never seen the reason given.

246
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the same may be said of others, as u)ixy](rT-i'}s, twice in the //. of dogs

devouring an enemy's corpse, and twice in 12 ; Aoi'yios, //. 4, one of

the occurrences being in ^ ; dA/ao-ros, 11. 7, 5 of them of fighting or

its din.

—

Xaixpiipos occurs //. 10 (1 of them in K), 6 of them being

with yorvara, of the quick running of a man pursued,—a rare thing in

the Od. alxpypos, which is only another form, occurs //. 1, Od. 2.—
lj.€p/x€pos, II. 6, always in neut. plur. with epya expressed or understood.

Such epya are more common in the //. One occurrence is in G, and

o are in K. This has been made ground of objection to K.'—The
same may be said of Tret-Ke^avd?, for which see p. 65 sup'a.—The
remaining words are of a more neutral kind. epefSewos, //. 8 (2 in 8
and I). On the other hand, epe/Sos in the Od., 6 and I, 7, in the rest

of the II. only 1 ; epe/xvo^, 11. 3, Od. 2.—eavos, whether subst. or adj.,

hardly seems claimable. It might rather be quoted against the

present contention. Cf, eo-^v/g on p. 335 in Monro's statement.

—

€AiKO)-€?, //. 6 (one of them in 12), but always of the 'Axatot, w^ho are

named Jive times as often in the 11. as in the Od. eAiKw-tSa (Kovp-qv)

is found only A 98.

—

-n-evKdXLfxos, II. 4, one of them in 9, another in the

Apate, always in (f}p€a-l TrevKaXifxya-L. evSov kicras {(fipevas), which seems

quite as archaic, is confined to the Od. Robert, p. 479 and n., makes
7r€v/caAi/A05 quite a recent importation into the Iliad.—vrjTriaxos, II. 3,

vfiTTVTio^, II. 9, are almost confined to Y and <l>. In eschewing them
the Od. agrees with the bulk of the //. v/]7rLos is common in both poems.

—lAKeo-iVeTrAos, H. 3, always with TpcodSes, which does not occur in

the Od. Very little can be argued on this group of cases.

Then follow, always in the category of "old poetical words,"

4 adverbs and 1 verb. eWap, II. 9, Of these, 8 are in battle scenes,

—

5 in descriptions of wounds, and the remaining 3 forming a group by
themselves.

—

dvoixa, II. 5, 3 being in the phrase dvSix^ Trdo-a Keda-Orj

(of a cloven head), which is not required in the Od., and one of the

two others in the Hoplopoeia. Slxo., from which dvStxo. is derived,

is found //. 3, Od. 7.—For SiaTrpvcnov see p. 38 supra.—v-atOa, II.

6, is at least not widely diffused ; 3 in ^, and 1 in the Haplopoeia.

The verbs Math which it occurs are much more common in the //.

—

XpauTfieiv, II. 19, is much insisted on. See Friedliinder, Ztv. h. TV.

814, and Mure, ii. 494. Many of the occurrences are in respect of

the warding off of death, which is a much more frequent event, both

in actuality and in contemplation, in the II. than in the Od. It is

noticeable that there is a very great disproportion between the

occurrences in the two poems of the other verbs for " helping."

There are in the //. 10 occurrences of d/xiVw and its compounds, and

7 of dXk^ui and 40 of dpi]yo), for every 2 in the Od. When the

occurrences of all these words are scrutinised, the inference to be

drawn from those of xpato-/zeoj alone is greatly reduced.

But further, among these " old poetical words " there are a

number "which are common in the //., but so rare in the Od. that
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they are probably only reminiscences." The latter part of the

remark seems to have no real basis. If it means that the words

were dying out of use, it is surely not correct, for most of them

continued to be used, by Hesiod and other writers. And it is hardly

fair to the Od. to blame it for not using these archaic words, and then,

when it does so, to say they are only reminiscences. This class

contains the following :

—

fxepoTres, 11. 9, Od. 2. Of the former 4 are, strangely enough, in

late "Odyssean" books.—atyt?, II. 11, Od. 1. In the Od. there is

less fighting and consequently less opportunity for the mention of the

Aegis. In the Mnesteroj^honia, x 297, it comes in just as in the II.

Why "mere reminiscence"'? alytoxos is common in the Od.—
ecfieTfxi], II. 9, Od. 1. All the occurrences in the //. save one, and the

one in the Od., are of divine behests. If one compares the parts

played by the gods in the II. and Od. respectively, and the number

of orders given by them in each to mortal heroes, the difference in

the figures causes no astonishment.—7)us and kvs, II. 32, Od. 7. Of

the 32, 12 are in late "Odyssean" books ! Eight others are in rjis

T€ yaeya? re, which is surely more appropriate to the poem of many
sturdy heroes and their exploits. Seven more are in phrases descriptive

of Meriones and Aeneas, who do not appear in the Od. As to the Od.,

with 7 occurrences can we talk of mere reminiscence?

—

dprjtcpiXos,

II. 21, Od. \. In 20 of the cases in the //. it is used of Menelaus,

and that is how it is used in the Od. It is an epithet of the class

we expect to find in the //.—So for fSpoToXoiyos, II. 12, Od. 1, of

Ares.—So also for kKari-jPoXos and dyKvXoiirirrjs. Particulars are un-

necessary.

—

dyepioxos, IL 7, Od. 1. Meaning uncertain. Dr. Leaf

on B 654 gives 10 etymologies. Of the 7 occurrences in the //., 2

are in B and K, of Rhodians and Mysians. The other 5 are of the

Trojans. These three peoples hardly figure in the Od. The Od.

applies the word to an individual, and it seems at least as likely

that the poet knew what he was about as that he was using the

word ignorantly for effect.

—

SrjLOio and Srytor/Js need be noticed only

in regard to Dr. Monro's remark that the latter bears a new sense in

fx 257. But see, e.g., M. and R., Am.-H. and Pierron, a.l.—8at(fipo)v.

"In II. from Sats 'strife,' in Od. means 'mse' or 'skilful.'" An
old, but quite doubtful, distinction, originated by Buttmann. Cf.

Lehrs, Kleine Schriften, 41, and Sitzler, Asth. Komm. Od.,~ 255. M.
and R. on a 48 refuse absolutely to accept it. Ebel., s.v., and

Nitzsch.on a 48 take the word in all cases from ^arjvai. Dr. Monro's

dictum is too sweeping. The word must mean the same thing in

both //. and Od. in the combination 'O^vcrria 8at(f>pova TrotKLXofM'QTrjv.—epidovTTos and kpiy^oviro^. See p. 38 swpra.—"The two forms

ttAeyi^w (//.) and d\^yvv(M (Od.).^' dXeyi^io occurs II. 6, always with

a neg., and with a gen., in sense of euro, respicio. dAeyiVw, Od. 5,

always in SaiTa or Sairas dk^yvveiv = euro, procuro, oheo. The verbs
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appear to have become set in their respective phrases.

—

dvTLKpv,

"only found in the Od. in lines adapted from the //." Quite

gratuitous, unless one accepts Dr. Monro's theory of imitation of the

//. by the Od., which I venture to think is unfounded.

B

" On the other hand the Od. shews a marked increase in the words

which express what we may call the ideas of civilisation." Which
is surely what we expect in the Od. And see p. 42 supra.

Dr. Monro notes especially, as new,

(a) "Words denoting condition or occupation." /^ao-iXeta (queen)

and Secr-oLva (and avacrcra, we might add) do not occur in the //.

In the Od., 17, 10, 3 times respectively. In 24 out of 30 occurrences,

used by a speaker either in addressing or referring to a C|ueen or

princess. Such dames play a much less prominent part in the //.,

where they come before us more as wives and mothers than as

managing households and dealing with dependents. See M. and E.

on 7/53. We do not expect Priam, Hector or Paris to use these

titles to Hecuba, Andromache or Helen. In the Achaean camp
there is no one of whom they could be used. It cannot be maintained

that the //. did not know the words. And if not by the subject, how
is the absence of the words from the late " Odyssean " lays,—as I and

12, in which Helen and Agamemnon's daughters and Kleopatra and
Hecuba are referred to,—to be explained 1

—Syjfjuoepyos. It is surely

not remarkable that SijfxtoepyoL are twice mentioned as a class in the

Od. and not in the II.—doiSos, common in the Od. of course. In the

II. only in the " late " Hoplopoeia and 12. B has Thamyris, but it is

also "late." In the Achaean camp there are none. Dr. Leaf, on I

186, admits we do not expect them. Agamemnon certainly left his

bard at home, y 267 f. They were "the appanages of a court, not

of a camp" (Jevons, 26). In Troy there are aoi5ot, 12 720 fF. But
that these are " professional mourners hardly admits of a doubt,"

—

Leaf, a.l. There is a very serious doubt. Professionals in India, for

example, wail and beat their breasts. They do not sing an aotSv).

In China they are called "dogs of the devil " ; they "weep and howl."

— ^v'/re?, Od. "l, II. 0. di)Tevui, Od. 2, //. 1. One would think the

custom of working for pay must have been familiar long before it

got into the legend in <i> 444. But the mere enumeration of occur-

rences is enough here.

—

tttwxos, -rwxevw, frequent in Od. So dX-q,

dX-qpuMv and dXriTi)<; (and -evw). Kexpijfievos, Od. 8, II. 1. These words,

except K6x/3>//^evog, which is a mere ptcp., and in a category by itself,

hardly appear in the Od. at all till ^, when Odysseus appears as a

beggar in Ithaca. The words are used when there is occasion for

them. See Friedlander, op. cit. 754. Is it argued that beggars

were unknown in the days of the Troica 1 The poet of S 242 ff.
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thought differently.—yetrwv, Od. 3, 11 0. We do not wonder. See
Friedlander, 789.—Nor is it strange that dk\66poos is used, in the

poem of the Great Wandering, four times of outlandish tribes and
peoples.

(b) " Words expressing moral and intellectual qualities." The
list is meagre and the occurrences few in number. The greater

frequency of those denoting moral qualities in a poem the plot of

which is described by Dr. Monro himself, p. 336, as "a contest between
right and wrong," is hardly worth dwelling on.

—

OeovSrjs, Od. 6, //. 0,

4 of the former in a formula, always in Odysseus' mouth, embodying
a reflection very natiural at various stages of his adventures.

—

dvapatos,

Od. 5, II. 1 (12 365), is open to the same remark. Four of the Odyssean
instances are in a similar utterance, dyvos, Od. 5, II. 0, 4 of the

occurrences being as epith. ornans of Artemis or Persephone. Moral
or intellectual advance has apparently little to do with them, or with
the use of dyvi] once with koprq. Festivals are rarely mentioned.

—

oa-ir] twice in the Od., evvop.LT] once. On the latter see Friedlander,

759. As to the former, a most apposite quotation is given for it,

^eoL'Syj? and ayvos, by Miss Stawell, p. 107 f., regarding the use of
" pious " in Shakespeare's works.

Intellectual qualities are represented by ttlvvtos, Od. 6, //. 0,

7reptcf)po)v, Od. 54, //. 1, and d7ro(^ojAto9, Od. 4, //. 0. But Trtwr'/J, H
289, TTivva-a-Oi, H 249, and aTrcvva-cro) (or TTLvvcrcro)), 10. Treptcfipojv

is found in E 412, which is not modern, used of a lady, just as it is in

the Od. of Eurykleia 4, and of Penelope 50 times. It is in fact almost

the exclusive property of Penelope, who is not mentioned in the II.

This group of words proves little.

" Some words that denote states of mind " are added,

—

Svi-j, Od. 4,

IA.7ri?, Od. 2, eXmopy, Od. 4. Again the occurrences are instructive.

All those of 8v7] have reference to the hardships endured by Odysseus,
and the other two words are used, each in identically recurring

phrases, of the final consummation of the hero's return and the end of

his sufferings. The same poet might well, in a later poem, use new
terms for new themes, and repeat them whenever the narrative

reverts to the same circumstances. Cf. OeovS/js and dvdparLos, supra.

The " greatly increased use " of the following words is noted :

—

SiKaLos, Od. 13, II. 3, whi(?h is much what we should expect. Four of the

occurrences in the Od. are in one of the appropriate formulae referred

to su^Jra on OeovSrj^ and dvdpa-tos.—oVis, Od. 4, //. 1, 3 of the former
of the Wooers. But oTrL^ofiai, Od. 3, II. 2, may be mentioned.

—

v/^pis,

-t^oj, -urTi^<5, Od. 26, II. 4. Twenty-one of the Odn. occurrences are of

the Wooers and their creature ]\Ielanthius. In the 11, vppi<^ twice in A,

and iffiv/SpL^oi once in I, of the insolence of Agamemnon. No further

comment on the distribution of the words is necessary.—d^e/xto-ros

and -TLos, Od. 6, II. 1. Add defiLa-revo), Od. 2, //. 0. Of the

occurrences in the Od., 3 refer to the Cyclops and his fellows. But
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^e/its and OefXL(TT€s are common enough in the //. The latter occurs

even in A.

(c) " Social progress is indicated by new words."—xp'//^^""' " partly

replacing the older /crvy/xara." The occurrences are k-, Od. 41, //. 18,

XP', Od. 15, //. 0. The interchange of the two words in the MSS.
has often been remarked. "The 11. may formerly have had XPW^^^
in many places where is now read KT/J/xara" (Friedliinder, 806, 814;
of. Monro, crit. n. on v 120, and see Agar on d 352, and Mure, ii.

493). And we cannot be certain that it is correct to say KrYjixara

is the older. Much has been written about these words. One

remark may be added. 14 of the 18 occurrences of KT/j/uara in the

//. refer— 12 of them in the negotiations in T and H—to the

property carried off by Paris. The word once used in this connection

was naturally enough kept in it. Its importance is thus less than it

would have been had its use been more diffused. Krrjo-ts is rather

more frequent in the //. than in the Od.—-prj^ts, "business," Od. 5,

//. 0. (Seymour, Life, 284, rather " errand " than " trade.") In Q. 524

it is "accomplishment," "effect," which is the meaning in 2 of the 5

Odn. occurrences. In the other 3 it does mean "business" or

" errand," 2 of them being in one of the formulae peculiarly appropri-

ate to the poem of adventurous wandering. But apart from this,

in which poem should we a priori expect business to be more frequently

mentioned ?—eo-^vj^, Od. 15, //. (eV^os, 12 94). One is no more sur-

prised than at finding tjvloxos -er? -evo), II. 33, Od. 1, or rei'xea more than

5 and ei'rea more than 14 times as often in the //. as in the Od. Will

it be said that no word for dress in general had been evolved in

Ur-Ilias timQ^'i—ot/^r;, Od. 3, //. 0, and vixvos, Od. 1, //. 0, scarcely

require remark. Two of the occurrences of ot/xr; and the solitary one

of v/xvos are in 0, where we have much of a bard's singing.—Increased

use of oA^os, Od. 8, //. 2, oA/?io?, Od. 14, II. 1 (but add oA/?to8at/xoi',

r 182). rexvr/, Od. 7, //. 1, rexvao/xat, Od. 3, //. 1, rexv'q^is, Od. 2, //.

0, rexi'J/evTcog, Od. 1, //. 0. Naturally. But how little weight is to

be given to these distributions is shewn by the fact that reKTon' is found

Od. 5, //. 7, K\vTor€Xvr]S, II. 3, Od. 1, KaKorexvo?, II. 1, Od. 0, and

reKTatvofxai and compounds, II. 3, Od. 1. a-ocfiu] occurs only in the D.,

O 412,—of the skill of a shipwright.

(d) " Note also </)7i/x>;, <^v///.ts, cjxxtls, K\a]Su)v,—terms expressing the

mystery of 'word' or rumour." Of these words the second and

third occur in the //. But it is not easy to see how the mystery

referred to is to be connected with " ideas of civilisation." It may be

noted that oo-o-a occurs in the //., and that the mystery of the written,

which is later than the spoken word, and which is certainly an

evidence of increase of civilisation, is found referred to only in

Z 168 ff

And some other words confined to the Iliad :—K-aAAt/xos ( = /caAo's),

Od. 6, //. 0, TToAvv/parog, Od. 4, II. 0, voa-Tifxos, Od. 14, II. 0, e-y^eravos,
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Od. 8, //. 0, aSeuKvJ?, Od. 3, //. 0, v-qiroivos, Od. 8, 11. 0, and the form k^rjs

(in the //. always Ifetr^s). The etymology of KaAAi/xos and KaXos has
not been cleared up (L. Meyer, Handbuch, ii. 419, 422). It may yet
be proved that the former is the older. G. Meyer, Gr. Gram. 66,

contends that the genuine Homeric form is KaAAds,—from KaXFos
(Prellwitz, 205, and Schultze, 81, 114). Perhaps it is an indication

of the same thing that quite a number of Homeric epithets, having all

the appearance of antiquity, and many proper names, commence with
the form KaXXc-. In Z 321, Bekker conjectured rrepl KaAAi/xa for

TrepiKaXXka.—TToXvqparo'^ and d^ivKi]^ are both comparatively rare.

—

voo-Tt/Aos is strangely singled out. It occurs almost exclusively in the

phrase vocm/xoi/ ^//jia/a, used of the salvation which Odysseus is believed

to have lost. This is as natural in the poem of the great Nocrros

as that voa-TO'i and voa-rko are more frequent in it than in the //.

—

eTTT^eravd?. See the occurrences, and reflect that the Od. is the poem
in which one expects to find descriptions of the comforts of a home
and its surroundings.—vvJTrotro?, always of the AVooers' reckless waste.

Another instance of repetition, in thoroughly Homeric style, of a word
once used in a particular connection, ttolvi) occurs Od. 1, II. 10.

—

Lastly, k^q's, Od. 7, II. 0, and k^ei-qs, Od. 17, //. 6. It is striking, at

first sight, that the Od., while it uses the Iliadic form freely, has one
of its own. But see p. 38 sup-a.



APPENDIX F

ITERATIVE VERBS, AN AND E2

Some authorities find in the use of Iterative verbs a sign of lateness.

Robert (162 and n., ?ind passim) considers them " lonisms," and

indicative of the late origin of I and other parts. For K, he will not

stoop to proof of the same origin for it. Bechtel {Vocalcontr. 3)

takes the same line, and notes efepiWo-Ke, K 490. Liesegang {De

XXIV. II. rhapsod. 7) remarks, without pressing the point, how
numerous these verbs are in 9.. He then gives a list, which shews

that K has fewer than any other book of the //. except M. It

has in fact only e^epva-aa-Ke certain. In 489, there is a v.l. -n-Xri^aa-Ke

for -Avj^eie. For dyOea-crov, 493, see Ludwich, a.l, and Vogrinz,

116.

The commentaries are silent regarding these forms. I have dis-

covered no adverse remark in Dr. Leaf's edition. Curtius (Verb,

chap, xxii.) gives no sign that they are late. See also H.G. 47 f.,

Ench. 360 f., Kiihner-Blass, ii. 79 ff., Vogrinz, I.e., etc. One high

authority, Breal (Journ. d. Savs. 1903, 143, reviewing Stud. z. II.)

disputes Robert's view of these verbs, considdr4s bien gratuitement

comme des ionismes. He refers to his owm paper on the subject in

MManges Perrot, which I have not seen. See also his Pow mieux,

228 ff.

The forms abound throughout the poems, and Curtius does not

envy the stickler for uniformity who should seek to purge them away.

Mr. Agar would even restore ^dvea-Ke in e 279 =r} 268. If there are

10 in I, there are 11 in A and 10 in X, both Minis. And certainly

K is open to no imputation. The one case in it is derived from the

aor. in -o-a, and Dr. Monro says. I.e., that these "are only found in

Homer." Fick himself (Iliad, 477) admits that "coarse lonisms

"

are not common in K; so I, according to Robert's view, and K,

according to Fick's, do not hang together in this respect. Fick adds

that the lonisms in K are found as a rule in parts which betray

themselves on other grounds as late additions. Now, according to

him,—see p. 221 supra,—K 5-16 is such an addition, and it has been

pointed out in C.Q. iv. 77, that 9-16 gave the interpolator a splendid

253
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opportunity for the employment of this particular lonism. But not

one of the many verbs in these lines has the iterative form.

Every reader of Robert's Studien knows what ample use is made
of these Iteratives to discredit passages. An Ionian Bearbeiter or

Interpolator could hardly write a line without introducing them.

Then how could an Ionian 'v\T:"ite the 579 lines of K and stumble but

once ? Again, take the case of M. It was, according to Robert

(p. 153), comj^osed after the original Iliad had already received

" Ionian additions." Yet in his enumeration (p. 151) of the " lonisms "

in M he does not give one Iterative. These verbs seem useless as a

test,—as useless as av, es or F.

As regards av, some references to the controversy which its

presence in the poems has aroused have been given p. 221 supra.

The question may some daj^ be settled, if Dr. Monro has not already

settled it, but we need not go into it. It suffices for our purpose to

say that av is found in K only 5, as against kc, 23 times. In 4 of

these places it can be replaced by kcv (in 63, cTret k for eir-qv, H.G.

329), and in the fifth ws 8' ottot or w? Se ttvk (p. 221 supra) can be

read. So the presence of av does not help the lonistic School against

K. It is nowhere /e.5/.

There remains their third resource, the form €s. They proceed

on the assumption that wherever es, whether the simple word or in a

compound, or eo-w, is metrically certain, there we have Ionian work.

The grounds for this are (BechteP in Robert's Stud. 259 f.), (1) that

Aeolic had, so far as vce know,—an important qualification,—only the

form €is, while Ionic in the Lyric age had both et's and h ; and (2)

a comparison of occurrences in A and 12. Statistics for other parts

of the poems are not regarded. This comparison shews that A has

only 3 cases of Is certain, 2 of which are in suspicious passages, while

the third, A 222, can be amended. In fi there are 12,—10 of k and
2 of eo-w, or, including repetitions, 14. A number of these can be

amended, some with a certain amount of MS. support, but apparently

that indulgence is to be reserved for A, and not to be extended to 12.

So the book of the Ur-IIias, as in Bechtel's judgment it ought to

stand, has no blemishes of the kind, while 12 has many. This is held

to confirm the belief that els was the Aeolic form, and that es is late

Ionic.

The philological question may be left to the philologists. No
reference is given by Bechtel to any discussion of the point. But I

notice that his view is controverted in Unch. 534, and that there is

nothing to support it in the statement in Kiihner-Blass, i. 247 f. It

may also be observed that it assumes that h has been substituted for ek

in a large number of places in the poems, outside the tracts assigned

to days when the lonians were active ; but it is perhaps possible that

modernisation has taken place on this scale. But as to the argument

^ And cf. his Vocalcontr. viii. ff.
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from the difference between A and 12, i't seems reasonable to insist on

a larger view of the occurrences. The inference is that A was com-

posed in Aeolic in a remote age, while was the work of a late

Ionian poet. But if this be the reason why ^ is disfigured by this

lonism, how are we to explain the fact that other books which are

held to be late Ionian additions, have as few examples of it as the

books of the Ur-Hiasl K has only one case, x^lpas h d/jids^ 448,

which can be amended, as easily as Bechtel amends A 22 2, by
reading x^rpas e/xeto, which Eustathius in fact gives. I has only 8ev8ik-

Xo)v €S (€<^' ?) eKacrror, 180, and oi'S' ocr' h {pcra or oq-ct '\) 'OpxofJi€vov,

381. As for '^, it has, in its 897 lines, only one phrase, 6?]k Is

dyu)va (fy^ptov, 799 and 886, where, comparing 617, dv dyixtva might

be suggested. The first nearly 800 lines of the book furnish no

instance. The foui' books a-8 of the Telemachy supply together only

6 cases, some easily removable. In the " Continuation " of the

Odyssey there are only 2,

—

kcn^ko-Oi^v, oj 101, and 7) koI es "HAi8a, w 431,

where eFtSecrdijv and 7) ds have been proposed. We could understand

that a single late book might chance to escape this particular Ionian

taint, or not to exhibit it to a great extent. But here we have over

5000 late Ionian lines with only 13 occurrences, and they may be

cleansed of them almost entirely, if we are allowed to amend as in A.

How is it, if those in 12 are to be put down to its Ionian origin, that

all these other books, said to be of the same stamp, really attach

themselves, in respect of h, to the books of the Keni 1 The prefer-

able explanation seems to be that the subject of 12 happened to

require a number of expressions in which h remains a short syllable,

and a perusal of the instances, which are given in full by Bechtel,

I.e., will confirm it.

€s is certain, if my counting be correct, in only 144 places in the

27,802 lines of the poems. The Odyssey has, proportionally, more
instances than the Iliad, 71 against 73, but then it uses the preposition

three times for every two occurrences in the Iliad. The two poems
are once more in exactly similar case. And the distribution in each

is very uniform. 12 is the only book that has more than 7. Of the

other 47 books, 31 have either three, two, one or none. If there

were anything in the test, the proper conclusion would seem to be that

12 is the only Ionian book in the Iliad and Odyssey. Professor Smyth
(Ionic, 601) says "Fick's attempt (Ilias, 537 fl'.) to exclude the Ionic

es from the Homeric epos is a failure. His allegiance to an Aiolic cts

is purchased at the price of emending many passages in the (se judice)

older books, and by regarding the unassailable cases of Is as substitutes

for an (original) Kyprian Iv. Wecklein, Curae epigraph. 59, concludes

that Homer and the other epic poets have ets in passages metrically

authoritative."

In the Bechtel-Robert scheme a number of other usages are

stigmatised as lonisms which, so far as I can ascertain, are not
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generally so regarded. I will add a word regarding only one, the

dat. pi. of the 2nd. decl., as the statistics are puzzling there also. I

uses that dat. no fewer than 80 times, and it is never once the

modern short form. 6 gives much the same results, van Leeuwen
by two small amendments removes the only two blemishes in 61

occurrences.



APPENDIX G

LINGUISTIC PECULIARITIES OF K

The peculiarities in the language of K which remain to be enumerated
are the followino; :

—

'o

I. ttTTtt^ Aeyo/xeva.

dA.e£tKaKos, 20. There is nothing remarkable in its form (Br^al,

215), or in its use with /xvJTts. Cf. I 423 f. Its solitary occurrence

is not more noteworthy than the similar d. AA., dAefareyu-os and
dp\€KaKo<;. dAe^etv kukov rjfxap occurs thrice in the II. Dr. Monro
(H.G. 118) classes the epithet with others of "an archaic stamp,"

which (p. 40 supra) are characteristic of the //. rather than the

Od.

Ovfi/Spy], 430. Surely hardly worth mentioning. Ovfi/Spaios, A
320.

TrarpoOev, 68. The suffix had a wide range of use (Kolbe, De suff.

GEN usu Horn.), and could be attached freely to nouns, adjs. and
verbs. A number of others are d. AA., as dAo^ei', tzovtoOcv, XeijjLojvodev,

TreSoOev, 8i]n6dev and
vetodev, 10, which is well supported by vetoOt, ^317, and (Leaf)

vearos, I 153, and veiaros, Z 295.

dXakvKTrjfMai, 94. Friedlander refers to dXvo-a-o), X 70.

TpixTToixL, 473, vouched by rpta-TOLxos, [x 91, where Mr. Agar
thinks TpLCTTotxt may be the true reading, and fxeraa-TOLXh '^ 358.

Friedlander (Zu: h. JV. 752) notes that many words compounded with

numerals occur only once.

v7r6ppr)vos, 216. Orszulik remarks that elsewhere, as A 681, 8

636, t 245 - 309 = 342, a sentence is used to describe an animal with
its young !—Note that in this case K eschews the practice of the Od.

and the " Odyssean " story of Nestor in A.

8ovpi]V€K€s, 357. Like Str/rcK/J?, in both poems, and TroSrjveKij'^, K
24, 178, and 646. Another instance of the poet finding it

convenient to say in one word what is elsewhere,—O 358, etc.,

described by a sentence.

Kcpids, 361; which occurs in a simile, hardly requires notice.

257 S
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II. Meanings.

(ppeves, 10, "instead of rjrop"—Orszulik, following LaRoche

;

elsewhere, = praecordia. A strange statement. Pierron's le dia-

phragme, dans son sense propre. Les entrailles d^Agamemnon tressaillent

seems to state the case correctly.

T€KTaiVo/xat, 19, with fjLTJTiv^ " dcvisc a plan," the common phrase

being vcfiatveiv /x. But (fjpd^ea-dai and €vpi(TKeLv (once) are also used.

TCKTatVo/xai recurs E 62, of shipbuilding. May a verb not be used in

a figurative sense? Milton only once uses "build the lofty rhyme."

We have TrapareKTaLvofxaL, H 54 and J 131, with just as much devia-

tion in sense as in our passage.

7rpo(f)€p€Lv (/Aevos), 479, "display courage." Commentators compare

€pi8a 7rpocf)€povTaL and 7rpo(fi€povT€S, r 7 and ^92. Add €p. TrpopaXovr^'i,

A 529. But Orszulik, perhaps rightly, claims a slightly different

meaning in 479.

ojcrOfxatvo), which, like ao-^/xa, occurs only in the IL, is, it is said,

elsewhere = " rattle in the throat " (of the wounded and dying). So

E 585, n 826, N 399, ^ 182. In K, on the contrary, = " pant,"

"gasp,"—376, of a runner, 496, of a sleeper. But Ebel. omits the

rattle and gives the general meaning, aegre et graviter spiritum duco, ut

morientes aut qui diu cucurrerunt. In 11 826, of a boar overcome by

a lion, "gasp" is quite suitable.

iTnriov €7re/?7jo-€To, 513, 529, =^ " mounted (one of) the horses." Else-

where of getting into a car. It is argued, pp. 276 f. infra, that the

latter is the meaning in K also.

opvvpi, 518, = "waken out of sleep." That goes too far. Apollo

did waken Hippokoon, but by Sypcrev the poet does not say so. He
completes his statement later by adding 6 S' ef vttvov dvopova-as.

Ebel. gives 518 under the meaning impello, treibe an.

iirl (fypeva (firjx (v-^- ^^x) t^potcrtv, 46, animum advertit sacris. But

it does not seem to be the meaning that is strange here, but the

combination of words that is unique.

irXd^op.ai, 91, "I am helpless, distracted," following the Schol.,

TiXavoiixai Kara yvoj/A7;v, and LaRoche. Better " I am wandering here

because I cannot sleep" (Leaf, a.L). So Seller, Am.-H., and Ench.

466. Ebel. quotes Curtius as translating vagor, but with the

unnecessary addition, etsi rede Nestoris tentorium petit Agamemno.

ipvKO), IQl, = separo, in oAtyos 8' en x^/aos ipvKet, of the Trojans.

But Am.-H., " keeps them off," surely correctly. The object under-

stood must be a pronoun to represent Tpojas, and separat does not give

sense. There is a v.l. aTro x^P^'^ ee/oyet.

Xoifios, 573. Its only use in Greek of the neck of a human being

(Leaf, a.L, and cf. Jebb on Antig. 292). Dr. Leaf also observes that

it is oddly interposed between Kvqp.as and ixripov<s. Perhaps in 573 it
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includes more than the neck, possibly the back " from nape to rump."

Cf. its use = '! ridge (of a hill)," and the words Xo(J)li] and KaTaXoffidSia.

AcTTTos, 226, "only here and '^ 590 (the same phrase) in a

metaphorical sense." The use is thus not peculiar to K.

ava^, 559, = " master." Dr. Monro notes, rare in //. See

passages such as M 413, U 371, "¥ 517, 734, and for dat. following,

E 546, X 452, Y 230. It is often, e.g. N 28, 38, difficult to

pronounce between "lord" and "master." S. and A. (Hr/m. Ap. 234
;

cf. Fanta, Der Stadt, 27 if.) call the latter sense "Homeric." It is

relevant to ask what other common word could have been used in 559.

avSqa-avTos, 47, " ' by word of mouth,' whereas by the usual Homeric

practice it should mean 'I never heard any one speaking ' " (Leaf, a.l).

So Dr. Monro,—ai'Saw elsewhere = loqiior, not dico. But in the formula

avSa oTt <f)pov€€Ls, it is surely dico. And if in our passage, which

runs ovS' €k\vov av8'i](ravT0S avSp' eVa . . . fxijrta-acrOat, we take, with

Ebel, s.v. avSdio, the ace. and inf. as governed by eKXvov, there is

no difficulty in taking avSyjcravros in the sense said to be required by

Homeric practice.

III. Forms.

KaXi]fjL€vaL, 125. Other similar forms are (fiop- <^iA- Trevd- TroOrjixevai.

Their origin is doubtful,—Monro on tt 333 and ^.G^. 20 ; Ench. 435 f. :

Bekker, Ho}n. Blat. i. 50, 147 ; Schulze, 17 ; and Solmsen, 17.

KaTaPeLOfxev, 97, noted by Orszulik. Many editors accept

KaTa^v/o/xev. See H.G. 384 ff., and Christ, Iliad, 149.

ircTriOoiro, 204, peculiar only in this that the reduplicated 2 aor.

mid. of this particular verb does not recur. For similar formations see

Curtius, Verb, 293, H.G. 39, and Ench. 348.

aTTo a-TpaT6(j)L, 347, in Orszulik's enumeration without any comment.

It is true it occurs only here. But so aTro x^^'^^4"' ^^^ ^^^ vav(f>i

;

and aTTo cr7'i)d€(T(fiLv only twice.

Xapivres, 541. Elsewhere in the same sense, Orszulik says

y-qOoa-vvos. But there seems to be the same difference between the

two as between gaudentes and laeti (Schmidt, Synon. No. 126), between

joy manifested and gladness felt. That the 2 aor. ptcp. pass, occurs

only once is not remarkable. The Index Homericus will provide many
such cases.

And two forms, besides OrjKo.To and the perfs. in -Ka, for which see

pp. 67 and 68 f. supra, which, though not confined to K, are rare

outside it :

—

TLOrjixevov, 34, for which TiO-qfievai, "^F 83 and 247, is compared.

The result of much discussion seems to be that it is ndep^evos, a form

impossible for the hexameter, with the first syllable lengthened metri

gratia. Paley, a.l, says "for nOepfxevov," which Fick gives in his text.

See Leaf, «./. (quoting Schulze, 16), and on H 145, Solmsen, 16;
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Curtius, Verb, 340; H.G. 17; Seymour, L. ami V. 75; and van
Herwerden, Herme^^ xvi. 365. Dr. Monro, Introduction to K, says the

form is "perhaps" pseudo-archaic, and Menrad, 159, seems to think

it due to false analogy. In any case we cannot argue lateness. The
form apparently served its purpose for the epic hexameter and did not

continue into later Greek.

/xe^iei, 121, is an indication of lateness according to Dr. Monro in

his Introduction. But reading Dr. Leaf's note on E 880 and H.G. 19,

with note, one gathers that there is no certainty about this.

Kaprj, in pverai Oe Kapi] daXepuiV al^i^wv (of the KaratTv^), 259, is taken

as a plural by Witte, Sing. u. Plur. 88. Surely a misunderstanding

of Homeric practice. See H.G. 159.

lY. Phrases and Combinations of Words.

These include cases in which an epithet is used of a certain

person or thing only in K. But such solitary occurrences are common.
It is enough to mention e/carr/^eAeTao, At^tou? koX Atos Dtos and rjSveTrqs in

A. The point is discussed by Friedlander, Zw. h. W. 758 and 774 ff.

See also Franke, Nom. prop'. 43 n. Epithets were often ad rem forte

narratam adaptata. But when he goes on to say, ibid. 53, that only

the late poets traditum in epithetis addendis morem laedunt, we join

issue at once. The chief charge against them is that they were
imitators and plagiarists. The Higher Criticism cannot be allowed

to have it both ways.

The follomng are such epithets in K :

—

vr/Acfc Secr/xoj, 443. Two of six other epithets of Secr/^os are of single

occurrence, ^lyxaAyr}?, x ^^^j ^^^ xaAeTrds, E 391.

a/xt^T^/ce?, with (jida-yavov, only 256. (But
(f).

dp^cfioreptoOev aKa^-

p,€vov, X ^^j comes near.) Elsewhere $Lffios d., but only three times

in all. Moreover ^i(f)o<5 and cfxia-yavov appear to be convertible, as in

A 190, 194, and Y 476, 481 (Ostern, Betvaffg. 78 ff.).

dyrivop€<s (T/jwes), 299, nowhere else of the Trojan or any other

people. dX.KLp.oi, A 483, and ev-Qyevecov or €in]cj)€veoiv, ^ 81, are in

exactly the same case. dyTJvopa? in K 299 is very appropriate,

almost = " bumptious." See Hector's speech in 6, especially 532-541,

and 542, 553. The scholiast says v7r€pr](fiavLas /xea-ros 6 koyos. Cf.

Albracht, Kampf u. Kampfsch. ii. 8.

KaTadvTjTol dvSpe'i, 440. Elsewhere Kar. dvOpojTrot, but only once

in the II. dvSpes and dvOpinTroi are largely, and dvt)ro<i and KaraOvrjTos

entirely, convertible terms.

ev^oov 8opv, 373. See p. 67 supra.

TTOLKikos 8icf)po<;, 501. The epithet is very common with dppara.

Quite a number of the other epithets of 8i(fipos are used with it only

once.
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e/iTreSov rJTop, 94. Elsewhere only with voos (once), fxhos (twice),

i<s, I3u], 4)p€V€s,—a list which seems to supply good reason why the

epithet should be used with yrop.

Objection of a different kind is taken to

aAio9, used of a person only in 324, aAtos o-kottos. But aA.

(TTpaTo^, A 179, may be referred to. o-Tparos is, in Homer, Imge

potissmum {semper, ut putat Ameis) exerciius (Ebel., s.v.). Varmde non

pas a terrCj mais vivanfe et agissante (Breal, 287). Cf. H 455, aXiov

7rr]8q(TaL aKovra, and Dr. Leaf's note, "dart spoken of as an animate

being." In K 324 he suggests, comparing dAaoo-KOTrnJ, that dXaos

may be the right reading.

Setva oVAa, 254, 272. It is remarked that 6etvos is elsewhere

applied to some particular piece of armour, as in H 245, Y 259

{a-aKosX E 385 (aop), E 739, 309 (alyis). Considering the

circumstances in K, we are not surprised that the two heroes' equip-

ment is not graced by such a description as Tre/otKaAAea revx^a or

eVrea Trapcfiavoiovra. In their proper places the poet knows and uses

the stock phrases,—see 34, 75, 407, 504.

The remaining combinations are

a-Tofia TToXifxoLo, 8. Dr. Leaf calls it "curious." Other editors

quote T 313, and x^ixlvr^s o-To/xa, Y 359.

afxvSis klkXi](tk€TO, 300. Cf. ap.. KaXkcrarra (with the best !MSS.),

Y 114, and ap. KaOio-av, 8 659, of just such informal assemblages.

The Trojans' dyopi) was in 6. Their later meeting was an dyvpis as

contrasted with an dyop/j (M. and R. on y 31).

n-apeK voov rjyayev {v.L yJTraffjev), 391. The whole phrase does not

recur in Homer. Nor does, we might say, K-AeTrre vow, A 132.

7ra/o€K voov is found, Y 133. See Dr. Leaf on 9. 434.

dpTvvea-dai fSovX-qv, 302. See B 55.

eAKCTo x«''"as v^69' kovTi Att, 15 f., to Dr. Leaf an unusual and

involved form of expression. See Monro and other editors a./., com-

paring Alt x^lpas avacrxeti'-

ore TTep re, 7. Dr. Leaf, a.l, thinks this combination "should by

Homeric analogy bring in some new concomitant circumstance." It

appears to be as well suited to an expansion of a statement. It seems

= "when," as in its only other occurrence, A 259, not "in consequence

of which," as Dr. Leaf suggests. He is very hard on everything in

the opening simile. There is a variant, -n-oXXas 8L

pvOo) eTTLTiXXeai, 61. p.v6o) is to Dr. Leaf, a./., superfluous. It

may be taken either as = in deinem Auftrage, Befehle (LaEoche, so

Leaf himself on I 625), or as merely pleonastic, as in its occurrences

with vetKee, v/vtVaTre, etc. i8ov 6(f)6aXp.0LcrL and cKaAecrcraTO <^w;i/ COme

to mind at once as similar pleonasms. See Lechner, De Pleonasmis

Homericis, I 14 ff.
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V. Constructions.

TO) 8' dcTTrao-ios yever' ekOiov, 35, Elsewhere ao-TTacTios i^XOe, and
Orszulik quotes 9 488 and three passages from the Odyssey where (f>aivoi

is used. There is nothing here worth commenting on. It seems

wrong to describe this (and other cases below) as " constructions."

TTovUcrOai Xio-(T6ixivo% 117. Orszulik, following LaRoche, "weary
oneself with entreaties," using the analogy of verbs like Ka/xvw and

(f>9a.v(x). This seems to be making a difficulty and spoiling the sense

at the same time. The commonly received interpretation is much
better. Cf. Sarpedon to Hector, e" 490 if.

€kXvov avSrjo-avros, 47, where TLvos must be supplied. Orszulik

remarks that the nearest cases are from the Od., i 497, y 337, and
that elsewhere kXvo) has other constructions, as H 76, X 451, 8 831,

K 311, 481, 6 767. Verbs of hearing have in fact a variety of con-

structions in Homer. For the omission of the pron., cf. X 199,

B 389, N 287, and see Monro on (o 108, v 400, o- 10, tt 109, and S.

and A. on Hym. Merc. 202.

PovXas ^ovXevetv with an inf., 147, 327. Orszulik notes that

elsewhere, ^78, 12 652, {"61, I 175, the phrase is used absolutely.

It may almost be said to be so used in our passages. The infinitives

are epexegetic of /SovXds. Note that the phrase is absolute in 415, and
also that, on Orszulik's shewing, the construction complained of dis-

sociates K from three " Odyssean " books of the //. and from one

book of the Od. itself.

oo-ot K€KXrjaTo /SovX-qv, 195. The accus. des Zieles without a prep,

appears to be found mostly in what Orszulik considers " late

"

passages, and he quotes numerous instances from both II. and Od.

See also Dr. Leafs notes on K 195 and 268, and H.G. 133 f. Cases

like TToAivSe craojo-€Tov, E 224, are very similar.

ottttot' cTTt Tpwwv ttiotev tovTwv, 189. Orszulik has difficulty in

establishing anything unusual. See Leaf, Monro and Paley, a.l.

ovap K€(fiaX7J(f)tv €7re(rT7], 496. Elsewhere ovap vjrep K€<:f)aXrjS €(rT7].

But that is not said in the cases quoted, "^ 68, 8 803, ^ 21 and B 20.

In these Athene, or an etSoiXov or i/yvxi] or 6v€ipos, is said to stand

over the sleeper.—This is not a peculiar construction ; only a

variation of phraseology.

pLvov TTotT^T^v, 262. Diiutzer notices that elsewhere ttoit^to?

has not a gen. of material after it, but is used absolutely = " well

made." We might refer to H 222, of Aias' shield, os ol eTroirja-ev

aroLKos . . . Tavpoiv (arpecf^eoiv, which is like /^oos ptvo?o TeT€V)(^U)<s, p. 423.

But we may suit Diintzer by putting a comma after ptvov and

translating "of hide, well made." Cf. phrases like xP^^^h^^ €vtvktov

and x^^x^ov, appr]KTov, both in the same position in the verse. This

seems to accord with epic practice. In TrvKa Troi-qTolo, S 608, TrotTyro?
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seems to mean simply "made." See Dr. Monro on v 32 and Ench.

325.

There remain only one or two points in Dr. Leafs commentary.

He appears not to attach importance to them, o-v Se, 238, with

an emphatic a-v ye preceding, said to be very rare. But is a-v ye

at all emphatic?—^vAaKas S' as eipeai, y^pws, 416, for which Z 396,

H 75, 371, are compared. We recall Vergil's urbem quam statuo vestra

est, and Sophocles' /Srjvat Keldev 69ev irep yJKei, which Jebb characterises

as "harsher than any example that can be produced."

—

rje irep oiSe

(sc. elcTiv), 556, instead of ye -n-ep rova-Se. p 417 affords a similar

instance.
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ODYSSEAN DICTION IN K

I. Words found only in K and the Odyssetj,

KcpSaXeos, K 44, 4 times in the Od. But K€p8aX€ocf)piov, A 149,
A 339.

fxeyaXi^ofxac, K 69, ^ 174. In K with, in -^ without, Ovjjbto. In
other circumstances this could be used as a difference between K and
the Od.

vLcfieTos, K 7, S 566. Elsewhere vL(f>d8e<s in the same sense,

—

4 times in the //. Hardly a correct statement. In these passages,

all similes, vi(f)dBes = " snowfiakes." vKfieros is snow in general, " snow-
fall" or "snowstorm" (Seiler, and Schmidt, Synon., s.v.). In K 7

Zeus is not revx^v vtc/xxSas.—We might argue affinity with the IL, as

vL(fioeLs and vK^e/zev occur in it 5 times ; in the Od. only one of them,
and only once.

(t>y]fiLs, K 207, and 6 times in the Od. In K = "common talk,"
" what people are saying." In the Od., different meanings. The
nearest to K is ^ 273, where the word means more,—"gossip," " tittle-

tattle." Compare the uses of our words "tale" and "talk."

So(TLs, K 213, and 4 times in the Od. But the word is exceptional

in the Od., and its 4 occurrences are really reducible to 2. As
a set-off, the phrase used ^vith it in the Od., SXiyrf re (^iX-q re, recurs

only in A.

OaXTTiopri, K 223, a 167. Also Z 412.

Sam;, K 217, y 44, rj 50, k 216. In p 220, 377, Satrwi/ might be
from either Sat? or SaiVr/. If Sacruiv from SaiVr/ is objected to, read

Sairewv with synizesis. Ameis (Ebel, s.v.) thinks it is from Sairrj, as

8aLs in its inflections never has the first syllable in thesi. (If so, read

SaiTTjs in 1 225, and in 6 98 transpose (M. and K. a.l.) Satros and
dvfxov.) If this is to be taken as a rule for Homer, then SaLrya-t in

K is in accordance with it. SatVeo-o-i, it may be added, does not
occur.

86^a, K 324, A 344. See p. 119 swpra.

264
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Trape^epxofMai, " pass by," K 344, k 573; "circumvent," "cheat,"

e 104 = 138. But some editors, as M. and R., Hayman and Am.-H.,

translate "evade," "elude," in k 573.

co-xap;, K 418 (-n-vpos l(Txo-po.i) and 9 times in the Od. Had the

word occurred 100 times in the Od. there would have been no cause

for remark.

SterTTov, K 425, 5 215. It is a question if the sense be the same.

In K, Fick suggests hUiK^, comparing 161.

eirtjSodio, K 463, a 378 = /8 143. In K eTrtSwo-oue^' is read, and

supported by one reading in X 254. See Dr. Leaf on the passages

in K and X, Dr. Monro on K 463, and Ench. 440. There are

difficulties about each reading in K.

acTTra^'o/xai, K 542, and 3 times in the Od., and ao-Tracrro? only in

the Od. There is more welcoming of guests in the Od.

aKTiveora-Lv, K 547, A 16 ; olktio-lv, e 479, r 441. It has chanced

to be so. We are thankful that K eschews the contracted form.

II. Meanings.

eTTLCTKOTro^. See p. 232 supra.

fMiTOLxofJLaL ("go to fetch" a person), K 111, 6^ 47. The verb is

used, though in a slightly different sense, E 148. In K two MSS.
have i7rotx6/Ji€Vo<;.

o-xerAios, in good, admiring sense, "indefatigable," K 164, fx 279.

Elsewhere, "hard," "cruel." But there is plenty room for difference

of opinion here. It seems better to take the word in K in the commoner
sense, with a colloquial modificatiou. Oiim leni opprohrio, nou sine

admiratione (Ebel.). " ' Cruel,' ' hard-hearted,' a playfully ironical way
of expressing admiration " (Monro). See also his notes on v 293, v 45,

and Leaf on X 41.

apKLos, "sufficient," K 304, o- 358, in each case with /xlo-Oos.

Orszulik admits it may have its ordinary sense, "assured." It is not

easy to decide.

K-ttKo's, in "material" sense, "poor," "ugly," "unsightly," K 316,

and in passages such as g 506, r 327. And the expression in K is

said to be like that in ^ 134. It is hardly less like that in A 114 f.

Joined, as in K, with elSos, its sense of "poor," "inferior," is not

exceptional. We might compare etSos apta-ros, ayr/ro's.

ofiiXos, K 338, = "assembly," as in the Odyssey; elsewhere "battle-

throng" (Aristarchus' view,—Leaf, a.l., and Lehrs, Ar. 144). This

is to manufacture a distinction. There is a difierence only if by
" battle-throng " is meant Orszulik's Kampfgetdmmel or LaRoche's

Kampfgewilhle. But o/xtXos could not bear that meaning in H 183,

186, 218 ; and in O 588, 2 603, X 462, etc., the word has nothing

to do with battle. In the Od., in its 9 applications to the throng of

wooers, there is just such a suggestion of disorder as in the fights of
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the //. In ^ 216, A 514, on which see M. and R,, it appears to mean
" battle-throng," as in the //. M. and R. refer to K 499. There seems
to be no difference in usage between //. and Od., or between K and
other books.

III. Forms.

Of 5 mentioned by Orszulik, 3 are mid. verbs, and the remaining

2 are da-da and rorcrSeo-a-t, for which see pp. 66 f. supra. Diintzer

adds T-pof^pacra-a. But see ^500, and Agar, 236 f. He would restore

the form in v 359.

IV. Combinations of Wm^ds.

Among these are a number of cases of epithets :

—

ft^Tts dfjiVfjL(j)v, K 19, t 414. The adj. is said to be generally used
of persons. So it is in K,—170. But it is elsewhere applied to things

also, ro^ov, €pya, etc. In K the epithet dke^tKaKos almost personifies

fJLrJTLS.

6vp.os ToX/j.ri€is, K 205, p 284. Similarity probably only verbal.

In K the adj. = aiidax, in p ^patiens (p. 167 supra).

vTTovpdvLov kAcosjK 212, L 264. Per contra, the adj. recurs only

in the II., P 675.

o^vu a/covra, K 335, g 531. See also * 590.

6VT€a dp-q'ia, K 407, in the Od. frequent. Not so ; only ;/' 368.

xAaiva StTrXrj, K 134, t 226, and x^- (fyoiviKOia-a-a, K 133, ^ 500,

118, seem hardly worth commenting on.

These epithet cases prove little enough. There remain :

—

TTovXvv i(fi' vyp-qv, K 27, 8 709. vyp/j and the form wovXvs are

each found elsewhere.

CTT* ayKwvos opdoiOets, K 80, can, Orszulik says, be compared only

with the phrase in ^ 494. There is a resemblance in the first two
words, which, however, occur in the //., H 702, though in a different

sense. One might argue affinity with the II. in respect of SpOiodeis,

which recurs only B 42, '^ 235.

epx^at oLos, K 82, 385, K 281. oibs frequently ends a verse in

other passages in the //.

la^KTa 8t' 6p<fivaLrjv, K 83, 276, 386, and t 143. But K has twice

the alternative combination vv( dnl3po(Tn], which occurs //. 2, Od. 0.

vTTvov d(jjT€Lv, K 159, K 548. It Is not remarkable that some
expressions relating to night and sleep are found only in K and the

Od. (p. 131 sup'a).

X/aetw Too-ov lk€l, K 142, e 189, /5 28. As against this Orszulik

himself adds XP^''^ t/cai/erat, K 118, A 610.

Att^ TToSfc Kivy^aas, and ev Kat eTricTTa/xcvoas,—see pp. 116 and 122
supa.
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cTTca 77Lcf)av<rK€Lv, K 202; €7ro? TTK^ava-K^LV, X 131 = 247. The
meanings are different. TrtcfiavcrKoj is common in both poems.

acrrpa Trpo/SejSyjKe, K 252, is compared with yuera 5' aarpa (Se/S-qKCL,

yu, 312. Per contra^ Trpo/SaLvo), found in 3 other places in the 11. , is not

in the Od.

pvea-Oai and <j)vXa(T(T€Lv, joined K 417. Elsewhere only f 107, o 35,

—but in reverse order.

Y. Constructions.

TL--e 8€ (Te xP^^y K 85, a 225. But surely A 606 comes near

enough. It seems unnecessary to quote the remarks of commentators.

pe^oi with name of animal sacrificed as object, K 292 ; elsewhere

only in the Od. But in A 727 we have ravpov, and A 102 is not

irrelevant.

eVt/xaioftat rcvos, "strive after," K 401, e 344, fx 220; elsewhere

with accus., "touch," "handle." But e 344 has been much discussed.

See Agar, 77.

Xpvcrov Kepaa-w Treptx^vas, K 294, and y 384, 426, 437 (all three

of one operation) ; and cf. {" 232. We cannot help it if Homer has to

repeat a process. We must take what the poet gives us. I think no
one objects to TrXwot only in X and ^, or to vermilion on the bows of

ships only in B and l.

Tov 8' aiipa -ep\ cf)p€vas t"]\vO' lorq, K 139 ; cf. t 362 and p 261,

and similar phrases in - 6, r 444. But editors also quote A 89,

466, B 41.

rjv Se TLS ei' Tpa>e(Tcrt k.t.A,, K 314 ff., and rjv 8e tls ev pvi](TrripcrLV

K.T.X., V 287 ff. Orszulik finds the same "order of thought." We
have simply a formula. See E 9, B 811, A 711, and cf. P 575.
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ILIADIC DICTION IN K

WOEDS, ETC., OCCUREING ONLY IN K AND THE OTHER
BOOKS OF THE ILIAD

I. Woi^ds.

da-TpaTTTO}, )^dXa^a, T/awtKOS, avXos (flute), crvpcy^, TrpoOeXvfxvos,

vxj/odi, TeKTatvo/xat, opOcodetSf Sacfiotvos, TroSrjveKr^s, TrapSaXa], crTecfidvr],

dpaucrvKdpSLOS, /xeppiepos, SiLffaXos, (fivXa-^, -kos, -k/j, -Krrjp, OTrawv,

TravatoAos, ovpevs, okvos, Trepovdd), ravpetos, ipLav)(^ev€S, eTTiopKOV, crvXdu),

S-q'ios, Kap)^ap68ovT€, dir^/xaiVw, ^coy/Dew, (XTroiva., ScacTKOTriacrOaL, (fiXoL-

cr/3os, iTTLKOvpos, dyKvXoTO^os, tTTTroKopvcrTai, QprjK€<3, etc. (in Od. only

361, in the Lay of Demodocus), p^vpUr], epL6t]X'qs, Si^vyes, kpvOaivM,

pvpLos, dvexj/LoSi </)ov7y, Kv8oi/xos, evapa, /SpoToevra ; a number of com-

pound verbs, avao-Tei/a^^t^w ("X^)? €7ra€ip(o, Tre/otSeiSw, eKOpcoo-KO),

aTTorpeTTco, Trpof^acvo), ivreLvo), 7rapa<j)6dvo), aTTOT/xT^yw, 7rapaTpk\o), kv-

opovo), eTTtTrA'/^cro-cu, SceXavvio, and SOme verbals, opvKros, ttoXvkX'qtos,

ivTpLrjTOS. p,(i)vv)(^es, x^^'^^X^^'-'^^^^' P'^Td(f)pevov, (f)6/3o<i and (f>o/3ew,

Ovvo) and I8pu)s are frequent in the IL, but are found in the Od. very

rarely.

IL Forms.

TTvpd, SeScypbevos, eypqyopa, kkXiropiat (but see p. 2-33 SUpra,), II. 6,

Od. 1, opecrcjiL, <f>tXaL, aor. mid., aor. €7rdy)]v, Xaixpi]p6<i, vTTo.i, oeioi'S, the

redupl. aor. TreTrvOotro. Sa/xT^/xevat, papivd^w, and CKepcra, 6 times in

the II. , which has also cKctpa, the only form the Od. knows.

III. Meanings and Uses.

YjOelos in voc, and cf. 'i)0€Lr} KccfyaXi], "*? 94 (in Od. only dAAa

pLiv rjOeiov KaXio), ^ 147), C^crT'qp, piece of armour, in J 72 belt for

chiton, 6ppLp,o<s, of a person, xdpp.a, cause of malicious joy in an enemy,

KT€pas (sing.), possession, pLolpai, in Od. always portions at a meal,
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different from K 253 and 12 49 (Moipat), and Se^trepos, in Od. only

-p-q (x^tp), not of other parts of the body as in K 373, E 393, A 377,

n 405.

IV. Combinations of Words.

a.pixTTrj€.s nai/a;^atc3i', oixf^pos dOecrcfiaTos, TTToXcfioio (TTOfia, €\€

rpopos, €VTea KaXd, dWd jxdX aivws, yijpa'C Xvypo), cfiaiStfia yvia,

dpyaXeos xoXos, aAKt/xos vlos, dXX €fc tls KaXecreic, Ail pyJTiv drd-

AavTO's, CTTepoTTi] irarpus Aio§, avrdp 6 y -qpios, TrdvTy eTrot^^djuevo?,

dfjiy'jxavo'i icrcri, TraiSe? d[xvpLove^, vv^ eKaXvij/e, Bepdirovre^s "Apy]0<s,

OaXepiov al(y](i)v, SevTepos avre (av) commencing a verse, KvSos

dpkcrdai {Od. once), yovvar Ivw/xa, xXinpos viraX Seiov;, 6vp.os dvrJKe,

TrapeK voov, v6cr(f)Lv diro, dyepo^xoh of a people (Od., only A, 286, of a

person), /car afo-av, €v Kara Koorp^ov, TroLKiXa Tevx^c-t ^^^ 'L'tto Tpwwv
6pvp,ay8ov. ^^ ith TTOo-t? "H/37;9 I'jVKopoLo cf. 'EAev?/? TTOcr. rjvK., with

vxf/o6 eovn of Zeus, vxj/i^vyos, and with /^eAtrySea Trvpov, pieXiffipova irvpov.

The formulae w? ecj^ar 4'Seicrev Se, ot;6' aAaoo-K07riii)v €?>(£ and ttoAvs S'

6pvp.ay8os belong to the //. The two latter are found, outside it,

only in the Lay in and the " Continuation " of the Od.

V. Constructions.

For these see Dr. Leafs notes on K 39 (and A 26, p,r) ov),

on 40 (infin. after v/rocrx^/rai), on 111 (€6 ns KaXea-etev), on 195
(/ceKArjaro ^ovX'qv), on 349 (^wi/^jcravre), on 416 ((jivXaKas B' a?

etpeat). On uses of prepositions in consonance with the practice of

the //. see p. 75 supra.
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LINGUISTIC PECULIARITIES IN A

I. CLTra^ Aeyd/^eva.

(TTefJifxa, Aot/xds, OeoirpoTTLov (?), EKaxTy/^eAerTy?, 2/xtv^€vs, dvaTroLvos,

aye/DacTTOS, to Kp-qyvov, rpiirXoos, rcrpaTrXoos, f^mrLaveipa, fxera^v,

iVo/^A'aJSt^v, 8a(Tfx6<iy vTZipoTrXlif], rjSveiV'qs, dp.(fiy]pe(firjS, olvo/Sapqs (olvo-

/3apeL(i)V and otVw (Sej^ap-qoT^q in the (9c?.), cfaXoKT^avos, S-qpLofBopos,

TraXiXXoyos, CKaroyx^eLpos, TraXivdyperos, eTralrtos, Topi-q, Acttco, <^Aotds,

KoAwdg, IcTToSoKr], x^epvLirropLaL, e^^^oSoTreco, Aa/xTreraw (if 8 662 be

adjudged spurious), d7roAt'/xaiVo/>tat, l7rev(f>'qpi€0), KaraTrecrcrw, d7ToBeyop.ai,

7rpo(^ovXop.ox, eirayetpoj, pieracfipd^opiai, dvaOrjXeu) and yue^o/xiAetu.

II. Forms.

eA(o/)ta, crawrepos, lAtKWTrtSa (elsewhere always masc), Trpo/Se/SovXa

(E.G. 23), Ki'vwTra, d(f)v^o) (fut. of d(^vo-o-oj ; if from a different verb,

a. A.), o-tJs and the like (Leaf on 179), urov (if, as some think, an

adv. in 187), aTroatyaetb-^at, diroaip^o, SoXopi-qra^ o-c^wtVepov, oi'riSavd?

(plur.), pLax^oLTo and piax^otvTo, perhaps ^eAw, 277 and 554 (?),

/xeAw and Karaver'w in the mid., and xP^-^^Rl- Iterative verbs are

found in 490-2, k is certain in 3 places, and dv and r/v occur 9

times. For many other so-called "lonisms," Kaprepos, Bpidpews,

/JovAewv, etc., see Eobert, 213 ff.

III. Meanings and Uses.

KapkpxoiJ^ai (decipio), dvd(T(roj (of a god's protection of a locality,

—Leaf on 38), SucfuXos (of a god), 'OXvplttlol (and Y 47, in a "late"

passage), 8ua-rrjp.i (in figurative sense), kAu^w (of inanimate object),

d^va-a-eiv (in unique figurative sense), a-reXXopLau ("furl (sails),"—else-

where o-TcAAw), TraLTjOiv ("hymn of praise"; in X 391, "chant of

victory"), p.kXiro) (act., carmine celebro), rUp^uip ("pledge"), 7ra/3d(^7;/xt

(act., " advise "), KaOdTrrofxai (" address," without unpleasant implica-

tion). See also the Commentaries on ws, 182, oTTTrdre, 399, and

7)yopL€V, 367.
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IV. ComUnatioiis of Words.

KAcTTTe vow, aly^ix-qrdiDv with Tpwwv, ovet^i^^iv e7re(riv, dvetSea

fxvOeofjiat (and Y 246, in the "late" Aeneid), ai'aj dvSpoJv (after a

patronymic ; elsewhere (50 times) before the hero's name in the

second half of the verse), ayAaa diroiva, ^y^^ijea-o-a 6d\acr(Ta, cTTrjOea

Aacrta, Trdv epyov = iravra, 6XoLrj(T(, <f)pecrL, KySidvetpa with dyoprj,

Xoiyca epya, yXvKV v€KTap, and aaTTTOv? x^^P^'^ (elsewhere x^¥*^^ "^^

dd-n-Tovs -Toi, ending the verse).

V. Constructions.

avTiaoj with accus., 31, a peculiar use of the pass, in avTov

KivTjOevTos, 47, an unusual construction after i^errpdOop^ei', 125,

peculiar uses of avTos (Leaf on 47, 218, 500), unusual moods with

av and fxYj (Leaf on 232, 555), a rare use of Kat in 249, the con-

junction of subst. and adv., "perhaps unique" (Leaf), in 416, the

"strange" accus. with dveSva-ero, 496, the omission of o; in 547, the

abnormal constrn. with ^^/jatcr/xcacrtv, 566, a peculiar use of ov in 603,

and the rare fir) ov in 28. For peculiar uses of prepositions see the

Commentaries and the H.G. on dvd, 15, Sid, 72, tt/jos, 239, 339, Kara,

271, 424, and Trepf, 317. For late uses of the Article, see pp. 85 f.

sitpra.

VL Other.

For the Digamma-phenomena see pp. 104 f. sup'a, and for some
eccentricities of diction, Berger, De 11. et Od. part, recent. 70 ff. For

peculiarities of versification see Hoermann, Untersuckgn. ilb. d. horn.

Frage, i. 41 f., and Dr. Leaf's and other commentators' notes on

lines 15, 18 (the famous case of Oeot, which editors have laboured

hard to remove), 39, 45, 53, 88, 17o7203, 205, 277, 344, 388, 489,

505, 533. On rd cf^pd^eai, 554, Dr. Leaf has no note. But see

Hartel, Horn. Stud, i.^ 88, and Jb. 1884, 336. The only other case is

K 11, of course a suspicious parallel. And there are what "may be,"

as in K, false archaisms, though the critics, €V(f)-t]fjiovvT€s in the presence

of the Mmis, do not so call them. -n-poOeova-i, 291, is perhaps of this

nature, epeto/zev, 62, and /SovXerai, 67, are anomalies on a par with

eireLycTov in K. See the Commentaries and Paech, De vet. conjunct.

Graec. form. 23 and 34 f. On dTrrjvpwv, 430, see Cauer, preface to

his Odyssey, xii., and Grdfrgn. 155, 492. For the "archaeological

tendency" in A, see pp. 197 f. sup-a.



APPENDIX K

ODYSSEAN DICTION IN A

The words and expressions in A found only in the Od. or the Odyssean
books of the II. are drLfxa^o), a<f)€Vos, v^pts, kmttt^, drapT-rjpos, SlkoxtttoXos,

oLKuS' lK€(rOaL, TToAts TpoLrj = "Troy town," 129, which seems the best

sense, as in A 510, dix/xe, 59, if used of more than two persons, as van
Leeuwen (Mnemos. xiii. 401) believes it is only here and in some places

in the Od., dixc^ifikpT^Ka ("have under protection"), dvdora-oi with gen.

of name of place (and once in Z), epe(f>oi {6pocf)os, 6po(^'q only in 9. and
the Od.), )(a)o/Aevo9 Ky\p, ovpev'g, iTroixofiai {invado, odorior,—also in the

Cyprian episode in E), 6vap, evx^-^^i (precatio, votum), fid, eTrtrt/Se?,

fiavTis djxvjxuiv (and once in T), dirpidrriv, oiKOL, ov SejjLas ovSe cfyvi^v,

iTTtpAfufiOfiaL (and B 225), ^wvyia, epeT7]s, iperac htKoa-i, dvaiSeir],

dvatSenjv iTrcei/xevos, rj\rj€i<i, avTrjfxap, oXiyov re cfitXov re, /xoyew (and in

a suspected couplet, 636 f., in A), rpdcf^ev i)8' kykvovro, d9epc^w, opecr-

Koios, dTTLrjs yairjs, Oeol ollv k6vTe<i (and $ 518, in the Theomachy or its

junction with something more ancient), v-rrei^oixai, l/jwew (fluo or tmo),

Tvpoepvetv (vrja), dTreipova irovrov, 7repicr\€.o, d8dKpvT0<i, dyKv/Jiopos (" doomed
to early death "), eu^'covo? (and in Z), Uprj eKaTO/x/Jry, TroXv/SevOijs, -n-porovoi,

opixos ("anchorage"), Tvpoepea-a-io, Trpvfxvija-iaj iper/JLOv, 7r€jJi7rd>/3o\ov,

cnrkdyxvoL (and B 426), iioXtti] (and N 637, a suspected line), dvdyeu-dai,

iKfxevo'^ ovpos, crreLpa, iJTretpos, Sevrepov avrts, dTrocTTeix^, e7rLpp(oop.aL,

(rvixcf)pd^op,aL, SoXofxrjTL'i, eTrteATro/xat, eiS/yo-eiv, ovSe ere XijOoj with varia-

tions of pron. and verb, KAuroTe^vr/s, kiri-qpa, ScTTttS djX(f)LKV7reXXov (and

once in Z)_, yeXws dalSea-Tos, 8id Sw/xara, cj^opfMiy^, KaKKeiovres, KadevSoi.

With eXiKwrnSa Kovp-qv cf. the verse endings in 12 26, B 433, and ^113,
142. dcf)ap only A 349, a 410 and K 537.

It will be found that the formulae in 57, 233, 312, 445, 470, 475-

6-7, 485 and 606 are confined to the Od. and the Odyssean books of

the //. ev9' dXXot /xei/ Travres, 22, with variations of case and number,
is of frequent occurrence in the same area, and occurs outside it only in

M. For ToSe piOL Kprjiqvov eeAScu/o, 41, 504, cf. p 242. 'i^€T €7reLT, 48,

commencing a verse, recurs 4 times in the Od. Line 76 is similarly

found, with slight variations, 4 times in the Od., and once in Z, and
286 only in K, ^, 12 and the Od., and once in 0. Line 601 occurs 6
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times in the Od., the latter part of it also in 12 713 and t 162. The
formulae are certainly a strong bond between the Menis and the Od.

Parallel passages,—A 2, p 287, 474 ; A 5, A 297 ; A 29, "^ 553
;

A 59 f., V 5 f. ; A 78 f., K 32 ; A 88 f., tt 438 f. ; A 103 f., 8 661 f.

;

A 116, € 219 ; A 141 f., tt 348 f. ; A 245, ^ 80 ; A 262, K 550 ; A
303, TT 441 ; A 365, K 250 and ^ 787 ; A 432, tt 324 ; A 435 ff.,

o 497 ff. ; A 460 ff., y 457 ff. ; A 462 f., y 459 f. ; A 481 ff, (i 427
ff. ; A 493, 12 31 ; A 575 f., a- 403 f. ; A 599, 6* 326 ; A 610, r 49.

See on this point Haupt in Zusiitze to Lachmann's Betrachtgn.^ 99,

and E. H. Mever, A chillers, 254.



APPENDIX L

DID ODYSSEUS AND DIOMEDE PJDE OR DRIVE?

The narrative is as follows, 470 if. Rhesus lies surrounded by his

apto-TTJes, all being asleep, and his horses stand near him, tethered to

the framework of his car Ifxaa-i. Odysseus and Diomede approach.

Odysseus points out the king to Diomede, and bids the latter either

loose the horses or slay the sleepers. Diomede slaughters. As

he kills, Odysseus drags the corpses aside to make a clear way
for the horses. In due course Diomede despatches Rhesus himself

last of all the company. Meantime Odysseus has untethered the horses,

(Tvv 8' ri€ip€v Ifjiaa-i, and led them clear of the throng, hitting them

with his bow, as he had not thought of taking the whip out of

Rhesus' car. Then he signals to Diomede, who is now considering

whether he should make off with the car or butcher more Thracians.

Athene warns him of his risk if he tarries. He accepts the warning,

and KapTraXlfxws tWojv iTre/^yjo-eTo. Odysseus smites the horses with

his bow, and they speed towards the ships. At the spot where

Dolon had been killed, Odysseus reins in (e/avje), Diomede jumps

down, gives the spoils into Odysseus' hands, remounts, whips up the

horses, and they gallop on,

At the fosse Nestor is the first to hear them. He also

welcomes tlie heroes, who on their arrival Kare^r^o-av Itti x^ova. He
admires the horses, which are eventually tied up ^^arvrj e4> iTnrciy

with Diomede's other steeds, but there is no separate reference either

to the car or to Rhesus' splendid suit of mail.

The discussion on these facts is d{jL(f>riptcrrov. I have examined

the views of 29 authorities, of whom 18 are for riding and 11 for

driving. There are difficulties either way. I long held for riding,

but careful consideration of the arguments of those who are against

it has convinced me that they are right. Dr. Leaf formerly (on K
513 in his first edition) held that there was no need to assume that

the heroes rode. Now he thinks they did, and that this is a " mark

of lateness." I have already argued (p. 180 supra) that no such in-

ference can be drawn.

The discussion is mainly concerned with three expressions,

—

a-vv

S' rjeipev t/xowriv, 499, and e'/ou^e . . . (uKcas cTnrov^j 527, both of
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Odysseus, and Kap-n-aXiixto^ 8' iTnrojv l-TrefSija-eTo, 513, of Diomede.

As to the first, we have seen (p. 237 supra) that the authorities

regard a-vvaeipu) as = " harness." The alternative is Dr. Monro's (on

499) "he coupled them, harnessed them together," but it is not very-

clear how he conceives the operation. He adds, " he must at the

same time have bridled them (perhaps this is implied by the word

o-vvaeipw) and mounted one: cp. 11, 514, 527." But bridling the

horses for riding Avas surely impossible. There would be no riding

bits and reins lying about. He and others seem to gather that

Odysseus somehow coupled the horses and drove them out of the

shambles, mounting one of them either before he began to make them

move or after he got them clear, and that all that happened after-

wards was that Diomede mounted the other and that both set off at

a gallop. But this only makes the case worse. The two horses are

supposed to gallop along (with riders on their bare backs who are

carrying arms and, later, the spoils of Dolon), and tied by their

heads or necks,—for surely no other way of " coupling " them was

possible.^ It is unheard of, especially in the dark. AVe cannot

assume that the steeds were accustomed to being ridden at all, but

we may assume that they had never been ridden in a way so calculated

to bring disaster. They would soon have made their objections to such

procedure felt, and Odysseus at any rate,

—

v-i^a-mri]^ and aviTTTro?, as

the scholiasts remind us,—would have been sorely put to it to keep his

seat. Sea'oi' TO ypoiiKov, of course, and we can accept the scholiast's

opinion that Odysseus ry Tretpa ov Sevrcpevet rtvos, but we cannot

think that the poet would have deliberately ascribed such a feat to

him, or to Diomede either. Such things are done by heroes in a

Persian or an Irish epic, not in Homer. The only way out of this

difficulty is to assume that, before the heroes started, one of them

uncoupled the horses, and that the poet takes this Kara to criwTrw/xevoK

But even so, and if we waive the difficulty about riding reins and

bits, there is the further one that in line 527 it is said that Odysseus

at the spot where they had slain Dolon, epv^e . . . wKca? tTnrovs.

Such action could not possibly be ascribed to him, if the poet had

conceived him as riding one horse and Diomede the other, and the

two horses as having been uncoupled.

Before we pass on to the second point, the peculiar view of

Nitzsch—on e 371—may just be mentioned. He seems to think

(cf. schol. P.Q.T. on that line) that Diomede, when he gave up the

idea of further slaughter, mounted one of the two horses, and that

Odysseus followed, urging them on. In that case Odysseus must have

run, and we know that he was a good runner. But the statement,

referred to above, of what happened when he and Diomede arrived

at the place of Dolon's death, is fatal here too. For it is said that

•^ Schol. to K 499 : 5td tt)v irepiaTacrLV Kadi^ova-Lv oi ^pwes, avvapTrjaauTei oi'toit

dvayKacrdeuTcs €tI yvfxi/oTs rois 'iTrwois roZs Ifxacnv.
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Diomede dismounted and gave the spoils of Dolon into the hands of

Odysseus, remounted and whipped up the horses.

So far, then, the probabilities seem to be against riding. The
next point is as to the exact meaning of tWoji/ eTrefSrjcreTo, used in

513 of Diomede after he gives up the idea of doing more killing, and
joins Odysseus, who has signalled to him and is standing waiting for

him beside the horses. The advocates of driving point out that iWot
is regularly used of a car, or of a whole equipage, that is, car and
horses together, and that the phrase we are considering means in

other passages simply " mounted the car." That is a consideration

of some weight, certainly. But the phrase is of the nature of a

formula, and might be transferred, more Homerico, to an operation not

quite identical with the one to which it is generally applied. It is

more relevant to point out that Diomede could mount only the one

horse, and that, whether Odysseus is conceived as already seated on

one of the horses or not, the plural lttttol would not be appropriate of

Diomede's jumping on to the back of the other. The application of

the formula could hardly be stretched so far.

But those who are for riding also urge that it cannot be a case

of driving, because Odysseus had brought out only the horses, and
it is not stated that Diomede brought out the car. When Odysseus

signalled to his friend, the latter was standing pondering two courses,

—not three, as some say ; two of their three are only different forms

of the first alternative,—whether to make off with the car (dragging

it by the pole or lifting it up bodily) or to kill some more Thracians.

When Athene warns him not to waste more time, he obeys and
"mounts." But what does he mount 1 It is not stated that he

takes the car, and we should expect to be told so, if he did. It is,

however, replied with some force that Homeric practice justifies us in

inferring that he did. In the first place, when a personage in the

poems is represented as pondering over two courses, he generally

ends by doing the one thing or the other. See Sickel, Q.H. i. 12, re-

ferring to A 189, H 647 and E 671. In the last Odysseus is halting

in much the same state of doubt as Diomede is in in K. And, in the

second place, it may be urged that Athene's admonition refers only

to the contemplated slaughter. That would take time ; the removal

of the car would not. The poet seems to intend to convey that, when
Diomede followed Athene's advice, he gave up the idea of staying

to kill, the only course fraught with danger, and adopted the

other.

Yet another argument in favour of riding is advanced with some
confidence by Mr. Lawson, a.l. "If," he says, "as we hear in 11.

500-1, Odysseus was reduced to using his bow to lash the horses,"

—

that is, when he was bringing them through the corpses to clear

ground,— " ' because he had forgotten to take the whip out of the

chariot,' why did he continue to use his bow (11. 513-14) after the
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horses had been harnessed to the chariot in which he knew he had

previously left the whip ? " I think we must infer from the wording
of 500 f. that the poet means that there was a whip in the car. But
even so, it seems a sufficient answer to say that Odysseus, a vt^o-iwti;?

unused to charioteering, might still omit to avail himself of the whip.

It is not said that Odysseus notices he had forgotten to take it. The
poet only observes that it did not occur to him to take it. And, jj<:t

contra, we may point to [xda-rt^ev 8' i-Trovi, 530, said of Diomede,

when he remounts after securing the spoils of Dolon. He gives the

spoils to Odysseus and evidently takes control himself. If he did not

whip up the horses with Rhesus' /xaom^, what did he use 1 And if

he used the /xao-rt^, he must have been in the car.

The opponents of driving urge finally that at the close of the

incident there is a good deal which, on the theory of driving, must be

assumed to be conveyed Kara to o-tojTroS/xei'ov. On the arrival of the

heroes at the fosse, Nestor expresses the greatest admiration for the

horses, but not a word is said about the car,—the armour, which was
in the car, he might not see,—though it was, we are told in 438, of

splendid workmanship. As to that, however, it may be said that

tTTTTot used by Nestor in 545 and 550, and by Odysseus in his reply,

557 and 559, may possibly be meant as usual to include the car.

Again, it is objected that the disposal of the car and of Rhesus'

armour is not mentioned in the finale, though we are told, 567 ff.,

what is done with the horses. But when a poet is hastening to wind
up his story, and has given all the essentials that early readers or

hearers would expect, we should' beware how we insist that not one

detail shall be omitted. See p. 227 supra. The recourse to crtco7r7/o-t9

cis an explanation of difficulties is no doubt overdone by some critics,

but that the expedient, if such it can be called, is common in the

poems admits of no doubt whatever. Schomann's De Eeticentia Homeri
may be referred to, and cf. Bonitz, Ursprung, 78 f. It is, as

Eustathius puts it, a convenient fxeOoSo'i a-vvrofitas, ws /x?) OeXovTos rov

TTOiijTov e]/8taTptl3eLv rol'^ p) Kaiptots,—a way the poet or poets has or

have in telling his or their stories. Objection is not made to the

statement in B that Agamemnon sat down after making his speech,

although in line 55 it had not been stated that he stood up to speak.

On the whole the probabilities seem to be decidedly in favour of

driving. The amount of the cticutd/o-is is a difficulty, but not unmiti-

gated. The objections to a ride of the kind suggested, especially in

the dark, are not so easy to get over or to palliate. We must assume

<rLu>7n](TLs here too,—in regard to both the uncoupling of the horses

before the ride began and the fact that Odysseus had mounted one

of them.

Since writing the above, I have procured a copy of an article,

''Equestrianism in the Doloneia," by Professor Perrin, published in
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Transns. of the American Philolog. Assocn. vol. xvi. 1885. It is an

extremely full and able statement of the case for riding. But it fails

to persuade me. To rebut the arguments used would take me over

much of the ground already covered above. I confine myself there-

fore to brief remarks on three points.

1. By LTTTTwv i7rel3r)(T€To Professor Perrin understands that Diomede

mounts one of the horses. First, it is urged that that is not strange

when the two horses are coupled together. But I cannot accept that

fact as reducing the incongruity of the phrase in its application to

mounting one horse. Secondly,." to describe a man's mounting one of

the horses thus fastened together, the New-Englander can certainly say

' he mounted the team,' even though the word ' team ' often includes

vehicle." That is natural enough in a country where a driver

regularly mounts one horse of two attached to a vehicle, to drive the

whole. But in Homer a car is never driven in that way, and

consequently the transfer to the horses standing without a vehicle

behind them of a phrase descriptive of what is not a usual everyday

occurrence, seems unnatural and unlikely.

2. " Odysseus unties the horses from the chariot box " (e7ri5i(^pias),

" couples them together with their halter straps and starts to drive them

with extemporised reins and goad down through the ranks of sleeping

Thracians." The words I have italicised assume a good deal. And

granting that there were i/xavres other than those mentioned by the

poet, what about bits 1 How could there be riding without them ?

And does the assumption not involve a considerable addition to the

o-iw7r7yo-ts already involved in the view that there was riding ?

3. In regard to the two courses which Diomede pondered.

Professor Perrin says " either exploit would be rash, for it would take

time." This is surely not a correct statement. To move off with the

car would take little more time than to move off without it. To slay

"more Thracians" would involve considerable delay, and in addition

the risk of an alarm being raised by a cry from one of the victims.

I note in conclusion that the paper is not free from prejudice

against the Doloneia. Thus in one place Diintzer is followed in his

statement that the lay " abounds in abrupt transitions and incomplete

descriptions, at great variance with the usual epic minuteness." As

to transitions, they seem to me to be regulated by epic rule most

scrupulously (p. 174 suyra). Of incomplete descriptions I find no

trace either in the lay itself or in the comments of its critics. Its

author is usually blamed for excessive minuteness.
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avTOS yap €(/)€/\KeTat avSpa (Ti8i]pos, ~ 294 = r 13

This old crux has been discussed recently by Professor Burrows in his

Discoveries in Crete, 214 ff. He refers to Professor Ridgeway's E.A.G.

i. 294 and 303 fF., and to Mr. Lang's //. and A. 176-208. See also

his review of the latter in C.R. xxi. 19 ff., and Mr. Lang's reply, ilicl.

49 ff. cri^t-ipos is taken as meaning weapons of steel for cutting or

thrusting, that is, swords and spears. But throughout the poems,

except in this single sentence, such weapons are described as made of

bronze. We find a club and an arrowhead of iron or steel, but no

swords or spears. The word crLSy]pos, therefore, in the two lines

quoted above, is in conflict with every other mention of swords and

spears in the poems.

What is to be done with this repeated line 1 Professor Burrows

can accept it as not inconsistent with his " evolution theory " of the

origin of the poems ; it clearly belongs to a late stage in their

development, when iron had superseded bronze as the chief metal for

weapons. Others regard it as an interpolation made in that late

period. Much controversy has taken place on the two passages of the

Od. in which it occurs, and no commentator on that poem can avoid

dealing with the matter. Reference may be made to the treatises of

Kirchhoff, Kammer, Blass, Monro, Hayman, Ameis-Hentze and many
others.

Only one attempt, so far as we are aware, has been made to

amend the line. The Leyden editors accept k^kXKerai dvepa ^a-^'^o?)

which ]Mr. Agar (Homerica, 279) approves. Li the age of iron the

change to o-tSr;po9 " would follow inevitably in a proverbial sajnng."

We suggest that the original may have been aiSrwg yap oc^eAAcrai

dvSpda-L Srjpis (not Ic^eAKerai as given by Mr. Lang in Anthropol. and

Class. 65), "for just in such wise" or "readily doth strife spread

among men." This appears to suit the context and to be Homeric

in wording, construction and style. Can we then explain the

corruption 1

avTos from avTcos requires no remark. The interchange of these

words has occurred in other passages. Corruption may have set in
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at the end of the line. A rare word sometimes caused difficulty. 6-7]pts

is such a word. It occurs in the poems only P 158 and oj 515. The
only derivatives are Brjpidofxai or ^piofxo.L, five times in the //. and

twice in B 76-8, and dSr/ptrog, P 42. Both noun and verb appear to

be old poetical words. B?]pis is not the final word in either of the two
lines in which it occurs ; (rL8y]po<;, on the other hand, is found, in its

various cases, in .31 places other than the two under reference, and in

30 of these it closes the verse, as in our two lines. A scribe familiar

with it in that position might easily, and by a mistake of only one

letter, produce o-tST^po? from AXAPA2IAHPI2. If avros had already

been copied down, that would help. The mistake once made, o^eAAerat

could not stand, and ef^eA/cerat may have been substituted. The use

of the latter verb in the mid. was common in post-Homeric Greek, in

the same sense as it bears in our passage. The mid. is not found

elsewhere in Homer. The passive occurs N 597 and ^ 696. Or
d^eAAerat itself may have been the original stumbling-block. It is an

old epic verb,—L. and S. and Veitch, s.v.,—and may not have been

familiar. The phrase Srjptv d^eAAetv does not occur in Homer. But
in Hesiod, Ojjp. 14 and 33, it is used in close connection with epis,

as in the two lines in the Od. In Homer we have dt^eAAeiv cttovov

{oi"EpLs), A 445, and ocf^^WeLv ttovov, B 420, H 651 and /3 334, both

of which are very similar to the suggested combination with Srjpts.

In the passive df^cAAoj occurs "^I^ 524 and J 233.

It is also worth noticing that avros a-iSrjpos is in a manner unique

in the poems. Applied adjectively to names of gods, human beings

or animals, avrds is very frequent in the poems. Applied to nouns

denoting inanimate objects, it occurs 33 times, but always in an

oblique case, sing, or plur., except in the repeated line in the Odyssey.

Homeric usage is thus slightly against the probability of either avros

criSripos or avTos xaAKo? being the original reading.



INDEX

1. GENERAL

Abstract nouns in Od., 47 ; prepositional

uses, 72, 73 f.

Abusive language, 166, 209
Acbaeans, plight of, 5, 8

;
poet's sym-

pathy, 7tf., 128, 143, 183; heroes'

ways, 6fF., 155, 173, 175; attitude of

11. to, 171 n.

Achilleid, of Wecklein and others, 32,

212; of Geddes, 164 ff., 176
|

Achilles, quarrel and secession, 1, 152,
\

157, 211 ; saga figure, 32, 162 ; not
|

a satisfactory hero, 33 ; sole hope of
\

the Achaeans, 145 f., 148, 157
;
prayer

'

for Patroclus, 202 ; curse on Aga-
;

memnon, 154 ; and 123, 124, 152,

164, 166, 182, 189, 210
Action, laws regulating, 174
Adverbs in the U., 44

Aeneas, xi, 179, 248
Aeolic, Fick's views of, 224

Aesthetic judgments, 30 f.

Aethiopians, 206
Agamemnon, Thessalian, xi ; despair

and distress, Iff., 153 f., 157, 184, i

200, 222 ; in the Epipolesis, 123, 155 ; j

in A, 143 ; in K, 151 ff., 173 ; he and
Nestor, 145, 157 ff. ; brutality, 155,

207, 210 ; stature, 164 ; in his hut,

181, 200; in A, 210 f.

Age of the Doloneia, 14 ff., 51, 109,

114 ff., 138, 198, 203. Au^ passim
Agriculture, 42 and n.

Aias, premier hero, xi f., 33 ; made
into two, 150 ; loyalty of, 153 ; not i

compared to an ass, 165 ; language

used of, 172; shield, ]89, 196;
YJrayer, 202

Ailments, vocabulary of, 43

Alexandrian critics, 22 f., 77, 138, 172,

265, and App. A passim
Amyntor, 187 and n.

Anatomy, vocabulary of, 43

Andromache, 154, 159, 249

Apate, Odyssean, 206
Aphrodite, epithets of, 246

Apollo, in K, 159, 258 ; in A, 169,

207 ff., 211; epithets, 246; and 123,

124
Appellatives, the Greek, 54

Archaeology, assistance to Homeric
enquiry, xii ff., 186

Archaic language, 40 f., 246 ff.

Archaising, xv. Chap. XL, 192, 197 f.,

211 f., 216, 219, 271

Archery. See Bow
Architecture, A2n.
Areithoiis, 189
Ares, epithets of, 246
Aristophanes, quoted, 73

Aristotle, quoted or referred to, 37, 121,

142, 171, 174, 178, 179, 210, 223
Armour and dress, of Odysseus and

Diomede, 2, 5, 6, 55 ; in K, 4, 197 f.,

200; in U. and OcL, 42; epithets,

49 ; and 64, 175, 190, 251, and Chap.
XXIII. x\nd see Lion-skins, Shield,

Spear, Corslet, Helmet, Greaves, Casque
Arsis and Thesis, 99 n.

Artemis, 169, 250
Article, Chap. X.: views, 77 f., 87; in-

terpretations, 78 ; Attic, 78, etc.
;

in 11. and Od., 79, 81, 239 ; due to

corruption, 79 ; classification of uses,

79 ; of contrast, 79, 85 f. ; in Odyssean
books, 79 f., 87; in K, 80 ff., 235;
in A, 85 f.; in Continuation of Od.,

86 ; in Telemachy, 86 f. ; in 12, 87 ;

difference in occurrences, 87 f. ; in

later poetry, 88 ; easily omitted, 54,

88 f.

Artistic canons, 3

Asia Minor, knowledge of, 206

Assemblies, 83, 147 ff., 207, 209 f., 261

Asyndeton, 54, 175, 208

Ate, 66, 206
Athene, care for Odysseus and Diomede,

2f., 172, 187, 202; her cunning, 7;
\rfiTLS, dyeXeiv, 61 ; in A, 144, 210 ;

in K, 159 f.; in Ur-Ilias, 211

Athenians, influence on poems, 160 f.,

211 ; not in K, 176

281
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Attack on language of K, Chap. V.
Autolycus, 64, 168, 201

Bards, 7, 21, 227, 249
Baths, 181 f.

Bavarian epic referred to, 186
Bearbeiter, 19, 21, 216
Beggars, 249
Beowulf, 89, 142, 189
Biblical Criticism, 18n., 55

Booty, distribution of, 211
Bow, 38, 144, 168 tr., 189, 209
Briareus, 209, 211, 212
Briseis, 154, 158
Bronze and iron, 279

Bucolic Diaeresis, 107, 109 ff., 235

Burden of j)roof, in Homeric Question,

xxi f. ; in interj^olations, 17

Burglary in the poems, 64, 201

Burlesque, in K, Chap. XXIV.; in A,

207
Butchery and cruelty, 6f., 12, 41, 155 f.

Casque, 6, 55, 168, 190, 197, 201

Catalogue of the ships, 12, 15, 100, 102,

146, 206
Cento, K a, 115, 118, 124 f., 220
Characters, Homeric faculty of drawing,

and consistency of, 150 f.

Chariot, 62, 180, 196, 276 ff.

Chaucer referred to, 46, 141, 178
Chios and Homer, 21, 22

Chorizontic belief. See Iliad and Odyssey.

Chronology in the epos, 183, 226

Chryse, Chryseis, Chryses, 207 f., 210,

212
Civilisation, advance claimed in Od.,

42 f., 249 fF.

Clearness, want of in K and A, 208

Combinations of words, peculiar, 54 ; in

K, 260 ; in K and Od., 266 ; in K and
77., 269 ; in A, 271 ; in A and Od.,

272
Comedy in K, 12, Chap. XXIV.
Commonplace, the epic, deviations from

in K, 29, 96, 176, 219 ; varied, 54,

56 f. ; in repetitions, Chap. XIY. passim
Comparatives and superlatives in K, 58

Compound words, 44, 58, 234
Conclusion of K objected to, 227 f.

Constructions, peculiar, in K, 59, 67,

69 ff., 126, 262, 267; in K and H.,

269 ; in A, 271
Continuation of the Od., Cynaethus

author, 22 ; free from linguistic vices,

48 ; Article in, 86 ; foreshadowed, 146

;

es in, 255
Contraction of vowels, 50, 67, 223, 224,

233, 235, 236
Contrasts, 9, 207, 220
Corslet, alDsence of, from K, and theories,

193 ff.

Country life, 5, 65, 175
Crete, light from, xii ff., 65 ; Odysseus'

connection with, 168 ff.; corslet and
shield in script, 195, 197

Critics and their methods, ix, xix,

216 ff. ; not free from bias, 3, 215
;

bowdlerisation, 7 ; application of

modern standards, 13, 23, 179, 183,

215 ; ways with interpolations. Chap.
III. ; appeals for precedents, 29

;

possibility and certainty, 33 ; arbi-

trariness, 49, 100, 222 ; Article, 79
;

Unehenheiten, 171 ; doubtful pro-

cedure, 190 f., 254 ; their principles

applied to A, Chap. XXV. ; critics

hard to please, 227 ; imitation or

reminiscence alleged, 240, 248
Culture in the poems, xv
Cunning, 7, 162
Cursing-man, professional, in A, 212
Cyclics, xvii ; versification, 107 ; de-

generation in, 151, 176 ; Cypria, 15,

208
Cyclops, 55, 250
Cynaethus, 22, 217
Cypria. See Cyclics

Datives, 52, 236, 256
Deictic 6 and ovtos, 83, 84
Demodocus' Lay in 6, 8, 206, 239 f., 246
Derivatives, 57
Descriptions in detail, 190, 278
Dieuchidas, 134 f., 136
Difficulties, 2n., 18, Chap. XXII.
Diffuseness in K, 12, 208, 216

Digamma, xx. Chap. XII. ; corruption

from ignorance of, 26 ; in Continuation
of Od.., 48 ; neglect of, in formulae,

50; use by Dissectors, 97f., 220;
phenomena uniform, 98, 105 ; digam-
mated words, differences as to, 99 ;

neglects, what ? 99 f. ; semi - vowel,

100 ; in Hesiod and Archilochus, 101
;

Hotimann, 101 f. ; Thumb, 102 f.
;

effects, 102 ; in P, N, O, 103 ; in K,
103 f., 222; in A, 104 f.; in Bucolic

Diaeresis, 111 ; metric bound up with,

114
Dignity, epic, alleged want of in K, 12,

199, 209

Diogenes Laertius, 135, 136

Diomede, his pluck, 1, 2, 5 ; and Nestor,

1, 5, 116 f., 146, 147, 155, 200, 203;
his bivouac, 4, 234, 181, 191, 197;
Athene's care for, 5, 159 ; his corslet,

5 ; double origin of, 140, 150, 154

;

in I, 147 f.; in K, 154 ff.; and Aga-
memnon, 152, 155 ; his slaughter of

the Thracians, 156 ; combinations of

words used of, 174 ; as rider, 195 ; as

hoplite, 197 ; and Dolon, 203. And see

Odysseus.
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Direct speech in II. and Od., 39 f., 110,
131, 244 ; change to indirect, 226

Disaffection in the camp, 2, 148, 152
Distance, measures of, 175
Dogs, 209, 210
Dolon, his offer, start and reward, 2, 5,

8 ; accoutrements, 3, 56, 58, 227,
229 f. ; capture and death, 6, 7, 63,

155 f., 162, 225 f.; character, 6 and
n., 158 f, ; essential to the story, 200

;

on a vase, 138 ; and 187, 199, 201
Doloneia, its low place in critical estima-

tion, viii
;
position in and connection

with n., 8, 127 f., 143 If., and Chap.
XXI.

;
popular, 59 f. ; foreshadowed

in 0, 146 ; characters consist with
rest of 7/., 151 ff. ; compared with Ur-
Ilias, Chap. XXV. and passim.

Do ut des, 5, 118
Dramatic faculty, 174
Dreams, 212, 226, 262
Dress. See Armour and dress

Dual verb forms, 51, 235
Duality of characters, 150, 164

Eastern peoples and ways, 154, 175, 192,

212, 249
Egypt and the Od., xiv
Einleger, Fick's, 14 f., 225, 227
Einzellicd, K as an, 59 f., 133, 137,

139
Elision, 52, 100, 110, 112 f.

Emendations, Chap. IV. and App. C, 18,

23, 49, 59 f., 97, 99; now proposed,
24 and App. B, 67, 232, 234, 235

Enclitics, position of, 69
Epic, old English, 178
Epics of other nations, xviii f. And see

separate titles as Shdhndma, Kalewala,
Beowulf, etc.

Epic technique, 174 f.

E2np6lesis, the, 146, 152 f., 155. 160,

166
Episodes, 142 f., 182 f.

Epithets, interchanged, 25, 230, 236
;

in n. and Od., difference, 38, 39
;

archaic, 40, 257 ; of armour, 49
;

varied to suit metre, 54 ; single oc-

currences, 56 f., 168, 176 f., 260; not
always appropriate, 119 ; of Athene,
61 ; of war, 65 ; of Odysseus, 167 ; in

K, 266
Ethics of heroic age, 41, 155 f., 162, 250
Eumaeus, 169, 191

Euripides quoted or referred to, 7, 8, 10,

234
Eustathius quoted or referred to, 22,

133, 138, 140, 255
Evolution of epic, xix

Ewes and lambs, offer of, 185 f., 197,

223
Expansionist theory, xi, 33

Expedition of Odysseus and Diomede,
2f., 5ff., 8, 184

Expurgation of the poems, 41, 150, 210,
216

Feasts, 166, 175, 185
Felt, 55
Forms of words, varied to suit metre,

54, 58 ; strange, in K, 59, 66 ff., 259
;

Odyssean, in K, 126, 266 ; in K and
the//., 268 ; in A, 270

Formulae, difference of in II. and Od.,

38 f. ; abnormalities in, 50, 108 ; in

repetitions. Chap. XIV. passim ; used
inappropriately, 202 ; Odyssean in A,
272 f.; in K and the //., 269; and
242 and 250

Gender, neglected metri gratia, 54
Genitives, 52, 54, 111, 224
Geography, Homeric, rehabilitated by
M. Berard, xiv

Gifts, Athene's promise of, in A, 154
Glaucus, 173, 202
Gluttony of Odysseus, 186 f.

Gnomic sayings, 41, 209, 220
Goethe referred to, xxiii, 3f., 18, 122,

178, 179, 183, 228
Grammar, difference of in IL and Od.,

36, 39, 43, App. D ; effect on, of

direct speech, 39, and of repetition,

40 ; variety of Homeric, 53 ; liberties

with, 54
Greaves, not in K, 193f.
Grief, manifestations of, 154
Guards of the camp, 121, 148 f., 153,

221

Hagia Triada vase, the, 195
Hairdressing in II. and Od., 42
Hebe, 207
Hector, Boeotian, xi ; offer to Dolon, 2,

186 ; sanguine spirit and disappoint-
ment, 5, '7, 8, 143, 184; irresistible

by help of Zeus, 152, 153, 157 ; in K,
]58, 173

Helmet, 193 f., 198. And see Casque
Hephaestus, 206, 207, 209, 211, 212
Hera, 210, 246
Herakles, 176, 191, 192 f.

Hermes, 64, 121, 159, 204
Herodotus, his digressions, 142
Heroes, Homeric, vicissitudes of, xi

Heroic ideal, 151, 155 f.

Hesiod, quoted or referred to, 26, 51, 52,

83, 217 ; language of, 52 ; Article in,

88 ; versification", 106, 109 ; and 176,
207, 209, 211, 241, 280

Hiatus, emendation to cure, 26 and n.,

70, 234, 235 ; in relation to F, 102
;

in K, 109 ; in Bucolic Diaeresis, 109 ff.

;
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kinds, 110 ; after e, 111 f. ; left by
elision, 112 f. ; how far avoided, 113

Hippokoon, 159, 258
Hipponax, 15
Hobbles, horses', 62
Homer, use of name, xv, xxii, 30 ; to

be interpreted from his works, 31 f.

;

medical knowledge of, 43. And 2yassim

Homeric, uses of the term, 30 f., 51 ; K
not, 12, 199, 202 n.

; procedure in A
not, Chap. XXV. passun

Homeric Age, realit}^ of, xv ; our ignor-

ance of, 186
Homeric language, xx, 41, 50, 94 ; in

II. and Od. respectively, 43 f. ; only
known from the poems, 46, 55 ; uni-
formit}^ of, 48, 98 ; interpolators'

knowledge of, 48 ; copiousness, variety
and flexibility, 53, 73

Homeric poems, love and reverence for,

xvi, 21

Homerids, xxii, 21, 171 f., 174
Hoplopoeia, 21, 55
Horace quoted or referred to, 163, 182,

202, 203, 204, 211, 213, 227
Horses, and car of Achilles, 2, 7f., 84,

123, 158, 175, 203; of Rhesus, 3,

62, 175, 179 f., 201, 227, App. L;
Diomede's association with, 140, 176

;

in K, 175 ; in ^, 176 ; epithets, 246
Humour in K, 117, Chap. XXIV.
Hymns, the Homeric, K same age as, 15

;

gens, and dats. in, 52; F in, 102, 103;
versification, 107, 109 ; and 204, 207,
241. Hym. Ap., 22; Hym. Merc,
52, 112, 204, 245

Hyperbole in A, 209

Idomeneus, 153, 169, 223
riiad and Odyssey, language of, one,

Chap. VI., Apps. D and E, 53, 65, 129
;

Article in, 79 ; F, 98, 105 ; versifica-

tion, 106 ff".. Ill ; is, 255
Imitation. See Plagiarism and Imitation.

Inconsistencies. See Unebenhciten.
Inorganic lines, 33, 181, 210, 212, 218
Interpolation, xix. Chap. III. ; in K

19f., 22 f., App. A
;
principles of ad-

judication, 17 f; Blass and Jebb, 19
;

Leaf on weathering, 20 ; interpolators,

who ? 20 ff. ; their strange proceedings,
160 f.; freedom to manipulate the
poems, 141 f., 21 7 f.; interpolator of
A, 142 ; of K, 176 ; corslet interpola-

tions, 193 f.

Introductory part of K, unduly long, 4,

227
Ionia and the poems, xvi
Irish epic referred to, 189, 201, 243, 275
Irony, tragic, in K, 8

Iros, 182, 209
Iterative verbs, 50, 52 f., 253 ff., 270

Jod, 111

Kalchas, 210
Kingship in A, 210
Kinship, vocabulary of, 43

Lachraannism, xi

Laertes' apparel, 191
Lateness of passages, as basis of disrup-

tion, viii, xxii f.
;
proved by linguistic

peculiarities, 49 ft'. ; by pseudo-archa-

isms, 90, 95 f. ; by anything uncommon,
180; absence of indications in K, 176;
linguistic usages that persisted into

later Greek, 40 f. ; absence in late

books of late indications, 51, 65 f.,

69, 81

Later Greek, approximation to, in lan-

guage of K, 50 f.

Lied and Epos, xviii

Linguistic peculiarities, xx. Chap. VII.
;

those in K. Chap. VIII. and App. G
;

some really mistakes of copyists, 25
;

enumerations of, in K, 27 f. and n.
;

how to be estimated, 31 f., 34, 49, 59
;

Orszulik's plan criticised, 28 f. ; caused
by metrical' necessity, 53 ; in tfr-Ilias,

59 ; in A, 205, App. J ; and 216
Lion-skins in K, 14, 176, 192 f., 209
Logical interpretation of the epic, 3,

179, 220
Longinus quoted or referred to, 37, 243 n.

Mahdbhfl.rata referred to, xviii, 203 n.

Marriage bond, 210
Meanings, words with a variety of, 53

;

strange, in K, 65 f., 258 f. ; Odyssean,
in K, 265 ; Iliadic, 268

;
pecidiar to

A, 270 ; Odyssean, 272
Medical knowledge in the poems, 43
and n.

Meges, 223
Melanthios, treatment of, 41, 156, 209,

250
Menelaus, 121, 153, 158, 173, 200, 248

Menestheus, 160
Menis. See Ur-IJias or Menis
Meriones, lends Odysseus a bow, 144.

168, 169 ; and 153, 185, 248
Metrical convenience or necessity, 53 f.,

57, 58, 64, 67, 73, 76, 83, 87, ^106 tf.,

168, 236
Middle voice, 54, 58, 266
Milton quoted or referred to, 31, 45, 46,

53, 55, 58, 87, 178, 223, 228, 258
Minos, xiii

Modernisation. See Text.

Modesty, false, Achaean heroes not given

to, 173
Moglichkcit ist nicht Notwendigkeit, 33

Monotony of the Iliad, complaints of,

142f.
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Mules, 209, 210, 222
Mycenae, seat of suzerainty, xiv.

;

Myceuaean culture, Reichel and Robert
on, 194 ; shields, 197

]\Iytliology and myths, fluidity of, 41

Nansikaa and her brothers, 159
Necessities of the moment, 9, 156, 159,

200
Ne damncmus qxiod non intcUccjimus,

187
Neleids and the poems, 22, 147
Nestor, his sons, 2n., 153, 185, 187 f.;

friend of Agamemnon, 2, 145, 221,

222; in K, 4, 153, 156 ff., 173, 199;
in I, 147 tf. ; his shield and his son's,

5, 144 ; interpolated by Neleids, 22
;

military adviser, 163 ; his apparel,

191 ; has no corslet, 193 ; and 1, 121,

155, 167, 181, 182, 200, 201, 208,
221 f.

Nibclungcnlied referred to, xviii, 189,

190, 195
Night in K, 13, 14, 140; effect on

language, 55, 131, 266 ; night as space
of darkness, 73, 74 f. ; a crowded night,

182 f. ; difierence between night and
day work, 193f.

Nireus, 161

Nomenclature, 175
Nyktegersia, 1, 127 f., 190

Odysseanism in the Iliad, Chap, XV.,
and Apps. D and E passim ; and 14,

28, 37, QQ, 69, Chap. IX., 75, 79 f., 80,

106, 111, 107 ff., 1101}'., 129, 168,
201 f., 205 fi;, and App. K, 210, 215,

219, 224 f.

Odysseus, Chap. XX. ; his part in the
adventure, 2, 5 ; association with
Diomede, 7, 81, 145, 166, 172 f., 176,

202, 227
;
popular hero, 131 ; degraded

by the Cyclics, 151 ; in the Epijiolesis,

155, 166; in A, 165 f.; in 9, 166f.
;

as bowman, 168 f.
;
phraseology used

of him alone, 172 ; his gluttony, 186 f.

;

his equipment in K, 191 f. ; as rider,

195 and App. L: and 38, 122, 191,

203, 206
Olympia, 61, 193, 197
Olympus, 206, 207, 209, 211
Omen in K, 159, 187
Optative mood, 40, 43, 241 tf., 70, 226
Ossian, 95

Pandarus, 180
Panthoiis, sons of, 172
Papyri referred to, 56, Qi>

Parallel passages. Chap. XIV., 15 f., 219
f., 273. And see Repetitions, and
Plagiarism and Imitation

Parallel versions, amalgamation of, 211

Paris, xi, 168, 191, 209, 249, 251
Patroclus, 155, 158, 187, 202
Penelope, 119, 169, 250
Perfects, 54, 68, 92

Peripeteia in K, 8 and n., 203
rhiloctetes, 161, 168
Phraseology, used of or by individuals,

172 tf., repeated unconsciously, 174
Piers Ploxvman, 141

Pindar, Article in, 88 ; scholia, 22, 138

Pisander of Kameiros, 192 f.

Pisistratus and his Ordncr or Com-
mission, xii, 21, 22, 49, 122, 127, 147,

149, 160, 216, and Chap. XVI.
Plagiarism and imitation charged ngainst

K, 12, 56, 90, 201 f., 204, 216, 219,

260, and Chap. XIV.
Pleonasm, 221, 223, 261
Pope referred to, 18, 204
Position, neglect of, in verse, 106 IT.

! Position in verse, words recurring in

;
same, 26, 177

i

Praetorium in the camp, 181

Prayers of the heroes, 5, 118, 172, 175,

202, 229
Prepositions, Chap. IX., 219, 271

Presbeia to Achilles, 1, 137, 148, 152,

182
Priam, 124, 154, 158, 249
Proem to Iliad, 179, 208
Protesilaus, 172
Prothystera, 54
Proverbs, Homeric, 204
Pseudo-Archaisms. See Archaising
Public of the early poet, 3, 4, 7f., 9, 13,

183, 201, 227
Pylian Epos, supposed, 157, 208

Quality of K as epic poetry, 9 f., 12 ff.

Quarrels, 33, 207, 208, 211

Quintilian referred to, 175, 202

Razors, 64
Reaction against disintegrating criti-

cism, X
Relative, attraction of, 241
Religion. See Theology and Religion
Repetitions, xix ; common phenomenon,

18, 201 ; effect of, on language of //.

and Od., 40 ; in K and the Od.,

115 ff. ; in K and the //., 123 f. ; in

A, 125 ; characteristic of earlv i)oetry,

116 ; and 218 If., 225, 226 f.

"

Retardation of action, 142, 178
Rhapsodes, their additions to the poems,

19, 21 f ; and 100, 122, 186 n., 210,
226

Rhesus, 2, 3, 6, 226, 15, 62, 124, 141 f.,

574 ff.

Rhodian, interpolation, 161 ; origin of

K, 187 n. ; epithet, 248
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Riding, 180, 195, 196, 198, 237, and
App. L

Saga, 9, 150, 202
Sagenverschiebungcn, xii, 150
Sarpedon, 173, 189, 262
Sceptre, Hector's, 83 ; Pelopid, 201, 212
Schiller referred to, 141, 178
Scholiasts quoted or referred to, 7, 8, 22,

65, 133 and n., 134, 199, 260, 275
and n.

Scott, Sir Walter, quoted or referred to,

178, 194, 196, 228, 244
Scouts and scouting, 63 f,, 184, 190, 200,

232
Scribes and their errors, 24, 25. 59 f.,

67, 94, 79, 83, 95, 230, 233, 280
Shdhnd77ia, the, referred to, 142, 154,

189, 190, 196, 234, 243, 275
Shakespeare quoted or referred to, 4, 1 8,

178, 43, 46, 53^/1., 55, 150, 154, 179,

182, 192, 203, 204, 209, 223, 228, 250
Shield, of Achilles, 55, 189 ; of Nestor.

144; of Aias, 189, 196, 262; of

Sarpedon, 189 ; of Hector, 196

;

Mycenaean and Ionian, 191, 194 ff.,

197 ; shields in K, 195 ff.

Sicily, xiv and n.

Silence of the poet on certain matters,

64, 182, and App. L
Similes, in K, 6, 174 f.; in B, 30 ; in 11.

and Od., 39, 131, 206 ; moods in, 91
;

tertium comparationis, 165, 184
;

ready-made, 174, 207 ; the opening
simile in K, 56, 184 f., 221, 253, 261

Singularities in the poems, 50, 179, 186

Sintians, 206
Skins as dress. See Armour and dress

Snow, 184 and '/I., 264
Solon, xvi, 21

Sophocles quoted or referred to, 18, 19,

63, 163, 263
SparsamTceit of the Epos, law of, 183

Spear. 62 f., 117, 144, 169, 193, 229 ff.

Spiritus asper, 102, 112

Stevenson, R. L., referred to, 179

Sthenelus, 145, 155
Stumper, the, of German criticism, 20,

31, 201, 212
Style and technique, the Homeric,

simplicity of, 8 ; charge of want of

dignity, 12 ; other faults, ibid.. ; in

K 13, 174 ; variations in, 46 ; mis-

appreciation of a point in, 121 f., and
see Contrasts and Necessities of the

moment
Subject-matter, influence of, on diction,

37, 41, 46, 55, 58, 76, 87, 130, 238,

242, 255, and App. E passim.

Subjective ayjpreciation, 30, 76, 120
Synizesis, 30, 50, 67, 232 f., 235

Tamarisk, 230 f.

Telemachus, 121, ]22, 156,-169, 191
Telernachy, age of, 15

;
perfects in, 69 ;

Article, 86 f. ; repetitions, 120 ; said to

imitate K, 122 ; cs in, 255
Temples, 212
Tennyson quoted or referred to, 45, 53,

55, 95, 141, 142, 165 71., 168, 175, 194,

195, 209, 243
Tests, specific linguistic, f, xx, 49, 52,

Chap. XII. ; iterative verbs, xxi, 50,

52, 69, 270, App. F ; av, xx, 52, 220,

App. F ; es, XX, 52, App. F
;
genitives,

51, 52, 224 f.; datives, 52, 256; per-

fects in -Ka, 68 f. ; ottXo, 51, 65
; xpwj,

51. Tests in general. Chap. VII., 224,

and see Article, Prepositions, Opta-
tives, Contraction, Synizesis, Versifica,

tion. Vocabulary, Dual, Archaising,

Odysseanism
Teucer, 167, 168
Text, xix; corruption of, 18, 20, 24, 26, 53,

62 ; of K, 24 ; modernisation, 25, 50,

81, 221, 254 ; emendation confirmed,

26 ; uncertainty of, 79 ; archaisms,

94 ; the Athenians and the, 160
and n.

Theagenes, 138
Theology and Religion, cunning of the

gods, 7 ; religion more advanced in

Od., 41 f.; poet pulls divine strings

159 f.; gods in II. and Od., 206
scene below divine dignity, 209
archaism in religious matters, 211
war in Heaven, 212

Theomachy, opinions on, 31 ; language
of, 48

Theophanies, 144, 169, 176, 209
Thersites, 209
Theseus, references to, 160
Thetis, 124, 182, 191, 207, 211

Thoas, 167
Thracians, slaughter of, 155 f., 159;

metal work, 175
Tlepolemus episode, 182
Tmesis, 58, 72

Tracks in the camp and over the plain,

4, 230
Trades, specialisation of, in 11., 42

Tradition, xiii f.

Tragedy, Attic, Article in, 88 ; degi'ada-

tion of Odysseus, 163

Tragic, element in K, 8 and n. ; elevation

of the Homeric poetry, 12

Transmission of the poems, xiii, 21

Trojans, attitude of poems to, 171 n.
;

noisiness of, 175 ; encamped on high
ground, 181 ; their plans, 225 f.

;

hardly mentioned in the Od., 248

Troy, site of, xiv ; capture of, 163
;

plunder got in the district, 182
Tydeus, 172, 175, 176, 201
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Unehenhciten, 171, 188, 210, 218, 220
Unitarian belief, xxi f., 45, 151, 172,

174
Ur-Ilias or Menis, vicissitudes of, xi

;

style of, 12 ; language of, 27, 29, 48,

217 ; new view of, 32 ff. ; indulgence
towards, 49 ; lonisms in, 52 ; Article

in, 85 f., 87 ; F in, 97 f. ; versification

of, 109 ; relation of K to, 124, 215
;

infirmities of, Chap. XXV.

Veneration for the poems, xvi, 21, 217
Vergil, quoted or referred to, 6, 7, 263,

18, 178, 53, 141, 142, 163, 191, 204,
244, 263 ; his imitation of the Doloneia,

10, 141, 156, 183, 186, 190, 203
Versification, Chap. XIII. : corruption

of text due to supposed defects, 26
;

affected by direct speech, 39 ; ditler-

ences, 45 ; effect on language, 46
;

iinus color, 48 ; dactyl preferred, 51,

233, 235 ; causes licence. 53 ; correp-

tion, 67 ; equal division of line, 69
;

lengthening, 93 ; spondaic endings, 94

;

of A, 271
Vocabulary, in II. and Od. respectively,

36, 44, App. E ; influences modifying,
39, 40 ; weight of differences in, 40 tf. ;

of right and wrong, 41 ; abundance of,

53 ; our ignorance of, 53, 55 ; single
occurrences, 55 ; words favoured by
K, 57 f.; vocabulary of Milton, 45 f.

Volksgeist and Volksscelc, xvi

Wall and Fosse, 2n., 4, 38, 181
.AVarrior Vase, the, 62, 197
Weathering of surface of poems. See

Interpolation

Wolf, F. A., X, 21

Wolf, the, 191 and n.

Wooers, the, in the Od., 8, 38, 179, 209,
250, 252, 265

Writincr. xiii

Xenophon quoted or referred to. 222, 235

Zeugma in A. 208
Zeus, deserts Agamemnon, 2, 152, 157

;

his promise to Thetis, 8 ; in 0, 159 f.^

166 ; in A, 211 ; epithets. 56, 246
Zoilus, 187, 191

2. GEEEK

Some words and expressions discussed or refeiTed to.

dyeXeir}, 61

dyepuixos, 248
dSriKores, dprjoTes, 68
deipw, avvaeipoj, 237
drjdecaio, 64, 253
dAC^T7, 64
dKovoj, 234
d\Los, 119
d\X' tofiev, 173
dfJL(pi, 238
&v8txa. irdaa Kedcdi], 247
dpiT] /cat TO (pvXdacreLv, 78
dPTiTopeoj, 64

duTV^, 62

ctTTo^ eip-n.ueva, 28, 54 ff., 257, 270
(XTTO do^rjs, 119
dTTo edev i'-J/oa ddpas, 229
(t6) dirpeires, 7, 23
-as in ace. pi. of 1 decl., 52 and v.

dad/j.Lv6os, 182
drrj, 53, 66

auT6s, 50, 236 f.. 271, 279 f.

avrbs yap e^eXverat audpa cridrjpos, App

^e^i7}K€V, 68

ydp, 25. 26

8at<pp(t}v, 248
SeeXos, drjXos, 50, 62, 228
deiKTiKQs, 83, 84
deivbv TO riprnKOV, 164, 275
dripis, 280
Old vvKTa, 75
dLairpvcLov, 38, 41

dovpl -aTL, 51

iyp-nybpOacTi -Oai, 90, 92
iyprpfopTi, 50
Wev, €0, etc., 238, 239
{to) edllXOV TOV TTOirjToO, 32
et-clauses, 244 f.

eiaaev, 94
el ydp, Avith opt., 126
elada, 66
iKdia^aiuu}, 234
e/crdotos, 64
^fCTOS dTTO, 234
fKircTo, 6 n.

efxavTov, etc., 51

e/ie'o -idev, 68
ev, 74, 76
ev dypofxevoiaLv, 234
4^73f.
^1 aVTTJS TTJS TTOiT/aeWJ. 18, 31
i^rjs 8' k'^QixevoL k.t.\., 38
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iirelyeadai. (jStdfetr^at) ^eXeecrai, 172
€Tr€cyeToi>, 90, 91

^tt' ij,u.aTL, 232
iTTi, 72 f., 75, 238
€7n8L<ppLds, 62, 278
ivLaKOTros, 232
eTTLTpeTTO}, 54, 57
epiydovTTOs Tr6(ns "Upris, 56
ipidovTTOs and epiydoviros, 38
ej, eo-w, 52, App. F
ecrdKouore, 166
-eo-i, dat. plur. in, 236
^ot' aj/, 52
^Ti, 232
ed Kai iirtaTaiixeuois, 122
^u^os, 67

evTeixeov -ea, 2Qn., 5Sn., 110

iufiev, 235

FeKa<TTos, 101, 104
f^pSoj, 104
Fepvaao}, 105
fepiyw, 103
FeTLbiXLos, 99

A, "fi, fii/, 93
fiWT?, 104
FoiKos, 97, 100

forj/os, 97, 98, 100

f and ^ interchanged, 25

ij, correption of, 236

-Tj/xevai, infs. in, 259
ijvLy, 235

-dev, 257
drjKaTo, 67

'Ids, 52
taxe, 103
t'Si'a rerdx^at, 136
V^dvoj and compounds, 58

LfxavTes, 62
IVa, 234
ibixwpoL, 168
iTnro(3dT7]s and linroaTpocpos, 197

'nrirofMaxoi, 236
iirirojv i7r€J3r]cr€TO, 275 ff.

tpoi', tepd, 57

KayxO'^ooju, 200
Kai 7dp Tt? re, 172
/cat yUtj' (puvqcraca k.t.\., 50

/ca\6y, 52, 252
Kara^Tjofxev, 181

/card (Tuj'eo-ij', constructions, 223
/car' ovTajULevrjp (hreiXriv, 172
KTjdeaL fj.oxdw^'-^ '^<^' Tr\do(nv, 157

KpdT€a(pL,90, 92 f.

K^vraTov, 156

Xd^ TToSt k-ij/Tjcras, 116
XrjLTLs, 61

Xiaaeadac, 67, 69

/xdz/, ^njj/, 245
fiedQfxev, 236
fxeWio, 67, 69
/i.ei' oSj/, 245
/xeo 68
/tterd, 74, 76
fxerd^pevov evpv KaXvi^/e, 173
MT? oi), 70
IxLy-qcreadaL, 66

fjioxdecv, -Lfw, 233

'Savarad/uLos, 4, 29
»'e^\i;5es, 58
veKpoh djU-^aivoPTes, 26
vw, 83, 233

^vpov, 4ti2, 64

Orros 'IXtof, 15
otw, 233
o^w aKovra, 229, 266
6>i\os, 23, 265
0, 6'rt, cl)s, ovi>€Ka, 240 f.

6'7rXa, 27, 51, 54, 65
6'r' dj/, 221
ov8' aXaoa-KOTTLrjv elx\ 122, 202
ovdev, 70
60AXw, 280

Trd?' oLirovov dai/ULOuiojv, 160
Trapd, 73
vapacpdairjaL, 90 f. , 96
Trapc^X^'^^^j 68
Trept, 75, 239
Trei'/ceSaj'os, 65, 247
TTLTTTOVTiaV, 234
Tn(jiavaKU}, 58, 236
TrXfCtjj/, 224
woLKiXos, 176 f., 260
TToXvTXrijjuav, 167
(r6) irpeirov, 17
7r/)6, 75
TrpoTrdpoide, 65
vpoTL, 73

pexdev oe re j/7y7rtos ^yvo), 204

aavpojTrjp, 62, 117
arjfia, -ara, 229 «.

crt'-ya, 172
(TidoTrTja-is, 275 ff.

o'KOTridi'ctJ, 5ta-, 64
o-/co7r6s, 63, 119, 232
'Lixivdev^, 182, 211
o-7re?o, 90, 93
(TTOIXa TToX^f-LOLO, 65
cruXdw, 235
(Tvvaelpoo, 237, 275
o-^io-tj/, 90, 91, 225
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ToXacri-, roKacppwv, 167

rdojv, tQ:v, 224
rLeri,u€uos, 90, 94, 259

Tldrifxi, 67

Tis, omission of, 262
r\7jfx(j}v, 167 f.

Toiadecrai, 66

TO, TO . . 6', 239 f.

TW 5^ Oi W/JLCO, 85

ii/3/3ty, 152, 250
i'7r6, 73
v\//6d' eovTL Au, 54

(pairjs K€, 243
0a(ri 5e oi iraXaLoi, Chap. XVI.
0^;uts, 28, 53, 251, 264
(pddvu, 52, 91

4>ddvu, (Tr€vxo/J.ai and ^dWu in combina-
tion, 174

(pdeyyo/xai, 58, 119

-01, 92 f.

<ptv, 93
06|8oj, 23, 63
(pvyrj, -ade, 63

0i;^is, 58, 63

Xetpt iraxdri, 119

Xei^i, Xfp'' 51

xAttii'a, 64

X/aatcr/iet;', 247
X/377/uaTa, KTrj/iaTa, 251

Xpws, 51

tD5e 5^ TiS eiirea-Ke k.t.\., 50
(is eiTrwj/ WTpvve k.t.X,, 38

3. SOME PASSAGES DISCUSSED
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